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Datum der Disputation:Zusammenfassung
Durch die Entwicklung moderner und heterogener Hardware haben sich die Anforderungen an 3d An-
wendungen geändert. Obwohl Echtzeit-Rendering von photorealistischen Bildern heutzutage möglich
ist, bleibt der Rechenaufwand trotz leistungsfähiger Graphikkarten enorm hoch. Gerade ältere Com-
puter mit schwächerer Graphikkarte oder Smart-Phones sind nicht in der Lage die selben Ergebnisse
zu erreichen. Um auf diesen leistungsschwächeren Systemen trotzdem ein interaktives Rendering zu
ermöglichen, werden üblicherweise Details von den Objekten innerhalb einer Szene entfernt. Dadurch
müssen weniger Daten verarbeitet werden und als Resultat wird eine höhere Bildwiederholfrequenz
erzielt.DasEntfernenvonDetailskanndabeijedochArtefakteerzeugen,welchevoneinemBetrachter
oder Benutzer als störend empfunden werden können. Dadurch wird die vom Betrachter empfundene
Qualität der Szenerie reduziert.
Um die Erzeugung von Artefakten zu vermeiden, werden Merkmale auf einem Objekt identiﬁ-
ziert, welche entfernt werden können. Meistens werden dazu geometrische Eigenschaften genutzt,
wie z.B. Abstand, Fläche oder Form. Mit Hilfe von diesen wird die Qualtität einer möglichen Re-
duktion eingeschätzt. Die wiederholte Anwendung von diesen Reduktionen erzeugt die sogenannten
Levels Of Detail (LODs), welche von einem Renderingsystem genutzt werden können. Diese vorbe-
rechneten LODs werden dann mittels einer Metrik, wie der Abstand zum Betrachter, ausgewählt und
ausgetauscht. Der Übergang zwischen zwei LODs-Versionen muss dabei kontinuierlich von statten
gehen, um von einem Betrachter nicht wahrgenommen zu werden. Daher ist es nötig, beide LOD-
Versionen gleichzeitig anzuzeigen und zwischen beiden überzublenden, d.h. mit Hilfe der Transzpa-
renz einen Austausch der Objekte zu vollführen. Der dadurch entstehende zusätzliche Aufwand muss
hierbei in Betracht gezogen werden und der Vorteil einer LOD-Reduktion ist erst nach dem Vollenden
des Austausches gegeben. Grundsätzlich nutzen die aktuellen LOD-Methoden die diskreten und vor-
berechneten Level. Dabei werden aber auch Beschränkungen von Anzeige und Betrachter ausgenutzt.
Die visuelle Wahrnehmung von Menschen ist limitiert, z.B. können wir uns nur auf eine Stelle
gleichzeitig fokussieren oder gleiche Farben nicht unterscheiden, wenn die Lichtverhältnisse verschie-
densind.InderForschunginnerhalbdiesesBereicheswurdenverschiedeneKompressionsartenvorge-
stellt,welchedieseInformationennutzenkönnen.BildbasierteKompressionen,wieMPEGundJPEG,
nutzen diese, um für Menschen unbemerkbare Details zu entfernen. Die JPEG-Bildkomprimierung
zum Beispiel macht sich unter Anderem zu Nutze, dass Menschen eine geringere Auﬂösung für Far-
beninformationen besitzen. Auch in anderen Wahrnehmungsbereichen ﬁnden Kompressionsmetho-
den Anwendung, wie z.B. MP3. In dieser Kompression werden überlagerte Frequenzen mit geringe-
rer Genauigkeit speichert, falls diese von einer anderen Frequenz maskiert wird. Zur Abbildung von
Wahrnehmung, insbesondere die visuelle Wahrnehmung, gibt es verschiedene Computermodelle. In
unserem Szenario sind besonders solche von Vorteil, welche nicht von Menschen beeinﬂusst werden
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können, wie z.B. die Salienz.
Salienz ist ein Begriff aus der Psychophysik und beschreibt die Fähigkeit eines Objektes aus sei-
ner Umgebung “hervorzustechen”. Solche Objekte (oder Merkmale) sind besonders wichtig für das
menschliche visuelle System. Mit Hilfe der Salienz ist es möglich, Regionen zu identiﬁzieren, auf die
ein Mensch wahrscheinlich schauen wird. In der Literatur wurde die Salienz bereits verwendet, um
rekursive Rendering-Algorithmen zu steuern, wie z.B. Path-Tracing oder globale Beleuchtungsrech-
nungen. Gerade sehr aufwändige Verfahren ziehen einen großen Nutzen aus einer wahrnehmungsba-
sierten Darstellung, da sie dadurch einzelne Berechnungen abbrechen können ohne die Qualität des
Ergebnisbildes stark zu beeinﬂussen. Im Idealfall würde das Ergebnisbild sich nicht von einer naïven
Methode unterscheiden. Bis jetzt ist es allerdings üblich, Salienz für Bilder zu berechnen und eine 3d
Variante wurde nur partiell vergestellt und umgesetzt. Damit das existierende Modell komplett in 3d
überführt werden kann, müssen einige Probleme umgangen werden.
In dieser Arbeit stellen wir ein smartes Renderingsystem vor, welches mit Hilfe eines 3d Salienz-
modells Wahrnehmungsinformationen nutzen kann. Dieses Rendering passt die vorhandenen Objekte
direkt während der Anzeige an und ermittelt mit der Salienz Bereiche oder Regionen, in denen De-
tails entfernt werden können. Dadurch ist dieses System nicht auf Vorberechnungen bezüglich der
LOD-Versionen angewiesen. Wir präsentieren eine allgemeine Repräsentation der Salienz, welche es
ermöglicht, einzelne Merkmale im Voraus zuberechnen und in einer beliebigen Szenerie einzufügen.
Unser LOD-Verfahren ist dabei nicht nur abhängig von Objektinformationen, sondern nutzt zusätz-
lich die Szenerie, wodurch genauere Anpassungen möglich sind. Zur Bestätigung unserer Thesen,
haben wir einen Prototypen erstellt, der auf aktuellen Systemen interaktives Rendering ermöglicht
und konnten in Benutzerstudien die vorgestellten Verfahren veriﬁzieren.
Für die Anpassung eines 3d Objektes deﬁnieren wir eine dynamische Datenstruktur, den TreeCut.
Diese kapselt eine multi-resolution Darstellung ab, welche verschiedene Detailstufen eines Objektes
enthält. Im Gegensatz zu klassischen, hierarchiebasierten Renderingmethoden, wird in unserem Ver-
fahren explizit ein Cut gespeichert, welcher die aktuelle Darstellung repräsentiert. Diese Darstellung
wird dabei durch die sogennanten Cut-Knoten beschrieben. Es ist nicht nötig, die hierarchie nochmals
zu traversieren und eine Beschleunigung in der Anzeige wird erreicht, da die Darstellung allein durch
die Cut-Knoten möglich ist. Zusätzlich kann, auf Grund dieser expliziten Darstellung, der TreeCut mit
nur zwei Basisoperationen verändert werden, das refine und coarse. Wird die refine-Operation
angewendet, so erhöht sich das Detail an der aktuellen Stelle, wohingegen die coarse-Operation
dieses dort entfernt. Beide Operationen sind lokal, d.h. es werden keine globalen oder externen Infor-
mationen benötigt. Lediglich Nachfolger- oder Vorgängerinformationen müssen zugänglich sein, um
einen Austausch zu ermöglichen.
Wir stellen verschiedene Evaluationsstrategien vor, um eine TreeCut-Repräsentation nicht nur lo-
kal sondern global zu verändern. Dafür werden einem Cut-Knoten entweder Prioritäten oder ein Ziel-
level (Bucket) zugewiesen. Im Fall der Prioritäten kann ein Optimierungsalgorithmus die Gesamtprio-
rität eines TreeCuts maximieren. Dafür ist eine Beschränkung nötig, wie zum Beispiel die maximaleZusammenfassung iii
Anzahl von Primitiven oder Cut-Knoten. Die Evaluationsstrategie ersetzt dann mittels der beiden Ba-
sisoperationen Cut-Knoten mit geringer Priorität durch andere mit höherer Priorität. Im Falle des
Buckets wird der TreeCut solange verändert, bis die vorgegebene Verteilung erreicht wurde. Beide
Evaluationsstrategien arbeiten mit linearer Komplexität in Abhängigkeit von der Größe des TreeCuts.
Um eine efﬁziente Auswertung und Darstellung zu erreichen, werden Rendering und Evaluation
parallel verarbeitet. Dabei wird das Objekt über mehrere Frames angepasst, ohne das Rendering zu
blockieren. Wir stellen innerhalb der Arbeit eine Parallelisierungsmethode vor, um den Austausch
zwischen der Evaluationsstrategie und der Darstellung zu ermöglichen. Dafür wird die hierarchie
Information von der Darstellung getrennt. Trotz der zusätzlichen Berechnungen und Trennung der
Daten behält der TreeCut seine lineare Zeitkomplexität für das Rendering und die Auswertung.
Der TreeCut ist in seiner Anpassungsfähigkeit nicht auf geometrische Eigenschaften beschränkt
und als eine mögliche Alternative wird eine Stippling-Methode präsentiert. Ein Stippling ist eine
punkt-basierte Darstellung eines Objektes mit verschiedener Punktdichte, um die Silhouette oder in-
terne Merkmale darzustellen. In diesem Fall wird die Bucket-Strategie genutzt, um mittels der Be-
leuchtung die korrekte Punktdichte zu ermitteln. Die multi-resolution Darstellung wird in diesem Fall
angepasst, um verschiedene Punktdichten zu liefern. Der TreeCut kann auch dazu genutzt, eine be-
stimmte Wichtigkeit eines Objektes sicherzustellen oder zu erzeugen. In einem Testszenario haben
wir ein Icon so angepasst, dass es sich in Abhängigkeit von Benutzer und Aufgabe verändert. Damit
konnten wir einen Zusammenhang zwischen Benutzerbelastung und der Priorität des Icons zeigen.
Werden diese Informationen zusammengetragen, wäre es möglich ein Benachrichtigungssystem zu
erstellen, welches den aktuellen Zustand des Benutzers berücksichtigen kann.
Optimiert man eine Szenerie oder ein Objekt können wahrnehmungsorienterte Methoden die Be-
schränkungen des visuellen Systems berücksichtigen. Existierende Salienzverfahren erzeugen dazu
ein 2d Bild, welches Bereiche identiﬁziert, in denen Detail erhalten werden sollte. Diese Salienz ist
dabei abhängig von mehrerern Faktoren, unter Anderem die Sicht und Beleuchtung der Szenerie. Wir
präsentieren ein 3d Salienzmodell, welches eine universelle Berechnung von Wahrnehmungsinforma-
tionen erlaubt, die Bidirectional Saliency Weight Distribution Function (BSWDF). Zur Bestimmung
der Merkmale werden direkt 3d Informationen genutzt, um eine Approximation aus 2d Daten zu ver-
meiden. Dazu werden vorhandene Merkmalsextraktoren (engl. feature extractors) von 2d in den 3d
Raum übertragen. Durch die allgemeine Beschreibung der BSWDF ist es damit auch möglich, Bilder
zu bearbeiten und in diesen wichtige Regionen zu identiﬁzieren.
Um die einzelnen Merkmale zu extrahieren, benutzen wir sowohl Fähigkeiten von modernen
Graphikkarten als auch aktuelle Verfahren aus der Computergraphik. Inspiriert von punkt-basierten
Renderingmethoden werden die einzelnen Merkmale in einem einzelnen Element (dem sogennanten
surface element (surfel)) gespeichert und auf Salienz untersucht, d.h. wie sehr es “hervorsticht”. Da-
bei beschränkt sich die vorgestellte Methode nicht nur auf punkt-basierte Repräsentationen, sondern
kann für alle Primitivtypen benutzt werden. Zur Auswertrung verwenden wir ein Shader-Programm,
welches auf der Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) ausgeführt wird und dadurch eine Übertragung voniv Zusammenfassung
Daten vermeidet. Zusätzlich wird die Berechnung, wegen der schnellen Graphikkarte, beschleunigt.
Die so erhaltenen objektbasierten Merkmale können extrahiert und zusammengefasst werden, um eine
Salienzkarte für die Objektoberﬂäche zu erstellen.
Diese oberﬂächenspeziﬁsche Merkmale, wie Farbe oder Krümmung, können dabei vorberechnet
werden, um Rechenzeit während des Renderings zu sparen. Wir stellen hierfür Sampling Schemata
vor, um die einzelnen Blickpositionen zu bestimmen, die däfur benötigt werden. Mit diesen ist sicher-
gestellt, dass während des Renderings in jedem Blickwinkel alle Oberﬂächenmerkmale rekonstruiert
werden können. Die Ergebnisse aus den Sampling Schemata werden innerhalb einer Lookup Table ge-
speichert, ähnlich zu Verfahren, wie sie in der Beleuchtungsrechnung Anwendung ﬁnden. Die Größe
der Tabelle ist dabei nur von Anzahl der Blickpositionen und der genutzten Bildgröße abhängig. Die
geometrische Komplexität, d.h. die Anzahl der Primitive, welche das Objekt beschreiben, beeinﬂusst
die Lookup Table nicht. Dies bedeutet, dass die Qualität einer Lookup Table unabhängig von einem
Objekt ist.
Die Berechnung der BSWDF kann sowohl auf der Central Processing Unit (CPU) oder der GPU
erfolgen und nur wenige Instruktionen werden dafür benötigt. Für den Fall, dass die Daten vorberech-
net wurden, wird eine Rückprojektion durchgeführt und mit den aktuellen wahrnehmungsrelevanten
Informationen aus der Szenerie verknüpft. Zusammen mit einem speziellen Beleuchtungsmodell wird
die Salienz für alle Primitive berechnet. Falls die Daten auf der GPU berechnet werden, werden diese
mit Hilfe der “transform feedback” Fähigkeiten übertragen. Im Gegensatz zu anderen Verfahren, er-
hält das “transform feedback” dabei die verwendete Ordnung der Primitive und erlaubt dadurch eine
schnelle Zuweisung der ermittelten Salienzdaten. Interpretiert man diese Salienzdaten als Prioritäten,
kann zusammen mit den TreeCut Evaluationsstrategien ein Objekt wahrnehmungsorientiert angepasst
werden.
Eine so durchgeführte Anpassung eines Objektes basiert dabei auf Szenen gestützten Informa-
tionen und eine Änderung resultiert somit in neuen Salienzinformationen. Ein Objekt ist durch den
TreeCut und der BSWDF in der Lage, sich optimal der aktuellen Szenerie anzupassen. Das Objekt
wird somit selbst-optimierend und ein Feedback System erschaffen. Das Ergebnis der wiederholten
Anpassung ist wahrnehmungsoptimiert. Um die Nützlichkeit von Salienz zu bewerten, wurden meh-
rere Benutzerstudien durchgeführt, welche die Qualität der erzielten Reduktionen bewerteten. Wir
haben in diesen Studien eine Salienzkompression mit einer geometrischer Kompression verglichen.
Ein Resultat ist unter Anderem, dass die Salienzinformationen es erlauben ein Objekt noch weiter
zu komprimieren als es mit rein geometrischen Verfahren möglich wäre. Dabei wird die Qualität der
Reduktion nicht beeinﬂusst obwohl die Anzahl der Primitive verringert wurde. Die Teilnehmer waren
zum Beispiel nicht in der Lage zwischen zwei Objekten zu unterscheiden, obwohl die Salienzkom-
primierung das Objekt nur mit 60% der Größe der geometrisch-reduzierten Variante darstellte. War
dieses Verhältnis größer, so wurde die Salienzvariante bevorzugt. Mit Hilfe von statistischer Analyse
konnten wir die Ergebnisse als signiﬁkant bzw. als hoch-signiﬁkant einstufen.
Das Feedback System erlaubt es, ein beliebiges Objekt in seiner Darstellung zu optimieren. AberZusammenfassung v
nicht nur geometrisches Detail kann damit geändert werden und als Beispiel stellen wir eine dyna-
mische Simulation vor. Diese basiert auf einem Software Development Kit (SDK), um sowohl die
universelle Einsetzbarkeit des Feedback Systems zu zeigen und den Fokus auf die Umsetzung der
Verknüpfung zu legen. In diesem Szenario dient der TreeCut dazu, nicht nur geometrisches- sondern
auch simulations-bezogenes Detail zu verändern. Wir fügen das SDK in das vorhandene System ein
und passen dazu den TreeCut entsprechend an. Durch die Anpassung des TreeCuts wird zusätzlich zur
Beschleungigung der Darstellung, auch die Rechenzeit für einen Simulationsschritt reduziert.
In der Simulation verwenden wir einen sogennanten Soft-Body, welches ein deformierbarer aber
auf der Oberﬂäche verbundener Körper ist. Dies trifft zum Beispiel auf ein Stück Stoff zu, welches
sich an eine Oberﬂäche anpassen kann, aber durch das Geﬂecht nicht auseinander reißt. Andere Ty-
pen sind starre Körper – dies sind idealisierte Körper, welche nicht elastisch sind – und Fluide oder
Gase. Die beiden Letzten werden vor allem in punkt-basierten Simulationen verwendet. Jede dieser
Simulationsarten ist dabei von der Anzahl der zu berechnenden Simulationsknoten abhängig und eine
Reduktion liefert entsprechend eine große Beschleunigung. Wir deﬁnieren für dieses Szenario eine
besondere BSWDF, welche animationsbasierte Informationen nutzt, wie z.B. die Bewegung eines
Objektes oder eines Knotens. Das Feedback System kann mit Hilfe dieser BSWDF den Detailgrad in
sich schnell bewegenden Regionen erhöhen und in statischen Bereichen Detail entfernen. Die Opera-
tionen berücksichtigen dabei auch die Wahrnehmung von Menschen und erhalten bei einer Reduktion
wichtige Informationen.
Die Verwendung von Wahrnehmung im Echtzeitrendering ist ein wichtiges Thema aktueller For-
schung. Das menschliche visuelle System ist inzwischen hinreichend erforscht und gültige Compu-
termodelle wurden entwickelt. Diese ﬁnden sowohl in kommerziellen als auch in freien Programmen
anwendung, wie z.B. im Falle der JPEG-Komprimierung. In dieser Dissertation wird der TreeCut vor-
gestellt, welcher das LOD eines Objektes, unabhängig von seiner Repräsentationsart, dynamisch und
kontinuierlich anpassen kann. Speziﬁsche Level müssen hierbei nicht bereitgestellt oder vorberech-
net werden. Zusammen mit der Identiﬁkation von wichtigen Regionen durch die BSWDF, wird eine
wahrnehmungsbasierte Auswertung eines Objektes ermöglicht. Im Gegensatz zu bisherigen Salienz-
modellen, werden innerhalb der BSWDF explizit 3d Daten genutzt. Ein Teil der zu berechnenden
Informationen kann ausgelagert werden, um die dafür benötigte Rechenzeit während des Renderings
und während der Berechnung der BSWDF zu sparen. Diese oberﬂächenspeziﬁschen Informationen
können innerhalb eines beliebigen Beleuchtungsszenarios eingefügt werden Das Feedback System,
bestehend aus dem TreeCut und der BSWDF, optimiert dabei die Darstellung. Diese Optimierung
ist nicht nur auf visuelle Eigenschaften beschränkt. Wir konnten mit einem Prototypen interaktives
Rendering erzielen und haben die Ergebnisse des Feedback Systems mit Hilfe von Benutzerstudien
validiert. Jedoch beschränkt sich das vorgeschlagene System nur auf speziﬁsche Aspekte des wahr-
nehmungsbasiertenRenderingsundweitereForschungindemBereichistnötig,umnochmehrNutzen
aus den Wahrnehmunginformationen ziehen zu können.vi ZusammenfassungAbstract
With increasing heterogeneity of modern hardware, different requirements for 3d applications arise.
Despite the fact that real-time rendering of photo-realistic images is possible using today’s graphics
cards, still large computational effort is required. Furthermore, smart-phones or computers with older,
lesspowerfulgraphicscardsmaynotbeabletoreproducetheseresults. Toretaininteractiverendering,
usually the detail of a scene is reduced, and so less data needs to be processed. This removal of data,
however, may introduce errors, so called artifacts. These artifacts may be distracting for a human
spectator when gazing at the display. Thus, the visual quality of the presented scene is reduced.
This is counteracted by identifying features of an object that can be removed without introducing
artifacts. Most methods utilize geometrical properties, such as distance or shape, to rate the quality
of the performed reduction. This information used to generate so called Levels Of Detail (LODs),
which are made available to the rendering system. This reduces the detail of an object using the pre-
calculated LODs, e.g. when it is moved into the back of the scene. The appropriate LOD is selected
using a metric, and it is replaced with the current displayed version. This exchange must be made
smoothly, requiring both LOD-versions to be drawn simultaneously during a transition. Otherwise,
this exchange will introduce discontinuities, which are easily discovered by a human spectator. Af-
ter completion of the transition, only the newly introduced LOD-version is drawn and the previous
overhead removed. These LOD-methods usually operate with discrete levels and exploit limitations
of both the display and the spectator: the human.
Humans are limited in their vision. This ranges from being unable to distinct colors at varying
illumination scenarios to the limitation to focus only at one location at a time. Researchers have devel-
oped many applications to exploit these limitations to increase the quality of an applied compression.
Some popular methods of vision-based compression are MPEG or JPEG. For example, a JPEG com-
pression exploits the reduced sensitivity of humans regarding color and so encodes colors with a lower
resolution. Also, other ﬁelds, such as auditive perception, allow the exploitation of human limitations.
The MP3 compression, for example, reduces the quality of stored frequencies if other frequencies are
masking it. For representation of perception various computer models exist. In our rendering scenario,
a model is advantageous that cannot be inﬂuenced by a human spectator, such as the visual salience
or saliency.
Saliency is a notion from psycho-physics that determines how an object “pops out” of its sur-
rounding. These outstanding objects (or features) are important for the human vision and are directly
evaluated by our Human Visual System (HVS). Saliency combines multiple parts of the HVS and
allows an identiﬁcation of regions where humans are likely to look at. In applications, saliency-based
methods have been used to control recursive or progressive rendering methods. Especially expensive
display methods, such as pathtracing or global illumination calculations, beneﬁt from a perceptual
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representation as recursions or calculations can be aborted if only small or unperceivable errors are
expected to occur. Yet, saliency is commonly applied to 2d images, and an extension towards 3d
objects has only partially been presented. Some issues need to be addressed to accomplish a complete
transfer.
In this work, we present a smart rendering system that not only utilizes a 3d visual salience model
but also applies the reduction in detail directly during rendering. As opposed to normal LOD-methods,
this detail reduction is not limited to a predeﬁned set of levels, but rather a dynamic and continuous
LOD is created. Furthermore, to apply this reduction in a human-oriented way, a universal function to
compute saliency of a 3d object is presented. The deﬁnition of this function allows to precalculate and
store object-related visual salience information. This stored data is then applicable in any illumination
scenario and allows to identify regions of interest on the surface of a 3d object. Unlike preprocessed
methods, which generate a view-independent LOD, this identiﬁcation includes information of the
scene as well. Thus, we are able to deﬁne a perception-based, view-speciﬁc LOD. Performance mea-
sures of a prototypical implementation on computers with modern graphic cards achieved interactive
frame rates, and several tests have proven the validity of the reduction.
The adaptation of an object is performed with a dynamic data structure, the TreeCut. It is designed
to operate on hierarchical representations, which deﬁne a multi-resolution object. In such a hierarchy,
the leaf nodes contain the highest detail while inner nodes are approximations of their respective sub-
tree. As opposed to classical hierarchical rendering methods, a cut is stored and re-traversal of a tree
during rendering is avoided. Due to the explicit cut representation, the TreeCut can be altered using
only two core operations: refine and coarse. The refine-operation increases detail by replacing a
node of the tree with its children while the coarse-operation removes the node along with its siblings
and replaces them with their parent node. These operations do not rely on external information and
can be performed in a local manner. These only require direct successor or predecessor information.
Different strategies to evolve the TreeCut are presented, which adapt the representation using only
information given by the current cut. These evaluate the cut by assigning either a priority or a target-
level (or bucket) to each cut-node. The former is modelled as an optimization problem that increases
the average priority of a cut while being restricted in some way, e.g. in size. The latter evolves the
cut to match a certain distribution. This is applied in cases where a prioritization of nodes is not
applicable. Both evaluation strategies operate with linear time complexity with respect to the size of
the current TreeCut.
The data layout is chosen to separate rendering data and hierarchy to enable multi-threaded evalu-
ation and display. The object is adapted over multiple frames while the rendering is not interrupted by
the used evaluation strategy. Therefore, we separate the representation of the hierarchy from the ren-
dering data. Due to its design, this overhead imposed to the TreeCut data structure does not inﬂuence
rendering performance, and a linear time complexity for rendering is retained.
The TreeCut is not only limited to alter geometrical detail of an object. The TreeCut has success-
fully been applied to create a non-photo-realistic stippling display, which draws the object with equalAbstract ix
sized points in varying density. In this case the bucket-based evaluation strategy is utilized, which
determines the distribution of the cut based on local illumination information. As an alternative, an
attention drawing mechanism is proposed, which applies the TreeCut evaluation strategies to deﬁne
the display style of a notiﬁcation icon. A combination of external priorities is used to derive the ap-
propriate icon version. An application for this mechanism is a messaging system that accounts for the
current user situation.
When optimizing an object or scene, perceptual methods allow to account for or exploit human
limitations. Therefore, visual salience approaches derive a saliency map, which encodes regions of in-
terest in a 2d map. Rendering algorithms extract importance from such a map and adapt the rendering
accordingly, e.g. abort a recursion when the current location is unsalient. The visual salience depends
on multiple factors including the view and the illumination of the scene. We extend the existing def-
inition of the 2d saliency and propose a universal function for 3d visual salience: the Bidirectional
Saliency Weight Distribution Function (BSWDF). Instead of extracting the saliency from 2d image
and approximate 3d information, we directly compute this information using the 3d data. We derive a
list of equivalent features for the 3d scenario and add them to the BSWDF. As the BSWDF is univer-
sal, also 2d images are covered with the BSWDF, and the calculation of the important regions within
images is possible.
To extract the individual features that contribute to visual salience, capabilities of modern graphics
card in combination with an accumulation method for rendering is utilized. Inspired from point-
based rendering methods local features are summed up in a single surface element (surfel) and are
compared with their surround to determine whether they “pop out”. These operations are performed
with a shader-program that is executed on the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) and has direct access
to the 3d data. This increases processing speed because no transfer of the data is required. After
computation, each of these object-speciﬁc features can be combined to derive a saliency map for this
object.
Surface speciﬁc information, e.g. color or curvature, can be preprocessed and stored onto disk. We
deﬁne a sampling scheme to determine the views that need to be evaluated for each object. With these
schemes, the features can be interpolated for any view that occurs during rendering, and the according
surface data is reconstructed. These sampling schemes compose a set of images in form of a lookup
table. This is similar to existing rendering techniques, which extract illumination information from
a lookup. The size of the lookup table increases only with the number of samples or the image size
used for creation as the images are of equal size. Thus, the quality of the saliency data is independent
of the object’s geometrical complexity.
The computation of a BSWDF can be performed either on a Central Processing Unit (CPU) or a
GPU, and an implementation requires only a few instructions when using a shader program. If the
surface features have been stored during a preprocess, a reprojection of the data is performed and
combined with the current information of the object. Once the data is available, the computation of
the saliency values is done using a specialized illumination model, and a priority for each primitivex Abstract
is extracted. If the GPU is used, the calculated data has to be transferred from the graphics card. We
therefore use the “transform feedback” capabilities, which allow high transfer rates and preserve the
order of processed primitives. So, an identiﬁcation of regions of interest based on the currently used
primitives is achieved. The TreeCut evaluation strategies are then able to optimize the representation
in an perception-based manner.
As the adaptation utilizes information of the current scene, each change to an object can result
in new visual salience information. So, a self-optimizing system is deﬁned: the Feedback System.
The output generated by this system converges towards a perception-optimized solution. To proof the
saliency information to be useful, user tests have been performed with the results generated by the pro-
posed Feedback System. We compared a saliency-enhanced object compression to a pure geometrical
approach, common for LOD-generation. One result of the tests is that saliency information allows to
increase compression even further as possible with the pure geometrical methods. The participants
were not able to distinguish between objects even if the saliency-based compression had only 60% of
the size of the geometrical reduced object. If the size ratio is greater, saliency-based compression is
rated, on average, with higher score and these results have a high signiﬁcance using statistical tests.
The Feedback System extends an 3d object with the capability of self-optimization. Not only
geometrical detail but also other properties can be limited and optimized using the TreeCut in combi-
nation with a BSWDF. We present a dynamic animation, which utilizes a Software Development Kit
(SDK) for physical simulations. This was chosen, on the one hand, to show the universal applicability
of the proposed system, and on the other hand, to focus on the connection between the TreeCut and
the SDK. We adapt the existing framework, and include the SDK within our design. In this case, the
TreeCut-operations not only alter geometrical but also simulation detail. This increases calculation
performance because both the rendering and the SDK operate on less data after the reduction has been
completed.
The selected simulation type is a soft-body simulation. Soft-bodies are deformable in a certain
degree but retain their internal connection. An example is a piece of cloth that smoothly ﬁts the under-
lying surface without tearing apart. Other types are rigid bodies, i.e. idealistic objects that cannot be
deformed, and ﬂuids or gaseous materials, which are well suited for point-based simulations. Any of
these simulations scales with the number of simulation nodes used, and a reduction of detail increases
performance signiﬁcantly. We deﬁne a specialized BSWDF to evaluate simulation speciﬁc features,
such as motion. The Feedback System then increases detail in highly salient regions, e.g. those with
large motion, and saves computation time by reducing detail in static parts of the simulation. So,
detail of the simulation is preserved while less nodes are simulated.
The incorporation of perception in real-time rendering is an important part of recent research.
Today, the HVS is well understood, and valid computer models have been derived. These models
are frequently used in commercial and free software, e.g. JPEG compression. Within this thesis,
the TreeCut is presented to change the LOD of an object in a dynamic and continuous manner. No
deﬁnition of the individual levels in advance is required, and the transitions are performed locally.Abstract xi
Furthermore, in combination with an identiﬁcation of important regions by the BSWDF, a perceptual
evaluation of a 3d object is achieved. As opposed to existing methods, which approximate data from
2d images, the perceptual information is directly acquired from 3d data. Some of this data can be
preprocessed if necessary, to defer additional computations during rendering. The Feedback System,
created by the TreeCut and the BSWDF, optimizes the representation and is not limited to visual data
alone. We have shown with our prototype that interactive frame rates can be achieved with modern
hardware, andwehaveproventhevalidityofthereductionsbyperformingseveralusertests. However,
the presented system only focuses on speciﬁc aspects, and more research is required to capture even
more capabilities that a perception-based rendering system can provide.xii AbstractAcknowledgements
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1.1 Motivation
When watching movies, TV, or looking into magazines, everywhere we are confronted with photo-
realistic images created by computers. What seemed to be unthinkable half a century ago is, due to
the quickly emerging capabilities of computer technology, now a simple task. But, still large compu-
tational power is needed for real-time rendering of photo-realistic images. One of major challenges
in 3d rendering is to reduce the ﬂood of information without loss of detail detectable by a human
observer.
The decision, which features of an image can be omitted, is usually made a priori, and the ren-
dering system is adapted by selection one of the predeﬁned levels. However, the great heterogeneity
between current systems, e.g. a high performance computer with a dedicated graphics card as opposed
to a smart-phone, does not allow to make this decision in advance. With the computational power of
modern computers as well as the increasing capabilities of graphics cards, an implementation of real-
time decision making is at hand. Therefore, a smart rendering system is needed that utilizes the
available resources most efﬁciently. Based on the before mentioned systems, the high performance
computer would generate photo-realistic images while the smart-phone displays the complete 3d ob-
ject with the highest detail possible and preserves interactivity at the same time.
To create high detailed images, an approach should take into account for whom those images are
created. This would allow a rendering system to avoid unnecessary calculations as the Human Visual
System (HVS) is limited in its ability to perceive details. These limitations arise from various factors,
like the laws of physical optics, the visual pathway or the fact that a human observer can only focus
at a single location at a time. By exploiting these limitations, important regions of an object could
be handled with more care while unimportant ones could be represented as an approximation. This
reduces rendering or processing time and preserves visual quality. Looking at the HVS, either early
vision or higher visual processes serve as a starting point for such an approach.
The early vision offers several aspects that may be exploited, including color appearance, foveal
focusing, as well as motion perception. The latter, for example, creates the impression of moving
pictures in computer graphics and movies. This is shown in a ﬂip book, which contains a set of
images. Its images differ in a small amount regarding to their predecessor and successor. Changing
these with more than 10 pictures (or frames) per second creates the impression of a smoothly moving
object in the ﬂip book1. Other phenomena include the placement of cones and rods in the retina of the
human eye, which restricts the range of colors or the change of illumination perceived. This is usually
leveraged by image or movie compression methods, such as JEPG or MPEG. In the case of image
1If sketched carefully.
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compression with JPEG, one part is to exploit the reduced sensitivity of humans regarding color, and
store color information with less quality.
Higher visual processes can be inﬂuenced by tasks performed by the observer because humans can
force themselves to look at a distinct direction or concentrate on a speciﬁc detail. This can lead to a
phenomenon called “inattentional blindness” where spectators may not see objects right in their foveal
center because they concentrate on fulﬁlling a task. This allows to remove more details of an object
without being noticeable or perceivable. The direction of gaze also provides useful information and
allows to perform a selection during rendering: Objects that are out of sight have their detail reduced
as long as the spectator is not gazing towards the object’s location. This way large compression of the
data that will be displayed can be achieved.
Many researchers evaluate visual perception and incorporate these into the rendering process. Yet,
their approaches lack the possibility to acquire perception information in a real-time application or to
apply this information to a single object within a scene. Most of these methods are just not suited
for real-time applications as they require a comparison image for evaluating perceivableness. When
accounting for higher visual processes, the selection is dependent on human input and acquisition of
relevant data is costly. For example, to extract the gaze direction, an eye tracker with high sampling
rate is required, and this additional hardware is usually not available. Furthermore, an imposition of a
task to a spectator is hard to achieve and can never be assured.
Therefore, we focus on alternative methods that allow perceptual evaluation during run-time using
an early vision model. Image or movie compression methods often include perceptual processing, but
are not directly applicable to rendering. However, they have been validated often and are widely
accepted and used. As opposed to the higher visual processes, they also do not require task prediction
or additional hardware. Therefore, these are well suited for any computational system, and we assume
thatanapplicationofaperception-basedcompressiononthesourcedata, i.e.theobjects, isreasonable.
On this behalf, some researches have been done, and the results are presented within this thesis.
1.2 Deﬁnitions
In this work, some notions and deﬁnitions are used without any further explanation or are shortened
for ease of writing.
When talking of perception in this context, the visual perception of humans is meant. Perception
in its basic meaning also includes auditive, sensitive, smell-, and taste-related perception. As this is
not relevant in our vision-based scenario, these other senses are not taken into account.
Thecreationofdigitalimages, arisingfroma3dscenedescription, canbeperformedwithdifferent
rendering techniques. There exist various methods to obtain the ﬁnal images, and usually they are
based on either the so called rendering pipeline or raytracing. Within this work, both terms will be
used frequently, but their principle will not be introduced except for crucial parts. A basic knowledge
of these algorithms common within computer graphics is expected. For further and more detailedCHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3
explanations, the reader is referred to an introductory book, such as [SMA10].
1.3 Thesis
Perception-based rendering can ameliorate the overall processing time without introducing visible
artifacts. Artifacts or defects may be generated by reducing the detail of the rendered object. Yet, the
HVS may not be able to detect them in both real-time applications and images if the reduction exploits
its limitations.
Only a few special applications in computer graphics can beneﬁt from the existing approaches.
As opposed to other perception-based methods, our focus is on real-time applicability. This is often
discarded as direct processing of perceptual information requires large amount of computation.
This lack will be addressed, and solutions for this problem will be presented and discussed
throughout this thesis. In chapter ‘Theses’ on page 63 a more reﬁned deﬁnition of the theses will
be given.4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION2. Background
In this section, a short overview over common hardware and software for rendering and perception-
based approaches will be presented. This information is relevant to understand how the framework of
our thesis works and how perception-based methods proﬁt from modern hardware.
With the term rendering, we mean the processing of three dimensional (3d) data to gain a two
dimensional (2d) image. This image is usually presented within a graphical user interface (GUI) on a
monitor.
For animations or moving pictures, the ﬂip book principle creates the impression of smoothly
moving objects. This continuous impression of motion is connected to the critical ﬂicker fusion
frequency, and it is individual for each human. Furthermore, it is also inﬂuenced by the light sce-
nario [Lue03]. Usually, a frequency is chosen to be above the average fusion frequency, which is about
10 - 16 Frames Per Second (FPS), and thus no ﬂicker is perceived. For example, motion pictures offer
24 FPS while computer games try to achieve at least 30 (or even 60) FPS. A frame represents a ﬁnal
image that is displayed by an output device.
2.1 3d Rendering
Two main approaches to generate an image of a 3d scenery exist. Namely the rendering pipeline,
e.g. the projective methods, and raytracing – or raycasting – techniques.
The ﬁrst is directly supported by modern graphics cards where all so called primitives, e.g. a
triangle or a quad consisting of vertices, of a 3d object are processed with the same transformation
information. As these primitives are sequentially processed and the same operations throughout the
complete rendering process are applied, the term pipeline is used. This pipelining allows great opti-
mization and directly scales with the number of primitives provided. Therefore, the time complexity
is connected to the number of primitives provided because each primitive will be processed by the
pipeline. By projecting these primitives onto a 2d plane, a ﬁnal image is composed. The interpolation
of the primitives with a scan conversion algorithm then reconstructs a ﬁlled object. To assure only
the top most primitives are drawn, a depth check needs to be performed, for example, by utilizing the
z-buffer algorithm.
Acceleration structures allow to reduce the number of primitives rendered without affecting the
visible primitives in a given scene. Culling methods, such as backface-culling, offer a great perfor-
mance boost. By omitting all backfacing primitives, the number of primitives to be drawn is reduced
(on average) by half. The main drawback of this approach is that an overdraw still occurs and cannot
be avoided because during processing no information is available whether a primitive will be visible
in the composed image. The primitive will be processed, but may ﬁnally be rejected by the z-buffer.
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Therefore, it does not contribute to the ﬁnal image.
Another way to generate an image using 3d data is to apply raycasting or raytracing. Instead
of projecting primitives onto a plane, which then is displayed, the plane is directly sampled, which
generates a ray, and a search for intersecting primitives is performed. Rather than depending on the
number of primitives, raytracing scales with the number of samples used and the number of intersec-
tion calculations. With acceleration structures, intersection resolving can be greatly improved. This
results in a logarithmic scaling in relation to the number of objects present in the scene. In the long
term, raytracing will become more performant in comparison to the renderpipeline approach because
of the increasing number of primitives. Despite this fact, current Graphics Processing Units (GPUs)
offer great beneﬁts for processing geometry or image data. For this reason, an introduction to the
basic operations is given.
2.1.1 Graphics Processing Unit
In recent years, the processing capabilities of the graphics cards have evolved dramatically. Starting
with a ﬁxed pipeline, modern graphics cards possess freely programmable processing units, the so
called GPUs. These allow not only high performance calculations in graphical means, but also are
usable for general purpose calculations. In this context General Purpose Graphics Processing Unit
(GPGPU) is a common term.
These GPUs differs from current Central Processing Units (CPUs) because the graphic cards are
optimized for pipeline operations and utilize the rendering pipeline approach. Each 3d primitive is
processed equally to generate the visual output for the display. These primitives usually have a single
four valued vector for position, which represent its location in a homogenized coordinate system.
To process the provided data at once, the graphics card hardware builds upon a streaming Single
Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) architecture. Combining the streaming SIMD architecture with
non graphic related operations offers a high performance calculation capabilities as long as the data
is encoded in a suitable format, e.g. a correct data alignment. An example GPGPU application is
a physical simulation because vector and matrix operations are already implemented. Also, other
applications, such as an AES encryption or image manipulations, are possible [Fer04; PF05; Ngu08].
Along with the programmable rendering pipeline, different stages were deﬁned. These depend on
the underlying shader model and are strongly connected to the DirectXTM1 framework. As this frame-
work is limited to WindowsTMplatforms, openGL is mainly used when software is to be distributed to
various operating systems. Usually, both offer the same features, but for the sake of simplicity only
the Direct3DTMequivalents are presented.
Shader model 1 introduced basic vertex modiﬁcation and picture element (pixel)2 processing.
When it was proposed, these could only be manipulated using assembler instructions. Shader model 2
and 3 extended the GPU capabilities by increasing the instruction count and adding various functions,
1DirectXTM and with Direct3DTM provide all necessary parts for game development within a single framework
2In openGL the individual pixels are called fragments. This distinction arises from the fact that fragments hold more
information than a simple color as pixels do.CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 7
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(openGL / Direct 3D)
Vertex Shader
Hull Shader
Tesselator
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Geometry Shader
Screenmapping
Rasterize
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Output to Display
Object space Pixel space
Figure 2.1: The basic pipeline when using graphic cards for rendering. The geometry shader has been
added in shader model 4 and the tessellation shader was introduced in version 5. Both are optional
within the pipeline and are activated only if needed.
which were either directly implemented on the hardware or were efﬁciently mapped to built-in func-
tions. When programming shaders, these functions should be preferred over hand written methods
whenever possible as the hardware supports these directly.
Shader model 4 added a new, separate stage to the rendering pipeline. As it is a designated shader
tocreategeometry, itiscalledgeometryshader. Usingeitherproceduralortexturerelatedinformation,
new geometry can generated during processing of a vertex shader. This allows to dynamically reﬁne
any given object. Also the Uniﬁed Shader Model was introduced, which removed various limitations
of the vertex and pixel shader. The Uniﬁed Shader Model provides equal processing capabilities in
all shaders stages and allows the graphics card to distribute its individual processors more efﬁciently.
With shader model 5, the compute shader and tessellation shader were introduced and are directly
available in the graphics card hardware. The tessellation stage allows continuous Level Of Detail
(LOD) calculations directly on the graphics card without the need to deﬁne them in advance. This is a
triangle-based reﬁnement process and so differs from the geometry shader, which generates new and
independent vertices. The compute shader is specialized for general purpose computation, and it does
not depend on the rendering pipeline, like vertex, geometry, tessellation and pixel shaders. It also adds
random memory access on the graphics card and so allows more advanced GPGPU implementations.
The individual stages and the shaders introduced at those stages are shown in ﬁgure 2.1.
To write and design shader programs, various methods are available. One can either generate
assembly code for the graphics card or utilize a high-level language. OpenGL offers openGL Shading
Language (GLSL) while Direct3DTMoffers High Level Shading Language (HLSL). The former is
strongly related to the openGL framework while the latter was deﬁned in cooperation with nVidiaTM.
In this joint venture with nVidiaTMboth C for Graphics (CG) and HLSL were deﬁned. While HLSL
is bound to Direct3DTM, CG can also be compiled for openGL. Both offer the possibility to create
sets of shader programs. These so called techniques assure that the correct shaders are executed8 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
together [FKF06].
2.1.2 Mesh-based Rendering
The common approach to represent objects or surfaces for rendering are meshes of vertices, which
are composed to primitives. These primitives are processed and rasterized, so that a ﬁlled surface
is generated. Usually, they are decomposed to triangles because rasterization and interpolation of
triangles is efﬁciently performed with barycentric coordinates.
The barycentric coordinate system describes the complete surface of a triangle with 2d coordi-
nates. Providing the vertices of a triangle, each surface point can be determined using formula (2.1)
(taken from Shirley et al. [SMA10]).
P = a ~ a1+b ~ a2+g ~ a3 (2.1)
The parameters of the vectors are subjected to a +b +g = 1. Then, the point P is inside the
triangle iff a  0;b  0;g > 0. The barycentric coordinates allow to interpolate each sample and
allows to calculate positions, color, and surface normal information.
The primitives are provided to the rendering pipeline (refer to ﬁgure 2.1) where the vertices are
transformed into clip space and rasterized using barycentric coordinates. Finally, shading is applied
using an illumination algorithm. Usually, a simple Phong or Blinn illumination is used, but more
sophisticated methods exist to create even more realistic images. These shading algorithms require
interpolated surface information, such as normal vectors or texture coordinates. The latter is needed
to allow a texture to be applied to the triangle as a texture yields more visual accurate results than
plain illumination alone. Normally, both methods are combined to achieve the ﬁnal pixel color value,
which is written in the framebuffer and displayed by the operating system.
An advantage of using a mesh of triangles is that it can be subdivided to create a more detailed
representation of the surface. As the triangles shrink in size, they will ﬁt the surface more accurately.
In combination with a Bézier-patch, a smooth, highly detailed representation of the surface is de-
rived. With today’s hardware (refer to section ’Graphics Processing Unit’), a hardware tessellation is
possible that allows an on-the-ﬂy reﬁnement of any given mesh. This leads to a dynamic Level Of
Detail (LOD)-representation limited only by the graphics cards processing capabilities instead of a
designer-based identiﬁcation or preprocessing approach.
A mesh representation is not limited to a single base type, but all have in common that the rep-
resented surface is convex and does not contain any cavities. When these requirements are met, each
base type is decomposable into multiple triangles. Triangles have several advantages over universal
quads or n-sided polygons. All of the three vertices share a common plane, and the surface is correctly
interpolated with barycentric coordinates. Additionally, when using only one basic primitive type, op-
timizations inside the rendering pipeline can be performed because each algorithm can be specialized
to process this particular type.
As with any other surface representations, mesh-based representations do not cover the innerCHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 9
structure of an object. Therefore, modeling of cracks or the simulation of volumes comes with a
high penalty as the underlying data has to be calculated on-the-ﬂy. Another drawback of mesh-based
representations is that with higher detail more and more triangles will degenerate. When vertices
will get close to each other, they will be projected onto the same pixel in the rendering pipeline,
which causes overhead during rasterization and vertex processing. Both the overhead and the missing
volume information are reasons why other representation methods are still in use.
2.1.3 Volume-based Rendering
Volume elements (voxels) have become an important representation type because of the increasing
need to visualize the large data available from modern CT scans and MRTs. Instead of the surface
of an object, the complete volume is modeled, and thus it allows to create correct volumetric effects,
like volumetric scattering. Furthermore, transparent or translucent objects can be created because the
density of a single voxel is stored and accumulated during run-time.
Basically, one has to differentiate between data acquisition and rendering. While the former is
done using the before mentioned methods (CT, MRT, etc.), for the latter multiple approaches exist.
In case of the rendering pipeline, a polygonal surface is reconstructed by representing voxels as
vertices or triangles. With the combination of marching cubes [LC87], a correct layout of a triangle
within the voxel can be determined. With this method it is also possible to extract an iso-surface by
precalculating a set of polygonal conﬁgurations. As the original algorithm was patented, marching
tetrahedrons were developed to circumvent this issue [NY06]. Both algorithms generate a set of poly-
gons, which are drawn to create a visual output. Another visualization approach is splatting, which is
commonly used for point-based representations. By assigning an extend that is based on the volume’s
size to a voxel, it is drawn using either circles, ellipses, or any other primitive type, such as cubes or
other 3d objects.
On the one hand, a high sampling rate is required to create smooth surfaces without cavities
in the representation. On the other hand, this has an great impact on the ﬁnal data size because a
voxel-grid is usually uniformly sampled. Therefore volume representations gain great beneﬁt from
acceleration structures, such as octrees. These search structures increase selection performance when
generating the display output, and consequently optimize the overall performance of the rendering
process. Current implementations use the GPU to calculate the required data solely on the graphics
card, avoiding processing on and transfer from the CPU [Cra+09].
One of the major drawback of volume representations is that all information, whether it is usable
or not, is sampled and stored individually. This may result in large data waste as many voxels do
not contain valuable information. The selection of the data layout has a large impact on the ﬁnal
space consumption. If the data layout allows compression, unused or empty voxels are combined or
discarded to reduce the data overhead [GP07]. This of course is an approximation of the base data and
may introduce artifacts.10 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
2.1.4 Point-based Rendering
Point-based rendering is a very naïve approach to generate images because data is directly represented
without any topological information. By providing a point-size, it is possible to transform each sample
and display it using either raytracing or the rendering pipeline. As with mesh-based rendering, the
representation is limited to the surface, but here no adjacency information is available.
This is the main advantage, but also the major drawback of point-based rendering methods. With-
out the adjacency information, no interpolation of a surface is possible. So, the surface must be
sampled with high density to assure that no cavities are introduced during resampling. This requires
large amount of data, and points may overlap or will not be visible in the ﬁnal frame after all. But,
with today’s polygon count, many triangles degenerate, and point-based rendering becomes a more
valuable representation. By displaying a single point instead of a triangle the polygon count is reduced
by the factor 3.
Another reason for the application of point-based rendering is that modern scanning techniques
provide plain 3d positions without any connection information. The reconstruction of these is very
time consuming, and its correctness cannot be assured in every situation. In such cases, point-based
rendering provides direct rendering and avoids the need of precalculation.
Rendering point-based data sets can be performed with both the rendering pipeline and raytracing.
But, with raytracing or lower sampled data sets, problems arise. Holes may appear where no points
are found. This is avoided with the application of reconstruction methods, such as Point-Set-Surfaces
presentedbyAlexaetal.[Ale+03],whichcreateamathematicalrepresentationofthesampledsurface.
Raytracing then operates on this implicit representation of the surface [AA03]. If sampled data is used
instead, an extend is given to each point, and a closed surface is reconstructed by increasing the point-
size when gaps appear [RL00; BSK04; Zwi+02]. This rendering method is referred to as splatting
because the points are ﬁguratively splatted onto the frame. The increase of the extend, however, is an
approximation of the surface, and its quality can be enhanced with circles or ellipses, which reduce
alias effects during resampling [Zwi+02].
Figure 2.2: The perspective correct splatting
method. In the left image the uncorrected version
with splatted quads is shown. The more accurate
solution in the right ﬁxes the splat orientation and
applies a elliptical splatting.
Rendering quality is enhanced when provid-
ing additional surface information, such as nor-
mals or texture coordinates. This allows textur-
ing and more sophisticated illuminations. For
distinction, these points, inspired by pixel or
voxel, are then called surface elements (surfels).
These surfels are evaluated by a pixel shader to
create the image. By projecting the surfels onto
the surface with the help of their normals, a perspectively correct surface can be reconstructed. This
results in images of higher quality and a more accurate surface representation (refer to ﬁgure 2.2).
The interpolation capabilities of the point-based representations, e.g. their topological indepen-
dence, allow interactive reﬁnement during rendering and dynamic transfer of the data [PKG06].CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 11
Rendering of point data or point clouds greatly beneﬁts from current GPU capabilities by direct
computation on the graphics card. When streaming a sequential hierarchy, the graphics card controls
the visible output instead of relying on a CPU-based computation. This results in higher frame rates
because the bottleneck of data transmission between CPU and GPU can be omitted [DVS03].
2.2 Visual Perception and the Human Visual System
Vision in general depends on light, and at least one light source is required for the HVS to work. This
light, which is emitted by a so called illuminant, e.g. in natural scenarios this illuminant is usually
the sun, travels through the air and is reﬂected by one or more objects until it ﬁnally reaches the
eye. Every time an object is hit, the light ray is scattered, reﬂected, or absorbed. Additionally, the
light ray may be altered, e.g. regarding its color or intensity (energy). With the reﬂection or scatter,
indirect illumination is created. The travel is continued until its energy has been completely absorbed,
e.g. when it hits the eye.
Visual perception of humans is inﬂuenced by various factors, and different approaches have been
made to formalize the HVS. It is common to separate the visual system into two processing paths,
low- and high-level vision. Low-level or early vision includes the visual pathway from the eye to
the visual cortex V1. High-level vision includes tasks, e.g. to count one type of an object in the
scene, and spectator related behavior. In other words, tasks that are inﬂuenced by spectator and so
determine, which portions of a scene receive special attention. We will refer to high-level as higher
cognitive processing. Due to the focus on certain aspects of a scene, others will be neglected, a
phenomenon known as “inattentional blindness”. Exploiting this and other phenomena, allows us
to create a rendering method where individual objects of a scene are ﬁtted to the spectators level of
attention. However, the required conditions have to be imposed correctly, and tasks that result in
“inattentional blindness” must be determined a priori to assure correctness of the approach [CCW03].
Before presenting approaches for modeling the visual perception, we need to deﬁne the HVS to
establish the necessary knowledge required to understand these models. This includes early vision as
well as higher cognitive processes of the visual pathway. Once these processes have been identiﬁed,
we derive a computer model that simulates the HVS based on the input provided by an image. This
additional perceptual information will be used in a rendering context to control the appearance of
either individual objects or the overall scene.
For a more detailed introduction into the HVS and the processes performed, the reader may be re-
ferredtoexcellentsurveys, suchaspresentedbyNgetal.[NBZ07]orLennieandMovshon[LM05],or
books specialized on vision or visualization, such as “Information visualization” from Ware [War00],
Frisby’s “Seeing” [FS10] or “Visual Perception” from Cornsweet [Cor74].12 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
2.2.1 The Human Eye
The eye can be understood as a camera. Like a camera it has a lens, an aperture, and a ﬁlm, i.e. the
retina. The lens allows us to follow or see different objects in the scene by moving it with the attached
muscles or focus nearer or farther objects by deformation. Due to the optic laws, the lens creates an
inverted picture of the world from the eye’s position onto the retina. The iris adjusts the aperture by
enlarging or narrowing itself, and thus limits the amount of light passing to the retina. So, we adapt
to different light situations, for example, to a dark night when only a small amount of light reaches
the retina as well as to a bright day where the aperture is reduced to avoid damage to the retina. The
transition between these two extremes requires some time. An adaptation to bright light occurs faster
than the opposite way.
The seen visual pattern may be described based on the extends deﬁned by both lens and eye. The
notion visual angle is deﬁned by the angle that is “[...] subtended by an object at the eye of an
observer” [War00]. The visual angle depends on the objects size and the distance to it. As a rule of
thumb, a thumbnail seen at arm’s length has a visual angle of approximately 1 arc degree.
Photorecptors of the Human Eye
The light rays, which are electromagnetic waves, are absorbed by the photoreceptors, and the light is
converted into an pattern of energy, which is processed by all stages of the HVS. Physically speaking,
each wave has a speciﬁc frequency or wavelength that speciﬁes the optic behavior and energy. The
spectrum that the human eye is capable of perceiving is limited only to a small range of wavelengths,
starting at approximately 400nm and ending at approximately 700nm [War00]. An example where the
complete visible spectrum is seen, is a rainbow. The violet colors correspond to the shorter wave-
lengths, i.e. 400nm, and the red color at the other side of the rainbow maps to higher wavelengths,
i.e.700nm. Shorterwavelengthsi.e.ultravioletlightandlongerwavelengthsi.e.infraredlight 3 cannot
be perceived by the human eye.
Once the light passed the lens and the iris, it travels through the corpus vitreum or vitreous humor
and ﬁnally hits the retina. The retina consists of an array of photoreceptors. These react on the
incoming light rays in two different ways depending on their cell type. The ﬁrst cell type are the rods,
which are highly reactive in low light scenarios, but only provide luminance information. In a daylight
scenario, they are overloaded and produce no viable visual information. For example, photoreceptors
of nocturnal animals and most mammals are mostly comprised of rods [FS10], but have different
sensitivities to preserve the ability to see at daylight and dark night. The other type are cones, which
provide color information, but are less sensitive. In average, a human eye has 100 million rods and 6
million cones. In ﬁgure 2.3 the distribution of rods and cones is shown.
When it comes to model the photoreceptors of our eyes, both cones and rods should be taken into
account. In a daylight scenario, as stated before, the rods are overloaded and produce no viable visual
3This naming convention, ultra for above and infra for below, arises from the frequency-based representation of the
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Figure 2.3: The distribution of rods and cones over the retina. Most of the cones are located in
the center region, called the fovea. The region without any cells is called the blind spot as here
the arteries and nerves enter the eye. Adapted from http://webvision.med.utah.edu/book/
part-viii-gabac-receptors/light-and-dark-adaptation/. Website visited 22.08.2011
information. For this reason they are often omitted by most researches [War00].
The retina consists of three cones types. Each of them generates a different response depending
on the incoming light’s characteristics, i.e. the wavelength. These three receptor types, the s(hort)
reacting on short wavelengths, i.e. blue colors, m(edium) and l(ong) responding to long wavelengths,
i.e. red colors, are not distributed evenly and occur at varying frequencies.
By performing tests to acquire individual responses of the photoreceptors, their sensitivities are
extrapolated to result in a mathematical description unique to each type. In ﬁgure 2.4, a plot of the
acquired data is shown. The results are taken from a study performed by Stockman and Sharpe [SS00]
that measured the short, middle, and long cones responses.
Ganglion-Cells
The cones are connected through ganglion-cells, and the information exchange between them is gov-
erned by the opponent process as described by Ewald Hering‘s model [War00]. The process is based
on black-white (or luminance), red-green, and blue-yellow color differences derived from the original
signals provided by the cones. It also explains why there is no color like blueish yellow or greenish
red. The process is depicted in ﬁgure 2.5.
The ganglion-cells receive input from the three cone types and either add or subtract these from
each other. The luminance or black-white axis is derived by adding the signals present from the L and
M cones. This is an adaptation of the original deﬁnition where L+M+S is calculated.14 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
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Figure 2.4: The response curves of the three cone types (S,M,L). The short have a high peak in the
blueish colors and are the most sensitive ones. The medium and the long cones almost overlap and
account green to red colors. The cone response values are normalized and are taken from Stockman
and Sharpe [SS00].
The red-green difference is given by subtracting the M-cones signal from the L-cone input. The
last difference requires an intermediate result, namely the color yellow. This is derived by ﬁrst adding
the L-cone and M-cone signals resulting in the yellow color signal. Then, the S-cone input is sub-
tracted from this signal, which deﬁnes the third axis.
Two types of ganglion-cells are involved in color discrimination:
1. Midget ganglion-cells have a high spatial resolution while responding slowly to changes in
intensity. This means a large area is processed accurately, but the time resolution is low.
2. Parasol ganglion-cells have a high temporal resolution and require less cone signals [NBZ07].
This type is mainly found in the periphery and make up 10% of all ganglion-cells present.
For the sake of completeness, the bistratiﬁed retinal ganglion-cells need to be mentioned, but their
function is not well understood [LM05] because they have been discovered just recently.
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Figure 2.5: The opponent process model as deﬁned by Hering. The input signals created from the
cones (S,M,L) are processed by the ganglion-cells. Depending on the applied operation, a three axis
color system is created. For the Y-B path, an intermediate result, the yellow color, is required before
the subtraction can be applied. Figure adapted from [War00, p. 119].CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 15
(a) A Hermann grid. The black dots appearance results
from less inhibition at that position.
(b) Mach bands created by illumination discontinuities.
The left of each bar appears lighter than the right side.
Figure 2.6: Different illusions, which are explained by the Difference Of Gaussian (DOG) model.
Images taken from [War00].
Receptive Fields
Based on Ware’s [War00] deﬁnition, the ganglion-cells in the retina are organized with circular recep-
tive ﬁelds. These build the visual area over which a cell emits a signal if light falls on it. There are two
possible conﬁgurations for the ganglion-cells: on-center and off-center. Depending on the stimuli, the
cell will emit a different signal rate. When the center is stimulated, the signal rate increases, it is
excited. It decreases if the off-center is hit, and the signal is inhibited.
A mathematical model describing the excitation and inhibition is given with the Difference Of
Gaussian (DOG) model. In the model, one cell represents the center while the other represents its
surrounding. This allows to simulate excitation or inhibition based on the receptive ﬁeld that has been
stimulated.
A large number of illusions correlated with inhibition are explained with the help of the DOG
model, such as the Hermann grid or Mach bands (see ﬁgures 2.6a and 2.6b). The black dots in the
Hermann grid appear at the intersections because there is less inhibition from the surrounding boxes
(see ﬁgure 2.6a). The Mach bands occur due to a discontinuity of the brightness. These discontinuities
are accentuated by the HVS, and an application of the DOG model inherently reproduces this overes-
timation of the signal. The Gaussian does not have any discontinuities and only changes gradually. In
the example ﬁgure 2.6b, the left side of each bar appears lighter than the right, but the intensity does
not change inside each bar.16 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
(a) Human visual ﬁeld. The light gray areas provide only
monocular vision while in the dark gray areas binoc-
ular or stereo vision information is available. Taken
from [War00].
(b) In the optic chiasma the acquired sig-
nal are swapped, so that left and right parts
of the scene are assigned correct. Adapted
from [WCF10].
Figure 2.7: The visual ﬁeld of a human and the optic chiasma, which generates it as the signals of
both eyes are exchanged.
Visual Field
In the area called fovea, the cones are densely packed. Here, vision is sharpest, and the most amount
of detail is perceived. The visual angle of the fovea is about 1.5 to 2 arc degrees, and the acuity
rapidly decreases with increasing visual angle. The visual ﬁeld that a human spectator sees when
gazing straight ahead is depicted in ﬁgure 2.7a. The regions where both eyes overlap is shown in
dark gray, and there binocular information is available. The other regions shown in gray only provide
monocular information.
2.2.2 The Optic Chiasma
The opponent signals of each eye are sent through the optic nerve crossing at the optic chiasma. At
this point, the nasal parts of the visual ﬁeld are swapped to the opposite sides of the brain while the
temporal parts remain on the same side (see ﬁgure 2.7b). So, a complete image for each visual ﬁeld
is recreated before processing of the signals is continued in the Lateral Geniculate Nucleus (LGN).
2.2.3 Lateral Geniculate Nucleus
The visual signal is relayed by the LGN to the primary visual cortex. The neurons of the involved cells
in both LGN and V1 are anatomically well separated regarding the type and functionality [NBZ07].
In the LGN, two major parts are distinguished. One for the chromatically opponent neurons, and
theotherforthebroadbandneurons. AbroadbandneuronisdeﬁnedasacellthatisexcitedinitscenterCHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 17
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Figure 2.8: The connections of the individual LGN processing paths to the V1. MT denotes the
middle temporal area of the visual cortex. Figure taken from [NBZ07].
by any wavelength while being inhibited by same wavelength in its surround. The LGN consists of 6
layers with three different cell types.
The parvocellular cells (P) are driven by the midget ganglion-cells in the retina and represent
the upper four layers of the LGN. The P-cells process color signals and extract both color and form
information [NBZ07].
Themagnocellularcells(M)arenotsensitivetosinglecolors, butaretunedtoanoverallluminance
value. They process the input of the parasol ganglion-cells and accordingly respond on luminance
changes [Gos96].
The last type of cells in the LGN are the koniocellular cells (K). These have recently been discov-
ered, together with the bistratiﬁed ganglion cells. They are located between the independent M and P
layers in the LGN [LM05]. The K-cells process the input of the S-cones, but their properties have not
been well characterized, yet [LM05].
2.2.4 Visual Cortex
The processed signals are forwarded to the visual cortex where higher cognitive processes take place
that steer our attention to detail. Following the Brodmann notation, it is located in area 17. As it
is visually identiﬁable by stripes – caused by the myelineated neurons –, it is also called the striate
cortex [NBZ07].
The individual processing paths are depicted in ﬁgure 2.8. It shows the connections of the indi-
vidual processed signals from LGN to V1. The interconnections in V1 and the projections towards
the upper areas of the visual cortex are depicted as well.
The V1 is separated into 6 layers by splitting it based on the relative density of neurons. The cells
in both V1 and V2 are tuned each for different properties. This includes orientation, size, color – sepa-
rated in two signals –, stereoscopic depth and motion [War00]. With the orientation, our visual system
performs a segregation of objects based on their border, which supports the identiﬁcation of single
objects in the complete image. The orientation is evaluated from different sets of cells, and each of18 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
them is aligned at different angles that ﬁre when the input matches their individual direction [War00].
There is also a feedback path between V1 and LGN, allowing the LGN neurons to become orien-
tation selective despite the fact that the neurons themselves are not capable of doing so [NBZ07]. Ng
et al. also state that “the function of the LGN is poorly understood beyond being viewed as a relay
station” [NBZ07].
2.2.5 Depth Cues
Humanvisualperceptionisspecializedonoperatingin3denvironments. Inordertooperateefﬁciently
in such an environment, we need to be able to estimate the depth of a scene. Our ability to judge the
distance to an object, however, does not rely on stereoscopic features alone. Other features of the
scene provide depth cues as well, and most of these cues are extracted from a single image. People
may be unable to perceive stereoscopic depth without noticing it at all.
Ware [War00] declare these cues according to their production method: Monocular and binocular.
He gives a list of cues, which is presented below. Other researchers may cover a different or more
complete list, but we will stick with the given deﬁnition. Ware states that monocular cues are those
that are available from an image:
 Linear perspective
 Texture gradient
 Size gradient
 Occlusion
 Depth of focus
 Cast shadows
 Shape-from-Shading
 Structure-from-motion (requires moving pictures)
The binocular cues require two eyes to be correctly determined and are deﬁned as follows:
 Eye convergence
 Stereoscopic depth
The effective ranges of these cues have been empirically studied by Cutting and Vishton [CV95].
One of their results is a distinction of three classes around the observer: personal, action and vista.
Each class weights the cues differently depending on the distance to the viewer. This includes that
some of the cues may not be visible to the observer at a certain distance and are not accounted for.
Cutting and Vishton introduce a ranking of these cues. For example, in the personal space, which is
around 2 meters of one self, relative size is not as important as binocular information [CV95]. The
most important cue is occlusion, which provides useful information at all tested distances.CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 19
2.3 Model of the Human Visual System
A solution for perception-based rendering either has to inﬂuence higher cognitive processes, e.g. by
inducing a task to the spectator forcing “inattentional blindness”, or account for early vision. It would
also be possible to simulate the complete processing performed in both. We intend to apply a model
for early vision because we do not want to imply restrictions to the scenario by enforcing tasks or the
need to predict spectator behavior.
When a model does not simulate higher cognitive processes, it is referred to as a bottom-up model.
Such a bottom-up model processes the input, e.g. an image or a scene, and provides the results usable
for higher cognitive processing. When only higher cognitive processes are involved instead, i.e. by
asking the observer to look at a special location, the model is referred to as top-down or task-driven.
2.3.1 Contrast Sensitivity Function
When examining the visual process along its path from the retina to the visual cortex, the main oper-
ation is based on a difference calculation of the provided signals. As the system operates with analog
signals, a threshold value is incorporated within the HVS to assure that only large differences will
be accounted for. These thresholds or sensitivities are imposed by biological and chemical properties
that limit the capabilities of human visual perception, and a universal representation is derived from
these. This representation, however, assumes that no defect in the visual system is present.
Sensitivities of the Human Visual System
TheHVSprovidesthreelayersofsensitivity: Lightlevel, signalcontentandspatialfrequency[Dal93].
The last is expressed with a Contrast Sensitivity Function (CSF), which maps the sensitivity of the
HVS to the contrast perceived, and a correlation exists between the spatial frequency and the threshold
once a contrast change is noticed. The sensitivity is deﬁned as the minimal change required to result
in a response S = 1
C, with contrastC being
C =
Lmax Lmin
Lmax+Lmin
(2.2)
where Lmax is the maximal and Lmin the minimal luminance value of the processed waveform
[Dal93; War00].
This CSF is subject to the spatial frequency used, and it has a high falloff at low as well as
high frequencies [War00]. Such a spatial CSF, for example, is created with the help of a sinusoidally
varying pattern presented to spectators, which make a mark where they notice a change in contrast.
As stated earlier, a segregation of the signal is performed in the eye by the ganglion-cells. The
signal is interpreted as differences in luminance between red and green as well as between blue and
yellow colors. Each of them needs to be modelled with a CSF. An example spatial CSF is shown in
ﬁgure 2.9.20 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
CSF(x) = 2.6 · (0.0192 + 0.114 · x) · e−(0.114x)1.1
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Figure 2.9: A spatial CSF encoding sensitivities relative to the frequency. The frequency is given in
cycles per degree. Formula for plotting is deﬁned by [MS74]
The remaining sensitivities, namely light level and signal content, are accounted for with scaling
and ﬁltering. Daly states that the sensitivity to the light level arises mainly through “the light-adaptive
properties of the retina” [Dal93], and a nonlinear scaling reduces the incoming signal amplitude ac-
cordingly.
The signal content is represented with a set of hierarchy ﬁlters. Results of physiologic and psycho-
physical studies indicate that early stages of visual processing are correctly reproduced if applying
individual, independent ﬁlters to achromatic and chromatic signals [Dal93].
Calculate Differences
In a computer representation, the input signals are compared with a minimal threshold value. The per-
ceptibility of a difference between two input signals is “assessed by applying a CSF in the frequency
domain” [Le +06]. By inverting the CSF, the threshold at the current spatial frequency is given. A dif-
ference will be visible by a human spectator if the intensity is above the threshold [Pat+98]. Because
of this inversion, researchers tend to use CSF functions that can be inverted fast.
The application of CSFs is the main idea behind Daly’s Visual Differences Predictor. It simulates
the HVS with a set of ﬁlters to create the three separated layers and tests for perceptibility with
the CSFs. The Visual Differences Predictor yields a difference map based on two input images,
which encodes locations where perceivable differences are present. The approaches presented by
Daly [Dal93] and Le Meur et al. [Le +06] apply CSFs on each signal of the visual input, namely an
achromatic and two color signals.CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 21
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Figure 2.10: The XYZ 1931 color space chromaticity diagram. Note that the displayed colors within
the triangle (the gamut) are speciﬁc for any display or printing device. As opposed to other visu-
alizations, here the outer colors are not shown, as they would be wrong. Adapted from code of
http://www.fho-emden.de/~hoffmann/pstutor22112002.pdf, last visited 25.10.2011
2.3.2 Color Spaces
As an alternative to CSF, a popular method is to calculate differences between two images with dis-
tance metrics deﬁned in color spaces. A color space deﬁnes all representable colors and how they are
related to each other.
Well suited for comparison of colors are CIE L*a*b* and CIE Luv color spaces. Both are based
on the XYZ color space, which can be visualized in form of a chromaticity diagram (see ﬁgure 2.10).
Unlike regular color spaces, i.e. RGB, CMYK or HSV, both the L*a*b* and Luv color space account
for the non linear response of humans. These correct the MacAdam ellipses in the XYZ color space,
so that they become circles [Gla95]. In both, the difference between two given colors is calculated
with the DE distance metric. Over the years, the deﬁnition of the function has been reﬁned several
times. The interested reader may be referred to the work of Sharma et al. [SWD05] for a more detailed
introduction and deﬁnition of the metric.
The fact that there exist two standards arises from the industry, i.e. the paint industry has created
these standards independently [War00].
2.3.3 Preattentive Features and Saliency
Another operation performed by the HVS is the detection of important objects in an image or scene.
This detection allows to fast select or focus on parts, which may be of interest to a human spectator.22 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
Form
 Line orientation  Curvature
 Line length  Spatial grouping
 Line width  Added marks
 Line collinearity  Numerosity
 Size
Color
 Hue  Intensity/Luminance
Motion
 Flicker  Direction of Motion
Spatial Position
 2d position  Stereoscopic depth
 Convex/concave shape
Table 2.1: A list of preattentive features as identiﬁed by Ware [War00]. The features are separated
into form, color, motion and spatial position.
To simulate this behavior, the same process as in the HVS has to be modelled. This starts with a color
difference calculation in the retina and ends at the V1 system where the selection of the important
regions is performed. Still, no high level vision participates in these processes, but the information
acquired here is useful for the higher cognitive operations.
This approach is inspired by the psycho-physical notion “saliency”. Saliency identiﬁes how an
objects ﬁguratively “pops out” of its surrounding and draws the attention of an observer. Koch and
Ullman [KU85] give the following deﬁnition:
“Saliency at a given location is determined primarily by how different this location is
from its surround in color, orientation, motion, depth, etc." [KU85]
An alternate notion is preattentive processing, which implies that these regions are detected before
conscious attention or processing, e.g. during the higher cognitive processes, is performed [War00].
The saliency map, introduced by Koch and Ullman [KU85], contains objects that differ most and
collects these in a topological map. The HVS, especially the early vision, will focus on these by
placing the fovea upon them. To put it the other way, the saccades of our eyes, i.e. rapid placement
of the fovea, will occur preferably on these salient objects. Itti [Itt05] states that visually conspicuous
parts within an image often have this ability.
Feature Integration Theory
The visual salience model is based on the Feature Integration Theory of Treisman and Gelade [TG80].
It states that visual features are processed in parallel over the complete visual ﬁeld, and it allows us to
perform a selection based only on these features. Due to the large amount of processed data, the HVS
exploits this selection capabilities to reduce computation effort or to avoid overload. Such regions
where these features occur and poke out relative to others are said to have a high visual conspicuity.CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 23
Ware identiﬁes a set of features that are processed preattentively and are organized in cate-
gories [War00]. The list of the deﬁned features is shown in table 2.1.
The locations of high visual conspicuity are encoded in a 2d map and are provided to the focus of
attention, which then performs the selection on interesting regions in the world [Itt05].
Saliency Map Generation
Figure2.11: Theframeworktocalculateasaliency
map as proposed by Itti et al. [IKN98]. The in-
put image is separated into multiple feature maps
that are processed. These processed maps are com-
bined into a saliency map. A neuronal network se-
lects the most important areas. This includes an
inhibition of return mechanism.
The architecture (see ﬁgure 2.11) presented by
Itti et al. [IKN98] processes images by utilizing
several image operators and ﬁlters. First, the in-
put image is separated into a group of feature im-
ages where preattentive extractions are applied.
There color-differences, i.e. red-green, blue-
yellow and luminance – which is called inten-
sity by the authors –, is extracted and an ori-
entation calculation using a Gabor ﬁlter is per-
formed. The ﬁrst two parts correspond to a CSF
and separate achromatic and chromatic signals
of the input signal [Dal93]. A Gabor ﬁlter, rep-
resents a rough estimate of the orientation sensi-
tivity of the HVS and is applied for angles of 0,
45, 90 and 135 degrees.
The Gabor function is well suited to model
the receptive ﬁeld properties of neurons in the visual cortex, and it simulates their behavior by per-
forming a segmentation. The function consists of two components: a Gaussian envelope and a cosine
wave. The cosine wave deﬁnes the direction the ﬁlter is being applied identiﬁed by the provided angle.
This accounts for the alignment of the neurons in the V1 while the Gaussian envelope simulates the
excitation and inhibition of these.
As only one angle can be processed at a time, multiple instances of a ﬁlter have to be applied to
correctly simulate the behavior of the neurons. In equation (2.3) a formula for deﬁning a Gabor ﬁlter
is presented [Are+05].
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where xq and yq are the points being rotated in respect to the angle q. sx and sy are the standard
deviations of the Gaussian along the xq and yq axes.
The architecture includes four of the features identiﬁed by Koch and Ullman [KU85], but can be
expanded with various other features as well. These may include depth, motion relevant features, such
as structure-from-motion, or ﬂicker. Also, there is no limitation regarding static images, and so the24 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
model can be adapted for moving scenes or scenes containing motion. Depending on the features that
need to be accounted for, an own extraction model has to be provided and needs to be integrated into
the existing architecture.
In the next step, the inhibition of the receptive ﬁelds is simulated by applying a DOG model. The
differences of colors are calculated based on a color double-opponent model. It states that in the
center of the receptive ﬁeld the neurons are excited by one color while they are inhibited by the other
color. The inverse is true for the surrounding of the receptive ﬁeld. This way the color differences are
given by the following formulas [IKN98]:
RG(c;s) = j(R(c) G(c))	(G(s) R(s))j (2.4)
BY(c;s) = j(B(c) Y(c))	(Y(s) B(s))j (2.5)
In both equations (2.4) and (2.5) the parameters c and s denote the center and the surround of
the receptive ﬁeld. 	 is “the across-scale difference between two maps” [IKN98]. These equations
account for the color opponent model of the ganglion cells (see ’Ganglion-Cells’ and ﬁgure 2.5). For
the orientation feature, a set of images with local orientation contrast is created. The resulting images,
after application of the operators, are called feature maps as they represent the visible preattentive
features.
Normalization of Preattentive Features
A crucial step in the architecture is a normalization operator, which promotes feature maps that have
a small number of important features, i.e. large values. These maps identify the conspicuous locations
in the input image regarding the applied ﬁlter mechanism. The proposed normalization performs the
following steps:
1. Normalize values to a ﬁxed range in [0;M].
2. Find the global maximum M, and compute the average of all other local maximas ¯ m.
3. Multiply each pixel with (M  ¯ m)2.
The normalization operator allows to combine the individual feature maps to create an overall
saliency or conspicuity map. Itti et al. state that the separate channels compete strongly for saliency
while the different modalities are added independently to the saliency map [IKN98]. The result serves
as an indicator where the focus of attention will be drawn, and the saliency map provides a lookup by
selecting the most salient location, i.e. the largest value, in the map.
The selection of the important regions is performed with an winner-takes-all approach, i.e. the
largest value is selected ﬁrst. Then, an inhibition of return is applied that reduces the values in an area
around the largest saliency value. So, the inﬂuence of other regions in the winner-takes-all selection
is increased [IKN98; Hab+01].CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 25
Nothdurft [Not00] tested and veriﬁed that the individual features do not contribute equally to the
ﬁnal saliency value. This arises also due to the dependency of the strength that an individual feature
has in the context [War00]. The relative weight between available features is additionally inﬂuenced
by task-dependencies, top-down processes or training [Itt05]. But, as the weights are independent of
the extraction mechanism, and the ﬁnal saliency map is created based on the weighted feature maps,
a saliency map is adapted accordingly to the varying weights.
Limitations of Preattentive Features
Figure 2.12: Grouping of objects allows preattentive pro-
cessing and thus a conjunctive search. In the left, no pre-
processing is possible while the spatial grouping in the right
image allows the HVS to perform a conjunctive search. Im-
age taken from [War00, p. 170].
Preattentive processing is limited to
simple operations and has strong lim-
itations. As an example may serve
the conjunction search of two features,
e.g. a search for a shape and a color
at once, which is generally not possi-
ble by the HVS in a preattentive man-
ner. This is independent of the fact
that each feature is preattentively pro-
cessed [Itt05; War00].
There are, however, exceptions,
and if spatial dimension and either
shape or color are to be searched,
preattentive processing is possible because the independent groups are scanned by the HVS (see
ﬁgure 2.12). Once the group with the object to search for has been found, the object is processed
preattentively. Ware further references other possibilities to create conjunctions, such as stereoscopic
depth, convexity, color, and motion. Yet, they are exceptions, and in general can the selection or
conjunction search not be performed in a preattentive manner.
An additional drawback is that a spectator is able to force himself to focus on certain objects or
regions. This cannot be accounted for with the saliency model. A high-level vision model would be
required to correctly account for such a scenario.
Validity of Preattentive Processing
Itti et al. state that the calculation, the extraction, and the selection based on the saliency map is
biologically inspired and neuronal-plausible [IKN98; KU85] because it is a direct representation of
the processing performed in the HVS.
The LGN consists of cells with receptive ﬁelds that are selective for a certain pattern. These
cells only react on their tuned input pattern and much less, or not at all, to others. Both V1 and V2
contain cells that are well tuned for orientation, size, color (in separated form), stereoscopic depth
and motion [War00]. As a topographical relation between the retinal ﬁeld and the V1 cells exists, the26 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
preattentive processing models the behavior of the HVS in a plausible manner [War00]. Furthermore,
excitatory connections in V1 appear to enhance orientation-selective neurons, especially if the input
signal belongs to a contour [Itt05]. This validates the individually deﬁned features.
After the HVS has extracted the preattentive features, it focuses locations where most excitation
of the neurons has occurred. These are identiﬁed by the topological map. Thus, the saliency method
is able to identify regions of interest, but is restricted by early vision.
2.4 Level of Detail
The basic idea behind any LOD algorithm is to exploit perception and display limitations. When
moving an object further away from the camera, more and more pixels will start to overlap because
they are projected onto the same location. The resulting color information will be reduced to the
frontmost pixel-color value when no blending of the pixels is performed. This results in a large waste
of computation power as this information has to be recalculated for each frame. By reducing the
detail of the object, e.g. by removing primitives, the overdraw and computational effort is reduced.
However, the removal of primitives has to be performed carefully to retain the quality of the rendered
scene.
Thinking of a maximum number of vertices that can be drawn by a speciﬁc hardware at interactive
frame rates, the LOD allows to display more vertices in near or as important marked objects. Thus,
the detail of these objects is increased while detail of unimportant objects is decreased.
The important aspects of all LOD systems are: a) the creation of different LODs for an object, b) a
way of storing level speciﬁc data in an object and enable access during rendering and c) the selection
of distinct levels and transition between the discrete LODs provided.
All aspects together allow us to adapt the rendered scene based on distance or perceptual infor-
mation. This information is generated only by the computer and does not require any interaction from
the user. If the system has been conﬁgured correct, the user should not even notice a change in detail.
2.4.1 Creation of Different Levels of Detail
Given a representation of an object, independent of the representation type, a level for the lod is
created by either computer algorithms or is manually selected by a designer. The ﬁrst often lack
the ability to account for important features or depend on expensive calculations to allow additional
information, e.g. perceptual ones, to inﬂuence the levels to be created. The second, however, is quite
time consuming as the vertices for removal have to be selected by hand.
Most common are methods that combine both approaches and pregenerate a set of different levels.
These are presented to the designer who is able to add or remove details supported by the LOD-
algorithm. These details are selected and identiﬁed by the designer and thus are dependent on a
subjective measure. In computer science, mathematically inspired methods are applied to create these
distinct levels and to automatize these process.CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 27
Levels are usually created in an iterative manner where each level is based on the previous. This
results in a hierarchy of levels as each level serves as a source of the subsequent level, in the regular
case a linear chain. The degree of reduction is given by the ratio between the primitives available in
two subsequent levels, and it does not need to be constant throughout the object.
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Figure 2.13: The Progressive Meshes operations
presented by Hoppe [Hop96]. The edge collapse-
operation removes an edge and merges the two
associated vertices. This effectively reduces the
mesh size by one. The vertex split-operation is
the inverse operation, splitting a vertex into two
vertices and displacing them. Additionally, a new
edge is created between both.
Almost all reduction methods generate new
levels by removing vertices from the current rep-
resentation. Hoppe [Hop96] deﬁned a dynamic
method that collapses or expands single edges in
a representation to generate or reduce detail. The
so called Progressive Meshes are based on two
operations, i.e. edge collapse and vertex split.
To change the appearance of the surface descrip-
tion, which is given by the vertices and the at-
tached edges, either of these operations is ap-
plied.
Based on the length of the edge, a selection
is performed, and short edges are removed and the respective vertices are merged. This operation
is only performed if certain constrains are fulﬁlled, so that no crossing edges are introduced. The
operation remains invertible as long as the information of the edge and vertex position has been stored.
In ﬁgure 2.13 the results of both operations are visualized. The edge collapse joins two vertices while
the vertex split creates a new vertex and displaces both the old and the new vertex accordingly.
For selection of vertices to collapse, Hoppe applies an energy minimization approach where a
mesh M is reduced by evaluating the following function:
E(M) =å
i
d2(xi;M)+ å
fj;kg2M
kkvj  vkk2 (2.6)
The equation consists of two parts, a distance measure and a spring simulation. The ﬁrst sum is
the squared distances of all vertices in the mesh to the current vertex xi while the second sum simulates
a spring with rest-length zero and spring constant k, which guides the minimization process.
A priority queue sorts all operators according to their change to the energy function, and a se-
quence of operators is extracted that have the lowest energy costs. As an additional requirement, this
set of edge collapse-operations must only contain legal transformations, e.g. those who do not intro-
duce crossing edges. After application of a single reduction, the energy function has to be reevaluated,
making this method very ineffective. However, when generating the levels ofﬂine, the resulting LODs
can be made accessible during online rendering. [WP01; Hop96].
The application of the reduction allows high compression rates and yields good results. In ﬁg-
ure 2.14 a comparison of a low and high detailed results is given. In the low (in ﬁgure 2.14a) detailed
version the corner regions are preserved because a modiﬁed version of the energy function (2.6) has
been used (see [Hop96]).28 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
(a) Low detailed version with 200 faces (b) High detailed version with 12.946 faces
Figure 2.14: Comparison of the reduction achieved by the Progressive Meshes approach.
Other methods, like QSlim [GH97], are based on a quadric-error metric to select vertices to be
removed from the current representation. The new vertex positions are evaluated with the error metric,
therefore minimizing the error that is introduced. As a result, a compressed representation is extracted
while retaining the overall shape of the object.
The error metric is usually deﬁned to take position or other geometric features, e.g. normal or
curvature, into account. The curvature represents inner-object changes, which are salient. Thus, they
are more important for the HVS (refer to section ’Visual Perception and the Human Visual System’
and chapter ‘Bidirectional Saliency Weight Distribution Function’ on page 99). For this reason, this
has been applied by Lee et al. [LVJ05] to incorporate saliency information into a mesh-based repre-
sentation. The curvature is calculated with an approximation method presented by Taubin [Tau95].
Taubin’s method approximates the curvature of a mathematical surface description, which is based
on a local neighborhood extracted from the vertices and edges. The method estimates the principal
curvature e.g. the direction of the most changing component. For more information regarding the
evaluation of the surface, refer to section ’Calculation of Geometric Properties’.
Utilizing the visual information that the HVS provides, Cheng and Boulanger [CB05] present an
automatic LOD-selection based on just noticeable differences. Based on Weber’s law, an extension is
made for 3d textured meshes that allows a selection of important vertices. The authors state that an
increase of texture detail will introduce greater gain than increasing detail as long as the change from
one to another level is lower than a predeﬁned threshold.
When encoding the surface positions as spherical harmonic functions [MCA07], an implicit rep-
resentation of the data is created. Then, only the function needs to be stored, and with it, the mesh rep-
resentation can be generated. This representation is altered to contain different LODs if the function
is reconstructed with varying sampling rate. Yet, this method cannot be used as an online algorithmCHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 29
due to the large computational cost implied from the spherical harmonics computation.
Level of Detail for Point-based Rendering
For point- and volume-based representations, the locality is crucial for most LOD methods because
the point-size has to be adjusted, and no implicit neighborhood information is available. In the QSplat
rendering system proposed by Rusinkiewicz and Levoy [RL00], a hierarchy is created on top of the
input polygon set. Based on these polygons, the input points and the initial point-sizes are extracted
as well as other necessary surface information, e.g. the surface normal. The input triangles are sorted
by the edge length with a brute force method, and unimportant surfels are removed from the basic
data set. A space partition algorithm is utilized to create a kd-tree with the remaining input surfels.
The inner nodes are placed on the mean positions of their children and their size is set, so that it
encloses all child surfels. This way, a bounding sphere representation of the input data is generated.
By traversing the hierarchy and providing an abort criterion, the displayed LOD is inﬂuenced. As the
generation of LODs in the hierarchy only uses position information, it can only be assured that the
surface is represented accurately if the object is displayed using the leaf nodes.
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Figure 2.15: The merge operator ap-
plied to the ﬁne input point set as pre-
sented by Wu et al. [WZK05].
In the case of Progressive Splat Decimators presented
by Wu et al. [WZK05], a sequence of applied merge oper-
ators (see ﬁgure 2.15) is recorded, and a coarse base splat
set is generated. Similar to the Progressive Meshes method
from Hoppe, the operators are inverted to result in a set of
detail operators. Starting with the base splat set, the ob-
jectisreﬁnedorcoarseneddynamicallyusingtheoperators
available for each splat. This way, the ﬁnal representation
of the object is extracted. Again, the LOD-reﬁnement is
inﬂuenced by an abort criterion.
The point-based representation comes with an additional requirement for the LOD-hierarchy: A
node must represent the aggregate attributes of all the points in the sub-tree. Otherwise, the display
will produce artifacts when rendering different levels. Usually, the position is created from a mean
position – median values are possible as well –, but for point-sizes the maximum value has to be
provided instead [GP07]. This way, a node represents an approximation of the whole sub-tree. When
traversing towards the leaves, no holes are introduced as well.
Another approach is to encode the change in the surface using normal displacement [Gus+00;
PGK02]. This way, only the difference in normals needs to be stored. Once this displacement has
been identiﬁed, a more detailed representation of the surfel, or vertex, is generated by displacement,
i.e. moving the surfel along the normal by a given factor. This is an application of the displacement
mapping technique [Coo84], which leverages a height ﬁeld to move the position of a vertex along the
surface normal’s direction. The proposed techniques, however, solve the inverse problem as the LOD
depends on calculating the displacement values. As stated by Guskov et al. [Gus+00], the normal30 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
displacement is stored efﬁcient with wavelets, which offer a large compression ratios.
2.4.2 Generation of Details
Progressive methods allow to introduce new surfels, leading to a more detailed object than the plain
data could provide. These newly introduced surfels are displaced, so that certain properties are ful-
ﬁlled, such as a regular sampling of the surface. These methods, however, share the problem that a
further reﬁnement does not necessarily mean that the representation will be more accurate.
Given a neighborhood representation, e.g. the one-ring neighborhood, an interpolation of the sur-
face is given by deﬁning a cubic Bézier-triangle. This triangle is deﬁned for each triangle in the fan
deﬁned by the one-ring. Vlachos et al. use a cubic Bézier-triangle and positioned the new vertex in
the center of gravity, i.e. the barycenter while Guennebaud improved this method by displacing the
boundary points of the triangle to avoid a ﬂat area in the reconstructed surface [GP07]. The sampling
needed to deﬁne whether a surfel is inserted or not. This is controlled by evaluation of the newly
created neighborhood. The reﬁnement is aborted once a maximal value in the triangle mesh is smaller
than a given threshold. In this case, an insertion of new surfels would not lead to an improvement of
the surface representation.
WhenusingBézier-patches, bothasmoothrepresentationandalowpolygonvariantofanysurface
can be generated [WP01]. The advantage is that the mathematical deﬁnition of the surface allows
to take samples of individual positions at run-time. The representation of a curved surface can be
smoothened if necessary. A major disadvantage is that discontinuities cannot be modelled easily and
may require more complex functions, such as Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS). Another
mathematical description, usable for reﬁning as well as for coarsening the representation, is a Moving
Least Squares (MLS) approach. This is commonly applied to point-based representations and allows
to minimize an input set, which was correctly reconstructed with the MLS-operators [Ale+03]. The
Point-Set-Surfaces allow interpolation of the described surface with varying degree of detail. But,
again some extensions are needed to include discontinuities in the smooth representation, e.g. edges
or gaps. This can be accounted for with different algebraic base objects and has been proposed by
Guennebaud and Gross [GG07].
Another option is a LOD-reﬁnement based on fractals, which basically is representable with pro-
gressive methods. Fractals were deﬁned by Mandelbrot [WP01] and describe the self-similarity of an
object. Using a production rule, a more detailed representation is retrieved by applying this rule to
the current representation. Applications for fractals include the generation of landscapes, objects or
even cities [Gre+03]. The latter can be constructed with a procedural generation technique as well.
Both, fractals and procedural generation, allow the dynamic generation of surface information based
on a set of rules. This also applies for L-systems and mathematical representations as well (see Ober-
guggenberger and Ostermann [OO11] for a survey).
Procedural generation techniques often require a random generator to create a seed that deﬁnes
an initial representation. As long as the system behaves deterministic, the objects generated with theCHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 31
same seed will be equivalent. Furthermore, the deﬁnition of such systems is far from being intuitive,
and changing a single value in the mathematical description can lead to a completely different result.
Yet, it is not possible to represent all types of objects using procedural formulas, which is one of the
major reasons why this type is not very popular in games or commercial products.
Since the introduction of shader model 5 presented with DirectXTM11, it is possible to evaluate a
displacement directly on the graphics card. The hull and domain shader control the positioning of the
newly generated vertices. The hardware internally deﬁnes a Bézier-patch based on four neighboring
vertices and emits more vertices for rendering. One application is to displace these newly generated
vertices, resulting in a more detailed representation of the object. This partially removes the need to
generate a full LOD-hierarchy in advance, but has to be reevaluated each frame.
2.4.3 Storing the Levels of Detail
As different resolutions are stored for each level of the object, these representations are referred to as
multi-resolution representations. Various methods exist to store the data in a ﬁle for later access, and
these mainly depend on the method applied for detail reduction.
The simplest method is to store the individual levels in a sequential manner. The levels can also
be distributed among multiple ﬁles, but both do not yield a satisfying results since a large amount of
data is required.
A more complex method is to make use of spatial data structures like octrees [Sam84] or kd-
trees [Sam94; Sam95]. These are ideal for point-based and voxel-based representations. In those
cases, the data is compressed efﬁciently, and an out-of-core data layout can be made available without
a large performance penalty. The tree data structures also matches the base representation of the
multi-resolution generation for the point-based methods. An octree offers a higher compression rate
than a kd-tree representation because the positions of the inner nodes are encoded with ﬁxed relations
between the parent and its children. Thus, the position, assuming a root node position and extend have
been deﬁned externally, is encoded in less than 3 bits per node [BSW08]. The octree representation,
however, may be unbalanced if the surface cannot be split regularly into the eight octants [GP07].
The kd-tree leverages this problem by dynamically selecting a split axis along with a split value. By
selecting the median of the current set regarding the split axis, the set is divided equally into two
halves, and so less empty cells are generated.
In contrast to the spatial partitioning methods presented before, local vicinity is encoded in a
bounding volume hierarchies (BVH). These are common in animations, i.e. the I-COLLIDE collision
detection presented by Cohen et al. [Coh+95], as they allow to detect and resolve collisions between
two objects efﬁciently. The bounding volumes do not require to be completely spatially sorted, e.g. in-
ner nodes may change their relation to the parent without changing the parent’s volume. When the
surface changes, only those nodes are updated that have their assigned bounding volume changed,
e.g. due to movement. Bounding volumes are also well suited for LOD-representations and allow
quantization of the internal data [RL00].32 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
For methods like Progressive Meshes and Progressive Splat Decimators, it would sufﬁce to store a
minimal representation and provide the expansion rules. When loading an object, the representation is
expanded on-the-ﬂy to the desired LOD. The operators are further reduced with common compression
methods as some similar expansions may exist [WP01]. The problem with these methods arise in
an efﬁcient memory layout and lookup of the operators. Also, the selection or expansion may be
expensive, and precious rendering time would be wasted. But, they allow the current representation
to be reﬁned and altered without any a priory knowledge of the ﬁnal object. This allows a streaming
data transfer, which is typically found in a server-client setup. The client receives the initial data set
consisting of the minimal object representation. The operators are sent in correct order and allow
an in-place expansion, avoiding expensive transfer of object data. If the locally generated data is
cached, the generated surfels can be retrieved fast when they are needed again. In [GP07] a “Least
Recently Used” strategy is proposed where outdated, old surfels are discarded ﬁrst when creating a
ﬁner representation of the object.
2.4.4 Transitions between Given Levels of Detail
The different LODs allow to show the object with the desired degree of detail, but only switching the
level yields no visual improvement. The change in the level will be perceived as a ﬂicker, which is a
very strong saliency feature. Thus, it will be probably noticed by a human spectator.
With ﬂicker, we mean in this context the discontinuity of pixels between two consecutive frames.
When the LOD of an object is changed, the projected pixels values will differ because the source
data has been altered. To avoid these effects, the frequency of the performed change must be adapted
or smoothened. In terms of a CSF, a value may not be above the visible threshold in respect to the
displayed version of the last frame. This means that the displayed version cannot be changed suddenly
without introducing visible artifacts. These artifacts are based on the temporal discontinuity between
two subsequent frames and should be avoided.
The second method of a transition between the individual levels is to change the levels when it is
no longer perceivable. This might not introduce visible artifacts, but works against the main paradigm
of a LOD-system. A change should be performed as early as possible to reduce the geometric detail in
the scene. Only then an acceleration of the rendering is achieved in general. A common approach is
to display the two different versions simultaneously and perform a time-based blending between both,
slowly converging towards the newly introduced level. In the beginning, an overhead is introduced
by showing both LODs-versions, but after blending has been completed, the lower detailed version is
displayed without generating ﬂicker.
If a progressive representation is available, the changed vertex positions can be interpolated over
multiple frames. This results in smooth change as the individual vertices are moved according to the
detail operator provided. But, this change also creates the impression of an organic surface, which is
not desirable for solid objects [GW07].
Giegl and Wimmer [GW07] lessened the mentioned problems by imposing the requirement thatCHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 33
one object level must be fully opaque before the other one may be faded out. They state that their
operation is to be interpreted as a constructive solid geometry (CSG) LOD-approach. The transition
starts at LOD level 1, blends towards the CSG union and then ﬁnally blends over to level 2. They also
propose a method to avoid z-ﬁghting artifacts by writing only one object in the depth buffer.
2.5 Calculation of Geometric Properties
Depending on the provided 3d data, surface properties, such as point-size, surface normal, or curva-
ture, need to be calculated. These properties are either required by the rendering system or perceptual
evaluation, e.g. when computing preattentive features (refer to ’Preattentive Features and Saliency’).
The 3d data ranges from position up to rendering speciﬁc information, such as texture coordinates or
surface colors. In 3d applications, for example, a surface normal is usually required for illumination
or culling methods.
For all calculations, a local frame, here the neighborhood of the evaluated point, is required to
deﬁne a smooth surface representation based on the discrete sample positions given. The deﬁnition of
a neighborhood in 3d may be as simple as traversing connecting edges, e.g. in a mesh representation,
but may also be very complex if only position information is available. The latter case is encountered
when creating 3d objects from laser scanning data. Usually, the geometric properties need to be
extracted before rendering can be performed [Hop+92; PG01]. Although methods exist that overcome
this restriction, for example Instant Points presented by Wimmer and Scheiblauer [WS06], higher
quality rendering and perceptual evaluation require the presence of surface properties.
Surface properties are covered in the ﬁeld of differential geometry, which provides methods to
calculate and deﬁne different kinds of surfaces. To create a surface from sampled data, topological
information in form of a neighborhood is required.
2.5.1 Neighborhood Extraction
The neighborhood of primitives, e.g. a vertex, is a set of vertices that is ordered by a certain, usually
euclidean or geodesic, distance metric. The euclidean distance metric deﬁnes the shortest distance
from one position to another in space while the geodesic gives the shortest distance between two
positions along the surface of an object. In our case of the surface properties extraction, the calculation
of all neighbors, also known as all nearest neighbors (ANN), is not required, and a subset, the so
called k-nearest neighbors (kNN), sufﬁces to deﬁne a smooth surface representation. The size of the
neighborhood k directly inﬂuences the smoothness of the surface. The value of k depends on multiple
factors, e.g. the sampling rate of the data provided or the target application.
The complexity of deﬁning a neighborhood varies with the input data, and the simplest case is
given with a mesh-based representation. In this case the one-ring neighborhood, i.e. all neighbors
with an direct edge to a vertex, is given by all incident edges. More effort, however, is needed for
point-based data as neighbors are not implicitly given by this representation.34 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
The naïve way is to search k-nearest neighbors with a brute-force algorithm by calculating the
distance of each vertex to all other vertices in the data set. This method has a time complexity of
O(n2) with n being the number of vertices in the data, and thus it is not practicable for large data sets.
It is possible to improve this naïve method by reusing calculation results. This enhancement increases
the memory consumption of the algorithm, but does not change the average time complexity. Despite
the fact that the k-nearest neighbor search can be performed in a preprocess, a faster method would be
appreciated.
Accelerating Search with Hierarchies
One way to solve this problem is to create a search structure like an octree or kd-tree based on the input
data. The data is partitioned in the space along distinct axes with a ﬁxed or free split position. The
hierarchy is constructed with a recursive algorithm, reducing the input data set during each partition
step. The recursion allows efﬁcient parallelization of each sub-branch, which increases performance
during creation. The construction of a hierarchy has an time complexity of O(nlogn) because it is an
comparison-based sorting algorithm.
A search of k-neighbors has a theoretical time complexity of O(klogn) for a single point, yielding
a complete time complexity of O(nklogn) [SSV05]. This method performs much better than the
brute-force algorithm and exploits local coherency through partitioning. However, a search requires
to traverse the complete hierarchy because neighboring cells or nodes do not provide connection
information.
An observation is that points with small distances are often found in local nodes, i.e. they have
a common parent node. Therefore, an expansion of the same nodes occurs during search. Callahan
[Cal93] presented a parallel algorithm that decomposes the input data into multiple sets and connects
these based on the bounding boxes of the nodes. The technique is known as well-separated pair
decomposition and allows the generation of k-nearest neighbors in O(nlogn+kn). Instead of re-
traversing the hierarchy, the connection is used to extract the neighbors.
Space Filling Curves
Another way to calculate nearest neighbors is to beneﬁt from a space ﬁlling curve, e.g. a z-order curve
or Morton order. It allows to sort the individual points by a mapping on this curve. The z-order
curve has the property to ﬁll the space based on a bit representation. So, multi-dimensional points
are mapped to a position on a one-dimensional curve while preserving locality of the input data. This
allows to order the points based on the implicit curve deﬁnition. In ﬁgure 2.16, an example of a
z-curve in a 2d scenario is shown.
The z-curve is created by comparing single bits of an integer value. The algorithm in 2.1 extracts
the most signiﬁcant dimension and returns the result of a “less than” (<) comparison based on this
dimension. The determination of importance is performed with an “exclusive or” (xor) operation.
The coordinates of two points for a single dimension are compared with the xor operation, and theCHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 35
Figure 2.16: A Z-Curve and the corresponding cells. As the curve is deﬁned in this case for 2
dimensions, a quad-tree is mapped to the cells. For a 3d scenario the cells map to an octree. The
ﬁgure shows three iterations of the z-order curve ﬁtting the provided cells.
1 bool compare(point p, point q)
2 {
3 double x=0,y=0;
4 double dim = 0;
5 for(int i=0; i<3; i++) {
6 y= xorMSB(p[i],q[i]);
7 if(x<y) {
8 //save dimension
9 x = y;
10 dim = i;
11 }
12 }
13 return p[dim] < q[dim];
14 }
Listing 2.1: Comparison operation for creation of the Morton order. Each dimension, here in
total 3, are checked for the most signiﬁcant bit, and the largest dimension is then compared.
Code derived from [CK10].
one with the most signiﬁcant bit is stored. Due to the bit representation, the curve was initially deﬁned
for integer data, but recently an extension to ﬂoating point values has been presented by Connor and
Kumar [CK10]. They propose to convert both ﬂoating point values into a normalized representation
in the form m2e, which is applicable to all ﬂoating point values. If the exponents e are equal, the
mantissa m are compared with the xor operation (see xor_mantissa in listing 2.2). Otherwise, the
larger exponent is used. Due to the additional computations required, it performs slower than the
integer version. A pseudocode of the algorithm for extraction of the “Most Signiﬁcant Difference
Bit” is shown in listing 2.2.
In the case of three dimensions, the z-order curve describes all positions of an octree in a well
deﬁned order. The nearest neighbors are extracted by selecting a point on the curve and following
it along the curve in a certain distance. The distance from the source point on the curve directly
correlates with the distance in 3d space. When performing a kNN for all points, a so called Nearest
Neighbor Graph (NNG) is created.
In [CK10] a parallel implementation of a nearest neighbor search with a z-order curve has been36 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
1 int xor_mantissa(int a, int b)
2 {
3 return a^b|(unsigned int) 0.5;
4 }
5
6 int xorMSB(double a, double b)
7 {
8 int x = exponent(a);
9 int y = exponent(b);
10 if(x == y) {
11 int m_a = mantissa(a);
12 int m_b = mantissa(b);
13 int z = xor_mantissa(m_a,m_b);
14 x = x-z;
15 return x;
16 }
17 if(y < x)
18 return x;
19 else
20 return y;
21 }
Listing 2.2: XOR-operations on the ﬂoating point values as proposed by [CK10]. First of all, the
exponents are compared followed by the mantissa.
presented. Most steps in the search allow parallelization including the sorting and selection of nodes.
The presented algorithm ﬁrst sorts the input points by the z-order curve with normal parallel sort
routine. Afterwards, a prediction of the nearest neighbors is performed. This is done with a sliding
window along the curve that selects 2k+1 points as potential nearest neighbor candidates for each
input point in parallel. The authors state that an additional reﬁnement step is required as the nearest
neighbor can also be located in other neighboring cells. Points assigned to a cell at (x;y) may have
also neighbors in all surrounding cells, e.g. (x+1;y). But, this is only the case if the corners of the
bounding box of the current solution is greater than the already searched range [CK10]. A parallel
recursive algorithm is applied to reﬁne the current solution until all neighbors have been correctly
identiﬁed.
It is possible to omit the reﬁnement step to increase performance, but in our case, a higher quality
is desired. This creates more stable results than an approximate solution. Despite the fact that the
algorithm is conceptional more complex, the time needed for creating the search structure remains
O(nlogn), due to the comparison-based sorting algorithm. The selection of the neighborhood, how-
ever, reduces to O(nk) for a single processor. If a parallel model is applied, the authors presume a
constrained CREW PRAM with p threads, the time complexity is O(
l
n
p
m
klogk), including the par-
allel sorting step [CK10]. This is slower than the theoretical optimal solution of O(nlogn+nk), but
does not have large constants, which renders this algorithm more useful. In tests, the presented method
performs faster than other methods by a factor of three [CK10].CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 37
2.5.2 Curvature Calculation
The HVS is sensitive to various features, one being the change of a surface. This change is described
by surface normals because they are the ﬁrst derivative of the surface positions. These indicate how
the surfels are aligned and oriented. A change of these normals, i.e. the second derivative, provides
essential information of the underlying surface. This information is important for many techniques in
rendering and surface analysis [Rus04].
In differential geometry, the properties of a surfel are deﬁned in a local coordinate system that
origins in the surfel’s position. With a surface normal~ n, a tangent vector~ t and a bi-normal~ b the so
called tangent-space is deﬁned. In ﬁgure 2.17, a visualization of the tangent space origin around a
surfel is shown.
Various types of curvature of a surface exist, the most important ones are principal, mean, and
Gaussian curvature. The principal curvatures represent both maximal and minimal curvature values
regarding the local tangent frame of a surfel. The Gaussian curvature is the product of the principal
curvatures while the mean curvature is deﬁned as the sum of both divided by two. Thus it yields an
average value.
Surface Plane
~ n
~ t
~ b
Figure 2.17: The tangent space deﬁned
around a point on the surface. It de-
scribes the surface, the bi-normal, and
tangent vectors that deﬁne an orthonor-
mal basis. One application in computer
graphics is bump mapping.
To calculate curvature values, a mathematical repre-
sentation of the surface is required. As in our case only
sampled data is present, implicit representations that al-
low an exact curvature calculation are excluded. There-
fore, the surface needs to be approximated. Interpolated or
estimated curvature values have to sufﬁce.
Several researchers have addressed the calculation of
curvature values. Assuming a mesh-based representation,
an extraction and selection of a nearest neighborhood is
performed directly on the data, and no preprocessing is required. The method presented by Taubin
[Tau95] approximates the curvature in the one-ring neighborhood given by the incident edges of a
vertex. The algorithm calculates the tensor of curvature of a surface and results in principal curvatures
and directions after computing a closed form of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues. Rusinkiewicz
[Rus04] presented a calculation method for curvature of irregular meshes. It is based on a ﬁnite-
differences approach, and it has fewer outlier estimates as well as an increased accuracy in comparison
tootherexistingmethods. Recently, Grifﬁnetal.[Gri+11]publishedanonlinealgorithmthatperforms
curvature calculation on the GPU for arbitrary triangular meshes. The algorithm includes normal, area
calculation and performs a curvature tensor extraction to calculate principal directions. Additionally,
the derivative of the principal curvatures can also be determined.
By partially describing a smooth curve or surface, the curvature is extracted more accurately. As
this method is also based on sampled data, an approximation occurs during the reconstruction of the
surface. Good results are achieved with a MLS-surface, which allows various curvature calculation
methods. In the base representation of a MLS-surface, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a sur-38 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
1 float getNormalVariation(Vector3 normal
2 , Vector3 *neighbor_normals
3 , int neighbor_count)
4 {
5 float dot = 0.0f;
6 for(int i=0; i < neighbor_count; i++) {
7 dot += DotProduct(normal ,neighbor_normal[i]);
8 }
9 dot /= neighbor;
10 return clamp(1-dot ,0.0f,1.0f);
11 }
Listing 2.3: Normal variation in a local neighborhood. It calculates a rough approximation of the
curvature at the given surface point. A dot-product is calculated to account for the angles, which
are summed up. The result is averaged and clamped.
fel may be extracted, but this requires some lengthy computations. An improved method has been
presented by Yang and Qian [YQ07], extracting the curvature of a point set surface directly. The
authors present closed formulas that result in the curvature of a surfel on a MLS-surface. The MLS-
representation, however, requires neighboring input points to create the interpolation surface. These
neighbors are extracted either by a mesh-based representation or by a window ﬁlter, which is applied
to point sets. The ﬁlter rejects points with a distance to the center point greater than a given threshold
value.
In this thesis, we use an solution that approximates the curvature, called normal variation [SK10].
The surface normal is compared to the normals of its neighbors, and the variation is averaged (see
pseudocode in listing 2.3). This results in an approximation of the curvature as the change of the
normal is calculated. If curvature is calculated in a preprocess, e.g. if the object is static, a more
accurate method should be used instead. We use this method to process models online. Furthermore,
it is possible to extract object boundaries with this method by interpreting the dot-product to 1 when
an object boundary is found. This is the case when a normal is compared with an invalid value,
e.g.(0;0;0)T.3. State of the Art
In this chapter, current systems and techniques are presented that are either used within this work or
provide the starting point for novel research. As with the background (see chapter ‘Background’ on
page 5), ﬁrst rendering algorithms will be presented, followed by current perception-based rendering
methods. At the end of each section, a conclusion is given evaluating each part. This will lead to the
deﬁnitions of the theses presented in chapter ‘Theses’ on page 63.
3.1 Mesh- and Voxel-based Rendering Methods
Newest methods and algorithms operating on mesh-based representations are commonly introduced
along with the next generation of a shader model. In the current model, shader model 5, the generation
of object details is transferred to the GPU with the tessellation shader. New versions of graphics APIs,
such as DirectXTMor openGL, usually promote features made available by the next generation of a
shader model.
In the following subsections, most recent advances and techniques in mesh- and voxel-based ren-
deringarepresented. TheseincludemathematicalrepresentationsaswellasGPUaccelerations, which
are achieved by transferring processing onto the graphics card. Some techniques perform calculations
that overcome the main application of the graphics card, i.e. the projection of a scene. These are
referred to as GPGPU programs and perform universal calculations with the GPU.
3.1.1 Mesh-based Rendering
Mesh-based approaches draw much of their success from the easy representation of surfaces. By
connecting single vertices with edges, a face is deﬁned and a ﬂat surface is created. This reduces the
amount of primitives needed to represent large areas.
Yet, this advantage is also a disadvantage as large effort is required to achieve smooth surfaces.
Most objects in real life do not have sharp edges and thus have to be represented using a large amount
of primitives. By evaluating a mathematical model to describe a smooth surface, primitives are gen-
erated and stored in the object during a preprocess.
This increases the size of the object and has a large impact on the performance. Also, the creator
has to control the ﬁnal result by hand. Several tools are available to support a designer during this
step, e.g. by providing control of a smooth surface with Bézier- or NURBS1-curves or by reduction
tools that allow removal of unnecessary primitives (refer to section ‘Level of Detail’ on page 26). But,
this approach is tedious, and a static representation of an object is created. Recent advances, however,
1Non Uniform Rational B-Splines
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tend to transfer this preprocess step to the graphics card. These smooth surfaces are evaluated on the
graphics card and allow to dynamically adapt the presented object.
First, an introduction to current mathematical models, which allow to create smooth surfaces, is
given, before algorithms are presented that generate details directly on the graphics card.
3.1.2 Smooth Surfaces Using Curves
To describe an object in more detail, different methods are available. Displacement methods create
details by inserting new vertices along a predeﬁned displacement vector and value. This is similar to
the progressive LOD-methods presented in section ‘Level of Detail’ on page 26.
An alternative method for creating smooth surfaces is to use a Bézier-curve, or more precisely
Bézier-patches or Bézier-surfaces in the 3d case. The description of smooth 2d curves has been
discovered by De Casteljau, but the mathematical representation has been published by Bézier.
A Bézier-patch is mathematically deﬁned as a function based on a set of (n+1)(m+1) control
points P. The patch warps a unit square deﬁned in the k-dimensional space. In this case, k depends on
the dimensionality of the used control points. When applying 3d control points, a 3d representation
of a Bézier-patch is created.
A Bézier- or bi-quadratic-patch is parametrized by the position Q, which is given with coordinates
(u;v) on the patch [WP01]:
Q(u;v) =
2
å
i=0
2
å
j=0
PijBi(u)Bj(v) (3.1)
where Bi and Bj are Bernstein polynomials. These are deﬁned as
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For the bi-quadratic patches, which are restricted to 3d, these Bernstein polynomials are:
 B0(u) = (1 u)2
 B1(u) = 2(1 u)u
 B2(u) = u2
Bézier-patches allow to create smooth representations without the need to sample and store dis-
crete positions because they are evaluated fast on nowadays hardware. In combination with displace-
ment methods, a dynamic LOD with sharp details in the object is created. A designer only needs to
deﬁne the displacement to control the behavior of the surface.
However, Bézier-curves and patches have several drawbacks, such as the non-localness or the re-
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circumvented by using B-Splines. These deﬁne a segment over multiple control points, which inﬂu-
ences the underlying patch. Yet, a comparison of Bézier-curves and B-Spline-curves is quite mislead-
ing. As opposed to Bézier-patches, B-Splines describe a piecewise, composite curve or patch [WP01].
Unlike Bézier-patches, B-Splines extend the property of being smooth due to the second derivative
continuity in position (C2). Any combination of B-Spline basis functions will have this property
because it is a property originating from the basis functions themselves. A curve or patch is given by
the following formula:
Q(u) =
m
å
i=0
PiBi(u) (3.3)
These basis functions are split into three groups. The ﬁrst group are the uniform basis functions
where each function is a translated version of each other. The second include non-uniform basis
functions and are freed from this restriction. Bézier-curves and patches fall into this group as well.
The last group consists of non-uniform rational basis functions. For example, a B-Spline surface can
be deﬁned as follows:
Q(u;w) =
n+1
å
i=1
m+1
å
j=1
Bi;jNi;k(u)Mj;l(w) (3.4)
In contrast to Bézier-patches, B-Splines and especially NURBS may contain any degree of con-
tinuity. Therefore, NURBS-curves or patches are often found in modern CAD applications be-
cause sharp features, which are desirable for many design situations and exist on real life objects
as well [Rog01], are representable with them.
NURBS consist of control points with according weights and a knot vector. This knot vector
deﬁnes a sequence that determines where and how the control points are inﬂuenced. The convex
hull – also referred to as the control net – surrounding the patch limits the surface. It is possible to
interactively place and move the control points. Also, the knots and the weights of each control point
can be changed [WP01]. The positions on the surface are calculated with four-dimensional polygonal
control vertices (Bh
i;j with h being the homogeneous weighting factor) and the non rational B-Spline
basis functions Ni;k(u) and Mj;l(v) [Rog01]:
Q(u;w) =
n+1
å
i=1
m+1
å
j=1
Bh
i;jNi;k(u)Mj;l(w) (3.5)
where Ni;k(u) and Mj;l(w) are the B-Spline basis functions in the biparametric u and w directions.
Bi;j are the vertices of the polygonal control net.
Rational B-Splines, including the non-uniform ones, have certain properties, which have been
covered by Rogers [Rog01]. The most important for the context of rendering are presented here:
 A rational B-Spline patch of order k;l isCk 2;Cl 2 continuous.
 A rational B-Spline patch is projection invariant, meaning any projection applied to the control42 CHAPTER 3. STATE OF THE ART
net results in the projected version of the surface.
 If triangulated, the control net forms a planar approximation of the rational B-Spline patch.
 The surface lies within the convex hull of the control net.
Different methods exist to evaluate any smooth patch, but all require many computations. Ranging
from a naïve to an iterative solution, the complexity of the algorithm varies. The iterative solution has
aconstanttimecomplexityaslongasthebasisfunctionsremainconstant, e.g.thesetofbasisfunctions
is not changed or altered [Rog01].
3.1.3 Evaluation of Curves Using the GPU
With the addition of hardware tessellation (shader model 5), it is now possible to change the existing
methods of creating different LODs by incorporating specialized shaders. Unlike the generative pro-
cess made available by the geometry shader introduced with shader model 4, the tessellation patches
only reside inside the specialized shaders of the graphics card memory.
The renderpipeline (refer to ﬁgure 2.1) is extended with new stages, i.e. a Hull Shader, a ﬁxed
function Tessellator and a Domain Shader. The ﬁrst and the last stages are programmable to control
how the new patches are generated [Loo+09].
The Hull Shader deﬁnes the convex hull the patch is being placed in, like Bézier patches. As
input a list of indices referencing the control points is provided, which limits the generated patch. The
Tessellator uses this input to create a sampling pattern, and the number of samples or, more precisely,
the vertices to be emitted are deﬁned for each patch individually. The Domain Shader, which is
called by the Tessellator during generation, evaluates the patch data and modiﬁes it if necessary. In
combination with the input convex hull and the barycentric coordinates, which are provided for each
vertexinthepatch, theﬁnalvertexpositionisreturnedtotheTessellator. Theconnectivityinformation
deﬁned by the input then allows to create the ﬁnal patch [Loo+09].
Tessellation Schemes
Multiple methods exist to control the tessellation for a given patch. Especially linear interpolations,
local construction schemes or approximations of the Catmull-Clark Scheme (CSS) are well suited
for the application in the tessellation stage of the graphics cards. These schemes are independent of
external information, e.g. the mesh structure, which is important for a shader implementation.
If a linear interpolation of a mesh is applied, the Hull Shader is not required and is implemented as
a passthru. The Domain Shader performs a barycentric or bilinear interpolation. This has successfully
been applied to terrain or environmental objects [Bon11].
While linear interpolations create repetitive patterns easily, local construction schemes operate on
a single input primitive and reﬁne it. For example, the Phong Tessellation presented by Boubekeur and
Alexa [BA08] reﬁnes a quadratic geometry patch and introduces new points in it along with Phong
shading properties, i.e. smooth surface normals.CHAPTER 3. STATE OF THE ART 43
Figure 3.1: Results of the Gregory patch-based tessellation. The presented method directly utilizes
the tessellation shader.
The CSS deﬁnes a subdivision rule for arbitrary topology. It is a generalization of a bi-cubic
uniform B-Spline surface and is applied to a polyhedron. A recursive application of rules evolve this
polyhedron to the limit surface deﬁned by the B-Spline. The CSS has become a standard for free form
shapes in movies and computer games [Loo+09].
For applications within a shader, approximative solutions are better suited because of the complex
calculations required to evaluate B-Splines. An acceleration is achieved when using the GPU, and
an implementation has been presented by Loop and Schaefer [LS08]. The same authors reﬁned their
approximation with Gregory-patches and provided a solution on the GPU [Loo+09]. Some results of
the proposed method are shown in ﬁgure 3.1.
Gregory-patches are a modiﬁed tensor product along with triangular polynomial patches. They
assure that a set of patches meet with tangent plane continuity and are a rational extension of Bézier-
patches. They share many common properties, for example, the boundaries are Bézier-curves and the
end-points are interpolated [Loo+09]. To create a Gregory-patch, the one-ring neighborhood and the
face is needed.
The approximation with Gregory-patches in hardware starts with the hull shader and a primitive
with three or four vertices. Based on these, the shader extracts a set of special vertices, which are
required for the approximation. It is notable that each of these control points is a linear combination
of the vertices in the one-ring neighborhood. If all patches share the same connectivity, the weights
have an unique set of values [Loo+09].
The domain shader evaluates the individual vertex positions, which are emitted by the tessellation
shader. The evaluation, however, is not performed in the Gregory form because the rational nature of
these patches require expensive calculations. Instead, a transformation into polynomial Bézier form
is performed and the positions are evaluated with the algorithm of De Casteljau.
AdrawbackofthisapproximationschemeistheincorrectnessofthenormalsbecausetheGregory-
patches and their corresponding functions have non-trivial derivatives. Loop et al. state that the ap-
proximation of the normal is exact “along the boundaries of the patch and continuous over the inte-
rior” [Loo+09]. Another disadvantage is the large number of control points required to tessellate the
surface, e.g. for a quadrilateral 20 and for a triangle 15 control points for each individual Gregory-
patch are required.44 CHAPTER 3. STATE OF THE ART
Generation of Details with Tessellated Surfaces
The question, which algorithm to use, cannot be answered easily since a trade-off between quality and
speed exists. Local construction schemes are easier to implement and require less calculations, which
improves performance, but lack high visual quality. Interpolation or approximation schemes provide
higher detail or better control of the surface appearance, but require complex computations.
Independent of the selected reﬁnement algorithm, structure and texture increase the plausibility
of an object to be shown. The combination of ﬁne grained patches and displacement mapping cre-
ates highly detailed surfaces, and it overcomes restrictions of illumination-based approaches. For
example, methods like bump-, normal- or relief-mapping only simulate the appearance of a structured
surface whereas displacement mapping alters the representation of the object and so generates both
real cavities and bumps.
Displacement mapping not only allows correct illumination, but also avoids artifacts, such as loss
of depth impression at low angles, which is common in bump-mapping techniques. The technique has
gained importance with the introduction of the tessellation shader because highly tessellated surfaces,
i.e. a large amount of primitives, are required to create a smooth displacement.
Usually positions of individual vertices are transformed along the normal with the following for-
mula [Mun+10]:
d(u;v) = p(u;v)+~ n(u;v)t(u;v) (3.6)
where p is the point on the tangent frame. ~ n(u;v) denotes the surface normal while t(u;v) deter-
mines the displacement to be applied to the point.
Munkberg et al. improved the normal method by introducing conservative bounding boxes based
on displaced Bézier-patches. In combination with culling methods, these offer large performance
improvements. An early culling of a bounding box avoids generation of unneeded details, which
otherwise would be discarded by the z-buffer in the pixel shader.
3.1.4 Alternatives to Tessellation and Curves
Besides high processing power of today’s graphics cards, other methods than geometric detail are
available to achieve high quality images or to remove vertices in an object without loosing detail.
To create photo-realistic impressions, texturing methods are commonly used. During the mapping
of an image onto the surface, a ﬁltering of the image has to be applied to reduce sampling artifacts.
These artifacts arise through the perspective projection of the surfaces, and usually linear or bilinear
ﬁlters are applied to safely reduce the image size, i.e. the sampling theorem is not violated.
Modern graphic cards provide additional ﬁlter methods and especially anisotropic ﬁlters increase
the quality of texturing. The ﬁltering is performed along different directions in space and is supported
by current hardware. This method does not require large amount of processing time, but it yields an
even sharper texture mapping. The application of anisotropic ﬁlters is not limited to texturing, andCHAPTER 3. STATE OF THE ART 45
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Figure 3.2: Derivation of the EWA resampling ﬁlter from a texture-mapped polygon. Image taken
from [RPZ02].
reconstruction methods also beneﬁt from them, too. The Elliptical Weighted Average (EWA), for
example, is an anisotropic ﬁlter and results in fewer sampling artifacts than a uniform ﬁlter [GP07].
The anisotropic property of the EWA arises through the projection of a surfel into screen-space, and
the derivation of a warped EWA resampling ﬁlter is shown in ﬁgure 3.2.
To create the impression of structure on a plain surface, bump- and normal-mapping techniques
simulate this behavior without the need to generate vertices along with a displacement. By warping
the surface normal in the illumination calculation, the impression of a changing surface is created.
However, this approximation becomes more and more ill-suited at small elevation angles, and the
missing structure will become obvious.
This issue has been addressed with the relief-mapping technique presented by Policarpo et al.
[POC05]. It performs a local raytracing of the surface depending on the visual angle. The underlying
relief is usually represented with a height-map that encodes bumps and cavities. Due to the raytracing,
self shadowing effects are covered as well, and thus a better impression of the simulated structure is
created. However, a search of intersection points needs to be performed for each pixel of the surface.
In some situations visual artifacts occur, especially if the search fails to ﬁnd intersections due to
sampling artifacts.
3.1.5 Voxel-based Rendering
Similar to the mesh-based rendering techniques presented before, modern methods accelerate voxel-
based rendering with the help of the processing power of today’s GPUs. In contrast to surface repre-
sentations, such as mesh- and point-based rendering, voxels allow to simulate volumetric effects, for
example, dampening of fog and refraction in gaseous materials.
In the GigaVoxels algorithm, a hierarchical octree is utilized to reduce the spatial data informa-
tion [Cra+09]. An octree representation encodes position information with less than three bit per node
and so provides good compression [BSW08]. Additionally, LODs directly arise without further mod-46 CHAPTER 3. STATE OF THE ART
eling, which deﬁnes a so called brick-map [GP07] (see ﬁgure 3.3). A brick-map is a 3d mipmap
representation, which is interpreted as an adaptive octree. In an adaptive octree, the subdivisions for
each level is controlled by the number of voxels present within each block or brick. Each brick ap-
proximates a part of the original volume in the octree hierarchy and is stored in a so called brick poll
in the GPU memory. Rendering subsystemss usually provide 3d textures for direct memory access.
However, memory of graphics card is limited. Especially when volume-based objects are used, the
required space exceeds the available storage. Thus, only some parts of the complete data is placed in
the memory, and a selection strategy needs to be applied.
Crassin et al. [Cra+09] utilize a “Least Recently Used” (the authors use the term “last recently
used") cache strategy to mark voxels that have not been used and may be removed from the graphics
card memory. During rendering, nodes are marked with the current timestamp, and if a node is
requestedtobereﬁned, theoldestnodeisreplacedwithanewbrick. Onlyduringthisreplaceoperation
data needs to be transferred to the graphics card. A feedback methods identiﬁes the nodes that need
to be replaced. A selection mask contains a bit-vector with all voxels to keep, and a compressed node
index texture is extracted from this mask. With this texture, the stored voxel positions are updated,
and the algorithm resumes with rendering.
Figure 3.3: The data structure used by
the GigaVoxels algorithm presented by
Crassin et al. [Cra+09].
For display, a marching algorithm accumulates the col-
ors and opacity values along the view rays. An iterative
descent method starts from the tree root and traverses the
tree. In a ﬁrst step, the origins of the view rays are located
within the tree structure, and the descent stops at a prede-
ﬁned level. The ray is then followed node by node. If a so
called constant node has been found, the value stored in the
node is integrated. These constant nodes are either empty
or have a ﬁxed color in case of a leaf.
The selection for the marching algorithm is optimized
by taking advantage of the octree structure. Depending on
the current depth, the indices of the child nodes are determined with the formula int(xN) where N
belongs to a N3 tree. In such a tree, each node is subdivided into N3 children2. This fast retrieval of
child nodes increases performance and builds the key to a GPU implementation.
In ﬁgure 3.4, some results rendered using the proposed algorithm are shown. All screenshots are
taken from a prototype application, which runs at interactive frame rates. It is notable that volumetric
objects, i.e. clouds, appear extraordinarily realistic because a smooth accumulation along the view ray
is performed by the ray-marching algorithm.
2An octree is N=2 since each node is divisible into N3 = 23 = 8 children.CHAPTER 3. STATE OF THE ART 47
(a) Clouds (b) Hyper-textured bunny
Figure 3.4: Results generated with the GigaVoxels algorithm. Note the high quality of the rendered
clouds. Individual bricks are identiﬁed with a mask and replaced at run-time. Screenshots taken
from [Cra+09].
3.2 Point-based Rendering Methods
Point-based rendering methods have advanced from their plain representations in the mid 1980s to
more elaborated methods. Still, point-based rendering is the most straightforward method of creating
images from 3d data and modern implementations allow smoother and more visually pleasing results.
With the introduction of QSplat rendering [RL00] and the deﬁnition of surfels by Pﬁster et al.
[Pﬁ+00], point-based rendering once again gained in importance. Since then, research has constantly
resulted in novel methods and even led to combined representations of mesh and point-based repre-
sentations, the so called hybrid models [CN01].
Most important achievements in rendering regarding point-based methods are due to smooth sur-
face representations. In contrast to ﬂat shading models available in the mid 1980s, a Phong model –
despite its lack of physical correctness – is used as a working basis for rendering nowadays. In the
following, two methods are presented, which are required to generate smoothly illuminated images
with point-based representations.
3.2.1 Elliptical Weighted Average Splatting
In computer graphics and especially 3d rendering contexts, the generation of smooth shaded surfaces
is one of the most basic tasks. As representations are usually undersampled, i.e. there are holes in
the surface, an interpolation of vertices during the rasterization stage is required to generate missing
samples, i.e. pixels. Here, splatting algorithms start to introduce large errors in form of holes or
hard illumination edges due to the lack of neighboring information. As no topology information is
available, no interpolation between neighbors can be performed using the standard rendering methods48 CHAPTER 3. STATE OF THE ART
available on the graphics card or rendering subsystem.
One method to solve this problem is the EWA splatting as proposed by Zwicker et al. [Zwi+02]. It
allows smooth interpolation of neighboring surfels with the help of a multi-pass approach. Instead of
squares or circles, ellipses are generated during rasterization because they have less aliasing effects.
Zwicker et al. state that the splatting approach is to be understood as a resampling operation in terms
of signal processing. The discrete representation of the surfel allows to establish a mapping between
the surfel and its position in pixel-space. Any resampling process needs to obey the Nyquist limit to
avoid aliasing and reconstruction errors3. As a discrete signal is given, some basic signal processing
methods are required.
The solution is to apply a ﬁlter kernel shaped like an ellipse – hence the name – when creating
the image, which accumulates signals in the neighborhood. This reconstruction or resampling is
performed during rendering and Gross enumerates four steps [GP07]:
1. Reconstruction of a continuous signal from the discrete input samples. A weighted sum of
samples ci and a reconstruction window ri with source coordinates t integrate neighboring in-
formation and create a continuous signal.
f(t) =å
i
ciri(t) (3.7)
In an implementation, usually a 2d Gaussian reconstruction kernel deﬁned on the tangent plane
of the surfel is used.
2. The input function is transferred into target domain with a mapping operator m.
f0(x) = (f m 1)(x) = f(m 1(x)) (3.8)
Despite the given deﬁnition, the tangent plane is not constant for each splat and an implemen-
tation needs to provide an individual mapping function.
3. A low pass ﬁlter h is applied to the mapped function, which results in the anti-aliased footprints
of the splat. The notion resampling kernel is also common.
¯ f0(x) = (f0
h)(x) (3.9)
4. The output samples are generated by an impulse train i
p = ¯ f0(x)i(x) (3.10)
The implementation uses the z-buffer algorithm to accumulate only visible footprints in the
affected pixel locations. This process is also known as footprint rasterization.
3For real photos this, however, can never be assured.CHAPTER 3. STATE OF THE ART 49
A major drawback is that no direct implementation on a GPU and no smooth illumination is
possible because only color information is blended. Instead, neighbor information would be re-
quired. Different approaches remove these limitations of the CPU approach through hierarchical
methods [BWK02]. But, an implementation that utilizes all GPU capabilities leads to a more efﬁcient
processing due to vector-based hardware available on GPUs.
3.2.2 Phong Splatting
With the Phong splatting approach the EWA splatting was transferred to the GPU, and also “Perspec-
tive Accurate Splatting” was included. It was proposed by Botsch et al. and extended to a deferred
rendering by the same authors [BSK04; Bot+05]. The deferred rendering approach reduces time com-
plexity and is specially suited for scenes with large numbers of light sources.
GPUs do not support the rendering of EWA primitives, and thus no straightforward implemen-
tation of a EWA splatting algorithm is possible. However, with the introduction of programmable
shaders, a GPU is able to perform the required operations while the overhead is kept to a minimum.
The algorithm proposed by Botsch et al. is manually optimized to reduce the instruction count and
minimize the clock cycles spent for each program on the GPU.
Along with well optimized vertex and pixel shaders, multiple passes, e.g. drawing the scene multi-
ple times, are needed to generate a ﬁnal rendered object. The result is further enhanced by employing
a perspective correct splatting method, which acquires information from the view frustum and view-
port. With the near and far planes n and f and the camera adjusted depth value z0, the depth buffer
entry for a pixel is corrected with the following equation [GP07]:
z(x;y) =
1
z0 
fn
f  n
+
f
f +n
(3.11)
The proposed deferred algorithm performs the following passes during each frame to generate the
projection of a point-based objects:
1. The depth of all surfels are splatted perspective correct into a depth buffer. This depth value is
adjusted with an additional small delta value.
2. The attributes of the object are splatted reusing the previously created depth values. This assures
that only the frontmost surfels are drawn and rasterized while others are rejected by the depth
buffer. Valid attributes are scaled with an elliptical weight and accumulated into a framebuffer.
3. In a full screen quad4, the attributes are normalized by dividing each surfel by its accumulated
weight. This results in an interpolated value deﬁned by neighboring points.
As an accumulation of overlapping splats is performed (see 2nd pass), the early-z culling method
is used to remove hidden surfels from the scene. In the ﬁrst render pass very simple vertex and pixel
4This is a quad that ﬁlls the entire screen.50 CHAPTER 3. STATE OF THE ART
(a) Plain rendering (b) Phong splatting
Figure 3.5: Comparison of the plain rendering of surfels against the Phong splatting approach. Fig-
ure 3.5a shows the result of the Stanford bunny with rectangles as primitives. 3.5b is the same object,
but with Phong splatting.
shaders are applied to allow fast evaluation. Once the depth values have been calculated, the buffer is
used for early rejection to avoid overdrawing of individual splats.
The depth values are transformed with a small value during the ﬁrst pass, which yields a so called
fuzzy-z buffer. This fuzziness is needed to create a smooth interpolation of surface features, i.e. color
and surface normal, because a single splat does not provide the required information alone. Only the
frontmost surfels should be provided when performing the interpolation. This avoids artifacts from
invalid surfels, e.g. ones that are part of another surface or are hidden by the frontmost surface.
The reconstruction ﬁlter deﬁned by the EWA method controls to what extend neighboring infor-
mation is accumulated and leads to a smooth representation of the surface. Instead of an interpolation
of color information, i.e. a Gouraud shading, the surface normals are used, i.e. Phong shading. The
normals of the neighbors are accumulated, resulting in an un-normalized normal vector at the interpo-
lated pixel. No special requirements are deﬁned for the interpolation and thus may be applied to any
attribute.
The ﬁnal screen-space pass normalizes the individual splatted attributes. The deferred rendering
approach enables to apply additional effects and illumination without re-rendering the scene. The
illumination then only requires local, pixel-based information. An advantage of applying illumination
in screen-space is that only visible surfels are accounted for and unnecessary calculations are avoided.
Some advanced techniques also allow spot lights and point lights in high count while retaining inter-
active frame rates by deﬁning an extend of these light sources [Lau].
ThevisualqualityofthePhongsplattingmethodsurpassesplainrenderingapproachesandachieves
similarresultstotheEWAapproach(seeﬁgure3.5). Additionally, thePhongsplattingallowstorender
the object with the help of the GPU.CHAPTER 3. STATE OF THE ART 51
3.3 Conclusion of Rendering Methods
The incorporation of hardware anti-aliasing methods, like Phong splatting, and the small size of trian-
gles allow to work without connectivity information. The memory that is freed this way can be used,
for example, for storing additional details in the geometric representation.
As point-based methods share the same data layout as voxel approaches, so called out-of-core
methods can be use to draw large data sets at interactive frame rates. For example, the method of
exchanging memory used in the GigaVoxels approach [Cra+09] may also be applied to point-based
rendering techniques. The smooth reconstruction of the surface is useful for voxel rendering tech-
niques, but unlike surface representations, a marching algorithm or other accumulation methods are
needed to account for volumetric features.
For both, the main problem arises due to lack of proper hardware support. With current GPGPU
applications, this disadvantage will vanish soon and other rendering methods, e.g. raytracing, will
become more popular. Adamson and Alexa [AA03] proposed a raytracing method using Point-Set-
Surfaces where intersections between surfels and view rays need to be evaluated.
Modern graphics hardware allow in-place reﬁnement of mesh-based objects, and a new shader
stage has been developed speciﬁcally for this purpose. Multiple methods exist ranging from prede-
ﬁned methods to Bézier-patches. As this information is solely generated on the graphics hardware and
does not need to be transferred from graphics card, this leads to a massive increase in performance.
Hardware tessellation for point- and voxel-based methods would open new possibilities to control
the LOD of an object. However, current control methods for LOD are based purely on mathematical
descriptions or predeﬁned textures, and thus it remains questionable whether or not hardware-based
tessellation, in this manner, is applicable to perception-based rendering at all. A combination of both
the real-time reﬁnement and perceptual information would deﬁne a real-time, visual perception-based
LOD-algorithm.
3.4 Perception-based Rendering
All object representations and rendering methods share a common drawback – usually no perceptual
information is accounted for. However, most of them allow a modiﬁcation of an object during drawing
or by selecting the LOD.
The idea to employ perceptual information during rendering is not new. Yet, the evaluation of
perceptual information usually requires expensive computations, and the focus so far was on non-
real-time rendering methods. This includes raytracing, pathtracing algorithms, global illumination
methods or animation simulations. All proposed methods share that in the time of their publication
no hardware acceleration for these was available.
Recent advances in this ﬁeld of study allow raytracing or global illumination solutions to be gen-
erated on GPUs. Purcell et al. [Pur+02] presented a raytracing algorithm, which is directly computed
on the graphics card. Based on this method, nVidiaTMintroduced OptiXTM, which provides raytracing52 CHAPTER 3. STATE OF THE ART
on the GPU in form of a library. However, computations are still expensive and acceleration methods
that employ visual perception remain hard to achieve.
Researchers presented different methods, all extracting differences in a precalculated, often esti-
mated, scene to evaluate whether an algorithm should continue the reﬁne process, or the difference is
no longer perceivable by a human spectator. This dynamic abort allows to save calculation time as no
ﬁxed recursion or iteration count is required.
3.4.1 Metric-based Approaches
Ramasubramanian et al. [RPG99] utilize the visible difference predictor from Daly [Dal93] and en-
hance it with a physical error metric. First, a threshold needs to be deﬁned, which will be used by a
rendering algorithm. Based upon a threshold-vs-intensity function, a minimum contrast is extracted
and passed to the rendering system. The visual system is simulated by processing input images with
multiple bandpass mechanisms. A hierarchy, a so called contrast pyramid, is created and local differ-
ences are extracted. In combination with CSF, a threshold a map is generated, which identiﬁes regions
where additional reﬁnement is required. As an example, the authors provide a global illumination ap-
proach – using a pathtracing algorithm –, adaptively aborting the recursion based on this threshold
map.
Another approach is to incorporate perceptual inﬂuences directly into the LOD-creation step.
Reddy [Red97] applies a CSF during an ofﬂine preprocess and extracts interesting visual features.
In combination with size, velocity, and eccentricity, the reduction is performed by primarily omitting
details in unimportant regions.
The purely spatial CSF is enhanced by introducing an Animation Quality Metric (AQM) presented
by Myszkowski [Mys02]. In combination with an image-based rendering approach, a walkthrough of
static environments is accelerated. An intermediate frame is interpolated based on the keyframes of
the animation. The AQM deﬁnes where the keyframes have to be placed to reduce the number of
interpolated pixels within each frame. Depending on the error threshold, the number of keyframes is
reduced, and the overall animation calculation receives a speedup.
The modeling of perception with a CSF allows to make use of fast ﬁlter methods. In combination
with a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT), the ﬁlters are applied efﬁciently to an input signal. The
output, however, needs to be transformed back for the remaining calculations. Still, pixel processing
is accelerated and thus the overall time needed in an implementation is reduced. Of course, this may
be a drawback if the transformation becomes a bottleneck during visual perception calculations.
Drettakis et al. [Dre+07] present a CSF approach purely implemented on the GPU (see ﬁgure 3.6).
The individual contrast functions are encoded as lookup tables in the graphics card’s memory. These
lookup tables are chosen to be small, so that memory is saved. In combination with a layered ren-
dering method, a threshold map is generated, which contains tolerable local luminance difference
values similar to the approach of Ramasubramanian et al. [RPG99]. These layers and their individual
threshold maps are recalculated each frame, exploiting the ability of modern GPUs to create multipleCHAPTER 3. STATE OF THE ART 53
render targets in one pass. So n-layers are created during one rasterization step. The layer generation
is performed in additional render passes, and the results control rendering parameters, e.g. the drawn
LOD. When using L layers, a total of L+L 1+(L 1)9 render passes are required to gener-
ate all necessary layers with this method. For example, when L = 3, a total of 23 render passes are
performed.
Per Layer
Threshold Maps
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Layer
Combination
(excludes i)
GPU-based perceptual rendering framework
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Layer rendering
C1
Cn
Layer 1
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Figure 3.6: The interactive rendering
pipeline for perception-based LOD as
presented by Drettakis et al. [Dre+07].
First, n layers are rendered and com-
bined in all possible combinations. The
results are processed to get the threshold
maps, which are used to reduce the LOD
of the objects in the scene.
This method requires two issues to be solved. One is
how to perform a comparison between the current repre-
sentation and the object with the largest visible artifacts
identiﬁed by the layers generated. The other is how to
transfer the computed threshold information to the CPU
because the data is solely calculated on the GPU.
The ﬁrst issue is solved by introducing an initialization
step, which compares the current representation with the
highest detailed representation available to derive an error
value. A depth pass rendering is performed, so that only
visible pixels of object in question are evaluated. Each
layer is compared to the optimal layer utilizing a delay
strategy. Only a fraction of the objects assigned to a layer
are rendered with high quality while the others are drawn
at lowest quality possible. Only the high quality objects
are then evaluated and compared. Based on the results of
the comparison, one of three possible update methods is
performed:
 Increase the LOD if the visual error is above a
threshold
 Maintain the LOD if the visual error is tolerable
 Decrease the LOD if too many details are shown
(the visual error is below another threshold)
The second issue, the supply of the calculated data to the CPU, is addressed with the so called
occlusion query feature. The result of an occlusion query holds the number of pixels that passed both
stencil and depth test in the current scene. The authors alter the query to return the number of pixels
that are above the deﬁned error threshold. This is achieved by applying a shader, which discards
individual pixels in the processing when they are below the threshold. The occlusion query includes
only pixels that have an error higher than the threshold provided, and thus an overhead of transferring
unnecessary data is avoided.
Another method leverages a progressive rendering algorithm, which is based on a Delaunay trian-
gulation. Farrugia and Peroche [FP04] present a combination with a perception-based metric, and an54 CHAPTER 3. STATE OF THE ART
evaluation of the results has been performed. The vision model used was deﬁned by Pattanaik et al.
[Pat+98], which is the same as that by Ramasubramanian et al. [RPG99], but without the perceptually-
based physical error metric mentioned earlier. The distance between two pixel values is deﬁned by
the L2:4 metric:
d(p) = kp2  p1k2:4 (3.12)
where p1 and p2 are the individual pixels, which are to be compared.
To accelerate the computation, only a small fraction of estimated scene is taken into account. The
principle is similar to other approaches where the resolution is reduced to accelerate computations.
Farrugia and Peroche approximate the results in a quad-tree partition. Random samples within each
“block" are used to estimate the differences. This block image approximately contains the same
information as the full solution [FP04].
3.4.2 2d Saliency-based Approaches
Instead of deriving or deﬁning a metric, the following approaches generate a saliency map, or a similar
topological representation, to identify where higher detail would be required. Le Meur et al. [Le +06]
reﬁned the model of Itti et al. [IKN98] and veriﬁed the results with various eye tracking experiments.
Independent of early vision mechanisms (in their work called “passive selection”) humans have to
focus on a particular region in the scene. Thus, “[s]accades are therefore a major instrument of
the selective visual attention” [Le +06]. Le Meur et al. model the focus in form of a ﬁxation map,
which is a saliency map with some enhancements. One is prioritization of the center of the image
over peripheral regions. The results are given by chromatic and achromatic CSFs, and the individual
features are combined in a DOG model. A masking is applied inspired by the work of Daly [Dal93],
and a reinforcement of the individual signals is performed utilizing the surrounding information. This
models the center-surround inhibition of receptive ﬁelds (see ‘Receptive Fields’ on page 15) and is
implemented by convolution of the current signal with a normalized weighting function. The authors
state that a Butterﬂy ﬁlter enhances the contours and provides grouping. The ﬁlter consists of a
directional term D and a proximity term generated from a blurred circleC:
B(x;y) = D(x;y)Cr(x;y)?G(x;y) (3.13)
where
D(x;y) =
8
<
:
cos(
p
2
aj) if  a < j < a
0 else
(3.14)
and j = arctan(x0
y0) and (x0;y0) are rotated coordinates by angle Q. With parameter a the opening
angle of the Butterﬂy ﬁlter is deﬁned, which inﬂuences its angular selectivity. The ?-operation denotes
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The ﬁnal ﬁxation map is generated by summing the individual channels weighted with a Gaussian
around the center of the image. This accounts for the experiment setup where users should look at the
center of the screen before an image was shown.
The large computational effort needed to create saliency maps is transferable to modern graphics
cards. Xu et al. [Xu+09] present a multi-GPU implementation based on nVidiaTMCUDA kernels.
The derivation of a saliency map is completely performed on graphics card, and the authors state that
speedups of over 8.5 times are achieved in comparison to well tuned CPU implementations. This
furthermore means that the saliency calculation is not a bottleneck for online calculation on modern
computers.
For the creation of a saliency map, the model of Itti et al. [IKN98] is used. The individual stages of
the architecture are converted into a GPU friendly layout. Special treatment was required in the case of
the Gabor ﬁlter. The convolution with a Gabor ﬁlter is costly, and therefore a FFT is performed along
with its inverse. Despite this additional step, the complexity is reduced from O(n4) to O(n2logn) with
being n the number of pixels. Given an input image with a resolution of 640x480, the ﬁrst two mipmap
levels are skipped, and a 256x256 image is generated that holds all other sub-images on which the
FFT is applied to. The original Gabor ﬁlter is re-sized by repetition to match this resolution, and the
images and the ﬁlter are multiplied5 once. The reconstruction with the inverse FFT must be performed
as often as sub-images are present in the combined image. The performance is further increased by
utilizing multiple GPUs, which perform the calculation of input images in parallel, and so the overall
performance is increased.
The DOG is separated and approximated with two convolution ﬁlters. The ﬁrst ﬁlter models ex-
citation behavior of a receptive ﬁeld, and the second, larger kernel accounts for inhibition. Both are
applied in an iterative normalization step, and so “simulates the local competition between neighbor-
ing salient locations”‘ [Xu+09].
Once the saliency maps have been generated, a rendering system can use these to select important
regions or to provide a stop criterion for progressive rendering algorithms. Yee et al. [YPG01] present
aframeworkthataccountsformovingobjectsinascene. Here, thesaliencymapdeﬁnitionisenhanced
with spatiotemporal information to create a so called Aleph Map. The spatiotemporal sensitivity
represents the amount of error that is tolerable, and the saliency map encodes important regions in the
scene. If the objects are moving, the spatiotemporal CSF also accounts for the reduced sensitivity of
human spectators.
Yee et al. [YPG01] deﬁne a CSF to model the spatiotemporal information that depends on the
retinal velocity. In ﬁgure 3.7a, an example CSF is seen that is inﬂuenced by the velocity of the eye.
The faster the eye moves the faster the falloff of the sensitivity curve. This spatiotemporal CSF has
been derived from the results of Kelly [Kel79] who studied the decrease of sensitivity in dependency
of the eye movement.
The authors intentionally ignore the top-down processing in “favor of a more general and auto-
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(a) An exemplary spatiotemporal CSF. The faster the eye is moving,
the greater the reduction in sensitivity. Initial test were performed by
Kelly [Kel79] and were also utilized by Daly [Dal98]. Figure taken
from Yee et al. [YPG01]
(b) The steps performed to acquire an Aleph
Map [YPG01]. Motion, saliency, and spatial
frequency are included to derive a more ﬁne
grained identiﬁcation where higher detail is
required.
Figure 3.7: A spatiotemporal CSF, which is used in the derivation of an Aleph Map. The CSF also
depends on the velocity of the object to be tracked. The Aleph map on the right allows a more ﬁne
grained identiﬁcation when moving objects are in the scene.
mated bottom-up approach” [YPG01]. Visual attention is modelled with the architecture presented by
Itti et al. [IKN98]. Motion is incorporated in an additional conspicuity channel and is estimated based
on the displacement of pixels in consecutive frames (see ﬁgure 3.7b).
A purely image-based implementation is possible, but the authors enhance the estimation by
adding geometric information available from the 3d representation. Additionally, discretization ar-
tifacts occurred in an exemplary openGL implementation, and a raycasting method has been imple-
mented to circumvent this problem.
The Aleph Map is applied to a global illumination method, i.e. an irradiance caching algorithm,
which calculates surface color information. The authors measured an acceleration up to a factor of 9
independent of the samples used for rendering.
Haber et al. [Hab+01] enhance the saliency method, which models the bottom-up visual attention,
with a task map that enforces selection of important regions. Their top-down process generates a
bounding box for each non-diffuse object in the scene. The distance from the center along with its
pixel count is extracted, normalized, and the values are combined to form the task map. Along with
a saliency map, generated by the method of Itti et al. [IKN98], important regions in the scene are
identiﬁed. This visual processing controls a raytracer by adapting the number of recursions for each
ray and by positioning the samples according to the maximal saliency value.
The authors state that two basic methods for processing the saliency map results are possible. The
ﬁrst is the method proposed by Itti et al. [IKN98], a winner-takes-all approach. The object with the
largest value is selected and corrected, i.e. its detail is increased until another object has a greater
saliency value. This, however, does not account for the possibility that a spectator will change the
focus to other regions with also high saliency values. The authors therefore propose an alternativeCHAPTER 3. STATE OF THE ART 57
method, which is proclaimed to yield better results. The most salient object is reﬁned only a few
times and its saliency value is reduced by a certain amount. Afterwards, the selection of the most
salient object is repeated.
To create an estimate of the scene, a hardware accelerated projection is performed and provided
to the visual salience model. A static representation of the scene is used, and a Global illumination is
calculated for each object in a preprocess. The results are stored either in a texture or in the vertices
as a color value. Therefore, this method is restricted to static scenes.
The authors propose the following layout. A main thread provides the user interface and ex-
changes scene estimates and perceptual results. Perceptual analysis and raytracing are distributed
over several threads. In a loop the following steps are performed in each iteration [Hab+01]:
1. Set the camera and age the samples in the cache.
2. Render the scene using the graphics hardware without lighting because color information is
stored either in textures or as a vertex color. Write the stencil buffer with the id of each object.
3. Store the content of framebuffer in a texture (TFB), and clear it by deleting the stencil informa-
tion.
4. Warp and splat the samples from previous frames with the stencil test. This assures that the
splats are only on the surface of each individual object.
5. If time is left, acquire samples from invoked raytracing threads.
6. Blend the current scene with the stored framebuffer TFB.
7. Copy the stencil and framebuffer to the analyzer thread if an update was requested.
The visible objects are reﬁned when they have any non-diffuse components. The global illumina-
tion – performed as a preprocess – assures that diffuse parts are evaluated correctly and do not need to
be recalculated. The raytracing algorithm calculates specular components of the objects in question.
It operates on the same scene description as the graphics hardware including the camera setup. Some
results along with the calculated saliency map are shown in ﬁgure 3.8.
The precalculated global illumination has the disadvantage that moving objects cannot be ac-
counted for. A change in position would invalidate all preprocessed results and a recalculation would
be necessary. However, the method allows a real-time reﬁnement and walkthrough of static scenes.
The detail of objects increases when more samples are acquired by the raytracing threads. Also,
salient features are prioritized in the scene, which is a result of the combination of bottom-up and
top-down modelling. The top-down process, however, does not completely simulate higher cognitive
processes because only a selection of the available regions of interest is performed.58 CHAPTER 3. STATE OF THE ART
(a) Fast scene estimate (b) Calculated saliency map (c) Final result
Figure 3.8: The individual stages of the perceptually guided splatting approach presented by Haber et
al. [Hab+01]. The ﬁrst image shows the result of the hardware accelerated image. The specular objects
in the scene are black because no illumination has been applied yet. In ﬁgure 3.8b, the saliency map
can be seen. In the last ﬁgure, the ﬁnal result is shown.
3.4.3 Methods for Higher Visual Processing
Haber et al. and Yee et al. state that top-down processing is important for modeling visual attention.
Yet, both try to reduce its inﬂuence to a minimum by either providing a rough approximation without
any higher cognitive processes or by simply discarding it. Even without an implementation of high-
level vision, a large speedup is achieved by utilizing a low-level vision model.
When a task is provided to the spectator, object detail may be reduced even further. Cater et
al. [CCW03] focused on the exploitation of inattentional blindness. When a spectator is forced to
perform a task, conspicuous objects do not attract the attention if they are not relevant for the task.
In a user study, a high resolution image was compared to both a composite (selective) reduction and
a low-quality image of the same sample scene. The high-quality image had a 3072x3072 sampling
resolution, and the low-quality sampling resolution was 1024x1024. The selective method generated
a composite image where all non-task-relevant objects were taken from the low resolution image, but
the important objects were taken from the high resolution. The images were presented to the user, and
a questionnaire was completed.
The results show that the participants did not notice any signiﬁcant difference in quality between
high and selective quality images. In a non-task-bound environment, however, all participants found
differences between the high and the selective images. Based on these results, a progressive rendering
framework for animation is presented. The high level vision model creates a ranking of scene objects
depending on the tasks and geometry information available in a so called task-map. The more impor-
tant an object is rated the more detail will be generated by an image-based rendering method. This
is similar to the method presented by Myszkowski [Mys02]. If processing time is left, reﬁnement is
performed by accounting preferably for object motion. The authors therefore leverage the method of
Yee et al. and enhance it with their task-map.CHAPTER 3. STATE OF THE ART 59
3.4.4 Drawbacks of 2d Perception-based Approaches
All 2d methods, independent of whether they are based on lower or higher visual processes, have in
common that the results need to be mapped on a projection of a 3d object. This projection, however,
can alter the appearance of the object and results in hidden or obfuscated features. Furthermore,
single features are approximated by the image-based extractors despite the fact that they are directly
available through the 3d data. For example, the orientation ﬁlters used by Itti et al. [IKN98] extract
object boundaries and inner curvatures. This type of information can be extracted directly from the 3d
data. This increases not only accuracy, but also efﬁciency. Curvature can be precalculated and stored
for each object, which avoids recalculation of this information in every frame.
The process performed by the HVS during extraction of preattentive features includes spatial
information, such as stereoscopic depth, curvature, or form. The methods presented before, however,
do not use this information and rely on image-based representations, which imply a mapping of values
during rendering. To counteract the rather high costs of calculating the visual salience online, these
methods often used global illumination or raytracing solutions. The latter, for example, allows to
establish a mapping between an estimated image, which contains the saliency information, and a ray.
This way, perceptual information can inﬂuence the result, but is very costly due to the raytracing
algorithm used. For interactive rendering, a feedback method needs to be devised (see [Dre+07]).
Theseadditionalstepscanbecircumventedwhen3ddataisdirectlyutilized. Asmentionedbefore,
this not only increases the accuracy of the computed perception information, but also the performance
of the rendering system.
3.4.5 3d Saliency-based Approaches
For rendering algorithms, it seems obvious to operate on existing 3d features during saliency calcula-
tion and not on their projected counterparts. Interestingly, only few researchers focus on this part and
the ﬁrst step towards saliency calculation based on 3d features has been made by Lee et al. [LVJ05].
They proposed a mesh saliency, which is calculated as the curvature C of the objects surface. The
extraction is performed using the method of Taubin [Tau95] that extracts the principal curvature on a
vertex regarding the neighborhood of the vertex.
Lee et al. accounted for the distance required in saliency calculation by increasing the radius of the
neighborhood during curvature estimation. For the calculation of the ﬁnal saliency value, the authors
use the following equation:
Si(v) = jG(C(v);si) G(C(v);2si)j (3.15)
where G is the Gaussian-weighted average and si is a predeﬁned scale value depending on the
diagonal of the bounding box of the object. The authors use a ﬁxed percentage (0:3%) and derived
ﬁve consecutive scale values to account for the distance. Here, also the center-surround mechanism
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their scale. This curvature data is provided to a LOD-algorithm to select vertices depending on their
saliency value. The lower the value of the vertex, the higher the probability that it will be removed dur-
ing creation of coarser levels. The presented approach is then applied ofﬂine, and thus is independent
of the applied scenario.
In ﬁgures 3.9b to 3.9e several outcomes of the reduction applied to a object are presented. The
images show a comparison between the mesh saliency and the QSlim method presented by [GH97].
Some example saliency values are shown in ﬁgures 3.10a and 3.10b.
An interesting alternative application for saliency is the selection of viewpoints. Once the saliency
of a 3d object has been calculated, the highest saliency value should contain the most interesting
features and thus provides the most relevant view of the object. Lee et al. were the ﬁrst to show this
form of application, which was later used by other researchers as well, e.g. Feixas et al. [FSG09].
In the approach of Feixas et al., the saliency of a polygon is deﬁned as the Jensen-Shannon (JS)
divergence between neighboring polygons:
S(oi) =
1
N0
N0
å
j=1
JS(p(Vjoi);p(Vjoj)) (3.16)
where oi is the polygon and oj is a neighboring polygon. V deﬁnes the current view and p(Vjoi)
is the mutual information provided from the view and the polygon. This method is inspired by an
information theoretic approach where the distributions are interpreted as a mutual information channel
between viewpoint and the saliency of the surface.
3.5 Conclusion of Perception-based Rendering Methods
The application of perceptual information in the context of rendering is a wide spread ﬁeld. It ranges
from trivial approximations, plain efﬁciency aspects (in old LOD-algorithms), to complex compu-
tational methods to simulate the HVS. The application of perception-based data introduces a large
performance gain in rendering scenarios. It ﬁts well into other available speedup techniques, such as
culling methods and acceleration data structures.
However, only small advances in direct extraction of perceptual data in 3d space have been made,
and the use of the highly sophisticated models is often restricted to incremental rendering solutions.
The latter often implies the use of raytracing or global illumination algorithms. For both, it has been
shown that large savings are achieved by utilizing perceptual information. This also holds for early
vision-based information, such as saliency. This information enhances the stored LODs, but this data
has to be preprocessed. The LODs are selected using a normal distance-based heuristic to avoid
expensive calculations of surface features.
Several tests have proven the applicability of perceptual information into rendering algorithms and
the viability of a saliency map as an indicator of important regions. The greatest reduction is achieved
when using task-driven selective rendering methods. However, it is nearly impossible to assure that
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(a) Original version of the head (606K triangles)
(b) 4K triangles with QSlim (c) 1K triangles with QSlim
(d) 4K triangles with mesh saliency (e) 1K triangles with mesh saliency
Figure 3.9: Comparison of the reduction quality achieved by the QSlim [GH97] and the mesh saliency
approach. ThesaliencymethodpreservesedgesandinternalfeatureswhiletheQSlimmethodremoves
them.62 CHAPTER 3. STATE OF THE ART
(a) Stanford dragon (b) Stanford armadillo
Figure 3.10: The extracted saliency values from an object representation. In ﬁgure 3.10a, the Stanford
dragon, and in ﬁgure 3.10b, the Stanford armadillo with their saliency values are shown.
Current methods mainly focus on describing the complete scene. Only the method presented by
Lee et al. [LVJ05] allows a object-based adaptation. A universal approach, however, would need
a object-based representation to allow combination with non-perception-inﬂuenced representations.
The ability to change an object should only be available for highly tessellated objects where a gain
in processing time can be achieved if a reduction is applied. Evaluating perceptual information for a
plane or a simple object may introduce overhead without any chance to reﬁne it.
When evaluating the saliency information, current GPU implementations should be taken into
account. By processing the input image, the saliency map can be extracted using only GPU methods,
and no data needs to be transferred between the CPU and the graphics card. During this processing,
no bottlenecks would be introduced by the rather slow bus-transfer between both.
The combination of 3d data and the GPU saliency calculation would allow fast access to object-
speciﬁc perceptual information. By processing this data similar to the presented perceptual-based
rendering approaches, the representation could be modiﬁed based on the extracted perceptual infor-
mation. The question remains, which processes are needed to create such a perception aware sys-
tem for non-raytracing or non-progressive algorithms. These topics, however, have not been covered
within current publications and additional research is required.4. Theses
The combination of both rendering and visual perception allows to improve performance while re-
taining visual quality. Current visual models provide an insight into perception of humans, and some
of them have also been applied to rendering. However, they have implicit limitations and cannot be
applied to modern rendering methods.
One bottleneck is that most perception models, such as visual salience, are only deﬁned for im-
ages, and rendering methods need to create a fast estimate of the scene to evaluate perceptual informa-
tion. Therefore, raytracingorglobalilluminationalgorithmsareoftenenhancedbecausetheextraction
of perceptual information is expensive. Recent rendering technologies, e.g. deferred shading, tessel-
lation, etc., increase visual quality and reduce processing time. If saliency information is used as an
indicator for early vision, even further savings could be achieved. This increases the demand of a
technique that circumvents existing limitations.
This, however, requires a saliency representation based not on images, but on 3d objects to re-
move the dependency on scene estimations. Also, a data structure is needed that provides a LOD-
management and operates on perceptual information. But, the combination of these methods and data
structures may not need to create a more visually appealing representation. So, the question arises if
a dynamic data structure based on saliency information can create the impression of a highly detailed
object when omitting unsalient details.
Based on these observations and requirements, the theses of this work are stated that address
each of the issues mentioned. Within this work, solutions will be presented how these problems can
be solved or circumvented. We will utilize current methods of visual salience, preattentive feature
processing, and computer graphics.
Thesis 1:
The existing visual salience deﬁnition based on images can be extended to 3d objects to identify
regions of interest on their surface.
Currently, only the work of Lee et al. [LVJ05] made a step towards 3d saliency, but only covers
surface curvature as a feature. We assume that the preattentive features for 2d saliency calculation are
also applicable for 3d, and they will result in correct identiﬁcation of regions of interest.
Thesis 2:
Object speciﬁc preattentive features are independent of the illumination and can be applied to the
saliency calculation in any lighting scenario.
The source of this independence is that surface features are either geometrical or topological
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properties. In traditional 2d image calculations, the illumination is part of a pixel, and thus no need
for such a separation was necessary. For this reason, the independence has not been proposed before.
But, in case of a 3d representation, such a separation of illumination and data increase applicability
and allows to reuse them in any illumination scenario.
Thesis 3:
The combination of LOD-mechanisms and the 3d visual salience model allows to retain visual
quality of a dynamically adapted object better than plain geometrical approaches.
The last thesis covers the application of the visual salience extraction to 3d objects. After ex-
traction, we need to assure that the regions of interest will retain or even increase the detail of a
dynamically adapted object. Here, the adaptation of the object is made online, and the extracted vi-
sual salience information is directly applied to the 3d data. A mapping method as proposed by others,
such as [Hab+01; Dre+07; YPG01], is not used.
4.1 Deﬁnition of Visual Salience for 3d Objects
Instead of extracting saliency values from a estimated scene, a visual salience model for 3d objects
provides direct access to perceptual information of the surface. With the validation of thesis 1, an
indirection layer can be removed. Most of the current methods do not account for information that is
available in 3d space, but estimate this information from a projected scene. Without this estimation
and the necessary re-projection, performance and accuracy of a perception-based rendering system is
increased.
The work of Lee et al. [LVJ05] made a ﬁrst step towards a 3d visual salience model, but they
only included curvature and omitted other relevant features. We will complete this deﬁnition and
deﬁne an equivalent representation of visual salience in 3d space. This representation includes a
scene description because the context provides important information for the deduction of the ﬁnal
saliency values.
The 3d visual salience model enables us not only to calculate the salience of individual surfels of
an object, but also allows us to position this object freely in a scene. Unlike existing saliency map
approaches, no matching between map and scene objects is required.
The combined saliency of all visible objects in the scene create a representation similar to a
saliency map. This allows to apply existing LOD-methods without large changes. Performance is
increased by using modern parallel hardware architectures, and parallel processing of the adaptations
is performed on each object instead of the entire scene. This is possible because the saliency informa-
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4.2 Illumination Independence of 3d Preattentive Features
Preattentive features are obtained from the surface of an object, and thus they are speciﬁc to the un-
derlying object. These are inﬂuenced by several factors, such as position, distance to the camera, and
the light scenario. The features, however, are not removed by these factors, but are rather dampened.
For example, colors on the surface of a picture are not changed due to the illumination present in the
scene. Only our perception of it may change – a red region does not change its color when light is
absent.
With thesis 2, we are allowed to precalculate object related preattentive features and store them
in a lookup table for later use. The 3d visual salience model is then applied to this stored set of
preattentive features. In combination with an special illumination model, correct or approximately
correct saliency values are reconstructed by the 3d visual salience model. To store and access a
feature set for an object, a method for looking up these values with respect to the inﬂuencing factors
is required.
4.3 Perception and Rendering
Perception-based rendering is not a new topic, and saliency has been incorporated also into various
rendering scenarios. However, these method either partially account for a complete saliency represen-
tation or are limited to a small subset of rendering approaches.
The third thesis joins the before mentioned 3d visual salience model with continuous and dynamic
LOD-algorithms. These algorithms are not limited to progressive representations or raytracing meth-
ods, and thus they beneﬁt from recent advances in computer graphics regarding the rendering pipeline.
By providing visual salience as an indicator for important regions of an object, an algorithm is able to
select an appropriate representation, which is optimal in a perceptual manner.
The application of the LOD is not performed during a preprocess. It allows a more ﬁne grained
adaption to a scene than any ﬁxed method could. Furthermore, the selection of detail is performed
within an object. This inner-object LOD is created dynamically by the rendering framework, and thus
the loss of detail is reduced. The displayed representation is optimized for a human spectator.
The adaptation of a 3d model requires a representation that allows dynamic expansion or reduction
regarding the object’s primitives. Also, a mapping of the saliency values to the current representation
is required that allows to select and modify important and unimportant parts.
To assure valid results when applying saliency to 3d data and to conﬁrm theses 1 and 3, evaluations
informofuserandperformancetestsareconducted. Theformerprovesthevalidityofpreserveddetail
byapplying3dvisualsaliencemodelinthecontextofrendering. Thelattershowsthattheintroduction
of an optimization in the framework does not prohibit interactive frame rates.66 CHAPTER 4. THESES
4.4 Conclusion
As stated before, an enhanced representation of available LOD data is required, which relates percep-
tual information to the current representation. We will leverage modern computer graphics methods
to increase performance and retain the possibility to change an object in-place. As visual perception
is incorporated, the result will provide higher visual quality for a human spectator.
To extract salience of the object’s surfels, a link between preattentive features in 2d and 3d space
will be established. This allows us to evaluate visual salience for an 3d object while leaving the
existing and veriﬁed model of visual salience unchanged. Furthermore, we will extended this visual
salience model with an illumination, so that precalculated, preattentive features of an object lead to
the saliency values of an arbitrarily positioned object in the scene. The position of the light source
inﬂuences the saliency values accordingly (refer to sections ’Deﬁnition of Visual Salience for 3d
Objects’ and ’Illumination Independence of 3d Preattentive Features’).
The combination of both the dynamic LOD-adaptation and the 3d visual salience model deﬁnes
a full perception-based representation of a single object in a scene. As each object in the scene can
be improved using perceptual information, the complete scene representation will be inﬂuenced by
saliency. The rendering system reduces the amount of primitives while it avoids the introduction of
distracting artifacts. It also improves the representation of the objects in the scene with respect to
visual measures. Furthermore, it enables us to create dynamic and continuous LOD within an object,
and so avoids the generation of LODs in advance.5. Conception
After having deﬁned current systems and presented our theses, we now take a ﬁrst step towards the
incorporation of perception in 3d rendering. More precisely, a framework will be deﬁned that accounts
for evaluation of saliency information and its application to an individual object. This includes the
adaptation of existing visual salience calculation methods, presented in ‘Perception-based Rendering’
on page 51, to a 3d scenario. Furthermore, an abstract, dynamic LOD-representation will be presented
to process the provided visual salience information.
Our dynamic system framework is based on a Model View Controller (MVC)-pattern commonly
found in rendering applications [SMA10]. This allows the presented methods to be integrated in exist-
ing applications without the need of major modiﬁcations. The Model and the Controller are extended
with the saliency information and the respective processing capabilities. The View, however, remains
unchanged.
5.1 The Perception-based Rendering System
The common denominator of the presented methods is the rendering system. Representations can be
selectively enhanced using visual perception, thus allowing individual scaling. The system consists
of two main stages: a Preprocess-Stage and an interactive Feedback Stage. A complete view of our
proposed rendering system is given in ﬁgure 5.1.
The ﬁrst stage, the Preprocess-Stage, extracts preattentive features and stores them for later use.
A LOD-representation is generated, resulting in a multi-resolution object. If both multi-resolution and
features are stored in a ﬁle, the Preprocess-Stage is reduced to a simple loading of the available data.
The other part is the Feedback Stage, which extends the MVC-pattern. As the current information
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Figure 5.1: The overall view of our rendering system. A basic MVC-design is extended by adding
a Feedback- and Preprocess-Stage. The dashed lines show optional processing paths, e.g. it is not
necessary for the Feedback Stage to issue a change. The arrows denote the the process ﬂow.
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regarding the current object may be changed by the Controller, which processes the input from the
graphical user interface, the representation may need to be updated. In case of an update, a new View
is created, and new visual salience information is available. This may lead to another change to the
system without any user interaction. So, a Feedback System emerges between saliency processing,
given by Controller and Model, and View, which produces the visual output.
To effectively control the behavior of this dynamic system, a dampening mechanism has to be
introduced to stabilize the object representation. This dampening mechanism needs to be deﬁned by
the application and should be located in the Controller or the Feedback Stage because these invoke
the changes made to the Model.
5.2 Preprocessing 3d Objects
It is common in real-time rendering applications to defer computations or reuse results whenever pos-
sible. The time needed for the generation of frames needs to be minimized. Therefore, the Preprocess-
Stage calculates all information that can be processed without scene information. This includes infor-
mation required for a LOD-algorithm and the preattentive features used by the Feedback Stage.
5.2.1 Level of Detail Generation
As an object can be placed anywhere in the scene, a predeﬁned set of LODs may not be sufﬁcient.
When creating perception-based rendering system, the representation needs to be adapted with visual
information. Thus, the 3d object needs to allow a change in LOD in dependency on the required detail.
These details are not ﬁxed to a certain set of LODs.
Basic multi-resolution representations provide solutions and algorithms to select or manipulate
the LOD accordingly. To avoid on-the-ﬂy computation of the intermediate levels, the LOD-data is
generated during the Preprocess-Stage and can be accessed in the interactive Feedback Stage. The
LODs are generated using one of the existing approaches presented in section ‘Level of Detail’ on
page 26.
The LOD data or, more precisely, individual primitives need to be accessed often by the Feed-
back Stage. An acceleration structure, such as a tree, would allow to select the necessary data fast
and can provide relational information, e.g. successors or predecessors. The selection is required to
dynamically control the appearance of the object with respect to both the LOD data and the perceptual
information.
5.2.2 Preattentive Features
As introduced in ‘Visual Perception and the Human Visual System’ on page 11, the main idea of visual
salience modeling is to compute preattentive features, which are based on early vision in the HVS.
The architecture presented by Itti et al. [IKN98] provides a method for the generation of saliency maps
based on 2d input images.CHAPTER 5. CONCEPTION 69
The calculation of saliency information, i.e. applying image ﬁlters by convolution with the source
image in order to extract information, depends heavily on neighbor information in image space. In
real-time applications, these calculations may not be affordable as they consume precious calculation
time. Instead of calculating saliency information on the ﬂy, most of the data is precalculated, based
on thesis no. 2.
A nearest neighbor search among surfels is required to extract these preattentive features. This
step can be as trivial as extracting edges in a mesh-based representation up to a complex operation if
a point-based representation is used. If topological information is not available, a nearest neighbor
algorithm, such as the z-order curve, can be applied to increase overall performance (refer to ‘Calcu-
lation of Geometric Properties’ on page 33). Once topological information is available, geometric and
color-based information can be extracted without applying an illumination. Referring to thesis no. 2,
the illumination has to be accounted for during the saliency calculation and not during extraction of
the preattentive features.
The results of the feature extraction should be stored in a GPU-friendly data layout, such as
textures. In combination with a shader-program, this data is then be available during rendering and
a combination of the preattentive features can be performed with object position and illumination
information to derive the ﬁnal saliency values.
Requirements for the Preprocess-Stage
 LOD-data is generated in form of multi-resolution objects
 Acceleration structure can allow fast access to individual primitives
 Surfel neighbor information is required for preattentive features
 Preattentive features are stored independent of illumination
 GPU-friendly layout for preattentive features allows efﬁcient access during rendering
5.3 Feedback Stage and Perceptual Evaluation
The Feedback Stage incorporates a calculation of visual salience along with interactive modiﬁcations
of an object. The Dynamic Data Structure utilizes the 3d data created during the Preprocess-Stage
and changes the LOD accordingly. An identiﬁcation of primitives to change is performed by the
Perceptual Evaluation where saliency values are compared.
The Controller receives an input from the user, which is then forwarded to the Model. Based
on this input, the Model creates a updated representation and a new View is generated. Once the
perceptual evaluation is enabled, the feedback mechanism becomes active and the representation of
the object is changed according to the visual salience information. The Feedback Stage therefore
issues the appropriate commands to the Controller (See ﬁgure 5.1).70 CHAPTER 5. CONCEPTION
5.3.1 Dynamic Data Structure
The Dynamic Data Structure is based on the 3d multi-resolution data structures generated during the
Preprocess-Stage. This structure allows to change single primitives within the representation. This
change is invoked externally by the Controller. The Dynamic Data Structure is part of the Model,
which is used to derive the View and the perceptual information used by the Feedback Stage.
The Dynamic Data Structure is not limited to a speciﬁc type of primitive, and thus the rendering
method can be selected accordingly. A support to change the LOD of a given primitive is required
using solely the multi-resolution information. In case of meshes, a more detailed mesh must be
generated while a voxel has to be subdivided into multiple voxels that describes the complete volume
of the parent. Within this thesis, a point-based rendering method is used, which removes the necessity
of recreating volumetric or surface-related information. As the source data may become extremely
large, the data structure may need to operate in an out-of-core manner.
The change of the LOD is not limited to geometric properties, and even an exchange of the illumi-
nation model is possible. For example, a transition between two geometric LODs may also include a
change of the illumination algorithm. This selection is handled internally, thus reducing the inﬂuence
of external components to a minimum.
Required Capabilities of the Dynamic Data Structure
 Operates on multi-resolution and acceleration data
 Increase/Decrease detail of a single primitive
 Supports out-of-core capabilities
 Multiple types of detail are supported, e.g. illumination and geometric detail
5.3.2 Perceptual Evaluation
The rendering process creates the current view of the scene based on light sources and camera posi-
tion. Furthermore, all necessary saliency information of the objects in the current representation is
provided. The optimization of the current view begins with the selection of primitives using saliency
information. This is acquired from the object and the current view. A command for change is is-
sued and is forwarded to the Controller. To avoid local maxima expansion, multiple primitives are
processed before an update of the saliency information is requested.
The evaluation includes the extraction of preattentive surface features created either during the
Preprocess-Stage or by an on-the-ﬂy computation. The feature values are combined and weighted
during rendering of the object. This forms the ﬁnal saliency values. If the evaluation is not performed
on the graphics card, this data must be transferred from the GPU to the CPU.
The selection of the primitives is an optimization problem and is restricted either by user-deﬁned
or system-related limitations. These limitations are, for example, a maximal number of primitivesCHAPTER 5. CONCEPTION 71
to be drawn and do need not to be static during run-time. It is also possible to derive limitations
by deﬁning an upper bound regarding the processing time, processed primitive count, or frame rate.
Therefore, the Feedback Stage can adapt the rendering to various types of limitations.
The optimization algorithm alters the representation of the object to the highest detail possible.
This detail is deﬁned with respect to perceptual information and the imposed limiting factors. If no
restrictions are given, the algorithm will converge towards the highest LOD in the multi-resolution
and no further evaluation is required. Once a restriction is imposed, the solution will become an
approximation. In real-time applications, a perfect result may not be achievable. Thus, similar to other
online algorithms, a greedy evaluation method is most suitable for the presented system because a fast
selection of primitives for display is required. To allow further speedup, the evaluation algorithm may
be distributed over multiple frames. So, it is possible to defer changes of the object’s representation
or reﬁne the selection of primitives for modiﬁcation.
Operations Performed by the Perceptual Evaluation
 Combines information from rendering and object
 Optimizes the representation using individual primitives
 Various types of limitations can be imposed
 Selection of primitives is performed online
5.3.3 Dynamic Rendering System
The Feedback Stage and the Dynamic Data Structure, provided by the Model, form a dynamic ren-
dering system that accounts for visual perception. As this system should maintain interactive frame
rates, expensive operations must be avoided. Therefore, all possible calculations have to be performed
before the interactive rendering has begun. To avoid stalling of the drawing mechanism, rendering and
perceptual evaluation are distributed over multiple threads. This, however, is not an integral part of
the system and can be bypassed if multi-threading is not supported.
When applying an optimization algorithm, a repeated change between two LODs can occur. This
repetition, however, will result in a highly salient ﬂicker. As the transition is not a part of the percep-
tion model, it is also not recognized by the evaluation. Thus, the dynamic system needs to incorporate
strategies to quickly resolve such issues. Additionally, smooth transitions between different LODs
can reduce the effect of the ﬂicker.
The presented system is optimized for a single object, but can easily extended for multiple objects
as well. The Perceptual Evaluation in this framework is not bound to a single Dynamic Data Structure.
When attaching multiple objects, the optimization method will select the most important primitives
and a change in detail is executed in the assigned Dynamic Data Structure. In this case, the algorithm
behaves like scene-based perceptual rendering methods.72 CHAPTER 5. CONCEPTION
Requirements of the Dynamic Rendering System
 Combines Feedback Stage and Dynamic Data Structure to account for visual perception
 Parallel computation of drawing and evaluation
 Optimization-related issues need to be resolved quickly
5.4 Next Steps
Based on the conceptual framework presented in this chapter, the creation and implementation of
the Dynamic Data Structure is discussed in chapter ‘TreeCut’ on page 73. It will serve as a starting
point for the incorporation of saliency features in a 3d rendering system. Some Perceptual Evalu-
ation methods are deﬁned as well, which perform the selection of primitives of the current object’s
representation.
Afterwards, a saliency function will be introduced in chapter ‘Bidirectional Saliency Weight Dis-
tributionFunction’onpage99. ThiswillbecombinedwiththeDynamicDataStructure. Thisfunction
is either evaluated during the rendering process or its results are stored in memory based on precal-
culated scene object views. In contrast to other methods, individual object features are taken into
account instead of features derived from images of the entire scene.
The dynamic rendering system will be implemented to adaptively change the LOD representation
of a 3d object. Therefore, multiple extensions have to be included to allow an interactive processing
– Details are given in chapter ‘Feedback System’ on page 125.6. TreeCut
Due to the independent nature of point-based representations, a multi-resolution object is acquired
easily. A selection of a speciﬁc level within this multi-resolution representation is usually based on
distance to the camera, point-size, or a combination both criteria. These criteria are inspired by human
limitations and are intended to reduce overdraw if points start to overlap. For example, the reduction
of geometric detail in the periphery or far distance reduces the overall number of primitives drawn
while being almost unnoticeable by a spectator.
Theselectionofnodesismadeeitherduringatraversalofatreeorduringapplicationofoperations
on each surfel in case of a progressive representation. To increase separation from the underlying
data structure and to allow a more ﬁne grained selection of primitives, an abstract data structure
is necessary. The presented Dynamic Data Structure allows to select nodes using only the current
representation, and it also avoids unnecessary re-traversal of the multi-resolution object each time it
is drawn. Inspired by graph cut approaches, the TreeCut operates only on a set of active nodes from
which a closed surface of the object is derived.
In the following sections, we will deﬁne the TreeCut and compare it to other, similar techniques.
The individual operations, which will be performed on the current cut, are presented and discussed
in section ’Dynamic Strategies’. The implementation provides a GPU-friendly layout, which is pre-
sented in section ’Implementation’. Based on this prototypical implementation, results are presented
that show the universal application of the presented Dynamic Data Structure.The chapter concludes
with a summary of the proposed methods and achieved results. Additionally, we show where the
current prototype and deﬁnitions can be enhanced even further.
6.1 Deﬁnition of the TreeCut
In the following deﬁnition, the TreeCut is applied to a tree hierarchy, which contains different LODs
of an object. It is also possible to maintain a TreeCut that is based on a progressive representation.
The active set of nodes, the cut-nodes, is generated by a traversal of the provided tree. In a path
from the root towards a leaf, only a single cut-node is present and the collection of all these cut-nodes
deﬁnes the TreeCut. This assures that a node of the tree is not covered by multiple cut-nodes. The
operations presented in section ’Methods Used in the TreeCut ’ will always result in a valid TreeCut.
A mathematical deﬁnition of the TreeCut is as follows [SK10]:
Deﬁnition 1 (TreeCut):
Let P be all paths from the root to the leaves of a tree. When there is exact one cut-nodeC on each
individual path
8p 2 P : jfnode 2 pjnode is cutgj = 1;
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Figure 6.1: A TreeCut based on a tree representation. The green background highlights the cut-
nodes. Note that the cut spans multiple levels, and the surface is extracted solely from the individual
cut-nodes.
then the TreeCut is deﬁned as the set of all cut-nodesC:
TreeCut =
[
C2tree
C
The TreeCut, or in short cut, is modiﬁed by two core operations, namely refine and coarse.
Their names are due to the change they cause in the rendered object: a refine-operation increases
detail while a coarse reduces it. The TreeCut can be initialized with a recursive algorithm starting at
the root node of the representation and is aborted at a predeﬁned level. After this recursive traversal,
no further traversals are required, and the operations on the cut only require node information, such
as pointers to parent and child nodes. For rendering, a node needs a representative surfel. An example
TreeCut is depicted in ﬁgure 6.1, showing both a tree and a TreeCut generated upon it.
We propose to use a double-linked list for storage of the individual cut-nodes because no ﬁxed
connection between individual cut-nodes exist. The list representation allows efﬁcient removal and
insertion (O(1)) if a node has been selected. This selection, however, requires linear time (O(n))
because only the head and tail of a list are directly accessible. This is not a drawback when the
complete TreeCut is evaluated at once. Additionally, the data of a cut-node does not need to be
copied, i.e. the TreeCut uses the underlying data structure as a data provider.
For rendering, a closed surface representation may be necessary. Therefore, we give another
deﬁnition regarding properties of the underlying data structure.
Deﬁnition 2 (Cut-Criterion):
All nodes need to cover the complete area or volume of their successors.
For example, in a tree, the Cut-Criterion is fulﬁlled if the parent node covers its children. There-
fore, usually the size of the parent is deﬁned as the maximal displacement from the parent to the
children plus their respective size. If this is assured, each TreeCut will generate a closed surface
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6.1.1 Difference to Other TreeCut Methods
The idea of a cut through a tree to represent points or a surface is not new, and each of the cuts
is a LOD-version of a multi-resolution object. Our presented TreeCut, however, varies from other
deﬁnitions by providing a sharp representation of the cut and enabling operations explicitly for modi-
ﬁcation.
A traversal algorithm, such as the QSplat-based rendering, generates a cut not explicitly, but it
emerges by aborting the recursion. At these nodes, a cut is deﬁned. However, no direct control is
possible.
Sequential Point Trees, as an extension to the QSplat rendering, are a linearized version of the
recursive algorithm [DVS03]. But again, no cut is explicitly deﬁned because an abort criterion is
used. Thus, no operations, which would alter the current cut, can be applied. Furthermore, the cut
itself is not sharp, meaning a cut-node can span multiple levels at once as a vertex shader may choose
to discard a node during rendering.
Kalaiah and Varshney [KV03] employed a tree cut to allow a client-server transmission of point-
based data. On the one hand, the data structure provides basic split- and merge-operations to allow
dynamic manipulation. On the other hand, no strategies are deﬁned to select cut-nodes and apply
these operations to them. This, however, is crucial for our perception-inﬂuenced rendering.
Recently, Carmona and Froehlich [CF11] proposed the “optimal octree cut for high efﬁcient voxel
rendering”. Their data structure was presented simultaneously to our approach, and the main idea
of retaining the cut and directly operate on the representation was stated independently in both pub-
lications. Carmona and Froehlich additionally present a theoretical optimal strategy for managing
an octree cut. In our work, we extend their ideas, such as the usage of a maximization problem for
optimizing the TreeCut-representation.
6.1.2 Role within the Framework
In our framework, deﬁned in chapter ‘Conception’ on page 67, the TreeCut is an integral part of the
Model. The representation of the underlying multi-resolution data structure is extracted only from the
current cut similar to Carmona and Froehlich [CF11]. In addition to the plain rendering, the Feedback
Stage modiﬁes the TreeCut via the Controller. Therefore, a strategy is required that allows to modify
the current representation. The TreeCut then processes the input made available by the Controller,
which relays the changes regarding the scene to the Model.
The strategies, which apply changes to the object’s representation, are part of the Perceptual Eval-
uation and are covered in section ’Dynamic Strategies’. This evaluation is not particularly bound to
a single object, but the current approach only covers this case. Multiple objects are accounted for,
for example, by incorporating a job-scheduling algorithm. The individual evaluations would then be
invoked in dependency of their internal priority.
In ﬁgure 6.2, the enhanced Model of our framework is depicted. As the TreeCut is not restricted
to be unique, several instances can be created based on the data provided by the Model to enable76 CHAPTER 6. TREECUT
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Figure 6.2: A detailed view of the TreeCut within our framework. It extends the Model and operates
on 3d data with the ability to modify the representation. The Controller invokes the necessary opera-
tions while the Feedback Stage extracts the nodes to be affected by an operation. In combination with
static objects, the scene is generated and used for the View to derive a visual representation.
dynamic LOD on these objects as well.
6.2 Methods Used in the TreeCut
refine
coarse
p
1 2 3 4
p
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Figure 6.3: The main operations deﬁned by the
TreeCut. The operations are independent of the
representation and only operate on the current cut.
An initial cut can be generated, for example,
with a recursive traversal algorithm, which ide-
ally ﬁts to any tree structure. Either a level-
based, a priority-based abort criterion, or a pre-
vious cut is used to generate a new cut. We will
apply the data structure mainly for priority op-
timization, but other applications and evaluation
mechanisms are also practicable, e.g. to create a stippling pattern. Stippling is a “traditional pen-
and-ink technique that is popular for creating illustrations in many domains" [Mar+10]. Some results
regarding this technique are presented in section ’Stippling Results’.
Once the cut is generated, we propose two different update strategies to modify the TreeCut. The
ﬁrst calculates a priority for each cut-node and maximizes or minimizes the overall priority of the
cut by applying the TreeCut-operations. The second determines a target-level for each cut-node and
performs an appropriate TreeCut-operation.
6.2.1 Altering the TreeCut
To modify a TreeCut, two core operations are applied: The refine-operation expands a selected node
and replace it with its child nodes. The inverse, the coarse-operation, replaces all child nodes with
their common ancestor, i.e. the parent node. In ﬁgure 6.3, both operations are visualized.CHAPTER 6. TREECUT 77
The refine-Operation
Assuming a valid TreeCut, any cut-node can be selected for the refine-operation. If the cut-node is
a leaf node, then there are no successors regarding the hierarchy, and the operation aborts. Otherwise,
the refine-operation removes a cut-node and inserts its child nodes. By appending the children next
to the parent node before deletion, all children are stored in sequential order. The child nodes are
marked as cut-nodes, and the parent is removed from the double-linked list.
The new representation, again, is a valid cut because no additional nodes have been skipped or
removed. As the parent has been deleted from the cut, the cut is re-established by the insertion of the
child nodes. Also, a closed surface is generated, assuming that the Cut-Criterion is fulﬁlled.
The coarse-Operation
The coarse-operation removes all child nodes and replaces them with their common parent node.
This parent is then added to the cut, which recreates and re-validates the cut (see deﬁnition (1)). As
the parent is inserted before the ﬁrst child in the list and the siblings have been added in sequential
order (refer to the refine-operation), the removal of the last child connects the remaining cut with
the parent node.
Unlike the refine-operation, the coarse-operation may not be applied to every cut-node with-
out fulﬁlling the following condition: All siblings of the current node are required to be cut-nodes.
Otherwise, the coarse-operation removes more nodes then intended because sub-trees could be re-
moved. In addition, one has to make huge efforts to clean up and remove invalid nodes within the cut
representation. To avoid both, the coarse-operation is limited to so called coarse-parent nodes,
which are deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 3:
A node is a coarse-parent iff all its direct children are part of the cut.
If this precondition is met, the coarse-operation can be applied to the TreeCut without any harm.
To allow fast extraction of coarse-parents, we propose to keep track of the number of cut-nodes
in the parent node. Then, the decision whether a node is a coarse-parent is then reduced to a
comparison of the number of children of the parent against the number of children in the current cut.
6.2.2 Dynamic Strategies
Based on the presented two core operations, different strategies to evaluate and change a cut are
possible. As stated before, we focus within this work at an optimization and a target level approach.
The former updates the cut to represent an approximative optimal solution using some restrictions,
such as size, whereas the latter changes the cut to meet a certain distribution.78 CHAPTER 6. TREECUT
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Figure 6.4: Optimization performed during evaluation of the TreeCut. The current surfels are ex-
tracted from the TreeCut and sorted in low- and high-buffers based on their priority. The optimization
refines or coarsens depending on the size of the representation.
Cut Optimization
For the optimization approach, the cut itself is given a weight, and each operation changes this by
either increasing or decreasing it. In the case of priorities, the cut will be optimized by refine-ing
important and coarsening unimportant nodes. These operations are subjected to a restriction, such
as to retain a given size. This way, the overall weight of the cut is increased as a combined application
of refine- and coarse-operations expands important nodes and thus increases the weight. In this
case, we assume that the weight of the parent are greater than or equal to the summed weights of the
children.
Figure 6.4 shows a ﬂow chart of the evaluation process. First of all, the cut is created by ﬁlling in
the nodes using the nodes from the high buffer until a maximum size is reached. Based on this state,
the cut is sorted by the priority values of each node in ascending and descending order. The most
unimportant nodes are coarsened to free up space within the cut, and this new space is ﬁlled with
the refined result of the most important cut-nodes. These steps are repeated until an abort criteria is
met. Suitable are conditions, such as that no nodes are refine-able anymore or any pair of operations
will not increase the weight of the cut. The latter is the case when a coarse-operation reduces the
weight more than a refine-operation will increase it. Additionally, other criteria can be added, for
example, a time restriction, which is well suited for fast adaptation in an interactive scenario.
To avoid an expansion of the most important node only, several nodes are processed before up-
dating the internal sort result. This results in a more homogeneous application of the refine- and
coarse-operations. This approach is inspired by Haber et al. [Hab+01] who stated that a winner-
takes-all approach is not appropriate. When the number of operations performed on the cut is re-
stricted, a partial sorting improves performance. Instead of a O(nlogn) theoretical time complexityCHAPTER 6. TREECUT 79
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Figure 6.5: The bucket evaluation strategy for the TreeCut. Each individual node is examined, and a
target level is extracted. Depending on the siblings, the operation is selected. If a coarse-operation
is required, the parent node is also inspected.
forsortingthecutwithsizen, itisreducedtoO(nlogk)wherek<<n(refertoCarmonaandFroehlich
[CF11]).
Also, instead of sorting cut-nodes with decreasing priority, which would be used for the coarse-
operation, only coarse-parents are sorted. As the number of coarse-parents is smaller, an ad-
ditional speedup is achieved. This approach is also proposed by Carmona and Froehlich [CF11]. In
this case, the coarse-operation is applied directly by replacing the child nodes with their respective
coarse-parent. No extraction of the parent node has to be performed, and only the child nodes
have to be selected in the cut representation. If the child nodes are inserted sequentially and a parent
node is a coarse-parent, then we only need to extract the ﬁrst child node. All following nodes in
the cut necessarily will be siblings regardless of any refine- or coarse-operations applied before as
long as we have a coarse-parent. When the underlying data structure is a tree, the extraction can
be performed efﬁciently as child pointers are available. A check for the coarse-parent property,
however, needs still to be performed during evaluation. Due to previous refine-operations applied,
the selected node may not be a valid coarse-parent anymore.
Bucket-based Distribution
If a priority-based distribution is not applicable, a level-based approach can be chosen instead. Here,
each node is given a certain target level, i.e. it is assigned to a special bucket. This bucket determines,
which operation has to be applied to this node. In ﬁgure 6.5, this assignment of the buckets and the
result after completion of the strategy is shown.
The procedure traverses the complete cut and computes a bucket for each individual cut-node.
Based on the difference between the assigned bucket and the current level, the appropriate cut opera-
tion is executed.
The refine-operation is only applied if the average level delta of all siblings is greater than or
equal to zero. Otherwise, a coarse-operation will be applied. In addition to the coarse-parent
criterion, the coarse-operation is subject to the following condition: The parent node’s bucket must
be less than or equal to the current one. This avoids ﬂicker due to an immediate refine- followed by
a coarse-operation or vice versa. In the bucket strategy, the coarse-operation has a higher prece-
dence than the refine-operation. Furthermore, no explicit coarse-parents are stored and must be
checked prior to each coarse-operation.80 CHAPTER 6. TREECUT
The TreeCut will approach a distribution similar to the level values provided by the bucket func-
tion. In the case that the coarse-operation can be applied in all situations, the TreeCut can be equal
to this distribution.
It is also possible to iterate the cut multiple times to reach the imposed distribution faster. Also, a
termination criteria can be used, e.g. a maximal number of processed nodes, to assure an upper bound
of operations to be performed.
6.2.3 Data Separation
The TreeCut data structure is intended to be efﬁcient on modern GPUs. This is achieved by storing
the geometry data directly within the graphics card memory, so that a necessary fetch of the data is
performed as fast as possible. We therefore separate the object geometry from the tree information.
The proposed distribution of the data is visualized in ﬁgure 6.6.
Input points
CPU GPU
Is send to
Index reference
Points Tree
Figure 6.6: The separated data layout utilized by
the TreeCut. This separation allows to parallel pro-
cess the current representation while the old repre-
sentation is drawn by the rendering algorithm.
The geometry data is stored in a Vertex
Buffer Object (VBO), which directly maps to
the graphics memory. This allows efﬁcient ren-
dering as only the internal memory is used, and
large speedups are achieved. This has been
pointed out in the “Sequential Point Tree” rep-
resentation, and it reduces the load of the CPU
during rendering [DVS03].
The TreeCut also supports an out-of-core
memory transfer, but as this is widely researched
topic, no special implementation is described in
this work. The reader may be referred to the
work of Carmona and Froehlich [CF11] where
an out-of-core support for an octree cut is pre-
sented.
All necessary information for application of
the core operations is stored within the nodes and is made available in the main memory. The nodes
are referenced via an index and thus allow a straightforward serialization. This is because they are
independent from memory format and references to external information.
The distributed storage enables parallel manipulation of the cut. For rendering, an index-list is
used to identify primitives to be drawn. An evaluation strategy may also alter the cut without any
interference to the rendering. The update of the index-list, however, must be taken care of. This is
done by managing two lists. One is modiﬁed by the evaluation strategy while the other is used in
the rendering process. When the evaluation has ﬁnished processing, its index-list is copied, and the
rendering operates on the altered list.CHAPTER 6. TREECUT 81
Update
• Calculate WVP-matrix
• Change methods
• Update representation
• ...
...
(Other Update calls)
...
(Other Draw calls, GUI, etc.)
Draw
• Prepare subsystem
• Render data
• Cleanup subsystem
• ...
Figure 6.7: The render loop for the TreeCut with the internal operations performed during each
frame. In the Update-method, the local data of the object is recalculated and possible changes are
applied. In the Draw-method, all necessary calls to the rendering subsystem are issued and the object’s
representation is displayed.
6.3 Implementation
The main implementation is based on an Update - Draw loop, commonly found in rendering appli-
cations and game engines, such as XNA1. In ﬁgure 6.7, a picture of the used Update - Draw loop is
shown including the internal processing during this loop.
Such a loop is well suited for creating interactive applications with either a ﬁxed or an unbound
frame rate. Additionally, object-oriented-programming is directly supported because only the two
main methods must be provided by each inherited class. The frame rate is given by the number of
Draw-calls per second. In the case of a ﬁxed frame rate, either a pause function can be utilized or the
Update-method is called multiple times to stall the system a certain time until a new Draw needs to
be dispatched. In the presented framework, we selected an unbound approach.
During the Update-method, the cut’s representation is recalculated regarding position or orien-
tation. This includes a change of the drawing method, a translation, or a rotation dispatched by the
Controller. Also, the data between the evaluators and the TreeCut is exchanged safely as during the
Update no drawing occurs. After an Update-step, the TreeCut represents the most current version,
which is ready for display via the Draw-method. The actions to be performed are encoded as states,
which allows to toggle them independently, and allows external methods to safely alter the represen-
tation.
In the Draw-method, the current cut is rendered based on an index-list. This list is created during
the generation of the cut and is maintained by both core operations (refine and coarse). The data
for rendering must be available at this moment, so that all of the object’s surfels are displayed. During
a Draw-call, no other process may write to the rendering data.
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6.3.1 Data Structure
The TreeCut is based upon two main data structures, namely a surfel-buffer and the multi-resolution
data structure, in the following node structure. This node structure stores the connection and LOD-
information. Additionally, each node has a representative in the surfel-buffer.
The surfel-buffer, which resides inside the graphics card memory as discussed in section ’Data
Separation’, contains only information needed for rendering, e.g. position, surface normal, and other
attributes, such as point-size or color. To allow fast access from the node structure, an index-based
lookup is established. The buffer is uploaded to the graphics card and may be discarded after success-
ful transmission. To access the data, the graphics memory is mapped using methods of the rendering
subsystem. However, the access to this data should be avoided or, at least, batched together because
the transfer has a large impact on the performance. The ﬁnal rendering is performed with an index-list
that references the individual surfels in the buffer.
Thenodestructureisbasedeitheronatree, whichismadeavailableduringcreationoftheTreeCut,
or a progressive reﬁnement structure. The only requirement is that a mapping between the surfels
and the node structure can be established. The node structure then stores the necessary information
for application of the refine- and coarse-operations. In the implemented prototype, a tree with
branching factor 4 was chosen based on the QSplat format [RL00].
The creation of such a tree starts with a set of leaf points, which are partitioned in space with a
kd-tree approach. If the set of points is less than or equal to the branching factor, the current node
is marked as a leaf node and the recursion is aborted. We do not create a node for each leaf point,
but instead, we directly attach the points to a leaf node following the approach of [RL00]. Each node
generates a new surfel within the surfel-buffer that approximates the properties of all child surfels.
This assures the Cut-Criterion. As a reference to the surfel, its index is stored in the node.
During generation of the TreeCut, this tree is traversed with an abort criteria and cut-nodes are
stored in a linked list, which allows linear traversal. The cut is sufﬁcient to extract the index-list
because each node stores the index to its representative surfel.
The double-linked list allows to insert and remove cut-nodes without the need to manipulate the
data structure on which the TreeCut is based. To alter a cut-node, only information of this particular
node is required, and the result of an operation directly replaces the affected node.
Sorting the Priorities
As mentioned in section ’Dynamic Strategies’, a partial sort may be sufﬁcient for sorting the nodes
by their priorities. To avoid operations to be performed directly on the double-linked list created by
the TreeCut, an additional sort buffer, with a ﬁxed size of k, is deﬁned, which allows efﬁcient sorting
of nodes based on a priority value.
Due to the sort buffer, the TreeCut’s linked list can be optimized for the cut operations. When it
is assured that the successors are siblings, i.e. they are on the same level, the extraction is reduced to
a simple traversal. If this not the case, the parent node has to be extracted from the node-structureCHAPTER 6. TREECUT 83
followed by an extraction of its children.
During evaluation of the cut, the nodes are then extracted from this sort buffer. The maximal
number of processable nodes, however, is limited to k. If more nodes are required during an evaluation
iteration, a change of the parameter k and an according resize of the buffer needs to be performed.
The default stl C++-classes, however, yield a large performance penalty. In the following, we
will discuss this issue. Most of the data is copied and freed very often. The priority queue perfor-
mance was increased dramatically by replacing it with a manual written implementation. The default
std::vector-container resulted in an update time for the optimization algorithm of approximate
250ms using a partial sort size of 64 elements. The manual implementation performs the same oper-
ation in approximate 2ms using the same parameters. For the measurement, a total of 35286 nodes
were given as input to the sorting routine.
The reason for this large performance impact is due to the dynamic resize performed within the
std::vector-class. Thecontainerisinitializedtoadefaultsizeof10inMicrosoftVisualC++. Asthe
vector includes an automatic memory management, the internal buffer is resized once the maximum
capacity is reached, and the new size for the container is calculated by:
sizenew = size+
size
2
A new data block is allocated with the calculated size, the old content is copied to the new data
block, and ﬁnally the old one is deleted. To allocate enough memory to hold the target size of 64
elements, this allocate - copy - deallocate has to be performed 5 times.
When the internal buffer is created with an initial size, which is an option for the std::vector,
the time needed is reduced to approximately 6ms. This time, only one allocation of the memory
is required during each evaluation iteration because a call to the clear-method always deletes the
elements of the container. The manual implementation improves this by invalidating the content
without any deletion when calling the clear-method. Therefore, it is important to assure that no
memory is allocated by the constructor of the base object. This is the case for the data used (a ﬂoating
point priority and a pointer to the corresponding node), and thus the performance increases even
further, yielding the 2ms stated before.
The evaluation is performed in parallel during rendering because the processing of nodes and
surfels is independent of the rendering. Only the index-list, which is invalidated during evaluation,
must be handled with care and has to be copied with an exclusive lock. A more detailed view on
multi-threading with the TreeCut is presented in section ’Multi-Threading’.
Index-list Manipulation
The index-list is updated during the individual calls to the refine- and coarse-operations. Instead of
recreating a new list and traversing the TreeCut after the operations are performed, the surfel indices
are maintained externally, so that an index value is available without traversing the index-list again.
Without this mapping, an exhaustive search for the index would be required.84 CHAPTER 6. TREECUT
Maintaining a sorted list is not reasonable because a large amount of inserts and removes are
performedonthislist. Theadditionalsortduringtheapplicationofthecoreoperationsistooexpensive
even if a distribution sort is used. With n surfels, the search for an index is in O(logn), but a removal
or insertion of a surfel would require O(n) operations. The linear list of the rendering subsystem
requires all surfels, beginning from the insert or delete position, to be shifted.
A cleanup, however, may help to improve the performance of the rendering algorithm, but this
has not been veriﬁed. As the size is ﬁxed and the indices are unique, a distribution sort mechanism,
e.g. a radix sort, is most suited for this task. The required update and sorting time is then in O(n)
and circumvents a large impact on the performance. The rendering subsystem does not require the
index-list to be sorted, and this sorting may be performed in a lazy manner. Only if the degree of
fragmentation is large enough, i.e. a certain amount of inserts and deletes have been applied, a sort
is performed. As stated before, sorting is only reasonable after evaluation has ﬁnished. This avoids
additional fragmentation caused by the pending core operations.
When deleting an index in the list, this particular index is swapped with the last index in the list.
This effectively reduces its size by one. More efﬁcient is a direct exchange of the indices, e.g. a delete
directly followed by an insert. This can be implemented by simply replacing the index at the position,
avoiding the copy of the last element. If the index to be deleted is the last one, a swapping is also
unnecessary. With both approaches, an insert and a delete is performed in constant (O(1)) time as
long as the index positions are available in constant time.
After application of the refine- and coarse-operations, the index-list contains all primitives’
indices currently present in the TreeCut, and it is made available to the graphics card. The GPU
renders all surfels identiﬁed by this index-list. We choose the index-list approach to select the surfels
instead of displaying the complete VBO in the graphics card, such as proposed by Carmona and
Froehlich [CF11].
To avoid a dynamic expansion of the buffer that holds the indices – during run-time –, an initial
size needs to be deﬁned. This size is chosen by the programmer and should, ideally, be large enough
to hold the complete 3d data in ﬁnest detail if possible. This way no resize during rendering will occur.
If the limitation of the system restricts the surfel count to be drawn, the index-list’s size, however, will
be set to this limit.
Serialization of the TreeCut
To save the representation along with the precalculated data onto disk, a serialization is implemented.
Both the tree and a TreeCut are then generated using this information. Alternatively, it is extracted
from various other formats, like the format provided by the QSplat rendering system.
It is not required for the TreeCut that the underlying data source provides an accelerated search for
nodes. The implementation of an octree for the representation, however, leads to a better serialization
of the data because most information can be extracted solely from the hierarchy. It is also possible to
reduce the number of stored surfels in the graphics memory by only uploading the current cut. Also,CHAPTER 6. TREECUT 85
a traversal of the tree within the GPU could increase the performance of the system similar to the
GigaVoxels approach [Cra+09].
If a progressive multi-resolution structure is used, the expansion rules along with the cut distribu-
tion are stored instead. The TreeCut has no restrictions regarding the serialization technique applied
by the data structures.
6.3.2 Rendering with the TreeCut
After the data has been uploaded to the graphics card memory, rendering with the TreeCut is straight-
forward. Using the extracted index-list, the rendering subsystem is able to display the data as point
primitives2. We refer to this approach as Plain splatting. To achieve a high quality rendering, ap-
proaches like Perspective Accurate Splatting [Zwi+04] and Phong Splatting [BSK04] are required for
rendering.
The Deferred Phong Splatting [Bot+05] (refer to section ‘Point-based Rendering Methods’ on
page 47) requires two rendering passes plus one additional pass rendering to a full-screen quad. The
application of deferred rendering allows fast light calculations and has become very popular in recent
years. The authors of the Phong Splatting-algorithm provide the source code of the vertex and pixel
shaders. We expanded the system by several means and implemented them as a CG shader-technique.
In the following, this method will be referred to as Phong splatting.
The increase in visual quality using the Deferred Phong Splatting method comes with a penalty
in speed because two full passes of processing the geometry are required. During the ﬁnal full-screen
quad pass, no geometry processing occurs. A combination with other methods is not trivial due to
the accumulation required for the Phong splatting method. A normalization step is performed during
the post process, which correctly weights all splats within a scene. This normalization information is
stored in the alpha buffer, and therefore this cannot be used by other methods to encode information.
To enable other applications, like the stippling approach (see section ’Stippling Drawing’), the
Draw-method can be adapted to achieve the desired results. The TreeCut is not limited to a single
type of representation as long as a cut (and the correlated surfels data) is sufﬁcient for rendering. If a
closed surface representation is required, the Cut-Criterion needs to be fulﬁlled as well.
6.3.3 Multi-Threading
Common rendering subsystems are implemented as state-machines because an event- or message-
based system introduces too much overhead and can stall the overall system. Furthermore, if an event
thataltersthedataisprocessedduringrendering, afalsedisplayoccursor, evenworse, aracecondition
is generated. As raising events is not controlled by the application, other solutions are intended.
In the case of the TreeCut, we have a assured the separation of rendering and representation data.
Additionally, the rendering subsystem does not need any data access to the TreeCut regarding any
node-structure information.
2Point primitives are supported by both DirectXTMand openGL.86 CHAPTER 6. TREECUT
One option is then to update the TreeCut if rendering is not active. The more TreeCuts are used
in a scene, the more beneﬁt is gained from parallel processing. The rendering subsystem can display
other objects while a cut is being evaluated.
Another, more efﬁcient, option is to maintain a copy of an index-list and to iteratively update the
TreeCut using this list. Once the processing of the cut has been completed and a new representation is
available, the index-list is copied and the rendering continues with the most current cut. This way an
exclusive access is only required when the index-list is being transferred. In combination with an out-
of-core layout of the data, the data on the GPU is handled more efﬁciently. Both memory access and
consumption are reduced. It is important that any TreeCut-operations only operates on the index-list
provided by the evaluation strategy because otherwise the data for rendering would be corrupted.
In the following, two strategies are presented to apply multi-processing to TreeCuts, which oper-
ate at different levels. The ﬁrst is the parallelization of the evaluation and render methods. This is
referred to as local. The second type is the parallelization of the Update - Draw loop, i.e. the call
to the evaluation method and the drawing of the current cut. As this layer represents a more overall
parallelization of the TreeCut methods, this layer is called global.
Internal Parallelization
The local parallelization directly affects the loops within the evaluators and the rendering. Its ap-
plication does not prohibit global parallelization. In the following, we only theoretically inspect the
parallelization of evaluator algorithms. Furthermore, we assume that efﬁcient pipelining of rendering
is taken care of by the rendering subsystem.
The traversal as well as the update of the TreeCut allow multi-threaded processing. The ﬁrst is
achieved by invoking a thread for each cut-node as each node is independent of the next. Furthermore,
the TreeCut-operators keep the next and previous nodes with respect to the linked list order.
For the priority evaluation, the traversal is especially important because a partial sorting for lowest
as well as highest priorities is needed. The construction and manipulation of the priority queue,
however, needs to be thread safe, which may cause performance loss. One possible solution is to use
so called critical sections, but a critical section free method will be faster.
Updates to the data structures, which include the change of the index-list entries as well as the
TreeCut’s cut-nodes, can be performed in separated threads. But, due to the overhead imposed by the
generation of separated threads, we assume that this approach does not offer large performance gains
for these small, low-level operations. However, the performance of the evaluation and the rendering
will increase if the algorithms are well tuned for parallelization in a local manner.
Separating Rendering and Evaluation
Global parallelization is best prepared for by incorporating a mutex3 or semaphore system. Referring
to the separated data representation, the exchange of the index-list has to be exclusive. If the rendering
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data in the graphics card memory needs to be altered by any means, the access has to be locked as
well. Therefore, the following deﬁnition is given:
Deﬁnition 4:
As long as the evaluation method of the cut does not alter the data required for rendering, it can
be processed in parallel to the Draw-routine in a global manner.
Applying this deﬁnition, for example, to the bucket strategy, the target bucket calculation and
changing the cut representation is performed in parallel. The exchange of the index-list must be done
using an exclusive lock as the list is required for rendering.
The optimization algorithm has similar preliminaries regarding changes made to the rendering
data. The generation of the priority queues includes a partial sorting of nodes as well as the process of
identifying whether a node is a coarse-parent or not. All preliminaries can be checked in parallel
to drawing of the cut. As the rendering data is separated from the tree representation, altering the
TreeCut does not corrupt the visible outcome. Only the exchange of the ﬁnal rendering data, i.e. the
index-list, needs to be locked to avoid race conditions.
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Figure 6.8: The sequence of pro-
cessing, evaluating and optimizing
an existing TreeCut. The individ-
ual stages encode the availability
of data between the render and the
evaluation process.
If a sorting by priority is not possible, e.g. because the data
is not available at the current moment, the overall evaluation
has to be delayed until these requirements are met. One could
circumvent these restriction by incorporating a rapid expansion,
which allows application of the evaluation algorithm without
any priority sorting. This can be applied in cases with the con-
dition that the imposed restrictions are not fulﬁlled. This hap-
pens in scenarios where the size of a TreeCut is increased or
decreased by a large amount. This approach, however, has a
drawback. It will lead, with high probability, to an suboptimal
solution, and a reordering has to be performed once the priority
data is available. One has to decide if such an expansion with-
out any priority information results in a useful representation
or if the stalling of the evaluation process does not affect the
performance. However, in the results presented in ’Evaluation
Performance’, the early expansion has not been implemented.
To control the parallel threads in means of exchange and processing the data, a messaging system
is proposed. This consists of two stages, namely wait and process. The communication and exe-
cution sequence is shown in ﬁgure 6.8. This method is designed to avoid the use of locks during the
multi-threaded processing.
If the evaluation thread is in the wait-stage, all data has been prepared for evaluating the cut.
This means, internal priority queues have been initialized and the cut has been selected, but is not
traversed, yet. Also, the index-list has been prepared by the evaluator. Yet, it does not contain the88 CHAPTER 6. TREECUT
correct indices.
After this transfer, the evaluation thread is wakened. The stage is set process, which informs the
TreeCut that processing of the data has started. The exchange of the required data is covered by the
Extract-step. This includes the transfer of the currently used index-list. Also, additional information
is generated. In the example of a priority evaluation, the individual priorities of the surfels are fetched.
During processing, both the TreeCut and the evaluator index-list are updated to represent the changes
made by the evaluation method. Note that at this stage the rendering does not reﬂect this changes
because of the data separation performed earlier.
Once the evaluation has ﬁnished processing, the stage is set to wait, and access to the altered
index-list is safe. The rendering thread queries for this stage and swaps the new, altered index-list.
After this step, the rendering ﬁnally reﬂects the recent changes made to the TreeCut, and the evaluation
can be restarted. We additionally query, whether the evaluation has generated a new index-list. This
avoids multiple copies of the same index-list as the evaluation has not generated a new representation,
yet.
6.4 Results Using the TreeCut
Based on a prototype of the TreeCut written in C++, different scenarios were tested and evaluated
against normal LOD-rendering approaches. We evaluate the performance of rendering with the Tree-
Cut and the individual evaluation strategies. We also present results generated with the TreeCut
and possible applications of the proposed evaluation strategies. These results have also been pub-
lished [SK12a]
When a TreeCut is used, it has been generated based on a tree representation of an object. The
detail and accuracy of the representation is thereby limited by the parent surfels generation method.
Therefore, when a comparison has to be made between the visual results, the same data and method
must be used to avoid inﬂuence of more accurate generation methods.
The generation method used is the same as in the QSplat algorithm, which calculates the average
of the child surfels to determine the position, color, and surface normal. The point-size of each parent
surfel is set to cover the whole area of the child points including their point-size, i.e. the Cut-Criterion
is fulﬁlled (see deﬁnition 2).
As the tree creation can be performed in a preprocess step, it is omitted in the time measurements.
The effective times required for each presented method will be listed in the according subsection.
These timings were gathered with the multi-threaded approach presented in ’Multi-Threading’. As
stated before, the time needed for evaluation scales directly with the number of cut-nodes. The per-
formance to the rendering is limited by the graphics card and the accompanied calls the the rendering
subsystem.
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Object System QSplat Method [ms] Plain Splatting [ms] Phong Splatting [ms]
Bunny 1 7.98 0.43 3.71
2 10.94 0.40 1.31
Dragon 1 192.47 9.10 36.79
2 290.22 6.10 9.50
Buddha 1 173.54 7.74 31.70
2 231.83 5.24 8.56
Lion 1 31.68 1.16 6.29
2 50.09 1.19 2.20
Table 6.1: Comparison of different rendering methods for static representations. As expected, the
TreeCut is faster than the recursive algorithm because the representation has a GPU-friendly layout.
The larger the object, the greater the beneﬁt of the TreeCut. The second system proﬁts even more
from the faster GPU.
scanning repository4 in the QSplat format. The stippling objects are created from images provided by
Schäfer and Heep [SH10]. Before measurement, all required data is precalculated and made available
to the algorithms. Timing results have been averaged over multiple iterations and are taken on the ﬁrst
two test systems presented in appendix ‘System Conﬁgurations’ on page 211.
6.4.1 Rendering Performance
In order to relate the results and the performance of the following sections, only a rendering of the
objects is performed in this test. The timing results represent the time needed for a call to the Update-
andtheDraw-routineoftheTreeCut excludingexternalcallstotheuserinterfaceandoperatingsystem.
No TreeCut-operations are performed during the tests.
The QSplat rendering method, a Plain splatting, and a Phong splatting are compared to show the
overall performance of the TreeCut (see table 6.1). The TreeCut outperforms the recursive rendering
algorithm presented in the QSplat rendering system. This is due to the VBO-based rendering, which
avoids transfer of the data to the graphics card. The Phong splatting is slower than the Plain method
because multiple render passes are required.
For small objects, the recursive method is faster than the others. However, the larger the object
gets, the greater is the advantage of the TreeCut. In ﬁgure 6.9, a graph visualizes the performance of
each method regarding to the surfel count is given.
6.4.2 Evaluation Performance
It is expected that the evaluation algorithms scale linear5 with the size of the TreeCut because all data
needs to be processed before an optimization is applied. Also, both core operations require processing
time because of the updates to the internal structure and the index-list.
4Normalobjectsareavailableathttp://graphics.stanford.edu/data/3Dscanrepandtheqsplatobjectsathttp:
//graphics.stanford.edu/data/qsplat
5we use a constant partial sorting size, and thus the logarithm in the sort is also constant90 CHAPTER 6. TREECUT
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Figure 6.9: The ratio between rendering time and surfel count. The larger the surfel count, the more
the TreeCut outperforms the recursive rendering method.
Several tests are performed that account for various scenarios including large resizes in both direc-
tions and complete reconﬁgurations. Both proposed evaluation algorithms are tested on the same data
sets. In the case that the initial size and the target size do not differ, a recombination of the TreeCut
was forced, so that both refine and coarse-operations had to be performed simultaneously. This
accounts for real world scenarios where large expansions or collapses do not occur when displaying a
ﬁxed object.
The expected time complexity for the priority evaluation algorithm is O(nlogk+k) where k is
the number of nodes processed per iterations and n is the size of the cut. Here, we assume that both
refine- and coarse-operations are performed with constant time. The logk factor arises due to the
partial sort required by the priority-based selection. The bucket-based approach, however, is more
performant since the sorting is not required and the additional application of the temporary results
is avoided. This results in a theoretical time complexity of O(n). The last evaluation methods is a
copy of the QSplat method. It recursively traverses the tree hierarchy. Due to rejection of splats, a
logarithmic time is expected. In worst case, the complete hierarchy needs to be traversed, thus the
time complexity is in O(N) with N being the size of the hierarchy.
The graphs in 6.10 show the performance of the evaluator algorithms and includes linearly ﬁtted
curves of the times. The dependency of the TreeCut size against required processing time is plotted
to visualize the time complexity. As expected, the bucket evaluator performs linear with the size and
is faster than the priority evaluation. For the latter, the partial sorting of the results has the major
performance impact. However, the parameter k of the partial sort is constant throughout the program,
and thus a linear dependence on the TreeCut size is given as well.
6.4.3 Results Using Priority-based Cut Evaluation
The priority method (see section ’Dynamic Strategies’) allows multiple applications due to its uni-
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correctly models the required updates to the TreeCut. A theoretical algorithm along with the proof of
correctness is presented by Carmona and Froehlich [CF11]. As the TreeCut uses similar operations,
the same ﬁndings apply.
In the following examples, the representation is changed using a priority-based weighting of the
nodes. The universal deﬁnition of the TreeCut also allows application in non 3d rendering scenarios,
which is shown in a second example (see section ’Attention Drawing’).
Size Restricted Rendering
The priority-based evaluation method requires a criteria to allow smart selection of the nodes. It is
theoretically possible to assign the same weight to all nodes, but then TreeCut is unable to select
the nodes for evaluation correctly and may produce useless results. One should apply the TreeCut
only when a limitation regarding the size or rendering time is needed. The additional maintenance
performed by the TreeCut reduces the performance.
The TreeCut may be optimized with respect to different factors, such as cut size or rendering
time. If a time criterion is the limiting factor, the size of the cut is adapted until the required time of
rendering matches the given time criterion. Within the following example the size is selected as the
optimizing factor. The TreeCut selects unimportant nodes and reduces them to free memory for more
important ones. The surfels with the highest priority values are refined, and the surfels with lowest
priority values are coarsened. These priority values are deﬁned by the normal variation (see section
‘Curvature Calculation’ on page 37) and have been calculated in advance.
As stated earlier, the QSplat rendering system inherently creates a cut, which is deﬁned by the
abort criterion, i.e. the minimal point-size. In ﬁgures 6.11a to 6.11c, the QSplat, the normal and the
optimized TreeCut are visualized and the distribution of the cut-nodes is shown. The smaller the
individual nodes are within the quad-tree representation, the deeper they are in the tree representation.
A quad-tree is used for visualization and the images generated by each method are presented below.
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Figure 6.10: The performance graphs of the used evaluator algorithms. The values are given for an
average single iteration of each evaluator, and the evaluators have been applied to different objects
with varying sizes. The ﬁrst and the second offer linear time complexity, but the priority evaluation
has a larger overhead due to sorting. The recursive strategy utilizes the given hierarchy and offers
logarithmic time complexity. Results are taken on test system 1.92 CHAPTER 6. TREECUT
(a) QSplat algorithm (b) TreeCut at full detail (c) TreeCut with reduced detail (using
the curvature for reduction)
(d) About 20K surfels (e) About 35K surfels (f) About 11K surfels
Figure 6.11: Visualization of the different TreeCuts created when applying different rendering meth-
ods. The top row shows the distribution if the tree is visualized with a quad-tree. The darker quads
are rejected due to culling methods. The bottom row shows the according renderings to the presented
visualization. In the ﬁgures, the used surfel count is given.
In the ﬁrst quad tree (ﬁgure 6.11a), the object is rendered using the QSplat algorithm. Note that
the backfacing nodes are rejected by applying various culling methods, which is shown as the darker
quads. The second ﬁgure shows the same object rendered at full detail utilizing the TreeCut. The third
(6.11c) applies a reduction of the size to approximately 30% of the leaf nodes. The selection of the
nodes is based on the curvature of the individual surfels assigned to each node.
This reduction does not introduce large errors despite the fact that many nodes have been excluded
from rendering. The reduction based on the curvature allows to preserve important details in the
object, and thus it conﬁrms results of the Mesh Saliency approach presented by Lee et al. [LVJ05]. In
ﬁgure 6.12, the complete saliency metric (see ‘Feedback System’ on page 125) has been applied to
the Stanford lion model. A more qualitative veriﬁcation is given in section ‘Evaluation’ on page 135.
Additional images generated with the TreeCut and its LOD-reduction can be seen in appendix ‘Results
Using the Feedback System ’ on page 219.
Attention Drawing
The universal design of the TreeCut allows various applications including non 3d scenarios. We have
performed a user test to evaluate the relative importance of a notiﬁcation icon [SSK11]. The iconCHAPTER 6. TREECUT 93
(a) HQ Model (183k Surfels) (b) Reduced Version with 80k Surfels (c) Reduced Version with 40k Surfels
Figure 6.12: Results of the size restricted rendering with the Stanford lion. The left images is gen-
erated with 183k Surfels while the right version only contains 40k Surfels. Due to the used metric,
details have been preserved. This method can only be applied with the priority evaluation method, as
a sorting is required.
is alterable with respect to basic saliency features, and the ﬁnal version of the icon is selected by
the TreeCut. A weight is assigned to each individual feature, and all possible combinations were
created in advance. In ﬁgure 6.13, the pseudo-tree along with the tested features is depicted. The ﬁnal
representation form is interactively combined from the TreeCut nodes and presented to the user.
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Figure 6.13: The tree used for the attention draw-
ing test. Instead of surfels, icon properties are en-
coded, and the representation is extracted from the
cut.
The aim is to draw the attention of the user
while not disturbing or interrupting her in the
current task. In the test, the maximal weight pos-
sible for the cut gradually increases over time,
which results in a change of the icon. Once the
user has noticed the icon, the next part of the test
started. In the ﬁrst part, a user had to perform a
visual demanding task, the second was to relax,
and the third was mental demanding.
The results show that the more the user is fo-
cused on a task, the higher the inﬂuence of the
salient features has to be. If a user is busy with a
visual or cognitive demanding task, higher aver-
age weights have been measured. If the user has
been idle, almost no change in weight was required. In ﬁgure 6.14, the results of the three performed
tests are visualized. The heart rate variability (HRV), NASA TLX, and used time are given in a scale
between [0,1]. A time value of 1 corresponds linearly to the maximal time needed to complete a task.
In combination with the results, different tests can be performed regarding the adaptability of the
notiﬁcation icon or the visual salience features. The tests also show that the modeling with the TreeCut
works well if it is required to increase the visual priority of the notiﬁcation icon.94 CHAPTER 6. TREECUT
Figure 6.14: Results of the highlight test performed. The participants had to solve three different
tasks with various stressful conditions.
6.4.4 Results Using Bucket-based Cut Evaluation
In several occasions, a priority value cannot be determined for a speciﬁc set of nodes. In these cases,
the bucket-based evaluation method, as described in section ’Dynamic Strategies’, provides an al-
ternative processing method. During evaluation of the TreeCut, individual nodes are assigned to a
bucket, i.e. a level or range of levels within the tree. Based on a difference between the current level
and the target bucket of a cut-node, the according operation, i.e. coarse and refine, is executed.
This method is well suited for a stippling impression of an object, and in combination with the
point-based representation of the surface, the density of these surfels create the impression of structure
and illuminance on the surface. Stippling images are usually created by artists and have a limited
number of predeﬁned views. With the ability generate these images within a computer, the time
required for drawing is reduced and customized view can be selected. The dynamic evaluation allows
to visualize the 3d object with different light scenarios, so that the structure becomes visible. This
way, a more detailed impression of an object is given from the arbitrary views.
For the evaluation of the TreeCut, the target bucket has to be selected before the required operation
can be performed. In the presented results, equation (6.1) is applied for determination of the target
bucket:
bucket = (1 max((~ N~ L)g;0))d (6.1)
where ~ N denotes the surface normal of the current surfel. ~ L is the vector towards the position of
the light source. By combining the Lambertian illumination (~ N ~ L) with the depth of the tree (d), we
establish a mapping between the surfel’s current level and its bucket. To increase the inﬂuence on the
illumination coefﬁcient, a non-linear transformation is applied, which is controlled by the variable g.
The bucket can be clamped to a minimum and maximum level to further control the distribution of
surfels.
Before an object is drawn with the stippling method, a preprocessing is required, which is cov-
ered in the next section. The visualization of the data is performed with a adapted Phong splatting
technique. Finally, we present a set of results and give some notes regarding the achieved quality.CHAPTER 6. TREECUT 95
Stippling Data
The data for generating the stippling images is extracted by a reconstruction algorithm proposed by
Schäfer and Heep [SH10]. The technique uses multiple total focus images, which result in a height-
map, e.g. a 2d map encoding the surface structure of an object. The map is sampled at a user deﬁned
rate to extract a set of surface points. Currently, only a linear interpolation within the height-map is
possible, but the sampling rate may be set without any restriction. This enables us to acquire enough
surfels for rendering.
The rendering method requires additional information, i.e. the point-size. This is computed from
a NNG, which can be constructed efﬁciently using a z-order curve (refer to section ‘Calculation of
Geometric Properties’ on page 33). With the help of a NNG, the required point-size is extracted
either as a maximal (max) or mean point-size. The ﬁrst selects the xth-nearest neighbor; the surfel’s
point-size is then given as the half of the Euclidean distance between the position of the surfel x and
the current (source) surfel. For the mean point-size, all point-sizes are averaged. In our tests, the
point-size is calculated using the max-method and 5 nearest neighbors.
The tree structure for the TreeCut is created in a top-down manner with space-partitioning similar
to kd-trees. The properties for a parent surfel, e.g. the point-size and the position, are extracted from a
randomly chosen child. This method is chosen to avoid movement of surfels once the evaluation has
started and the TreeCut is changing the representation. After tree and TreeCut generation, the bucket
evaluation starts and rendering is performed with a adapted Phong splatting technique.
Stippling Drawing
ThedrawingcanbeperformedwiththedefaultDeferredPhongSplattingalgorithmpresentedin[Bot+05].
However, to further enhance the quality of the surface representation and the resulting images, some
enhancements are proposed.
In the depth pass, all leaf nodes are drawn to recreate the surface instead of the approximation
given by the current cut representation. This increases the detail of the reconstructed surface and
reduces effects due to approximated surfels in the hierarchy. The surfels are rendered using a dynamic
point-size to assure a closed surface. This way, we achieve the best results for removal of backfacing
and hidden surfels.
For stippling images, it is common that the points have the same size as well as the same shape.
Therefore, surfels are splatted with a user-deﬁned point-size in the attribute pass. This enables the
user to change the result by selecting an appropriate point-size by hand.
The last pass enhances the edges of the drawing and the ﬁnal splats are generated in the frame-
buffer. The edge drawing is performed with the help of the image enhancement algorithm presented
by Luft et al. [LCD06]. The Image Enhancement by Unsharp Masking the Depth Buffer operates on
different LODs of the depth-map and enhances differences found in them. This reinforces silhouettes
as well as important inner edges of an object. The splats are drawn as proposed by Botsch et al.
[Bot+05] as ellipses with perspective correction, but with a ﬁxed point-size.96 CHAPTER 6. TREECUT
(a) Stanford dragon (b) Stanford bunny (c) Eochenus (d) Leptictidium tooth
Figure 6.15: Result of the stippling method with various objects. We use both reconstructed and
existing 3d objects for display. The TreeCut and the evaluation strategies, here the bucket-based
approach, are independent of the underlying representation.
Stippling Results
The combination of the bucket-based evaluation and the stippling drawing method creates good re-
sults. Interactive frame rates are achieved on test systems 1 and 2 (see appendix ‘System Conﬁgura-
tions’ on page 211). The evaluation is performed in parallel, therefore circumventing a stalling of the
system if the bucket algorithm requires more time for processing.
In ﬁgures 6.15a to 6.15d, several results generated with the presented algorithm are shown. In
ﬁgures 6.16a and 6.16b, the inﬂuence of changes is shown caused by the additional variables of for-
mula (6.1). The ﬁrst has a lower overall setting (minimum, maximum level) while the second presents
the effect of altered illumination by changing the g-value. Additional results using the stippling ap-
proach of the TreeCut are shown in the appendix ‘Results Using the Feedback System ’ on page 219.
This approach inherently offers frame coherency regarding the surfels’ positions which cannot
easily be achieved by post-processing methods commonly used. Additionally, the current approach
avoids the so called shower-door effect where the stippling pattern appears like a curtain laid over an
object. This effect usually occurs because the pattern is a simple texture applied to the ﬁnal frame.
The quality of the results is good, but the tree hierarchy does not yet inherit important properties,
such as Blue Noise [HDK01]. Blue Noise could be preserved, for example, during sampling of the
height-map or during the hierarchy generation.
Another drawback arises from the fact that hierarchy generation is performed in a top-down man-
ner, which results in different depths for each subtree. The proposed algorithm selects the maximal
depth of a tree, which does not produce good results. For example, this can be seen at the back of the
dragon in ﬁgure 6.15a. A large cloud of surfels is generated, which is unwanted. An ad hoc solution
would be to provide the real subtree depth during bucket calculation. This, however, has not been
tested and may interfere the mapping of the levels.CHAPTER 6. TREECUT 97
(a) Eochenus tooth with max level 8, min level 6 and g =
3:9
(b) Variation with max level 9, min level 5, g = 2:1
Figure 6.16: Inﬂuence of the parameters available in the bucket calculation of the evaluator.
6.5 Conclusion
The TreeCut incorporates multiple important properties for perception-based rendering and allows
interactive rendering depending only on the system capabilities. The TreeCut can be limited to a
maximum capacity or a target frame rate, and it is independent of the rendering subsystem.
A major feature of the TreeCut is that it retains the representation of the object and allows manip-
ulation using two simple operations. Thus, no retraversal or reevaluation of the object is required for
redrawing.
This allows to dynamically change the LOD of an object without having to declare predeﬁned
LODs in advance. The dynamic update enables us to deﬁne different evaluation methods, which allow
the cut to adapt to the environment as well as external limitations. Two strategies were presented, one
being an optimization based on the properties of the current cut, and the other is a bucket-based
approach. The ﬁrst uses a greedy algorithm that selects the best distribution of the cut-nodes. The
second assigns a bucket to each cut-node to choose whether it must be refined or coarsened. This
approach has lower computational requirements because no sorting is required.
Furthermore, we have separated the evaluation from the TreeCut. Thus, it allows parallel process-
ing. Only during the exchange of the rendering data, a lock has to be established. The application
controls when this exchange will occur and is able to reduce the time penalty when transferring data
between the two threads.
The TreeCut is implemented within an MVC-pattern, and thus it can be integrated into existing
applications. The rendering system does not have to account for the extensions made available by the
TreeCut.
However, further improvements of the presented system are possible. To allow smooth transitions
between the levels in the data structure, a more general representation of the cut has to be deﬁned. It
would allow to reduce ﬂicker artifacts that appear during transitions. This may be especially inter-
esting for perception-based rendering applications as ﬂicker or discontinuities are a strong perceptual98 CHAPTER 6. TREECUT
features.
The multi-threading aspects are basic and are designed for a single object only. We state that the
selection of the ideal point for exchange of an index-list should be managed by the Controller. This
could compare rendering and evaluation times as well as other aspects, such as scene information.
When it could be assured that the exchange of the data occurs in parallel to user input or scene
recalculations, a minimal performance loss is achieved.
The TreeCut could also be implemented within a client-server application based on a progressive
data representation. Only a small amount of data would have to be transferred to the client machine,
and rendering could be optimized depending on the clients capabilities. The evaluation could be
performed on the server, reducing computational requirements on the client-side.7. Bidirectional Saliency Weight Distribution
Function
To allow a rendering system to adapt to a perceptual inﬂuence, a rating of this inﬂuence is required.
The visual salience model offers a low-level identiﬁcation of regions of interest, but existing models
mainly focus on image-based calculations. A partial deﬁnition has been proposed, but the derivation
of a complete 3d visual salience model will be attempted in this thesis.
As presented before in the section ‘Perception-based Rendering’ on page 51, several methods
exist to incorporate perceptual information into 3d rendering, but most visual salience-based models
are screen related and not object-based. In combination with the TreeCut data structure (see ‘TreeCut’
on page 73), these restrictions will be removed, and a more universal representation is proposed.
For this thesis, we adopt the saliency representation of Koch and Ullman [KU85], which is a fea-
ture representation to model the early vision in the HVS (refer to ‘Preattentive Features and Saliency’
on page 21). In the application framework presented by Itti et al. [IKN98], which is based on this
saliency representation, an image-based processing is presented. We enhance this method and create
a 3d representation of saliency.
Saliency deﬁnes how an object or element differs in some form from its surrounding. This could
either be a red dot in the center of a white sheet of paper as well as a skyscraper within a suburb town.
These objects are processed in a model for visual attention. This results in several features, which
have to be accounted for. These features are then combined to create an overall saliency map, which
encodes positions of interesting points.
In our case of 3d visual salience, we deﬁne an object as the complete representation built up from
individual primitives, i.e. the vertices. In other words, an object consists of multiple primitives.
In this chapter, the features to create a saliency representation will be examined and applied to a
3d scenario to develop a universal calculation function for 3d visual salience. This universal function
offers several advantages, e.g. storing features in a lookup table, which is presented in this chapter as
well.
7.1 Deﬁnition
As a single object is considered salient if it differs in some amount from its surrounding, a center-
surround mechanism is implemented, which extracts information about neighbors with respect to
object in question. The neighborhood, however, depends on the distance of the spectator to the object
and has to be taken into account as well. The size of the neighborhood arises from limitations in acuity
of the HVS. As a rule of thumb, a human can only discriminate 1 arc second, which is about 1.75 mm
at a distance of 6 meters. If objects move closer to the spectator, more details will be seen, but details
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will become unnoticeable when the objects moves further away.
Secondly, the sources that form the ﬁnal saliency value must be determined. Within literature,
these sources are named features and represent the individual processes of human vision. For a
more extended explanation of these features, refer to section ‘Preattentive Features and Saliency’
on page 21. These features, which are deﬁned for 2d images, will be converted to their equivalents
within 3d space in section ’Mapping of 2d Features’.
The visual salience methods presented in section ‘Perception-based Rendering’ on page 51 in-
dicate that an acceleration of 3d rendering is achieved solely with bottom-up representations, such
as saliency. However, no universal calculation method and no complete representation for 3d visual
salience exist. In the 3d case, saliency depends mainly on two factors, and therefore the following
deﬁnitions are given:
 The camera position that deﬁnes how an object will be seen. If an part is not seen, no salience
calculation is required.
 The light position that deﬁnes what inﬂuence an object has to the ﬁnal image. When an part or
an object is unlit, no saliency calculation is required while partial illumination decreases ﬁnal
salience values.
A small example will explain these deﬁnitions. Given a scene that are fully lit, i.e. all objects can
be seen, with highly salient regions. Now imagine, the light only illuminates some part of the scene
while others are hidden in the shadow. Only the illuminated parts will now contribute to the overall
saliency information as the other parts cannot be seen by a human spectator. This also holds for partly
lit regions because the illumination inﬂuences the emitted colors. As humans mainly perceive color
information, these regions have a reduced inﬂuence on the overall saliency information.
Auniversalrepresentationneedstoaccountfortheavailablefeatureswhencalculatingthesaliency
values of an object in question. The Bidirectional Saliency Weight Distribution Function (BSWDF)
formalizes the computation while being independent of the provided data and the feature extraction.
7.2 Mapping of 2d Features
Yet, saliency feature extractors are only deﬁned for 2d images and a direct mapping to 3d objects is
needed for our 3d visual salience model. In table 7.1, a list with the most important salient features is
given. In the following, these features will be mapped to their equivalent in 3d space.
A direct mapping of the orientation features was presented by Lee et al. [LVJ05], who deﬁne the
surface Curvature as an equivalent feature for 3d objects. Other features are converted in a similar
manner, and are mapped onto the surface of an object. Additionally, the Silhouette is introduced, so
that the objects boundaries can be weighted separately.
The Color Differences account for plain surface features that do not include illumination changes
as these are covered already by the Orientation. So, the Color Differences of the surface are extractedCHAPTER 7. BIDIRECTIONAL SALIENCY WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 101
Name Description
Orientation Determines object boundaries and inner
surface changes
Color Differences (R-G, B-Y) Deﬁnes the response of the receptive ﬁeld
regarding the signals from the different
cone types
Luminance The overall incoming light
Motion Local or global movement of a pixel
Flicker Visibility of a pixel over time
Table 7.1: A partial list of features used in saliency calculations. Usually color or pixel attributes are
extracted as temporal or spatial information is harder to retrieve.
from an albedo map, which does not include lighting information. The luminance feature is accounted
for in the same manner. We name these features Albedo Color Differences and Albedo Luminance.
Object Motion enhances the feature values while limiting the maximum value for the whole
object. This is due to the fact that human vision is attracted by movable objects, but cannot focus on
fast moving objects correctly. This is due to the temporal acuity mentioned in ‘Visual Perception and
the Human Visual System’ on page 11 (refer to Yee et al. [YPG01]). As a rule of thumb, objects as
well as regions that translate differently catches one’s attention. Motion is extracted from available
position information which is altered by an external source, e.g. a physics library. The relative change
to the previous frame identiﬁes the magnitude of this feature. The Object Motion accumulates the
motion performed by all primitives of an object. It determines the maximum value and the increase
of the saliency values. The movement of single primitives is accounted for by Relative Motion. The
latter only changes, however, when simulating liquids, elastoplastics or soft-bodies.
Flicker is mapped to both Object Visibility and Local Visibility features. If a primitive or object
was not drawn in the last frame and is drawn now, its saliency value is increased for a short time
period. This value decreases over time as long as it remains visible. As with the Object Motion
feature, Object Visibility is applied to the whole object instead.
A summary of all proposed 3d visual salience features is given in table 7.2. Additionally, a short
description of each feature is given.
7.3 The BSWDF
Our universal calculation function for visual salience depends on two input parameters. This is similar
to a Bidirectional Reﬂectance Distribution Function (BRDF), which models the reﬂectance behavior
of a surface in dependency of both light and camera position. These positions are given in spherical
coordinates and take values in a hemi-sphere around the evaluated surface point. In our scenario, a
full sphere is required to account for all positions of both an object and the light.
However, sphere coordinates do not include the distance of the spectator to the surfel for which the
saliency information has to be calculated. Therefore, we have to provide the distance as an external102 CHAPTER 7. BIDIRECTIONAL SALIENCY WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
Name Description
Curvature Accounts for changes in the surface of the
object.
Silhouette The object boundaries depending on the
current viewing angle
Albedo Color Differences The surface color differences independent
of the light information
The value results from primitive or texture
colors
Albedo Luminance The surface illuminance extracted from the
same color values as above
Object Motion The motion performed by the object re-
garding the last simulation step
Relative Motion Motion of a single primitive with respect
to the last simulation step
Object Visibility The global visibility of the object
Accounts for ﬂicker effects at the object
level
Local Visibility Determines whether this primitive has
changed its visibility regarding the last
frame
Accounts for ﬂicker effects at the local
level
Table 7.2: Proposed list of features for 3d saliency calculations. The selection of the features is
inspired by the features extracted from 2d images. In this case, we directly refer to 3d objects and
primitives because the feature extractors are designed to operate on them.
parameter during computation. The surface position is identiﬁed by a vector pointing to the surfel.
In the following, we assume that a surfel is represented by a vertex, but it could also be the face of a
polygon.
The full sphere and the additional parameters deﬁne the scenario in which the BSWDF is calcu-
lated, and it is depicted in ﬁgure 7.1. In the ﬁgure, the requirement for light and position becomes
evident because a surfel might not be visible from the camera’s point of view or may be unlit due to
the light’s position. In both cases, the evaluated surfel would not contribute to saliency information in
this conﬁguration.
Deﬁnition 5 (BSWDF):
Let wC be the position of the camera and wL the light in spherical coordinates and dC the distance
of the camera to the surfel ~ x. Then, the Bidirectional Saliency Weight Distribution Function
(BSWDF) is deﬁned as:
BSWDF(wC;wL;dC;~ x) = Illu(wL;~ x)Features(wC;dC;~ x) (7.1)CHAPTER 7. BIDIRECTIONAL SALIENCY WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 103
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Figure 7.1: The scenario for calculation of the saliency information. The input parameters regarding
camerapositionwC, cameradistancedC, lightpositionwL aswellasthepositionofthecurrentelement
~ x are provided to the BSWDF.
The BSWDF comprises two sub methods, which extract information for illumination and features.
These methods are variable and have to be replaced by a function that evaluates the needed portions.
In our use case, calculation of illumination is implemented as a simple lambert formula, but any
illumination model may be used, e.g. a full spectral-based global illumination. However, these models
need to correctly scale the individual features, e.g. the color differences. This is represented with the
-operation in the BSWDF. The feature extractor accounts for surface features (see section ’Mapping
of 2d Features’), and it combines them into a format that is compatible to the input of the illumination
function.
The BSWDF is not only applicable to 3d objects, but to images as well. The dimensionality of the
input data requires to use the correct feature extraction methods.
In the case of 2d images, the illumination is omitted as lighting information is already included in
the pixels. Also, the camera only encodes distance information. Applying the function to 3d objects,
the illumination term evaluates lighting information of the surfel in question. It is important to note
that the illumination has to account for the correct inhibition of the available features. The light source
may change the emitted color, and thus the way, the features are perceived.
The feature extractor simulates the basic operations performed by the HVS, and it accounts for
a variable set of features, e.g. color differences, luminance values, or orientation. The extraction of
features uses the mapped operators in the 3d case, but in the 2d case, the original feature extraction
methods are utilized. Thus, the features function is deﬁned in dependency of the dimensionality of
the input data as follows:
Features(wC;dC;~ x) =
8
<
:
2d-Features(wC;dC;~ x) for images
3d-Features(wC;dC;~ x) else:
(7.2)
In the following subsections, the specialized versions of the feature extractors are presented, and104 CHAPTER 7. BIDIRECTIONAL SALIENCY WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
the type of extracted data is explained.
7.3.1 2d BSWDF Calculation
In the 2d visual salience calculation, images provide the data that will be processed by the feature
extractors. The input parameters wC and wL account for any position changes of camera and light.
In the 2d case, these parameters do not hold any valuable information and are discarded in further
computations.
The surfel in image space is designated by the~ x parameter and identiﬁes the pixel to be calculated.
This value is expected to be within the extends of the provided image.
The distance parameter dC holds the scale for the center-surround extraction. The greater the
distance, the greater the surrounding of the inspected pixel. This is implemented by increasing the
neighborhood of the evaluated pixel.
Feature Extractors
The list of the examined features is presented in section ’Mapping of 2d Features’, and each extractor
assures that the values are normalized. This allows a free combination of the available features without
invalidating the data. This normalization includes a (linear) mapping of the values in the predeﬁned
range of [0,1] as well as a (non-linear) scaling based on the number of local maxima. In our case, the
normalization operator presented by Itti et al. [IKN98] is applied.
The individual weighting of all features is implemented with a vector w, which introduces an
additional degree of freedom. Itti [Itt05] states that the features do not contribute equally to the
saliency of a scene, but vary with each scenario. For example, if the color differences are more
accurate within a scenario, their weight may be increased appropriately while decreasing the weight
of the others to better suit the given information. If all weights sum up to 1, an additional linear
normalization after combination is not necessary.
Deﬁnition 6:
Given a list of 2d operators O2d and weighting factors w, the feature extraction in 2d space is
deﬁned as:
2d-Features(wC;dC;~ x) = å
op2O2d
w(op)op(~ x;dC) (7.3)
The implemented extractor functions have been proposed by Walther and Koch [WK06], and the
main extractors for static images are the color differences calculations, i.e. red-green, blue-yellow
differences, and luminance differences of each pixel. Multiple orientation ﬁlters extract boundaries
and edges that isolate individual objects within a scene. This is also performed in the HVS.
For motion pictures, the preattentive features ﬂicker and motion are extracted not only by infor-CHAPTER 7. BIDIRECTIONAL SALIENCY WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 105
mation present in the 2d plane of the image, but also by acquiring information throughout multiple
images over time. This allows an estimation of motion, and ﬂicker for a single pixel is detected as
well.
Illumination and Saliency Values
Once the features have been extracted, they are scaled according to the illumination. As no change of
the available features is intended in the 2d scenario, only a linear mapping of the overall value would
occur. This additional scaling is normally not applied, and therefore the illumination is omitted.
Thus, the BSWDF is essentially the same as the saliency calculation methods presented by Itti
et al. [IKN98] or Walther and Koch [WK06].
7.3.2 3d BSWDF Calculation
In the 3d scenario, data is provided by the scene consisting of 3d objects. Thus, the data is calculated
in the complete scene, which includes light and camera information.
The camera deﬁnes both distance and view of the object. As the set of available features changes
when a different view is chosen, this parameter is required for the 3d feature extractors. As with the
2d case, the distance dC increases the size of the neighborhood of a surfel if the distance to the object
increases. The surface position~ x provides access to local surface properties, which are required by the
feature extractors as well. wL deﬁnes the position of the light source that may inﬂuence the extracted
features for derivation of the ﬁnal saliency values.
In ﬁgure 7.2, a ﬂow chart visualizes the steps performed by the 3d calculation of the visual
salience.
Feature Extractors
The feature extractors are adapted as stated in section ’Mapping of 2d Features’. To yield highest
efﬁciency, these features are extracted during rendering, e.g. during the pixel shader-stage (refer to
section ‘3d Rendering’ on page 5 for an introduction into the render pipeline and shader terminology).
The center-surround operation and the combination of the individual features have to be applied in
a separated processing stage because global information is necessary to normalize the features. This
information is not available in a pixel shader.
We have identiﬁed two types of features, local and global ones. These do not appear in the
2d scenario because there only object-independent data is available. In the 3d case, however, the
connection information of objects is used to discriminate these types. During the feature extraction,
the global features have to be calculated separately, and they inﬂuence the saliency values of an object.
As stated in ’Mapping of 2d Features’, a global effect should alter the overall weighting for all feature
values with respect to that object.106 CHAPTER 7. BIDIRECTIONAL SALIENCY WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
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Figure 7.2: Processes in the 3d visual salience calculation using the BSWDF. After positioning the
object in 3d space with the given camera conﬁguration, the extractors are applied to the visible surface
parts. The normalization allows to combine the features after they have been illuminated. The result
is a saliency map of the object.
Deﬁnition 7:
GivenalistoflocaloperatorsLO3d, globaloperatorsGO3d for3dfeatureextraction, andweighting
factors w. The feature extraction is then deﬁned as follows:
3d-Features(wC;dC;~ x) =
 
å
op2GO3d
w(op)op(wC;dC)
!


 
å
op2LO3d
w(op)op(wC;dC;~ x)
!
(7.4)
In equation (7.4), the global operators do not need the local information, i.e.~ x, as the whole object
is evaluated in these functions. However, the global operators can inﬂuence the outcome of the local
operators, e.g. a maximal or minimal value. This is expressed with the 
-operator.
Opposed to the 2d operators presented in the image-based saliency calculation, the normalization
operator must not be applied to all features equally because it could remove important features. This
is especially true when applying a curvature extraction that also provides a silhouette. The silhouette
has large amount of local maxima, and a normalization would result in mapping most of the curvature
features near to zero within the combined feature map. Thus, the curvature and silhouette information
would not contribute in the ﬁnal saliency values. For this reason, a separation of inner curvature
features and silhouette needs to be applied. Then, the curvature and the color features are processed
normally with the normalization operator.
To account for moving or ﬂickering objects, 3d data is directly accessed and propagated to the
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if this information is not available. The ﬂicker can be incorporated with occlusion culling techniques.
Alternatively, this can be achieved by marking clipped or culled surfels as well. Once the surfels are
drawn, the mark is removed, but the surfel is treated as a ﬂicker surfel.
Note that the features are extracted for a single object at once, and they need to be combined
during rasterization in the z-buffer to result in a saliency map for the entire scene. As each feature
extraction renders its information into the buffer, an occlusion is performed automatically. In the ﬁnal
saliency map, object-speciﬁc information is accumulated. The complete map identiﬁes regions or
areas of interest on the surface of all shown objects.
Illumination and Saliency Calculation
Once the extraction has been performed, the single features are summed up to create the local saliency
information for an individual surfel.
For the illumination term of the BSWDF in equation (7.1), the surface normal at position ~ x is
needed. The illumination model has to include possible inhibition and changes due to the light color.
Therefore, existing models have to be adapted. For ease of implementation, a Lambertian illumination
is used in the prototype, only linearly scaling the features’ values.
To allow efﬁcient and parallel generation of the saliency map, the use of multiple render targets
is reasonable, which allows one to create more than four features at once. For processing, a ﬂoating
point representation of the features is required to obtain reasonable values during normalization.
7.4 Implementation
TheBSWDFdeﬁnitionallowsanimplementationeitheronCPUorGPU.Inthefollowingsubsections,
theneededoperationsandstepsforanimplementationaregiven. OurCPUimplementationisbasedon
the Saliency Toolbox from [WK06], which is freely available1. Their source code is written in Matlab
along with some C++-functions and classes to speedup image processing. The toolbox is essentially
based on the framework deﬁned by Itti et al. [IKN98]. We, however, tune our implementation to
ideally ﬁt to the rendering pipeline.
The proposed GPU implementation is inspired by the CPU method, but offers some speedups. It
utilizes the vector-based GPU architecture to extract the features and increase performance of other
operations. The presented methods are different to existing saliency method presented by [Xu+09;
WK06]. Both of our proposed methods focus on the evaluation of a scene given in 3d. The CPU
method evaluates an image given from the rendering pipeline while the GPU method is integrated in
the rendering pipeline, and it directly operates on the geometry data.
Aswehavegeneratedfeaturesforasingleobject, weareabletoreducethesizeofthefeaturemaps
to the displayed area of the object. An individual feature map only needs to cover the visible parts,
and thus a mipmapping approach can be applied. We restrict the extends of a map to the projected
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size of the object’s Axis Aligned Bounding Box (AABB). This results in a reduction of the size when
the features are calculated at a higher distance or for smaller objects. Since the extraction is applied
to the visible parts of the object, no information will be omitted, and memory is saved.
7.4.1 Calculation on the CPU
Intensity Orientation Color Diﬀerences
+
Normalize &
Combine
Saliency Image
Figure 7.3: Outline of the saliency calculation
method for 2d images. The feature maps are ex-
tracted from a color image and is combined to re-
sult in the saliency image.
The ﬂoating point representation of the provided
image is processed with a given set of extrac-
tors. An outline of the calculation of complete
saliency image, often referred to as a saliency
map, is shown in ﬁgure 7.3. In the following, the
extraction of color differences is explained, but
the steps remain the same for all other extrac-
tion methods. An exception is given in the case
of temporal extractors that additionally require a
series of images, such as motion.
The given image is reduced in size using
a Laplace-pyramid approach effectively reduc-
ing both width and height by factor 2 in each
mipmap level. Each of these levels is created
using convolution with a separated 31 Gaus-
sian ﬁlter followed by a selection of every sec-
ond pixel to deﬁne the next level image. Within the Saliency Toolkit [WK06] this operation is called
makeDyadicPyramid because there is a dyadic (binary) relation between the single levels of the
images. After reduction, the color differences are calculated for each pixel at each level.
The center-surround method is applied by selecting a main level, which contains the center pixel,
and a delta level, which sums the surrounding pixels. The image of the delta level is resized to the
extends of the center image by using pixel-repetition. This means that a nearest neighbor interpolation
is used. With this operation, the center-surround operation is reduced to a simple pixel subtraction be-
tween the level- and delta level-image. This step is done for all feature images available at the desired
delta levels. The center-surround operation applies the DOG method as a Laplace-pyramid represen-
tation is used. As an alternative to the pyramid representation, one could also increase the number
of neighboring pixels instead, but we follow the implementation of Walther and Koch [WK06]. After
this step, the individual result images are called feature maps.
Before normalization, an attenuation of the feature maps near their borders is applied. This assures
the combination of images will not introduce any artifacts at the edges due to the image-size reduction
performed earlier. This also enforces features near the center, which is applied because spectators are
expected to look at the center of the image ﬁrst.
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1 void normalizeImage(float *imageData
2 , int size
3 , float min
4 , float max)
5 {
6 //clamp data to range [min,+inf]
7 //also extract maximal and minimal values
8 [lMin,lMax] = clampDataTo(imageData ,size,min);
9 //using local min and max values to normalize
10 normalizeDataInRange(imagedata ,size,min,max,lMin,lMax);
11 //extract local maxima data
12 [maxCount ,maxSum] = getLocalMaximaInformation(imageData ,size);
13 //if we have found at least one local maxima
14 //scale the whole data based on the local maxima information
15 if(localMax > 1) {
16 //calculate scale
17 float scale = pow(maxValue - maxSum / (float) maxCount),2);
18 //apply scale
19 for(int i=0;i<size;i++) {
20 data[i] *= scale;
21 }
22 }
23 }
Listing7.1: Abstractnormalizationusingthenon-iterativemethodproposedbyIttietal.[IKN98].
The data is clamped and linear normalized before the non-linear scaling is applied.
malization procedure are required. In the ﬁrst iteration, all feature maps are normalized. Here, for
example, red-green and blue-yellow color differences are processed independently. The feature maps
at the lowest level are combined by pixelwise addition. These combined feature maps are repeatedly
normalized until the individual conspicuity maps are generated, i.e. no maps of a conspicuity type,
such as color, are left.
A pseudocode performing the normalization is given in listing 7.1. In ﬁrst step, all values are
clamped to a minimal value. In our case, it is always zero, and after processing the global maxima
and minima are returned. These are used to normalize the image data within the range of [min-
Value,maxValue] with a linear mapping. Afterwards, the local maximas are extracted, which are de-
ﬁned in the Saliency Toolkit as searching the neighboring pixels in horizontal and vertical direction.
If the given pixel value is greater than a globally set threshold and its value is greater than the neigh-
boring pixels, the maxSum is increased by the current pixel’s value, and the maxCount is increased by
one. When the local minima and maxima have been extracted, the non-linear normalization is applied
to each pixel. The more local maximas are found, the more the values will be scaled towards zero. If
only a small number of maxima exists, the feature map will not be altered too much. This operator has
been deﬁned because of the intuition that a large number of maximas will not provide any indication
for an interesting feature [IKN98].
With weighting factors and the individual conspicuity maps, the saliency map is formed. In the
case that a visualization is required, another normalization step is useful for appropriate scaling of110 CHAPTER 7. BIDIRECTIONAL SALIENCY WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
the saliency values. If the data will be processed further, this step may be omitted as long as no
combination with other features will be performed.
This map is then used either as means to drive a neuronal network for selecting the most salient
regions or to process data in a perceptual manner. The ﬁrst has been implemented by Itti et al. [IKN98]
to simulate human ﬁxation behavior while the latter is most suitable for the application with a dynamic
data structure, such as the TreeCut.
Generally, 3d objects cannot be represented in a single image, so other approaches are required to
apply saliency calculation directly to 3d objects. Even if the object is a two-manifold and the represen-
tation is given in form of a geometry image [GGH02], the application would not lead to correct results
because neighboring surfels are not required to be neighbors in the image representation. Therefore,
we propose another approach, and we integrate the saliency calculation into the rendering pipeline.
7.4.2 Calculation on the GPU
The GPU methods enables us not only to reproduce the results of the CPU method, but also allows to
implement the calculation during rendering.
A conversion of the 2d saliency map generation on the GPU has been presented in [Xu+09]. A
CUDA implementation for the individual ﬁlters as well as some adaptations to the individual oper-
ators have been proposed, and a massive parallel computation using several graphics cards for the
calculation is presented. This method enables to process large data set fast, but still this method does
not account for any 3d speciﬁc features. Only the 2d operators were mapped onto the graphics card.
Yet, it shows that a great performance increase is achieved when using the GPU for calculation be-
cause most operations can be performed in parallel. These also beneﬁt from the vector architecture
of the GPU. Our proposed method uses a DOG approach for center-surround inhibition, and several
performance enhancements are applied because a 3d rendering system is available.
Direct Optimizations
We propose to generate the different Laplace-pyramid levels with help of the GPU or rendering sub-
system methods. This performs better than any CPU-based implementation because the algorithm is
parallelizedefﬁciently. Anaccordingcalltotherenderingsubsystemautomaticallycreatesallmipmap
levels for a given image, i.e. a texture.
The DOG-method for center-surround of the features selectively compares individual mipmap
levels of the provided input image. This allows us to omit unneeded levels, which will neither be
generated nor stored in memory. This results in an improvement of computation performance.
Generate Features with Splatting
Such a straightforward implementation is enhanced even further when exploiting the capabilities of
the rendering pipeline. Inspired by the point-based rendering, i.e. the Phong splatting method de-
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extraction of the features is performed in the attribute pass (refer to section ‘Point-based Rendering
Methods’ on page 47) to derive the surface features as described in section ’Mapping of 2d Features’.
By deﬁning a shader-program that computes the needed information, the features are generated and
stored within a single pass utilizing multiple render targets. Instead of an application of an illumi-
nation in the deferred pass, the feature extraction is ﬁnalized, and the center-surround information is
evaluated [SK11].
The DOG approach extracts pixel from different mipmap levels of the provided features, which
were generated in the attribute pass. The individual conspicuities are stored in separate RGBA color
channels of the result image and form a Layered Conspicuity Map (LCM). The saliency image is
generated with the help of the BSWDF that adds light information and weight of the LCMs. Thus, the
available information is object-based and solely operates on the 3d data of an object.
The center-surround operation requires the distance information provided by the BSWDF param-
eters. Due to the accumulation of the individual splats, a smoothing of the result values is achieved,
and the center-surround process does not need to be adapted. This allows us to develop and utilize
a high-performance implementation for both the complete splatting algorithm and center-surround
calculation. In the test cases, a ﬁxed delta level is used for the surround deﬁnition.
To explain why the accumulation smoothens the internal features, an example is given. An object
drawn at normal resolution does not include any overlapping surfel. The dynamic point-size also
supports one by closing such gaps. But at a certain distance, the surfels will start to overlap and
overdrawing occurs. Additionally, the dynamic point-size can be used to control the distance when
this overdraw will ﬁrst appear. As the splats are accumulated in the attribute pass, the features will also
be summed up. The ﬁnal normalization, which counts the number of overdrawn elements, smoothens
the result data and thus also the individual surface features.
The feature extraction should not be interpolated because it is a per-pixel operation, and artifacts
may be introduced when using ﬁltered texture lookups. The individual features are therefore calcu-
lated with an unﬁltered texture lookup, which avoids any possible interpolation. Thus, the extracted
values directly map to the data of input texture given to the feature extractor. The access to individual
texture elements (texels) depends on the extends of the texture. These extends have to be provided to
the shader-program accordingly. This behavior is different to normal texture lookup methods that use
texels in the range of [0,1] for texture access.
To enhance features during difference calculation, an exponential function could be used to in-
crease resulting values similar to a gamma value. However, one has to assure that the values are
ﬁnally clamped into the range of [0,1].
The curvature of an object can be calculated with different methods. Both precalculation and
an in-place calculation, e.g. with our normal variation (refer to section ‘Curvature Calculation’ on
page 37, is supported. The latter requires that normal information is available. With our proposed
normal variation method, the silhouette of an object can be extracted additionally. We therefore deﬁne
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1 float4 features = tex2Dfetch(data.featureSampler ,data.position);
2 float NdL = dot(lightPos ,data.normal);
3 return saturate(dot(features.rgb,NdL.xxx));
Listing 7.2: CG code for calculating the BSWDF using a given feature and normal map. The
dot-product is available as a hardware instruction in the graphics card and therefore efﬁcient.
separated from the normal curvature, so that normalization can be applied safely.
An alternative method to extract the silhouette is to apply the algorithm presented by Luft et al.
[LCD06]. This method, for example, is popular in non-photo-realistic rendering and is covered in
section ‘Stippling Drawing’ on page 95. It utilizes the depth map, i.e. the result of the visibility pass
in the Phong splatting technique, to generate the silhouette.
Before the features can be passed to the BSWDF calculation, a normalization is required, so
that the individual features become comparable. At this point, these features are referred to as con-
spicuities.
Object
Depth splatting
Feature splatting
Feature extraction
Saliency values
Visibility test
Accumulation
Post-Process
Figure 7.4: The outline of the splatting-
based feature extraction method pre-
sented in [SK11].
This method is not restricted to point-based rendering
methods because the accumulation can be applied to any
primitivetype. Itisadvantageousiftheoverdrawcanbein-
ﬂuenced, e.g. by altering the primitive’s area. In our tests,
however, an additional increase of the area was not nec-
essary. With this GPU-approach, the surface features are
calculated by a single, well optimized shader. The scale is
accounted for inherently by the accumulation method and
the distance between object and camera. The features are
smoothened appropriately, and these are extracted with a
little overhead of normalizing the values prior to process-
ing.
An outline of the presented algorithm is given in ﬁgure 7.4. It depicts the individual steps per-
formed during each render pass. The feature extraction is performed in the post-process utilizing the
pixel shader, which accounts for correct DOG processing of the data.
Compute Saliency Values with BSWDF
The BSWDF calculation is implemented efﬁciently in the GPU with a single texture lookup and two
dot-products for each vertex. A pseudocode operating on a precalculated LCM and a normal map is
shown in listing 7.2. In the code, a Lambert illumination model is applied, but the BSWDF is not
restricted to such simple illumination models. However, an illumination model has to be adapted,
which is not covered within this thesis and remains future work.
Due to the design of the BSWDF, a separation of feature extraction and saliency calculation is
generated. Thus, it is possible to save the created images onto disk for lookup. This is, however, onlyCHAPTER 7. BIDIRECTIONAL SALIENCY WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 113
reasonable if the data remains static.
7.5 Creating a Lookup
As the on-the-ﬂy calculation of the saliency information does not perform as fast as it would be
required for a real-time application, other approaches are needed to accelerate this process. This can
be achieved, for example, by updating the available information not every frame or by creating a
lookup table for already calculated data to avoid expensive re-computations.
The lookup table idea is valid because the available information varies only slightly in a given
scene. Further reﬁning this idea, the recalculation of the saliency information is only necessary if a
change of the object has occurred. Think of a static scene in which the spectator is allowed to move
freely. Once the camera moves, new information is available, and the data is calculated.
When an object is considered static regarding shape and color, the surface features will not change
at all. This allows us to extract these features in advance and provide this information directly to the
BSWDF. Therefore, an efﬁcient storage method and a lookup technique is required, so that the data
is available for evaluation.
Note that the calculation of the saliency is not limited to static objects, and an approach for a
dynamic system is given in chapter ‘Perception-inﬂuenced Animation’ on page 145.
7.5.1 Approach
As with the BRDF functions, one could think of a similar lookup technique for the BSWDF that
allows a fast lookup within a precalculated set of saliency maps. Due to the dependency on two
factors, i.e. the light and camera positions, the data is stored in dependency of these two factors. But
this results in a space requirement of CL  C2 images with C being the number of samples used
for the camera positions (including the different distances) and L the number of light positions. This
holds as long as C >= L. This is the case as we additionally need to store several distances for each
camera position to correctly account for the scale of the feature extraction. Furthermore, both L and
C cover the same positions which results inC >= L.
As opposed to Bidirectional Texturing Function (BTF), a complete-sphere must be covered for
both camera and light positions instead of a hemi-sphere. This has a large impact on the memory
footprint. An ad-hoc solution is to reduce the number of stored information. However, a reduction of
the stored data would remove the ability to freely combine the individual features during ﬁnal saliency
calculation.
The most expensive process is to calculate the features of the object’s surface. By storing LCMs
instead of saliency maps, the dependency of the light position is removed and one degree of freedom
removed (refer to thesis 2). The number of entries in this table is then C instead of C2 with the
additional cost of calculating the BSWDF each time.
Thus, the overall memory requirement decreases dramatically. As the surface normal is available114 CHAPTER 7. BIDIRECTIONAL SALIENCY WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
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Figure 7.5: Different sampling schemes used for creating BTF textures. Derived from the work of
Filip et al. [FCH08].
in usual rendering scenarios, e.g. for lighting, the cost for calculating the BSWDF is selecting the
appropriate LCM based on the current view of the object, lookup in the texture with possible co-
ordinate transformation (see section ’Lookup The Data’), and calculating two dot-products (refer to
listing 7.2). On the GPU, the dot-product is performed in a single instruction, which normally requires
a single clock cycle. The other operations can also be performed efﬁciently on the GPU, and thus is
the calculation of the BSWDF performed with almost no cost during rendering of an object.
7.5.2 Sampling Schemes
To generate the individual LCMs, an object must be sampled completely. Usually, the sampling
positions are deﬁned by a sampling scheme that determines the position of both the light and the
camera. Depending on the resolution of the scheme, the number of samples changes, and the greater
the sample count, the better the object is represented.
As the sampling is important for BTF-methods, some of them have been tested for accuracy. The
derived sampling schemes are based on existing ones. In ﬁgures 7.5a to 7.5d, some BTF sampling
schemes are shown that were deﬁned by Filip et al. [FCH08]. All schemes try to avoid oversampling
of the areas by equally distributing the sampling positions over the hemi-sphere. The schemes begin
at the top of the hemi-sphere and circle around towards the equator. Once a ring or stack is completed,
the elevation angle is decreased, the azimuth value is reset, and the iteration is started over.
All schemes share the property that an elevation of zero is not used at all. This fact has to be
accounted for when expanding any scheme for the sampling of LCMs. Thus, we propose an equally
distributed sampling of the azimuth at an elevation of zero. The number of samples is selected, so that
it is greater than the samples of the ring created before. In the example of the 77 samples scheme in
ﬁgure 7.6a, 15 samples are used to create the ring deﬁned at the elevation of zero. The samples of the
lower hemi-sphere are mirrored versions of the upper hemi-sphere. The number of total samples can
be calculated using this formula:
#samples = 2#orig+#zero
In the case of the 77-sampling scheme, the original sampling scheme has 31 samples and 15 sam-
ples for the elevation of zero. This leads to 231+15 = 77 samples in total. Our naming conventionCHAPTER 7. BIDIRECTIONAL SALIENCY WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 115
(a) Scheme with 77 samples (b) Denser scheme with 187 samples
Figure 7.6: Two examples of possible sampling schemes for creating the LCMs. Note that the depth
values are not part of the scheme and have to be evaluated on each position.
refers to the number of provided samples.
This number of samples inﬂuences the size of the lookup table. As each sample position also
includes the distance, each position is sampled multiple times. The distance values are chosen to
halve an object in size in each step when using a perspective projection during the rendering. This
results in a ﬁxed number of samples for the depth sampling because no reliable features are extractable
if an object is at a certain distance, e.g. when the object is mapped to only a few pixels. Furthermore,
this halving of the size ﬁts well to the DOG approach as each mipmap level created also represent the
object at a doubled distance. The resulting image size is quartered (halved in each dimension) similar
to the Laplace-pyramid. We refer to this method as LCM-mipmapping for disambiguation to other
mipmap techniques.
The lookup table tests presented are conducted using only one scheme because calculation is in-
dependent to the number of samples created. To improve the representation of the features, a denser
scheme, e.g. the 187-scheme, might be more appropriate. A comparison between the presented sam-
pling schemes and the achieved visual results should be performed, but is beyond the focus of this
work.
7.5.3 Lookup Table Creation
Once a sampling scheme has been selected, an iteration of each sample position is needed. Beginning
at the top position the samples are traversed towards the bottom of the unit sphere. At each sample
position, the object is moved to the predeﬁned distance values before the next sampling position is
selected.
When applying this method, each sample position is represented by different distance values. A
linear layout of the lookup table within the memory assures that all LCMs of a sample position reside
near to their possible neighbors. This reduces the number cache misses when loading the LCMs onto
the graphics card memory or when accessing the different distances in the evaluation of the BSWDF.116 CHAPTER 7. BIDIRECTIONAL SALIENCY WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
1 Scheme entry = GetFirstEntry();
2 do {
3 //set view of object
4 setWVPMatrix(entry.GetWVPMatrix());
5 //call extraction
6 Image *lcm = extractFeatures();
7 //store layered conspicuities
8 m_lookup.Set(entry ,lcm);
9 //repeat
10 } while(entry.GetNext());
Listing 7.3: Creation of the lookup table using an iterateable sampling scheme. The GetNext()-
method of the scheme returns false if the end of the sampling scheme has been reached, true
otherwise.
Once the sampling scheme has been selected, the generation of the lookup is pipelined. A pseudo-
code illustrates the calculation of the lookup table entry in listing 7.3. In each iteration, the view of the
current object is set depending on the current scheme position. The World-View-Projection (WVP)
matrix is set accordingly by rotating the object using the azimuth and elevation angles given by the
entry. The depth is implemented as a translation along the z-axis based on the near clipping plane
of the projection matrix and the extends of the current object. As a perspective matrix is used for
projection, the size of the object also depends on the translation part along the z-axis. As presented in
section ’Calculation on the GPU’, the accumulation method assures correct smoothing of the object’s
features without further processing. After the position of the object is set, the rendering is performed
by applying our GPU method. The features are splatted during the attribute pass of the Phong splat-
ting algorithm and are smoothened in the deferred pass, which also calculates the center-surround
information.
The deferred pass assigns the individual features to the color channels, and with the help of render
targets, i.e. a framebuffer in OpenGL, these are resolved as an image and can be processed further.
By normalizing the features, e.g. with the operator presented by Itti et al. [IKN98], the combination
of all features is allowed as stated in section ’Calculation on the CPU’. The resulting LCM is then
stored in the memory of the lookup table at the current sampling scheme entry. An example Layered
Conspicuity Map Set (LCM-Set) is shown in ﬁgure 7.7.
The location of the image in the memory depends on the sampling position provided by the sam-
pling scheme. This also means that a lookup table is bound to a sampling scheme.
Once all positions have been calculated and the corresponding LCM have been extracted, the
lookup table can be saved onto disk. As additional information, we store the used scheme, the size of
a single LCM and the projection matrix, which is required for the mapping of the stored information.
The information is written into the header along with the allocation size of the lookup table. With the
number of samples it is possible to load an incomplete lookup table. It is not prohibited by design that
new values are inserted into the lookup table during run-time as resolving a lookup texture also grants
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Figure 7.7: An example LCM-Set created from the Stanford lion QSplat model [RL00]. The model
is resized to ﬁt into a unit sphere and the distances from the camera double each version. The images
are cropped from the center to created a mipmapped LCM-Set. We used an elevation of 45 and an
azimuth of 130.9 for this view and the LCMs are inverted.
The lookup table is independent of the geometrical resolution of an object. A combination with
compression methods allows to store the LCMs with low memory consumption even if an object has
a high resolution. The maps can be adjusted in size, so that the density of features matches the quality
of the object. We state that the more details are available, the higher the resolution of a LCM should
be.
7.5.4 Lookup The Data
To allow a fast access to a LCM during rendering, the derivation of a lookup table needs to be imple-
mented with only a few instructions. Therefore, the following requirements have to be addressed and
fulﬁlled to be suitable within a real-time application:
 The lookup is executable on the graphics card.
 The calculation of the lookup entry does not exceed the normal count of operations performed
in an usual rendering system, e.g. it is not a bottleneck of the executing system.
 The lookup allows interpolation of the provided features.118 CHAPTER 7. BIDIRECTIONAL SALIENCY WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
As a ﬁrst step, the corresponding LCM including all distance versions is extracted. These LCMs
will now be referenced as LCM-Set. This extraction is performed by evaluating the camera position.
The camera is projected into object space, and the appropriate LCM-Set is selected.
The World-View matrix includes the necessary rotation and translation. We assume here that the
same projection matrix as in the lookup table is used. For ease of explanation, furthermore assume
that no scaling has been applied to an object and it is visible – if not, no lookup would be necessary
at all. By inverting the World-View matrix, the eye coordinates are transferred into object space. This
leads to the following mathematical calculation with the camera position (eye) being at (0;0;0)T:
eyeobj = (WV) 1eye (7.5)
where eyeobj is the position of the camera in object space. The multiplication of the camera
position with the inverse of the World-View matrix results in the camera position in the object space.
An object is expected to be centered around (0;0;0)T. If this is not the case, an AABB is created
using the object’s extends, and the camera position is adjusted according to the center of the AABB.
The World-View matrix can easily be inverted as no scaling has been applied. The translation is
inverted by taking the negative translation values. The rotation is inverted exploiting the orthogonality
of a rotation matrix. It implies that the transposed matrix is the same as its inverse:
R 1 = RT (7.6)
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Figure 7.8: Calculation of the lookup table entry using a
camera position. The camera position~ c has been projected
into object space. Angles a and b will be calculated to derive
the lookup entry.
Once the camera coordinates have
been transformed, they are converted
from Cartesian coordinates to spheri-
cal coordinates. The distance value is
extracted by calculating the Euclidean
distance between the origin and the
camera position. For the azimuth and
the elevation of the resulting camera
position, the scenario is depicted in
ﬁgure 7.8.
The elevation is deﬁned as the an-
gle between the z-axis and the y-axis
on the unit sphere. In the sampling
schemes, the coordinate (0;1;0)T
yields an elevation angle of 90 while
the coordinate (0; 1;0)T results in an
angle of  90. Using the trigonomet-
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as the inverse cosine of the adjacent divided by the hypotenuse. The hypotenuse is the distance of the
camera position to the origin (h). To avoid projections, we use the y-value of the Cartesian coordinate
(b) and calculate arccos
 b
h

instead. To get the correct elevation, we subtract p
2 from the result. The
azimuth of the sampling scheme is deﬁned in the x z-plane. Thus, the angle is calculated with the
arc tangent function, and depending on the individual values of x and z, the correct quadrant of the
projected coordinate is extracted. In C, the atan2 function computes the corrected value of the arctan,
which is in the range of [ p;p]. By adding 2p to negative resulting values, a mapping between [0;2p]
is achieved. As both angles are given in radians, they must be converted to degrees by multiplying
them with 180
p .
The distance value also needs to be transformed to match the values for the sampling scheme, and
therefore the distance values are doubled. The main distance from camera and object is based again
on the AABB. We use the maximal extend either in x or y direction plus the extend in z direction to
correct the distance. Finally, the near clipping plane is added to this distance. This way, the object
is positioned correct and the complete AABB is visible after projection. The distance from origin to
the camera position is divided by this factor, which results in a distance value usable by a sampling
scheme. The distance for sampling is based on a “power of two” progression of the minimal distance
value extracted from the object and the projection matrix. To get the corresponding index of this
distance value, the logarithm of base 2 is extracted, which can be derived, for example, from the
index of the highest bit in an integer representation. After the conversion of the camera coordinates to
elevation and azimuth angles, a sampling scheme entry is generated, which is used for lookup of the
LCM-Set.
To increase the quality of the extracted conspicuities of the LCM-Set, an interpolation method can
be utilized. The most simple and most popular interpolation method for BTF is the nearest-neighbor
sampling. This is due to the high sampling rate of the surface information. Other interpolation meth-
ods do not sufﬁciently increase precision while reducing the overall performance of the system. We
clamp the current spherical coordinates to the nearest sampling position of the scheme. The corre-
sponding LCM-Set is returned, and is used for saliency calculation. We applied this method to select
the LCM-Set in the examples provided in section ‘Implementation’ on page 130.
As a LCM-Set is provided, the values along the distance can be interpolated as well. It is pos-
sible to perform a nearest neighbor selection for the distance values as well as a linear interpolation
along the different LCMs. Opposed to interpolations of the complete LCM-Set, here only two single
LCMs must be compared and interpolated. As this feature is available directly on the GPU due to
the mipmapping of textures, this method will be faster than other interpolation techniques. To enable
smooth interpolation based on the distance value, an unclamped ﬂoating point distance value linearly
weights the according mipmaps of the LCM-Set.
Now that the data of a LCM-Set is available for each vertex during mapping, the conspicuities
are extracted by performing a texture lookup within the LCM-Set. After projection, the valid vertex
positions~ p will be in Normalized Device Coordinates (NDC), which describe a unit cube in the range120 CHAPTER 7. BIDIRECTIONAL SALIENCY WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
Original view
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Figure 7.9: The scenario before and after projecting the object into the sample space derived by the
sampling scheme. First, the position of the camera and the object are evaluated, and the sampling
position is calculated. After the projection, the mapping of the values is performed, and the BSWDF
be applied.
of [ 1;1]3. By applying a linear offset of~ p0:5+0:5, the position is shifted into the range of [0;1]3. If
LCM-mipmapping was applied during the generation of the LCM, these positions have to be adapted
to result in correct values. Furthermore, the z-component is omitted and only x- and y-parts are used
for the lookup within the LCM to derive the features of the current vertex. The complete scenario of
lookup, mapping, and BSWDF calculation is depicted in ﬁgure 7.9.
7.6 Evaluation
After deﬁnition of the BSWDF, and the presentation of notes regarding an implementation, the pro-
posed methods are evaluated. We will theoretically evaluate the space consumption of a single lookup
table. This size is important, and should be small to allow efﬁcient storage on disk. Here, the LCM-
mipmap approach will be included as well. Opposed to the storage approach, it may not be reasonable
to preprocess the LCM if the representation is not static. For this reason, we also perform time mea-
surements to evaluate our prototype and the presented calculation methods.
7.6.1 Space Requirements of the Lookup
In the following, we assume a LCM with a resolution of 256256 pixels. When extracting four
features, e.g. color differences, luminance differences, curvature, and the silhouette, we can deriveCHAPTER 7. BIDIRECTIONAL SALIENCY WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 121
the required memory consumption on disk. Using the 77-sampling scheme with 5 depth samples, a
lookup table will consume 385 MiB. This is easily validated by performing the following calculations:
The number of pixels per LCM is 256256=65536, and each pixel stores 4-ﬂoating point values
– one for each feature –, which results in 262144 ﬂoating point values. Each ﬂoat consumes 4-bytes,
and thus a single LCM requires 1048576-bytes, which is 1 MiB. The complete object is covered with
77 samples at 5 different distances per samples and thus 385 LCMs are generated. In combination
with the space consumption of 1 MiB per LCM, the previously stated 385 MiB are derived.
This value is reduced by leveraging mipmap approach for a LCM-Set. Instead of storing each
distance LCM with the same resolution, each subsequent version is effectively quartered in size. The
required space for a mipmapped LCM-Set is so reduced to 1024+256+64+16+4 = 1364 KiB
instead of 5120 KiB for the full resolution. This is approximately 26.6% of the original LCM-Set size,
and no important information has been stripped away from the lookup table. The ﬁnal lookup table
is almost quartered in size because storing the complete lookup table with the mipmapped versions
requires 136477 = 105028 KiB or 102.56 MiB. The used resolution of 256256 pixels is rather
high for saliency images, e.g. Walther and Koch create by default a 6464 map. A further reduction
is possible by generating smaller LCMs. However, the ideal size of a lookup table and the LCMs
needs to be determined.
For comparison to these values, a direct storage of saliency values, in dependency of light and
camera positions, would require to generate 7777 = 5929 entries. To create the same detail as with
our proposed method, a 256256 saliency map needs to be generated, resulting in a complete size of
the lookup table of 5929256 KiB = 1517824 KiB (1.4475 GiB) without the depth versions. If they
are included to (again ﬁve versions), a lookup table requires 7.23 GiB. Without the proposed method,
a lookup table approach would not be reasonable at all.
Another way of reducing the required size is to encode the values as a byte representation instead
of ﬂoating points. This reduces the size by factor 4 while a compression of the data is still possible. As
some values do not store any information, i.e. all conspicuities are zero, they can be removed without
loss of information as well. All mentioned compression methods of the lookup table, however, remain
future work.
7.6.2 Timing
In the second evaluation, the time needed to calculate a single LCM is presented. Despite the fact that
the time needed for rendering is not relevant for the solely image-based method, these results are still
presented with an additional timing value. During frame generation, the Phong splatting method is
used (refer to section ‘Point-based Rendering Methods’ on page 47). All tests have been performed
on the test system 1 (see appendix ‘System Conﬁgurations’ on page 211).
Two tests were performed, one representing the averaged time required to compute an individ-
ual LCM while the second method offers insight into the performed operations of each calculation
method. In our implementation, the GPU version applies the normal variation approach to simultane-122 CHAPTER 7. BIDIRECTIONAL SALIENCY WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
Model Method Single Generation
64x64 128x128 256x256 512x512
Bunny (36 K) GPU 3.14 ms 4.05 ms 9.55 ms 31.59 ms
CPU 180.38 ms 644.46 ms 2401.21 ms 9299.65 ms
Lion (183 K) GPU 10.00 ms 10.38 ms 14.63 ms 35.99 ms
CPU 172.12 ms 638.96 ms 2352.30 ms 9354.80 ms
Buddha (1 M) GPU 47.38 ms 46.28 ms 48.84 ms 71.24 ms
CPU 204.33 ms 667.38 ms 2534.83 ms 9492.03 ms
Dragon (1.3 M) GPU 57.40 ms 62.05 ms 57.12 ms 75.20 ms
CPU 203.53 ms 669.04 ms 2385.79 ms 9389.91 ms
Model Method Complete Generation with 77-scheme
64x64 128x128 256x256 512x512
Bunny (36 K) GPU 1.3 s 1.5 s 3.6 s 12.1 s
CPU 69.6 s 4.1 m 15.44 m 59.8 m
Lion (183 K) GPU 3.8 s 4.0 s 5.6 s 13.8 s
CPU 66.4 s 4.1 m 15.1 m > 1h
Buddha (1 M) GPU 18.2 s 17.8 s 18.8 s 27.5 s
CPU 78.8 s 4.3 m 16.3 m > 1h
Dragon (1.3 M) GPU 22.1 s 23.9 s 22.0 s 29.0 s
CPU 78.5 s 4.3 m 15.3 m > 1h
Table 7.3: Timing results of the presented saliency calculation methods. The image-based approach
generates the saliency information while the GPU-approach provides the individual conspicuities.
Both can be stored within a lookup table and can be used by a BSWDF in any lighting scenario if only
object-related information is extracted.
ouslyestimatethecurvatureandthesilhouette(seesections’Mappingof2dFeatures’and’Calculation
on the GPU’).
The timing results, shown in table 7.3, indicate that both approaches can generate saliency infor-
mation at almost interactive frame rates for small input sizes – 30 FPS are approximately 33ms of
calculation time. In the listed timing values, the complete generation of the saliency information is
reported including a draw of an object. However, if the features are calculated during normal render-
ing, this additional drawing may be omitted. As the GPU method scales better than the image-based
approach, a further optimization could result in a full interactive solution. Both methods also allow to
store the calculated features in a lookup table as long as object-based information is computed (refer
to section ’Creating a Lookup’).
In table 7.4, the relative processing times for generating the ﬁnal values are shown. In the image-
based method, only a small fraction is spent for generating the input image while most time is needed
to calculate the orientation features. This is due to to the applied Gabor ﬁlter. In the GPU-based
approach, the expensive approximation of these orientation features is circumvented, and most time
is required for normalizing the values gained from the feature extraction and DOG application. In our
prototype, the normalization step is made by the CPU using SSE instructions. Iterative normalizationCHAPTER 7. BIDIRECTIONAL SALIENCY WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 123
Size Input Features SaliencyMap
64 x 64 9.45% 90.17% 0.21%
128 x 128 8.01% 91.67% 0.13%
256 x 256 3.93% 95.77% 0.11%
512 x 512 2.39% 97.31% 0.11%
(a) Distribution of processing for the image-based method
Size Splatting Mipmaps Features Normalize
64 x 64 77.46% 1.67% 1.13% 19.53%
128 x 128 71.88% 2.31% 1.07% 24.43%
256 x 256 53.94% 3.87% 0.83% 40.30%
512 x 512 31.02% 6.01% 0.36% 60.62%
(b) Distribution of processing for the GPU-based method
Table 7.4: Distribution of the individual calls performed by each extractor. The values denote the
fraction of the complete saliency or feature map derivation required in the lookup table generation.
For testing purposes, a complete lookup table was generated using the 77-sampling scheme. The
shown results are averaged over the entire lookup table generation. The Stanford lion was used in all
cases.
methods could also be transferred onto the GPU, accelerating the overall process.
7.7 Conclusion
The BSWDF allows to calculate a saliency value for a visible surfel of an object in question. By using
these saliency values as priorities, e.g. by mapping these onto surfels or primitives, a selection based
on perceptual information can be achieved. Due to the universal design of the BSWDF, a calculation
for both 2d images and 3d objects is possible.
Saliency covers the early vision of humans that begins at the retina and ends at the LGN and V1.
There a selection of the most important signals is done. As this information cannot be inﬂuenced by
a spectator, it allows application without any a priori knowledge of the scene and the performed task.
The well established 2d saliency model has often been proven valid, and several enhancements
towards better performance and quality of the results have been made. But until now, a complete 3d
saliency model had not been deﬁned. With the BSWDF, we introduce a 3d mapping of the operators
and present a complete 3d visual salience model. The mapping of the operators emulates and extracts
the same features as in the original 2d model. Additionally, the individual feature extractors take
advantage of the 3d space and its corresponding representation. This allows to directly calculate or
extract features by using simple mathematical instructions. For example, in case of the motion of
an primitive or object, only the displacement in 3d needs to be calculated. We presented extraction
methods that have been implemented for CPU and GPU as well. The speedup achieved by the GPU
method is signiﬁcant, but might be enhanced even further by developing highly specialized shaders
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A lookup table approach has been presented because large computational effort is needed to create
a conspicuity map. Our extraction methods allow to generate a LCM in advance, saving computation
time. This also avoids recalculation of features that already have been extracted as the lookup table
can be constructed during run-time. Furthermore, an efﬁcient storage is enabled because only object-
speciﬁc information is stored and illumination information is added during BSWDF computation.
Initially, the idea of using the Phong splatting algorithm occurs to be not optimal as multiple
rendering passes are required. However, the accumulation of individual splats directly provides the
required scale information for the feature calculation. Other primitive types can be utilized as well
because the extraction relies only on surface properties. The process of accumulation is independent
of the representation.
The visual salience values that are derived from the LCM with the BSWDF should provide valu-
able information regarding perception, and thus the proposed BSWDF was tested in a user study. The
results indicate that the system has the ability to identify important regions. More details are presented
in section ‘Evaluation’ on page 135.
The BSWDF is the foundation for the following systems to be presented, and this enables adap-
tation of 3d objects. By omitting or adding individual feature extractors and weighting these features
individually, a free combination and situation-based enhancement of single features is possible. Fur-
thermore, some features, i.e. surface related information, can be calculated in advance, which reduces
evaluation costs. To compute the ﬁnal saliency values, only few instructions are required, and the
BSWDF can be implemented in a shader-program.
Yet, theapproachcanbeimproved, andseveralenhancementsareproposed. TheBSWDFhasonly
been tested for a point-based rendering of single objects, which including animation and static images.
Theapplicabilityofthesystemshouldbeveriﬁedinacompletescenewhensaliencyinformationneeds
to be combined. Motion pictures also require temporal evaluation of the features, and thus adaptations
to the feature extractors may be needed.
The lookup table does not account for a changing object representation. If the object is morphed,
the precalculated data is invalidated. The question arises if this data has to be completely removed.
Possibly, some information could be reused without introducing errors. Therefore, a caching strategy
could be developed to account for changing representations, and an in-place storage of results could
be achieved when calculating preattentive features.
Within the BSWDF, an illumination model needs to correctly scale the preattentive features. For
an uncolored light source, this is an easy task, but colored light sources might enhance or reduce the
inﬂuence of color differences. Therefore, a representation of a light source is required that weights
the available, precalculated color differences. This should be possible because the surface features
are object bound, and the light source only changes the emitted color. We assume that a difference
representation for each illumination model can be derived, which correctly scales these precalculated
features.8. Feedback System
The application of the BSWDF allows to identify important regions on an object’s surface within a
rendered scene. At this point, the different presented data structures and methods are merged to deﬁne
a Feedback System: a fully dynamic, saliency-inﬂuenced rendering system. An object within this
Feedback System will become self-optimizing with respect to imposed restrictions.
The main operation is an extraction of perceptual information present in the current scene’s rep-
resentation. In this scenario, we will restrict the scene to a single object, which is displayed and
altered using the TreeCut. A BSWDF is applied to each surfel, and the computed saliency values are
interpreted as priorities. These priorities control the TreeCut evaluation strategy that adapts an object.
When this object is changed, a new view is generated, and thus new saliency information is available.
This, however, results in a change of an object’s representation, and a feedback is generated.
This feedback changes the representation using saliency information. With the help of the map-
ping techniques, which were proposed in chapter ‘Bidirectional Saliency Weight Distribution Func-
tion’ on page 99, we are able to apply the BSWDF using the GPU. However, the results need to be
transferred to the evaluation strategy of the TreeCut. It would be possible to calculate and assign the
saliency data on the CPU, but the 3d processing power and pipelining capabilities, which includes
parallelization on the GPU, will outperform any CPU approach. In recent years, popularity has in-
creased to process data on the GPU, i.e. GPGPU scenarios. In those cases, an exchange between the
CPU and GPU is important, and fast extraction mechanisms have been developed. These so called
feedback methods will be applied to acquire the computed information from the GPU.
It was shown in the previous chapter that the generation of saliency features can be performed
either on-the-ﬂy or in a preprocess where the results are stored in a lookup table. In the latter case,
these need to be transferred to the graphics card to enable BSWDF calculation. Furthermore, the
feedback and the TreeCut representation need to be synchronized to use the correct data for compu-
tation. If both is assured, a reduction performed by the TreeCut will decrease the size of an object’s
representation while in preserves visual details that are important.
The Feedback System is a combination of the priority, i.e. saliency, extraction and the parallelized
evaluation strategies provided by the TreeCut. We utilize the GPU to assign the priorities of the
drawn surfels to the current TreeCut nodes. A special focus is laid on the extraction of the assigned
saliency values. After extraction, the cut-nodes are processed using these priorities. Due to the multi-
threaded approach, evaluation can be performed over several frames without stalling rendering. Once
the representation has been updated, the new priorities are derived, and the loop is closed. For control
of this self-optimizing system, a threshold is utilized to assure the stability of the Feedback System.
This stability is necessary when no more changes to the representation are expected. This threshold
can be altered during run-time, and it controls the inﬂuence of the evaluation strategies.
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In the next section, the requirements of our Feedback System are stated, and our mechanisms
for control are introduced. The loop and the emerging self-optimizing system is covered in section
’Feedback Loop’. In section ’Implementation’, we will give some notes regarding our created proto-
type and present the applied GPU feedback method. Finally, the overall system is discussed and its
performance is measured. Additionally, user tests are performed to validate the visual quality of the
achieved results. This chapter closes with a discussion of suitable enhancements with respect to the
presented system.
8.1 Requirements
The Feedback System depends on both TreeCut and the BSWDF, so some limitations are induced and
have to be solved in advance. These limitations concern the rendering as well as our MVC-based
framework design. When optimizing a representation, some kind of restriction is required to which
the display is adapted to. For example, the Feedback System can be restricted to act in real-time, which
limits the total time for drawing an object to less-or-equal than 33 ms – in case of 30 FPS. Therefore,
the detail of the representation is reduced until the required frames rate is achieved. Alternatively, a
maximal primitive count can be used as well.
The problems we encounter when optimizing the representation can be categorized into two im-
portant aspects. The ﬁrst are hardware restrictions implied by the system conﬁguration. However, this
conﬁguration is not known a priori, and the system has to dynamically adapt to those restrictions. The
second aspect is the self-optimizing system, which needs to converge to a stable representation. As a
perceptual-optimized representation depends not only on the object, but is also inﬂuenced by the view
of it, a once stable and optimal conﬁguration may not be optimal anymore. Thus, a re-optimization is
required if the view of the object has been changed.
8.1.1 Limitation by Hardware Resources
Hardware issues, which arise during design and creation of a real-time application, are almost im-
possible to circumvent. However, when reducing basic operations to a minimum and unnecessary
computations are avoided, the processing time is decreased independent of the available hardware. In
our case, this includes to fetch data from memory as well as to transfer this data onto a device with
limited capacity, e.g. the graphics card memory. While it is preferred to have all the data available
on the graphics card, this is not possible in typical environments as the huge amount of data easily
exceeds the available memory.
Thus, the lookup of the LCMs, required by the BSWDF for evaluation, is only performed when
necessary. This avoids costly uploads and memory accesses. The scene information is utilized to
determine whether an upload is required, e.g. if another lookup table entry is required. However, this
upload is unnecessary if the stored features need to be recalculated. This is the case if either the data
has not been precalculated or it is considered invalid, for example, because a simulation is applied toCHAPTER 8. FEEDBACK SYSTEM 127
an object. As this re-computation is quite expensive, it should only be performed when new data is
required by an evaluation algorithm.
When taking advantage of the graphics card to accelerate the rendering and computation of priori-
ties, the gathered information needs to be extracted. This transfer is expensive and stalls the rendering.
This extraction is only required by an evaluation strategy, so it will only be performed when an itera-
tion of the evaluation has been completed The information that is acquired during a running evaluation
cannot be extracted since the access to internal data of an evaluator is locked. Therefore, an extraction
is triggered after exchanging the new representation. This also assures that the current surface is used
for priority assignment.
Summing up the hardware limitations, the biggest bottleneck is to copy the necessary data. The
CPU has to transfer saliency information of the current view to the graphics card in form of LCMs.
The GPU returns the calculated saliency values back to the CPU where it is processed by an evaluation
strategy of the TreeCut. A possible approach is to reduce the impact of this transfer by using smaller
data types. For example, it would be possible to transfer 16-bit or 8-bit information from the graphics
card to the CPU. With ﬂoating point values, the calculated priorities of an object with 64.000 nodes
wouldrequiretotransfer256KiBeachtimetheextractionisforced. Usingonly8-Bitinformation, this
amount is quartered yielding 32 KiB. The loss in precision would not invalidate the results because
our priority-based evaluation strategy only applies a partial sorting. Also, the required information
could be stored with an compression method while still reducing the transfer costs. These additional
methods admit to improvement of the presented approach, but are beyond the focus of this work.
8.1.2 Controlling the Loop
Due to the self-optimizing property of our system, the representation of the object is optimized with
respect to the gathered perceptual information. However, the saliency values derived by the BSWDF
do not only depend on the features extracted, but also on the current view. This means that a change
of the view requires the current representation to be adapted accordingly. It is also necessary that the
system converges to a stable conﬁguration, i.e. no changes will be applied by the TreeCut after all
important changes have been made. We propose a threshold that controls the minimal gain in quality
of the representation. If a TreeCut-operation will not increase the detail up to this threshold, it will not
be performed. For example, this is the case when a coarse-operation’s penalty plus the threshold is
larger than the pending refine-operation’s gain. An iteration is safely aborted when a cut-node has
been rejected this way because nodes are processed with descending priorities.
When the scene or view of an object is changed, the according LCMs need to be available. As
stated before, an upload is only necessary when new LCMs are required. We therefore use the prop-
erties of our lookup table sampling schemes (refer to section ‘Sampling Schemes’ on page 114). The
current WVP matrix of an object is evaluated to derive the according entry of the lookup table. If this
entry is different than the current entry, new data will uploaded to the graphics card. This check needs
to be performed every time when the evaluation strategy has completed processing. Furthermore, new128 CHAPTER 8. FEEDBACK SYSTEM
priorities will only be evaluated by the GPU when data, e.g. the index-list, has been exchanged. The
feedback is only activated when either process has requested new data.
8.2 Feedback Loop
The feedback loop deﬁnes how the individual parts, e.g. the TreeCut and the BSWDF, affect each
other. This allows one to control those and to achieve a speciﬁc behavior within a global environment.
Here, perceptual information is used to determine priority values, and thus the evaluation strategies
account for visual quality when applying the TreeCut-operations. In the following, some details re-
garding the Feedback System are presented.
Feedback Stage
Saliency Extraction
- Lookup Table:
Original view
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Mapped view
BSWDF
(unclamped)
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Figure 8.1: Outline of the proposed Feedback Sys-
tem. The feedback starts with an extraction of the
saliency for the current representation. This is ei-
ther based on a lookup table or a direct evaluation
using the last frame. This information can be re-
trieved from the renderer. The evaluation algo-
rithm calculates the new representation and may be
exchanged. During the feedback, regular drawing
is continued with the old representation.
As the BSWDF is being computed during
the rendering of the object, the feedback infor-
mation is actually one frame behind. The eval-
uated data does not reﬂect the current scene,
but this can be considered harmless in common
scenarios. Multiple frames will be drawn be-
fore a new representation of an object is avail-
able because the evaluation algorithms are par-
allelized. The differences between consecutive
frames are not too large – assuming a real-time
application –, and the calculation results remain
valid. In rendering scenarios, this is referred to
as frame coherency, which is given if the data
between two frames is almost identical. Usually,
only small changes are applied between individ-
ual frames, e.g. by rotating or moving the object
slightly, which generates frame coherency.
The Feedback System manages the exchange
of the required data between the individual
threads. After extraction of the priority val-
ues, the evaluation thread is invoked with the
new data, and a new representation is generated.
When the evaluation has completed, the index-list maintained by the evaluation strategy is copied to
theTreeCut. Thisresultsinanupdatedsurfacerepresentationbecausetheobjectisdisplayedusingthis
index-list (refer to section ‘Multi-Threading’ on page 85 and section ‘Data Separation’ on page 80).
After the exchange, the feedback mechanisms for extraction of priority values are activated (refer to
section ’Using GPU for Data Feedback’). If necessary, new LCMs are uploaded as discussed before,
which are identiﬁed by the lookup table entry derived from the current object’s view. Following thisCHAPTER 8. FEEDBACK SYSTEM 129
upload, the BSWDF is applied, and the new priorities are derived.
In ﬁgure 8.1, a simpliﬁed version of the loop created by the TreeCut- and the BSWDF-evaluation
is depicted. The Model provides the current representation. The BSWDF calculates the according
priority values, which are used by the TreeCut-evaluation to modify the current representation. The
loop closes with an exchange of the new information. This minimalistic loop can be extended by
introducing external effects, such as the animation of an object. In this case, not only the view but
the animation itself can force a re-optimization of the representation. The visual evaluation and the
adaptation of the object build the two main parts of our dynamic Feedback System.
8.2.1 Self-Optimizing System
By encapsulating the feedback loop, the Feedback System can be understood as a self-optimizing
system. The TreeCut optimizes its representation using the available saliency values. This adaptation,
of course, only occurs if a limitation or restriction is imposed.
A self-optimization system, however, has one major drawback: A stable conﬁguration is not easy
to achieve, and this has to be accounted for during design. After refine-ing a node and computing
new saliency values, it is possible that these newly introduced nodes are considered unimportant and
are coarsened afterwards. This introduces a ﬂicker in the representation because surfels appear and
disappear during display. Even if a smooth transition between the nodes is applied, which reduces the
impact of the ﬂicker, this behavior is still undesirable.
As stated in ’Controlling the Loop’, we propose the use of a threshold value to assure a static
representation of an object, i.e. to ignore possible changes that do not introduce enough gain. We
therefore extend the TreeCut evaluation strategies with the threshold value and compare the gain
of each TreeCut-operation against it. Once an iteration has been aborted due to this threshold, the
evaluation will not be performed until new data is available. It is possible to modify the threshold
during run-time, e.g. to increase the inﬂuence of lower priorities. However, this could lead to the
unwanted ﬂicker again.
As stated before, the self-optimization allows the complete system to adapt to a global environ-
ment, but this comes at the cost of having to control a highly dynamic system. Thus, the system will
never be able to compete against a manually tuned implementations that use ﬁxed representations.
Yet, the Feedback System is able to adapt to different scenarios. This adaptation is done with respect
to the available hardware resources. The overhead introduced by the dynamic system depends on
the performance of the evaluation methods used for both the TreeCut and the BSWDF. However, the
parallel implementation assures interactivity as long as the hardware is capable of drawing the current
object representation at interactive frame rates.
8.2.2 Priority Extraction and Feature Map Upload
In the following, the computation and extraction of priorities as well as the supply of the required
LCMs to the graphics card will be referred to as the Dynamic Feedback Method (DFM). To reduce130 CHAPTER 8. FEEDBACK SYSTEM
the transfer of data to a minimum, this will only be enabled if a new surface representation is available.
When initializing the Feedback System, the DFM has to be activated as well.
To allow the graphics card to compute the BSWDF and the corresponding saliency values of
the current representation, the according LCMs must be accessible by the GPU. As stated before, a
WVP matrix is extracted with the help of the sampling scheme that was applied during lookup table
generation. In our prototype, a nearest neighbor method is used to construct a LCM-Set. We utilize
the capabilities of graphics cards to interpolate between single maps of the LCM-Set.
The saliency values are extracted with the current view as input. The view is projected onto the
LCM and matched with the entries within the data (refer to section ‘Lookup The Data’ on page 117).
To extract the computed priorities, the Feedback System has to provide a buffer for writing in a graph-
ics card compatible format. The buffer declarations and deﬁnitions are speciﬁc for each rendering
subsystem. In our case of openGL, either a “texture buffer object” or a “transform feedback” method
can be utilized to transfer the large amount of data from the GPU.
8.3 Implementation
Based on the deﬁnition of the Feedback System, a prototype of the system has been implemented
in C++. We will give some technical notes regarding the implementation of this prototype, and we
explain how to circumvent possible technical difﬁculties. Our prototype displays and optimizes a
single object, but the complete framework is not limited to a certain number of perception-based
objects.
The BSWDF allows to calculate the saliency values for the current scene. By applying the splat-
ting approach, the necessary information is accumulated and the conspicuities are extracted from the
GPU. After the normalization, a LCM is transferred to the GPU again to feedback the ﬁnal priority
values for each splat. These are forwarded to the evaluation strategies of the TreeCut and the scene is
adapted. We refer to this method as the Direct Saliency Calculation (DSC).
The lookup table, as proposed for the BSWDF (refer section ’Creating a Lookup’), accelerates
this process. It is a data provider for the computation of the BSWDF and can access the precomputed
LCMs. As stated earlier, there is no need for the lookup table to be initialized in advance as it is
writable during run-time. This, of course, comes with some performance penalty because the data
has to be computed before it can be accessed by the BSWDF. This method will be referred to as the
Lookup Table Saliency Calculation (LUTSC).
A TreeCut is generated upon a multi-resolution object, and for evaluation, a priority-based strategy
is selected. To restrict the display in the complete system, a maximal number of surfels can be deﬁned.
The Feedback System reduces the detail of the shown object until the number of its primitives is below
that number. In our prototype, multiple types of priorities can be selected, and we provide three
basic methods to reduce the detail: “Saliency” (SAL), “Point-Size” (PS) and “Saliency Enhanced
Point-Size” (SALPS) reduction. The plain reduction uses only the values extracted from a BSWDFCHAPTER 8. FEEDBACK SYSTEM 131
1 //First extract camera position
2 Vector4 camPos = Vector4(GetCameraPostition());
3 //Correct camera position using offsets of lut
4 Vector3 offset = lut->GetModelOffset();
5 camPos.GetX() -= offset.GetX();
6 camPos.GetY() -= offset.GetY();
7 //Get object matrix and invert
8 Matrix4x4 objectMatrix = GetObjectMatrix();
9 objectMatrix.Inverse();
10 //Generate lookup from camera
11 if(lut->GetSamplingScheme()->SetFromCameraPos(camPos))
12 uploadLCMSet();
Listing 8.1: Method for computation of a lookup table entry using the current camera position
and object matrix. We extract camera and object information to derive the camera position in
object space.
evaluation. The PS reduction uses solely geometric information in form of surfel’s point-size. The
last method, SALPS, is a combination of both methods.
8.3.1 Deriving the Lookup Table Entry
An object is rendered and displayed using customized World, View, and Projection matrices, so the
projected position of the object cannot simply be assigned to a lookup table entry. This is due to the
fact that the stored information has been transformed based on the sampling scheme that was used
during lookup table creation (see section ‘Sampling Schemes’ on page 114). In addition, there is no
guarantee that the projection matrix matches the projection used during generation. Both must be
corrected before an lookup table entry can be derived.
The 3d data needs be transformed with the same information that were used during the generation
of the lookup table data. We ﬁrst recapitulate the generation of a lookup table entry: The lookup
entries describe a view around an object on a unit sphere. The entries are identiﬁed by elevation and
azimuth angles as well as a distance value. Thus, we need to convert the current World and View
matrices to a sphere representation. Then, the corrected coordinates, i.e. azimuth and elevation, can
be calculated to derive the according lookup table entry.
In each lookup table, a global projection matrix along with local object offsets are stored. We
invert the object’s speciﬁc transformation matrix, i.e. the World matrix, to project the camera’s current
position into the object space. We use the capabilities of the sampling schemes to create and update
the current entry with the new camera position (refer to section ‘Lookup The Data’ on page 117 for a
detailed description). If a new lookup table entry is derived, the according LCM-Set is uploaded. In
listing 8.1, a pseudocode is shown that performs the required computations.132 CHAPTER 8. FEEDBACK SYSTEM
8.3.2 Using GPU for Data Feedback
For extraction of the LCM values, we leverage the capabilities of shader-programs. These allow to
process custom instructions on the GPU.
If the DSC is used, the method explained in ‘Calculation on the GPU’ on page 110 is applied. The
current scene provides the necessary information required to derive a LCM. In case of the DSC, two
projections will be performed: One for generating the visual output and the second for mapping of the
LCMs to the current representations. This way, geometry data needs to be processed only once, and
in pre-tests, no signiﬁcant difference has been measured with respect to the processing times. Thus,
we have fulﬁlled a requirement of the lookup table usage (refer to ‘Lookup The Data’ on page 117).
Lookup Table Processing
The LUTSC-approach requires some additional computations. In contrast to the DSC, the stored
information must be transformed before the information can be used.
The lookup in the LCM requires a projection back into the coordinate system used during gen-
eration. This is done by the sampling scheme provided. A WVP matrix is extracted for the view.
The projection matrix is stored in the lookup table along with other information required. The WVP
matrix is passed to the shader-program, and the input primitives are transformed accordingly.
To account for LCM-mipmapping in a lookup table, the distance value is stored in a global shader-
parameter. The unclamped index value of the sampling scheme allows a smooth interpolation and in-
creases the accuracy of the method. While different types can be used, we apply a linear interpolation
of the values in our prototype.
The projection of the primitive’s vertices transforms the coordinates into NDC. Backfacing ver-
tices are identiﬁed by projecting the surface normal and by comparing the resulting z-values. We
apply backface-culling and assign a priority of 0 to these vertices because the values that are stored
in the LCMs do not belong to them. Is a vertex visible, however, the NDC are transformed into LCM
space. This is achieved by deﬁning a viewport mapping based on the LCM extends. If the lookup
table entries contain LCM-mipmaps, the coordinates are adapted accordingly by applying a scale of
2depth with depth being the index of the LCM-mipmap.
Calculation of Priorities
At this stage, both methods provide a one-to-one mapping of the calculated conspicuities to the visible
vertices of the representation.
The evaluation of the BSWDF on the GPU is then straightforward. Surface normals and light
information are calculated using common methods in World-View- or World-space coordinates. The
texture fetch of a LCM is performed with the derived texels, and the weighting of the individual
conspicuities is implemented by computing a dot-product.
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supported by the graphics hardware. Both the selection and the interpolation is done internally. A
non-mipmapped version requires either a 3d texture or an array of 2d textures. The former is common
in rendering subsystems while the latter is available in openGL as an extension.
8.3.3 Transfer from GPU to CPU
After application of the BSWDF, the computed priorities need to be transferred back. In openGL two
methods are available to extract calculated data from the graphics card to the main memory. The ﬁrst
approach is to use the so called texture buffer objects, which allow to read and write into textures and
operate like normal buffers. After loading the values into a texture buffer object, they can be accessed
by a evaluation strategy. A drawback of this method is that the individual positions within the buffer
must be deﬁned appropriately to allow an identiﬁcation of the vertices. This can be achieved using
the VERTEXID property of a vertex.
Another, more handy method is the transform feedback, which was mainly developed for the
growing GPGPU community. Vertex data, which is processed either from a vertex- or a geometry
shader, can be written into a buffer created by openGL. This is achieved by assigning a value to a
predeﬁned vertex property within a shader. These properties are extracted by the rendering subsystem
and are mapped into a buffer. This approach has the advantage that the primitives are ordered by the
VERTEXID property by default. No manual tweaking of the buffer positions is necessary.
Both buffer types require to know the size of the them in advance. Otherwise, the computed data
will not be stored correctly and will be discarded silently. As the size of the TreeCut is ﬁxed during
rendering, the buffers can be created or adapted accordingly. These do not need to match the size of
the TreeCut, and additional memory can be allocated if necessary. Using the TreeCut’s maximal size
allows to avoid unnecessary calls to the openGL API, and this bypasses expensive allocations during
rendering. Both methods are mapped into the main memory as an array or a pixel buffer object. As the
transform feedback method inherently writes the generated primitives in the order they were inserted
into the pipeline, no manual sorting has to be performed. Another advantage of the transform feedback
method is that the number of generated and written primitives is obtainable with openGL queries.
These queries are useful for debugging purposes and allow to check whether the buffer was ﬁlled
correctly or data has been cropped due to the lack of capacity in the buffer. If the written primitives
count differs from the number of generated primitive, an overrun occurred, and not all results were
stored in the buffer. In this case, a resize of the buffer is required, and another computation by the
BSWDF needs to be performed. As opposed to the transform feedback, such queries are not available
for the texture buffer object. If not enough space for writing results is available, these are silently
discarded.
To apply the transform feedback, a set of attributes has to be deﬁned, which will be written into
the allocated buffer during the vertex or geometry shader stage. The attributes can be extracted in
an interleaved or a sequential manner. The sequential order creates an attribute-oriented layout while
the interleaved order is vertex-based. The number of components that are extracted for each attribute134 CHAPTER 8. FEEDBACK SYSTEM
needs to be deﬁned as well. This number is normally in the range of [1,4]. For example, one can
choose to extract four values from the position attribute to provide these as an input for the next pass.
So, several iterations are possible to generate a fractal object. Almost all attributes are selectable
for transfer, and the complete list of the attributes is deﬁned by the transform feedback extension of
openGL.
As a last step, the feedback needs to be enabled via an API call. Both the buffer and the attributes,
which will be transferred, can change dynamically, but this is not necessary in our scenario. The draw
mode and the primitive type has to be selected as a parameter. This assures correct extraction of the
attributes because they vary with the used primitive type.
After the rendering pass, the feedback is disabled, and the following rendering passes are executed
without the DFM. The buffer is mapped into main memory, and access by the evaluator of the TreeCut
is enabled. Before the next transfer of attributes, the buffer must be unmapped to avoid errors.
We include a special vertex attribute, which stores the calculated BSWDF results. These are one-
valued ﬂoats and have the same number as the used vertices for rendering. The DFM thus scales
directly with the complexity of the displayed scene.
8.3.4 TreeCut and Feedback Synchronization
As stated in section ‘Multi-Threading’ on page 85, the evaluation strategy of the TreeCut is executed
in parallel to the rendering process. But, it has to be assured that the saliency value buffer is available
for reading during evaluation. This data, however, is only calculated if the DFM has been enabled.
While the DFM is active, the evaluation remains in wait-stage. The rendering is performed using
the TreeCut’s current surfels. Afterwards, the data is mapped from the graphics card memory to the
main memory. With this mapping, the evaluator process can access the saliency values, and thus the
evaluator thread is invoked. As the current cut has been used for rendering, the acquired saliency
value buffer is aligned with the surfels. This enables a fast extraction of the surfels’ priorities.
With these enhancements to the proposed multi-threading approach of the TreeCut, rendering
remains independent from the evaluation. Within the rendering thread, a query is used to determine
whether the evaluation has completed and a new index-list is available. When this query indicates the
completion of an iteration, the index-list is exchanged and the DFM is activated again.
If the LUTSC-approach is used, the lookup table entry is recalculated, a new LCM-Set is up-
loaded. Also the projection matrix required for mapping is calculated and set in the according vertex
shader. The DSC-method does not require such updates. Instead, the current scene is processed by
the renderer and the conspicuities are combined on the ﬂy.
After derivation of the LCM or LCM-Set, the DFM is enabled. In the next rendering step, the
BSWDF is applied, which calculates the new saliency values of the current representation. Once
these are mapped into a local buffer, the evaluation is invoked. As long as this is generating a new
representation, the old is displayed.
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representation. The threshold approach allows to modify the impact of the saliency values within the
evaluation. The larger the threshold, the less primitives are exchanged. Thus, the overall method is
accelerated. However, accuracy and detail needs to be trade-off against processing speed. The size
of the LCMs and LCM-Sets is also important as they must be either transferred or generated during
recalculation.
8.4 Evaluation
Several tests regarding the Feedback System’s performance and the resulting preservation of visual
quality are presented. We show that the Feedback System is capable of rendering at interactive frame
rates despite the additional transfer due to the DFM. We therefore compare the Feedback System to
a plain rendering approach. We also show that the visual quality during adaptation is retained when
using the saliency-inﬂuenced reduction methods.
In the ﬁrst test, we focused on performance penalties or overhead when using the proposed Feed-
back System. These penalties arise due to several factors within the DFM, which include the transform
feedback, the LCM-Set upload, or the generation of the according LCM in case of the DSC-method.
We compare the number of drawn frames and number of frames with the active DFM to show that the
increase is not required every frame. Still the methods are fast enough to remain interactive. These
results are in dependency to the size of the TreeCut and will support the assumption that the overhead
is generated only rarely. Thus the rendering is not penalized.
We conducted different user tests to rate the visual quality of our approach. Therefore, a single
object, which was modiﬁed using our Feedback System, was shown to a user and was compared to
a another LOD-version of the object. Different reduction strategies were applied ranging from plain
geometric to saliency-inﬂuenced reductions. The user tests conﬁrm the improvements achieved when
applying the Feedback System in combination with a saliency-enhanced reduction.
8.4.1 Timing Results
The dynamic Feedback System is designed to perform an online improvement of an object. Several
time measurements were performed to show the real-time update capabilities of the proposed system.
In each test, a tree-based representation of the objects was used. Its generation, however, is ex-
cluded from the tests. In case of the lookup table, a LCM-Set consists of mipmapped LCMs with size
256x256 at level 0, while in the direct method only one LCM is generated with a size of 256x256.
During the test, only one object is displayed. The object is rotated, translated and reduced in size,
while the light is spinning around it. For all tests, we used the four default objects available at the
Stanford repository, i.e. lion, dragon, bunny and buddha. The impact of the DFM, which, for exam-
ple, includes lookup table calculations, e.g. WVP matrix derivation, is compared to a plain rendering,
i.e. when the TreeCut-evaluation is running or ﬁnished and no exchange of data is necessary.
In table 8.1, the percentage for each draw method with active DFM is shown in comparison to136 CHAPTER 8. FEEDBACK SYSTEM
Method # (Ex) Time (Ex) # Time Calls Increase
Test System 1
DSC 727 11.72ms 5033 3.11ms 14.44% 376.14%
DSC (Phong) 1476 16.38ms 4284 9.50ms 34.45% 172.31%
LUTSC 212 4.91ms 5548 2.70ms 3.82% 181.70%
LUTSC (Phong) 195 10.59ms 5565 8.33ms 3.50% 127.08%
Test System 2
DSC 296 16.04ms 5468 2.59ms 5.41% 618.63%
DSC (Phong) 627 17.86ms 5137 4.63ms 12.21% 385.84%
LUTSC 153 6.27ms 5611 2.48ms 2.73% 252.08%
LUTSC (Phong) 205 9.31ms 5559 4.43ms 3.69% 210.20%
Table 8.1: The measured overhead of the DFM in the Feedback System. Both Increase and number
of calls are given in percentage. # (Ex) and Time (Ex) denote the measurements taken during an
forced activation of the DFM, while # and Time are taken in the normal, deactivated case. The #’s
show the count of the individual calls, while the Times are averaged over the complete simulation.
The DSC-method computes the saliency values, while LUTSC is based upon a lookup table. In the
latter case, the WVP recalculation and upload of the LCM-Set is included as well. When using the
Phong splatting method, more calls are made using DFM because the performance of the evaluator is
independent of the rendering.
the deactivated execution. The time values are averaged over multiple iterations and were taken on
the test systems 1 and 2 (see appendix ‘System Conﬁgurations’ on page 211). The results show that
the rendering is not penalized too hard when activating the DFM. Obviously, the increase in with
the direct method is extremely large, but this method also generates the most exact saliency values.
The results were made with a partial sorting size of 8192 elements. The larger number of exchanges
in the direct methods is due to the longer computation in the main thread, which allows the parallel
evaluation to compute more versions.
We visualized the increase of the used method of our DFM. In ﬁgure 8.2, the rendering times,
which are dependent of the size of the TreeCut, and the increase with activated DFM is shown. In
the ﬁrst graph, the Plain splatting is shown whereas the second contains the Phong splatting rendering
timings.
Finally, we compared the DSC-method with the LUTSC-approach. The results in table 8.1 in-
dicate that the LUTSC-method provides a higher performance. In the graphs shown in ﬁgure 8.3
visualize the higher performance of the LUTSC-approach.
All results indicate that the system is capable of manipulating an object online while retaining
interactive frame rates. The time until a stable conﬁguration is reached depends directly on the perfor-
mance of used TreeCut-evaluator strategy. In table 8.2, we list the distribution among the individual
operations that are performed by both TreeCut-based evaluation strategies.
The priority-based evaluation spends, on average, more than 50% of the complete calculation
time for sorting the input primitives. During this sorting by highest and lowest priorities, an insertionCHAPTER 8. FEEDBACK SYSTEM 137
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without feedback enabled.
Figure 8.2: Comparison between enabled and disabled DFM and the operations in the Feedback
System. The ﬁgures show the individual rendering times for Plain and Phong splatting over the com-
plete simulation. The difference between both saliency calculation methods is too small and therefore
omitted in this ﬁgure. The results were taken on test system 1.
into the partial-sorted list is required1. The more primitives are to be sorted, the more time will be
spent for insertion. In our prototype, we found a partial-sorting size of 8192 or 16384 primitives
to be ideal. In this case, approximately 50% of the time is spent for sorting. The extraction of the
necessary information greatly beneﬁts from modern GPUs. Despite the slower CPU on test system 2
(see ‘System Conﬁgurations’ on page 211), the transfer of the data is performed faster.
In case of the bucket-based evaluation, the data throughput is higher as the maximal count of
altered cut-nodes is not limited. This approach is also not restricted by the LCM-Sets and the accom-
panied transfers. We measured that almost 50% of the time is required for determining the bucket of
1In our prototype, we are using a heap-sort to create the sorted list.
Priority-based Evaluation
Partial-Sorting Size Extract Sort TC-Operations
1024 15.80%/7.30% 55.91%/70.50% 1.01%/1.81%
2048 15.83%/7.36% 55.86%/68.76% 1.36%/2.28%
4096 15.68%/6.98% 53.46%/65.63% 1.76%/2.73%
8192 14.76%/7.77% 50.06%/60.49% 2.14%/2.93%
16384 15.05%/8.02% 49.91%/58.32% 2.49%/3.33%
32768 16.47%/7.45% 48.76%/60.01% 2.63%/3.62%
Bucket-based Evaluation
Bucket Selection TC-Operations
53.72%/57.66% 9.89%/12.34%
Table 8.2: Impact of the operations performed in each evaluator. The Extraction shows the fraction
of time spent for acquiring the data from the rendering. The sorting that is performed requires most of
the time in the priority-based evaluation. The Bucket Selection is the bottleneck in the bucket-based
evaluation. The left values are taken from test system 1, while the right ones are from test system 2.138 CHAPTER 8. FEEDBACK SYSTEM
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(a) Plain splatting performance.
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Figure 8.3: Comparison of the DSC- and LUTSC-based DFM. The Direct-methods has a higher
computational demand than the lookup table approach. However, the saliency values do not need to
be mapped, which is necessary in the lookup table approach. These results were taken on test system
2.
(a) 1060k (b) 500k (c) 250k (d) 100k (e) 50k (f) 25k (g) 10k
Figure 8.4: A LOD-progression of the Stanford buddha. The selection of surfels is performed online
based on the acquired saliency values. Below each image, the used surfel number is shown. This
images were derived with the LUTSC-method
a cut-node. In both evaluation strategies is the application of the TreeCut-operations negligible.
The advantage of the Feedback System is that no predeﬁned LODs are required because they will
be deﬁned online using either a priority- or a bucket-approach. The extraction of the priorities is not
expensive, and the upload is performed fast. We achieve interactive frame rates on our test systems.
A LOD progression is shown in ﬁgure 8.4 where the Stanford buddha is reduced from full detail (1M
surfels) down to 25k surfels.
As stated before, the DSC has a slower performance, but offers the higher quality saliency values.
This is due to the fact that the object does not need to be mapped onto a predeﬁned position. In
ﬁgure 8.5 we included two pairs, to show the difference based on the saliency calculation methods.CHAPTER 8. FEEDBACK SYSTEM 139
(a) 60k with LUTSC (b) 60k with DSC (c) Difference Image
(d) 60k with LUTSC (e) 60k with DSC (f) Difference Image
Figure 8.5: Results achieved with the lookup table saliency calculation and the direct saliency
calculation-methods in the dynamic feedback method. The top row shows a nearly ideal case for
the LUTSC, while the bottom row is a worst case scenario, where a selection of two entries in the
lookup table is required. The Standford lion has been reduced down to 60k surfels in all cases. Be-
low the difference image, the used color ramp is shown. The values in each difference image are
normalized to the complete scale.
8.4.2 Visual Results
For this work, especially the achieved visual quality is important. Thesis 3 states that the visual quality
of the generated results when using the perception-inﬂuenced representation is higher in comparison
to plain reduction methods. We assume that a better preservation of the visual quality should be
detectable when applying both the Dynamic Data Structure and the perceptual evaluation.
Two user tests were conducted in which a series of images was shown in a short time span. The
time span is assumed to be important as preattentive features are processed in the HVS instanta-
neously. We assume that the longer the participant is allowed to view an object or image, the more
higher cognitive processes will inﬂuence a decision. A detailed test design and a complete listing of
the results is presented in appendix ‘Visual Testing’ on page 213. In the following, only the most
important ﬁndings are presented.
The participants were asked to select the more visually appealing version from a set of two alter-
native images. They were asked to rate these images with scores ranging from -2 to 2. Thereby, -2
indicates that the ﬁrst image shown was more appealing, and 2 indicating the opposite case. A value
of 0 indicates that either a difference was not visible or no difference was detected. Both are equal for
the rating because we presented indistinguishable images. 1 and -1 are tendencies towards an image.
The two images shown to a user consists of a highly detailed and a reduced version. The order of the
images was random and the time for decision making was logged along with the score.140 CHAPTER 8. FEEDBACK SYSTEM
(a) Low-detailed version (b) High-detailed version
Figure 8.6: A sample test image set presented during the user test. By test design, a participant had
only a short time span to select the more visually appealing image.
We displayed a set of images, which were generated with different perceptual evaluator strate-
gies attached to the Feedback System. We tested the three reduction methods (“Saliency” (SAL),
“Point-Size” (PS) and “Saliency Enhanced Point-Size” (SALPS)), which were presented in section
’Implementation’. Each of these methods uses the existing saliency values differently.
As we use a point-based representation of the objects, the SAL method is expected to be the worst
candidate for a reduction. This is due to the fact that point-sizes increase rapidly when the LOD
converges towards the root of the tree. The PS reduction method should perform better as a minimal
point-sizeisselectedforeachcut-node. Thisway, thecompleteobject’srepresentationisminimizedin
point-size. The best should be the SALPS reduction method because it additionally preserves details
in perceptual important regions. If a triangle-based representation is used instead, the ratings of the
SAL method should increase as well.
In ﬁgure 8.6, a sample of two comparison images are depicted. For display the Stanford dragon
and the Stanford lion were used. The latter includes also per-vertex color information. Thus, it also
provides saliency information in non-curvature regions. The dragon object has 1.279.481 leaf points,
and the lion is represented with 183.408 leaf points. The object and light positions were chosen
randomly during creation of the image set.
We have noted that the size of the objects could be reduced to approximately 10% of its original
size without introducing large artifacts. To verify this, a comparison regarding the compression in
surfel count for the different LODs had been conducted in a second test. In ﬁgure 8.7, a set of images
with the PS and the SALPS reduction method is shown. Additionally, the according original object
image and a difference image between the two reduced versions are depicted in ﬁgure 8.8. MoreCHAPTER 8. FEEDBACK SYSTEM 141
(a) PS reduction with maximal 40000 surfels. (b) SALPS reduction with maximal 40000 surfels.
Figure 8.7: Comparison of results generated by the PS and SALPS methods applied for reduction. In
image 8.7a, the PS-reduction method has been applied while the SALPS-reduction method has been
used to generate image 8.7b. In both images, the objects were reduced to the same number of surfels.
results are presented in the appendix C.
To identify false ratings made by participants, special images were added to the test sets. These
were expected to force the user to apply a special rating during the test. We added very bad looking
examples where the original object could not be recognized at all. Furthermore, some images were
included that did not contain any changes between the low- and the high-detailed LOD-version. In
the ﬁrst case, a higher rating score for the non-bad-looking version is expected while a rating score of
0 should appear in the second case. We used both special image types to identify wrong test results.
When such wrong test results were discovered, the complete results were removed before applying
the statistical tests.
We tested in total 30 participants in two tests. In the ﬁrst test series, the display time did not
Test Participants Type Signiﬁcant [Yes/No]
Score inﬂuenced by time 15 linear regression No
(p = 0:309,R2  0)
Saliency(SALPS + SAL)
better than PS
15 t-test Yes
(p = 0:04648)
SALPS better than SAL 15 Welch two sample t-test Yes
(p = 1:2e 06)
SALPS better than PS 13 t-test Yes
(p = 0:0003464)
SALPS / PS score ratio 13 linear regression Yes
(p = 0:000248)
Table 8.3: The results of the visual tests. Type indicates the used statistical test method. Signiﬁcant
states whether the results were signiﬁcant and includes the statistical values as well.142 CHAPTER 8. FEEDBACK SYSTEM
(a) Reference object drawn at full resolution
(1.3 M surfels)
(b) Difference between the two reduction
methods shown in ﬁgures 8.7a and 8.7b
Figure 8.8: Reference of the Stanford dragon and a difference image created based on two result
images generated with the Feedback System. The difference image is created with the results of the
PS and SALPS methods presented in ﬁgure 8.7.
signiﬁcantly predict the rating score (b = 0:0002, t(898) = 1:01, p = 0:309  0:002), and this predic-
tion was also not very good (adjusted R2 = 3:824e 05, F(1;898) = 1:034, p = 0:309). We assume
that these result may be due to a wrong time span used. However, we could not prove our initial
assumption regarding the time inﬂuence to the rating.
As indicated in the comparison of different reduction methods, the combined version (SALPS)
resulted in a signiﬁcantly higher score than the other methods. In an one-sample t-test, the SALPS
reduction methods received a signiﬁcantly higher score than the PS approach (t(179) =  1:689, p =
0:046480:047). Both saliency reduction methods performed signiﬁcantly better than the PS method
(t(387:418) =  4:7771, p = 1:2e 06  0:001). Because multiple tests were made using the same
data set, we applied a Bonferroni correction. The signiﬁcance value for the complete test has been set
to 0.05 while the sub-tests were subjected to 0.002 for the prediction of the score, 0.047 in case of the
comparison of SALPS reduction, and 0.001 in the other case.
A summary of results for all tests is listed in table 8.3. These results indicate that the saliency-
enhanced LOD techniques do preserve the visual quality of the presented object. The application of
the saliency methods lead to better visual results. When using a point-based rendering technique, a
point-size reduction method is recommended because otherwise irritating splats are introduced during
reduction. With other rendering techniques, the SAL reduction method is assumed to be sufﬁcient.
We only used static images, and thus we cannot simply extend our ﬁndings to the dynamic scenario.
However, as long as the DFM and the TreeCut evaluation strategies are processed fast enough, our
ﬁndings also apply.
In the next test, only the SALPS method was used for saliency-based reduction. The compression
in the number of surfels showed a signiﬁcantly higher score for the SALPS method as long as the
surfel count was above 60% of the version that was compressed with the PS-reduction. In compari-
son to the PS reduction, the SALPS method allows a further reduction of the number of primitives.CHAPTER 8. FEEDBACK SYSTEM 143
There is a linear relation between compression rate and the achieved score (b = 42:008, t(5) = 9:253,
p = 0:000248), and this prediction is very good as R2 = 0:9448 (F(1;5) = 85:62, p = 0:0002477).
This means that the participants were not able to distinguish between the objects even if the SALPS
representation had only 60% of the size of the geometrical reduced object. When the surfel count is
below 60%, artifacts will become evident, and the rating towards the SALPS method is no longer sig-
niﬁcant. A graph showing this dependency is shown in the appendix ‘Visual Testing’ on page 213. As
again multiple tests were applied a Bonferroni correction is applied. In this case, all tests are subjected
to a signiﬁcance of 0.016. This results in an overall signiﬁcance of 0.05 for the whole test.
8.5 Conclusion
The presented Feedback System improves the Model in our proposed framework by adding the ability
of self-optimization. In combination with the BSWDF, a perceptual evaluation of an object is enabled,
and reductions in primitive count applied to an object account for preattentive features.
To describe the Feedback System, a feedback loop is presented, which includes the TreeCut, the
TreeCut-evaluation, and the data extraction during rendering. All three parts inﬂuence each other and
generate a highly dynamic system. To increase the stability of the system, a threshold controls the
improvements applied by the TreeCut-evaluator. When the input data, e.g. the view of the object or
the LCMs, is altered and the newly generated priorities are above the threshold, the object is adapted
accordingly.
The saliency calculation of the current representation uses the BSWDF and the proposed lookup
table approach. The extraction of the features is performed by a shader-program during the vertex
shader-stage. We upload the LCMs as a texture. We use the transform feedback capabilities of modern
graphics cards to extract the results from the GPU back to the CPU. This DFM is only applied if
a change of the representation has occurred. The impact of this additional processing is low and
interactive frame rates are assured during optimization.
To extract the features during the DFM, either an on-the-ﬂy computation or a mapping of the input
primitives’ vertices to a sampled LCM is required. The latter utilizes the lookup table capabilities of
the BSWDF, which were presented in section ‘ Approach’ on page 113. Interpolation techniques of
the GPU allow us to enhance the quality of the conspicuities. We used a linear interpolation of a
LCM-Set and a nearest-neighbor interpolation to derive the lookup table entry. Other types are also
possible because the LCMs are stored as textures. The BSWDF is applied to the current representation
provided by the TreeCut. We have established a 1 to 1 mapping between priorities and cut-nodes, and
the evaluation strategy directly accesses these calculated priorities.
Additional processing is required to calculate the correct lookup table entry because the stored
LCMs have to be matched with the current representation. Therefore, a view is derived that matches
to original sampling position based on the view of the object. This view is calculated only if an upload
of new LCMs would be necessary. Only then the DFM is activated.144 CHAPTER 8. FEEDBACK SYSTEM
An evaluation regarding the performance of the complete Feedback System has been performed
showing that interactive frame rates are achieved while the object is extended with self-optimization
capabilities. The overhead introduced by the DFM, such as uploading LCM-Set or recalculation
of the lookup table entries, is small. Also, the ratio between exchange of new data and rendering
calls stays in a reasonable range. Furthermore, the overhead is not generated each frame. Once an
object has ﬁnished its adaptation to a scenario, only few re-computations are required to optimize the
representation to the new scene when assuming frame coherency. Solutions that account for reduction
of the LCM size or strategies for uploading the required data efﬁciently will further increase the
performance of the Feedback System.
The Feedback System has been validated within a user study where a selection of the more visually
appealing version had to be made by the participants. The images were presented in a predeﬁned,
short time span, and the users were not assigned a special task except for rating the visual quality.
We wanted to account only for preattentive features and avoid exhaustive searches in the images. We
tested, whether a user is able to make a distinction between low- and high-detailed LOD-versions
during this short time period.
The saliency enhanced reduction methods were rated with a higher score than other reduction
methods. Theachievedresultsarehighlysigniﬁcant. Inasecondtest, theresultsindicatethatsaliency-
enhanced objects are still favored over geometrical approaches even if the number of surfels is reduced
to 60% of the comparison object. However, these achieved results only hold for point-based rendering
and static objects. Both mesh-based approaches and dynamic scenarios have to be validated as well.
The latter, however, are not affected as long as the TreeCut evaluation strategies and the DFM are
processed fast enough.
The presented system can be enhanced by several means, and the performance is increased by
tuning the TreeCut evaluation strategies. As mentioned in the conclusion of the TreeCut (see ‘Conclu-
sion’ on page 97), a GPU-based implementation of the evaluation will increase overall performance.
Because of separation between rendering and evaluation, the multi-threading aspects can be en-
hanced even further by reducing the number of transfers. When the exchange between parallel threads
is avoided and waiting times are minimized, an increase of the performance is achieved.
The Feedback System and the TreeCut evaluations currently account only for a single object. If
a full scene with multiple self-optimizing objects is maintained, a different approach for evaluation
and data management may reduce overhead. Also, the selection of important nodes could be per-
formed among all objects. For example, this could be achieved with a global priority evaluation and a
propagation of the maximal priority values within each TreeCut representation.
The transfer of the data may be completely avoided when the entire Feedback System is executed
on the GPU. With the capabilities of shader model 5, both the compute shader and the tessellation
shader provide necessary attachment points for an implementation. When the GPU solely manages
the representation, all data transfer is performed in the local GPU memory, which results in a higher
performance.9. Perception-inﬂuenced Animation
The presented Feedback System is not limited to optimize a visual representation and can be applied
to animations as well. In this case, the perceptual information is utilized to identify regions where
detail of an animation object can be reduced without creating simulation or visual artifacts. However,
the Feedback System needs to be extended because an invoked change is no longer restricted to user
input. The simulation will change the representation over time and this additional inﬂuence needs to
be incorporated. We thereby deﬁne an animation as the continuous change of an object.
In this chapter we will enhance the presented Feedback System to be applicable to animations or
simulations, which are provided by an external library. We focus on a single type of animation: a
soft-body simulation. Soft-bodies are deformable objects with a restrained surface, i.e. their surface
structure is ﬁxed. A common example of a soft-body is a piece of cloth: it is ﬂexible, but the surface
is connected through its weaves. The physical properties of a soft-body can be located between
rigid-body objects – these are inelastic – and ﬂuids or gases. The latter type is commonly simulated
by point-based methods, and these have an O(N2) time complexity due to the missing topological
information. A soft-body based on a Mass-Spring System (MSS) has a time complexity of O(N +L)
with N being the number of nodes and L the number of connections between the nodes, i.e. links.
During a simulation, i.e. the application of physical laws, the inﬂuence of a node to all others needs
to be calculated, and thus every reduction will result in a speedup of the simulation.
In this scenario, we include motion and other animation features in the perceptual evaluation.
This information can be accessed via the nodes present in the simulation. This way, both surface
and animation features are covered by the BSWDF and a reduction in the number of nodes will
retain important ones for rendering as well as animation. With the perceptual information, we can
account for a human spectator to lower the occurrence of visual artifacts while the simulation remains
feasible, e.g. a human spectator would rate it valid. In this context, the individual LODs are referred
to as Simulation Levels Of Detail (SLODs) as the detail of the simulation is altered and not the visual
representation.
To allow combination of a simulation with the Feedback System, the simulation needs to be ex-
tended with the TreeCut-operations. Also, the application of the TreeCut-operations will be adapted,
so that a removal or insertion of nodes will not corrupt or invalidate the simulation. For this adapta-
tion, physical and geometric properties are used together when inserting new simulation nodes. These
are also utilized to resolve possible generation of artifacts. Thus, a fundamental understanding of
physical simulations and constraints solving is helpful, and the reader may be referred to introductory
books like [Par08; Mil10].
In the next section, the requirements for a incorporation of a simulation into our framework are
stated and discussed. Thereafter, a simulation library is selected, and the necessary adjustments ex-
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plained, so that the saliency information can be accounted for. In section ’Extraction of Animation
Features’, the features and the BSWDF are deﬁned for this special case. After presenting some notes
regarding the prototype’s implementation, an evaluation of the proposed system is given. The chapter
concludes with a summary of the achieved results and further research topics.
9.1 Requirements
As stated before, we aim to establish a combination of a soft-body simulation with the TreeCut along
with its evaluation algorithms. As in the Feedback System, the evaluation algorithm will select impor-
tant nodes for refine- and unimportant nodes for coarse-operations. A specialized BSWDF, which
includes animation-based features, will be used to derive the relative importance of single nodes.
To avoid unnecessary changes to the Feedback System’s design, some requirements are imposed.
In combination with an interoperability with the existing TreeCut and our framework, the following
list of requirements is derived:
 Mapping of TreeCut to the simulation structure
 Extraction of features
 Simulation as part of the Model
 Physics library for simulation
If these requirements are fulﬁlled, the Feedback System does not need to be changed. The Model is
still modiﬁed via the Controller using the data made available during the Feedback Stage. The visual
output is based on the surface data stored in the TreeCut, which can be altered by the simulation.
As the design of the Feedback Stage is independent of the data, the evaluation does not need to be
adapted. However, if a specialized and dynamic threshold for the evaluation would be applied, a more
ﬂexible adaptation of an object could be achieved.
The TreeCut offers several advantages, especially in the case of a soft-body simulation based on
a MSS. The simulation will be applied to the current representation of nodes, and the forces present
within the soft-body are computed in the as-is conﬁguration. When neighborhood information is
available, e.g. by links, the TreeCut-operations can be performed locally. For example, the refine-
operation stores incident links to the coarse-parent and distributes them among the inserted child
nodes. No search for these links is required because of the neighborhood information stored. The
links between the children can be created without global information as the TreeCut provides the
parent node during insertion of the children.
The TreeCut evaluation strategies operate on the current representation of the TreeCut. We there-
fore require a direct representation of the simulation nodes in the TreeCut. An evaluation is then able
to select simulation nodes for refine- or coarse-operations. The BSWDF needs to be extended for
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– provide important information and have to be accounted for. In our test scenario, we will only use
animation features, but a combination with others would also be possible.
To include a simulation in our framework, the physics calculation need to be incorporated in
the used MVC-design. As other objects may not be inﬂuenced by the physics calculation, a local
design is chosen, which performs these calculations as part of the Model. An alternative would be
a simulation during the Controller-stage as it issues the according updates to the structure. With
the Model-based update, the representation is solely managed by the TreeCut, and the simulation
operates on the available data. The Model is also extended with global physical properties, e.g. gravity.
However, the presented multi-threading approaches need to be adapted. To avoid complications in
form of race conditions because of the manipulation of data during simulation, both the TreeCut
evaluation and the physics calculation will be executed sequentially. In terms of the Update-Draw
loop, the simulation will be performed during an Update-step with an exclusive lock on the data.
Finally, we will use an physics library for the simulation. This not only shows the universal appli-
cability of our framework and Feedback System, but also removes the need to validate the correctness
of a self-created physical simulation. The physics library may also be more performant, and a paral-
lelization of internal processing steps is achieved without additional effort because it is managed by
the library itself.
9.1.1 Related Work
Some research in this area has been done, and some important approaches are presented. Mueller et
al. [Mue+04] separate the representation of a surface from the simulation. A set of so called phyxels
(physical elements) is used to deﬁne the object’s behavior while surfels based on a MLS-surface
generate the visible output. As this is a point-based approach, no connection between the phyxels is
established, and a nearest neighbor search has to be performed prior to each simulation step.
The “adaptively sampled particle ﬂuids” presented by Adams et al. [Ada+07] is a similar method
and provides a SLOD mechanism for point-based animation of ﬂuids. By collapsing nodes with low
movement and expanding nodes with high movement, more detail is relocated to important areas of
the simulation. The authors state that a change of the SLOD should only occur inside of a volume
to avoid problems regarding visibility. For display, a MLS-surface is deﬁned, which surrounds the
simulation entirely, and the surface is not reduced in size by the SLOD-operations. Again, a nearest
neighbor search is required to extract the topological information needed for both the surface and the
simulation.
To reduce the accuracy of a simulation during run-time, also multi-resolution representations can
beutilized. BeaudoinandKeyser[BK04]proposedareductionbyreplacingplantsimulationswithap-
proximations. These approximations are generated in a preprocess, and the individual parts of a plant
can be replaced using a recursive algorithm. To avoid artifacts, smooth transitions are incorporated as
well. This geometric approach is both a LOD and SLOD because the detail in the representation and
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We propose a similar approach to Beaudoin and Keyser and apply the reduction using a multi-
resolution representation. As opposed to the point-based methods, no data separation between the
surface and the simulation is required. We assume that the animation is enhanced if a TreeCut is used,
and its LOD-mechanisms are applicable to simulations. As the TreeCut is used, no discrete levels
need to be deﬁned in advance and only a multi-resolution representation is required. We also will use
a Software Development Kit (SDK) for physical calculations.
The derivation of a perception-based measure when reducing simulation detail has been covered
in various user tests and studies [Yeh+09; GDO08; OSu05]. The results of the different experiments
show that the precision of a physics simulation can be reduced without loosing plausibility. However,
in most of these studies, only the accuracy of the simulations has been reduced. With the help of our
proposed system, new studies could be performed, which also account for the removal of simulation
nodes.
In the following sections, we will select a SDK, which suits the presented requirements. After-
wards, we explain the extraction of animation features using the mapped TreeCut.
9.2 Simulation Library
Different design approaches exist to achieve soft-body behavior, which results from a set of nodes.
Usually a MSS or a Finite Element Method (FEM) is applied for simulation. As stated before, neigh-
borhood information between surfels increases the performance of the TreeCut-operations. In the
case of a MSS, these are given implicitly, but when using a FEM-based simulation, an additional
search structure would avoid exhaustive searches during run-time. This search capabilities can also
be part of the TreeCut multi-resolution representation (refer to section ‘Serialization of the TreeCut ’
on page 84).
FEM offers other beneﬁts, such as destruction, plasticity and melting. These could also be rep-
resented using a MSS. However, it will have a reduced performance because of the additional main-
tenance required. Destruction or cutting, for example, is achieved by removing nodes and link in-
formation from the active set of nodes. We will utilize the removal capabilities, among others, for
adaptation of the simulation to the TreeCut. On the one hand, by extending the static nature of the
links with a distance attenuation or ripping, a point-based simulation like behavior will emerge. On
the other hand, a restriction of the movement will result in a more rigid-body like appearance. Of
course, a representation of a rigid-body using a soft-body will not be efﬁcient.
We want to avoid designing and creating a physics library, and therefore need to select an ap-
propriate one. Ideally, not only soft-body, but also rigid-body simulations should be covered by the
library. For purely point-based approaches, some SDKs exists, but these are not included within our
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Name Vendor Description
nVidia PhysXTM nVidia Commercial library, GPU accelerated
Havok PhysicsTM Havok Commercial library, specialized on real-time collision and
rigid bodies
Bullet - Open source, collision, soft-body and rigid body dynamics
Open Dynamics Engine - Open source, rigid body and collision
Table 9.1: Comparison of suitable SDKs. Both commercial and free libraries are inspected, and a
selection is performed. We have chosen to use the Bullet physics engine as it is open source and offers
a soft-body simulation. Table derived from [Pal11].
9.2.1 Using a SDK
The list of SDKs supporting the simulation of soft-bodies is growing since the past years. Here,
the requirements outlined in section ’Requirements’ will be used to select one. The library has to
provide access to the internal structure, so that the TreeCut-operations are able to directly access the
simulation. Ideally, an iterative solver for the simulation is used, which allows to replace simulation
nodes without expensive recalculations. The simulation is not required to be physically exact, but
plausible. This allows to reduce the computational effort because errors are tolerated up to some
degree.
In table 9.1, a list of suitable SDKs is given. All listed SDKs are obtainable via an academic
license or are open source. In addition to the library name and the vendor, a short description of the
capabilities and features of each SDK is given.
Despite the wide distribution of the ﬁrst two commercial libraries, the Bullet SDK was chosen
because it provides a soft-body simulation and is open source under the zlib-license. This allows to
alter the internal source as long as the authors are cited and the license text is not removed.
The soft-body simulation has been added to the Bullet SDK in version 2.68 (we use version 2.79),
and it uses a MSS along with a Dynamic Bounding Volume Tree (DBVT) to detect collisions. Local
motion of nodes is calculated via the connected springs with an iterative solver, and the global motion
is applied to all nodes by adding a constant velocity.
The simulation data is extracted from a mesh-representation, and link information is acquired
from the edges. When generating a soft-body object, a patch and an optional set of node masses is
provided. In the Bullet physics library, a mass of zero encodes nodes, which are not inﬂuenced by any
force. These are excluded from the simulation. The springs are initialized with the given set of nodes
pairs, and the spring’s rest length is set to the distance between each pair. The stiffness of a spring
along with other related factors are set during initialization. These conﬁguration variables are deﬁned
in advance, but can be changed in a running simulation.
Once the soft-body has been initialized, both the mesh and the masses may be discarded as the
simulation will only operate on its internally stored data. For rendering, this data can be accessed,
which represents the current state of the simulation. This means that the forces have been applied and150 CHAPTER 9. PERCEPTION-INFLUENCED ANIMATION
positions and normals have been updated when the data is accessed. The normals are recalculated
using the face deﬁnition extracted from the initial patch description. If no such description is given,
this recalculation will be skipped.
We will now deﬁne some typical notions and objects, which are common in physical simulations
and the Bullet physics library. The world contains all available simulation objects and applies the
appropriate simulation model, e.g. a rigid-body simulation for non-deformable objects. An instance
of the world will be added to our framework, so that all simulation object can utilize this object.
The simulation of objects can be disabled and activated to accelerate collision detection or to avoid
physical evaluation of unseen objects. All attached objects are accessible for debugging or rendering,
e.g. by extracting the required data.
In the world, multiple data structures are utilized to detect collisions and to solve physical con-
straints. This includes a physical solver, which updates the object’s position in the scene and its
physical properties. A broadphase-algorithm accelerates searching for collisions, which occur due
to the movement of the objects while the collision configuration identiﬁes, which collisions
are to be handled and what collision resolving strategies are to be applied. The dispatcher calls
these resolving algorithms based on the involved objects. The world additionally provides access to
constants, which modify the behavior of the simulation. These include, for example, gravity, wind, or
densities of air and water.
The provided solvers work in an iterative manner, simulating a ﬁxed time step with an optional
maximal number of iterations. This method allows to adapt the numbers of iterations dynamically
that increases or decreases the accuracy of the results. The designer or the system has to decide,
whether a more accurate solution is required, or a faster, but rougher result is sufﬁcient. The time step
determines how much time is simulated within a simulation step. This value is a mandatory parameter
in the function call.
The collision configuration, the broadphase, as well as the dispatcher are all collision
relevant objects and form the main body of the Bullet library. Acceleration of collision detection
is achieved using a broadphase-algorithm, which identiﬁes and detects collision objects. The used
methods require less than the normal O(n2) complexity. The complexity of the naïve method is sim-
ilar to point-based simulation approaches where an object has to be checked against all other. Bullet
provides two build-in methods, which utilize search data structures and so reduce the time complex-
ity. The ﬁrst is a so called sweep and prune approach, which exploits temporal coherence in the
simulation. The stored information of each object is updated with only a few operations [Coh+95].
The second method is based on a dynamic AABB-tree, which is a specialization of a DBVT. Nodes
near the leaves can be updated without the need to propagate the results towards the root. This update
also includes swapping and removal. The reconstruction of the bounding volume is iterative and the
correct boundaries are approximated fast.
The library supports rigid-body simulation, e.g. objects that are not inﬂuenced by inner forces.
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to be accounted for. Bullet deﬁnes so called MotionStates that allow to provide position information
to an object. This way, own data structures can utilize the Bullet library to perform the physical sim-
ulation of simple objects. This simulation is enhanced with more complex interaction capabilities by
using the constraints, which are deﬁned between two objects. Bullet includes several constraint
types with varying degree of freedom.
It would be possible to construct a soft-body using rigid-bodies and constraints, but the Soft-
Body-class encodes the constraints directly within the class to avoid overhead. Yet, a special type
of world has to be generated, which performs soft-body simulation, because it is currently interpreted
as an extension to the existing Bullet library. As the SoftBody-class maintains a link structure for
evaluating forces, this method has a time complexity of O(N+L) where N is the number of nodes and
L is the number of links present in the current object. We will include the TreeCut into the simulation
in a similar fashion, and we extend the existing classes with the necessary features.
9.2.2 Combination with the TreeCut
To enable the TreeCut to provide the data for the simulation, two possible approaches exist. The ﬁrst
is an implementation of a MotionState, which provides the data from and to the SDK. Here the data
is accessed by the TreeCut directly. The second is to deﬁne a new data structure, which extends the
SoftBody-class.
It is possible to create a rigid-body for each cut-node. Between the cut-nodes, a constraint is
generated and maintained. A rigid-body simulation of the complete TreeCut is achieved by applying
the simulation to the current set of cut-nodes. These positions are propagated via the MotionStates.
As stated before, this solution does not lead to satisfying results as the modeling of the constraints
is complex. The overhead because of the great number of rigid-bodies also has a great impact on the
performance.
Thus, we adapt the SoftBody-class from the Bullet SDK, and include the TreeCut-operations
along with a dynamic link maintenance. This results in a dynamic LOD for simulations, a SLOD.
The ﬁxed structure of a soft-body suits well the multi-resolution representation because a swapping
of nodes within this structure is not permitted. This swap cannot occur as the nodes are connected to
each other. We have to assure some preliminaries before the simulation data structure can be managed
by the TreeCut evaluation strategies.
Each node needs access to the incident links, but in the base class, this information is not available.
As a selection for refine- and coarse-operation is local, e.g. no global information is gathered, only
the current node is known when applying the operation. To correctly and efﬁciently reconstruct the
link information, the incident links are stored. This avoids exhaustive searches among all links and
reduces the time complexity of both operations. Each operation must also retain the current forces
applied to the MSS, so that the next simulation step is not inﬂuenced by a removal or insertion of
nodes. To further reduce any inﬂuence, we propose the use of a smooth transition, i.e. a blending
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The TreeCut stores the surfels in the graphics card memory, and thus a mapping from this mem-
ory to the simulation is required. We assign each simulation node to a representative surfel when the
simulation object is created. This, however, restricts parallel processing capabilities. The simulation
cannot be performed during rendering because the surfel data is used in the simulation as well. This,
however, is accounted for in the statement of the requirements. In consequence, the simulation is
executed during an Update-step. As we directly change the surfels in the simulation, no transfer is
required. The evaluator, which triggers the TreeCut-operations, remains unchanged, but the appli-
cation of both refine- and coarse-operations is performed synchronized. No simulation may be
performed if the evaluation process is active because the TreeCut-operations need to modify the inner
structure of the simulation. Due to these restrictions, rendering and evaluation will be performed in
parallel while the simulation is performed exclusively.
9.2.3 Updating the Simulation Nodes
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Figure 9.1: Visualization of the face extraction
performed when recalculating the surface normal
after a simulation step. The links are extracted, and
neighboring nodes are used to create a face. This
step is repeated for all nodes.
To update the representation of the simulation
nodes, the iterative solver is called, and the
new position information is generated using the
current scene and world-conﬁguration. As the
surface representation may have been changed,
thesurfacenormalshavetobere-evaluated. This
is either done by emulating a face with the links
of the represented object or by applying a trans-
formation matrix, which represents the changes
applied in the last simulation step. Due to the
neighborhood information available via the inci-
dent links at each node, we choose to recalcu-
late the surface normals with the help of the ﬁrst
method. In ﬁgure 9.1, the selection of the neighboring links and face extraction required for the sur-
facenormal’srecalculationisshown. Toassurecorrectorientationoftheresultingnormal, theincident
links need to be selected always in the same order. The normal is then derived by a calculation of the
cross-product.
Special care has to be taken when replacing nodes in the simulation with the LOD-operations of
the TreeCut. Not only position information has to be propagated or updated, but also the incident
links and physical properties. The refine-operation deﬁned by the TreeCut replaces the current node
with its children. In the initial simulation, the links are distributed among the nodes, so each node is
connected with its nearest link neighbor. When replacing a node, the incident links need to be recre-
ated. We store the external nodes, and use a nearest neighbor search along with a minimal incident
link count. This minimal link count is necessary because two neighbors may have the same distance
and a link needs to be established to each of them. After creation, the children are connected to eachCHAPTER 9. PERCEPTION-INFLUENCED ANIMATION 153
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(a) Extract the links that are incident to the
parent node. Mark links for interpolation.
∆
1. links (internal)
2. position
3. mass + velocity
4. rest lengths
(b) Set the simulation parameters. In-
ternal links (between children) are
created. Masses, velocities, and rest
lengths are calculated. D denotes the
added displacement.
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(c) Reconnect external nodes using
the nearest neighbor in the neighbor
list. Mark links for interpolation.
Figure 9.2: The refine-operation and the steps required to assure correct insertion of simulation
nodes. In the ﬁrst step, the incident links are extracted. In the second, the physical properties are
propagated to the child nodes. In the third, the external links are distributed among the children and
interpolation is enabled.
other, so that a certain structure is created, e.g. a quad or a triangle. It is possible to introduce crossing
links, but they are not required in our scenario. After this operation, further refine-operations will
have the correct links available.
In a MSS, no forces exist between two simulation steps – between an iteration they do. The
simulation extracts the required information for physics calculations solely from the nodes properties,
e.g. previous position, mass, and link information, such as rest length and stiffness. When replacing
a node with its children, this information has to be updated accordingly to avoid the introduction
of artifacts. The positions of the children are recalculated by adding a displacement value. This
displacement is derived from the parent node’s position. The mass is equally spread among the child
nodes if not stored. The links need also to be changed regarding their constants and rest length. A
small example will explain this necessity:
Assume a simulation without any gravitational forces. In the initial set of simulation nodes, the
rest length is set to the distance between two nodes. Further assume, a node is replaced with its
children, and the rest lengths of the incident links are not updated accordingly. The forces of the
incident links will try to move the new child nodes away. The inner links – those among the children
– are then compressed and will oppose this force until a new equilibrium is established. The ﬁnal
positions of the nodes would not be equal to the positions deﬁned before the replacement.
Therefore, we need to assure correctness of rest lengths if replacing nodes. This is independent
of the TreeCut-operation applied. We store the initial positions of the nodes to avoid expensive com-
putations of equilibrium conﬁgurations during refine- or coarse-operations. The rest lengths for
the links are then given by the distance between the initial node positions. These are independent of
the current ones. However, the additional storage of positional data may not be appropriate, and an154 CHAPTER 9. PERCEPTION-INFLUENCED ANIMATION
(a) The current links to the node (blue)
will be marked for delete and are inter-
polated, due to the refine. The new
nodes (red) will be connected with the
neighboring nodes.
(b) The inﬂuence of the old links
(blue) is reduced during the interpo-
lation while the new links (red) gain
importance. Inner links are excluded
from blending.
(c) The simulation nodes after the
applied refine-operation. The old
nodes and links (marked blue) have
been removed and the new links are no
longer interpolated.
Figure 9.3: Application of the blending during the TreeCut-operations. It is performed to avoid
the generation of artifacts. From left to right, a refine-operation is performed while it shows the
equivalent to the operations performed by a coarse from right to left. In the captions, the refine-
operation is explained.
in-place calculation can lead to equally good results.
Despite the careful calculation and placement of refined or coarsened nodes, artifacts can
still occur as the new positions derived do not match the current equilibrium. We therefore apply a
blending between the current and the newly introduced state. The old and new links are marked for
interpolation, and the old links are removed once the interpolation has been completed.
In ﬁgure 9.2, the replacement of a node is depicted, visualizing the steps for refine-ing a sim-
ulation node. The mass is set to the sum of the child node masses and the position is extracted from
the barycenter of the child nodes. Other physical properties, such as velocity, are propagated as well.
In case of a coarse-operation, the steps remain the same, but instead of creating internal links, these
are removed after completion of the blending. Here again, the interpolation avoids introduction of
artifacts. In ﬁgure 9.3, this link operation and the blending is visualized.
When adding the displacement of the parent node to the children, the TreeCut’s Cut Criterion
may no longer be fulﬁlled1, or vice versa in the coarse-operation. A recovery of this criterion is
achieved by either moving the child nodes into the volume, which is deﬁned by the parent position
and surfel size, or by expanding the parent’s volume accordingly. This displacement may also be
wrong with respect to the simulation. With the help of a projection onto the plane deﬁned by the local
neighborhood (refer to ﬁgure 9.4), more accurate positions may be calculated, and the child nodes can
be repositioned accordingly. Note that the rest length is not altered by this operation as this is derived
from the initial positions of the nodes.
Due to the projection onto the surface, an approximation is performed, and thus accuracy is re-
duced when using low-detailed levels. In normal cases, a plain projection deﬁned by the 1-ring neigh-
borhood sufﬁces, but smoother mappings are achieved with the help of MLS or other geodesic pro-
jections. These, however, require more computations, and thus need longer time to evaluate the child
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nodes’ positions.
Figure 9.4: Projection of the child nodes onto
the local neighborhood plane. Different projection
methods can be applied, such as planar or MLS
projections.
To reduce space necessary for staring the ad-
ditional data, a compression of the positions us-
ing a delta displacement can be used. In the
implementation of QSplat, only 6-bytes are re-
quired to store a complete node of a tree, which
includes hierarchy information, color, positions,
and normals [RL00]. This representation could
be adapted and reduced for this special case.
After a refine- or coarse-operation has been applied, the newly introduced simulation links
are marked for interpolation. This is performed to increase visual quality and simulation stability.
After completion of the initial refine- and coarse-operations, the simulation structure is valid and
processing can continue. While the interpolation is active, a blending between new and old links is
performed. After the blending has completed, the old nodes and the associated incident links will
be removed. As only local nodes are interpolated, the overhead is reduced to a minimum, and in
combination with the feedback, an interactive LOD-system for soft-body simulations is achieved.
9.2.4 Integration into the Feedback System
Intermsoftheframeworkpresentedinchapter‘Conception’onpage67, theanimationisanadditional
component of the Model (see ﬁgure 9.5). The dynamic LOD-methods are implemented via the Tree-
Cut-SoftBody (TC-SB). After completion of a simulation step – possibly including multiple iterations
–, the data is forwarded to the Feedback Stage, and a selection of nodes can be performed. The SLOD-
reductions can be triggered by the Controller while the View extracts the current representation to
display the scene.
The Feedback Stage can handle both input streams, namely the View and the data from the Model,
without any adaptations. This allows to use both visual and animation features during saliency com-
putations. This is important because in the current scenario time inﬂuences the representation of the
Model, and saliency values will change without a user interaction. The simulation will modify the
representation according to the physical properties assigned to the TreeCut-SoftBody.
Both processes, the simulation and the change of LOD, require partial or full exclusive lock with
respect to the simulation data. Moving regions of exclusive lock allows to overlap these processes.
Similar to normal rendering, the processing will also become more efﬁcient when a pipelined compu-
tation is performed reusing once calculated data along with SIMD-operations. In the current imple-
mentation, rendering and LOD-modiﬁcations are performed in parallel while the simulation stalls the
others. The implementation of SIMD-operations, however, is left to the physics library and has not
been included in our prototype.
A single simulation step (shown in ﬁgure 9.6) computes the internal forces of the links and dis-
places the nodes. The link connection between the nodes restrains the motion and introduces a force156 CHAPTER 9. PERCEPTION-INFLUENCED ANIMATION
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Figure 9.5: The redeﬁned animation saliency framework with the new component in the Model. The
data is altered by the animation and forwarded to the regular processing steps of the framework. The
lines indicate the process loop performed in the system. The TreeCut-SoftBody is the combination of
a soft-body object in the Bullet library with the TreeCut.
to hold them back. Both motion and forces are evaluated over multiple iterations, which splits the
movement into several parts. The introduced force are reduced during these iterations. The more
iterations are used, the less errors are generated, e.g. overshooting the correct ﬁnal position. The mul-
tiple iterations help to reach a stable conﬁguration, i.e. an equilibrium of forces, faster with the cost
of increased computation. After completion of these iterations, the positions are ﬁxed, the forces are
cleared, and internal bounding volumes and node properties are recalculated.
The recalculation of the surface features, e.g. the surface normal, can be performed in parallel as
the input data is static once the simulation step has been completed. In the Bullet SDK, a method for
the recalculation of surface normals is called after the main simulation has ﬁnished. By altering this
method, the animation features used by the BSWDF are extracted and stored in the surfel structure.
This is required because the evaluators access the surfels and not the simulation nodes for evaluating
~ n
apply forces apply constraints recalculate
Iterate
Figure 9.6: The animation loop performed by the SDK simulation including the recalculation of the
data. The last step is required for the saliency extraction as this data is needed for the BSWDF.CHAPTER 9. PERCEPTION-INFLUENCED ANIMATION 157
the priorities via the BSWDF.
During drawing, the representation is adapted, and the simulation is started over. As by design
boththeTreeCut andthesimulationoperateonthesamedata, thevisualrepresentationissynchronized
with the animation.
9.3 Calculating the Saliency Values
When simulating a soft-body, animation features are accounted for by extracting local and global
information generated during the iterative simulation. As stated before, these features will be stored
in the surfel structure, which can be accessed by the BSWDF during evaluation.
The result is a priority value that reﬂects the relative importance of a surfel with respect to all other
processed surfels. Depending on this priority, the TreeCut evaluators are applied and a perception-
inﬂuenced reduction in simulation detail is performed. If this selection and replacement is applied
correctly, the simulation does not introduce any artifacts while the total number of simulation nodes
is decreased. This increases the performance of the physics calculation as a linear dependency exists
on the number of nodes in a soft-body simulation when using a MSS.
Therefore, itisnecessarytoidentifytheappropriatefeatures, whichrepresentthevisualsalienceof
an animation. Following this deﬁnition, a specialized BSWDF is presented that utilizes these features
to compute a single priority value.
9.3.1 Selection of Animation Features
In our case, local and global motion are properties that are directly available in the simulation. These
features provide necessary information about the type of modiﬁcation that has been applied to the
object. At least one of these motion types needs to be accounted for if an animation is used. For
a deﬁnition of the local and global motion, refer to section ‘Mapping of 2d Features’ on page 100.
As usual with any feature in saliency calculation, they do not have a dimension, and only absolute
values are required. This is because a weighting of the individual features is performed, and after a
normalization, multiple features are combined to result in the conspicuities.
The local motion is the relative motion of a node in respect to its previous position, i.e. its velocity.
If the simulation moves a single node more than others, this node will have a large value. This matches
the detection of motion in the HVS because different moving object catches one’s attention. In this
situation, a refine-operation applied to that node will increase the accuracy of simulation and the
detail of the representation. The overall visual quality will increase because the surface changes in that
region are reﬂected more accurately. In regions where no such explicit node is found, all nodes either
move in the same direction, or do not move at all. In this case, a coarse-operation will not introduce
artifacts in the simulation. A speedup in computation is gained due to the removal of unimportant
nodes. A center-surround operation needs to relate the values of a single node to the neighborhood.
The result needs to reﬂect that motions with different direction are also important.158 CHAPTER 9. PERCEPTION-INFLUENCED ANIMATION
The global motion increases the overall saliency as movable objects are important for the HVS.
However, this increase simultaneously limits the ability of focusing on an object. Therefore, the
maximal saliency value is clamped to an upper bound that is deﬁned by the velocity of an object (as
expressed in spatiotemporal CSFs).
Despite the importance of normal visual salience features, such as color-differences or luminance-
differences, the curvature and the silhouette are especially interesting. When the surface of an object
is changing, the curvature and the silhouette are altered as well. An initially important region may
become unimportant during the simulation as, for example, the surface is ﬂattened. For the same
reason, areas of interest may appear and need to be accounted for.
The local motion feature is strongly connected to the generation or removal of curvature values
because it indicates where a surface has changed. However, a separated representation is needed be-
cause the local motion accounts only for temporal changes. To clarify this, we will give the following
example of a cloth that is falling over an object. While it is falling, the local motion correctly accounts
for important regions. When the cloth ﬁts itself to the underlying surface, this motion decays. But, the
silhouette and curvature are still present. These visual properties contain useful information, which
should be included by the BSWDF. Because these are visual properties, the TreeCut, and not the
simulation, needs to provide the necessary data. Obviously, the lookup table approach (presented in
‘Lookup The Data’ on page 117) is not applicable in this case, and an online recalculation is required.
We focus on the compatibility of the new system to our existing framework. Therefore, we omit
any visual features and account only for the animation ones. Thus, the following deﬁnition is solely
based on the simulation data, but an extension with visual features is still possible.
9.3.2 Animation BSWDF
The BSWDF operates on both local and global motion features. As stated in the deﬁnition of the
BSWDF (refer to ‘The BSWDF’ on page 101), global and local features are separated because the
global features inﬂuence the local ones. Their individual sums are combined to result in the animation
saliency. In this special case, only two features are included. Thus, the following, reduced deﬁnition
of the animation BSWDF is derived:
BSWDF(wC;wL;dC;~ x) = Illu(wL;~ x)Animation Features(wC;dC;~ x) (9.1)
with wL being the light, wC the camera in spherical coordinates, and dC the distance to the camera.
We deﬁne the Animation Features as
Animation Features(wC;dC;~ x) = Global Motion(wC;dC)
Local Motion(wC;dC;~ x) (9.2)
The position ~ x is the current surfel’s position assigned to a simulation node, which has been
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evaluates to the result of the Animation Features. Like in the BSWDF deﬁnition, 
 is the operator
that limits the local features based on the global properties of an object.
The BSWDF is computed after the ﬁnal stage of the animation loop, i.e. the recalculation of the
surface properties. Then, the most current representation of the simulation nodes is available, and the
BSWDF can evaluate the most current saliency values. The cut evaluation is performed in parallel
to rendering, which invokes the refine- and coarse-operations on the TreeCut-SoftBody. This is
possible because the rendering of a TreeCut uses an index-list for rendering, and the operators only
modify a copy of this index-list.
If the rendering algorithm additionally provides visual salience features, these can also be ac-
counted for by the BSWDF. Both the animation features and the visual features are present during
computation. For example, the proposed GPU-method (refer to section ‘Calculation on the GPU’
on page 110) could provide the necessary priority values for each surfel. The Feedback System then
accounts for both visual and animation features simultaneously and adapts the soft-body accordingly.
9.4 Implementation of the Animation
The simulation of the soft-body is strongly connected to the TreeCut Dynamic Data Structure. As
rendering is not manipulated or altered by any means, a mapping between cut-nodes and simulation
nodes is required. This mapping also includes access of the surfel data, which is managed by the
TreeCut. Furthermore, an identiﬁcation of a simulation node using a cut-node is necessary to keep
both data structures synchronized. Only a cut-node is used as parameter when the Controller issues a
refine- or coarse-operation.
We closely followed the design of the Bullet SDK to avoid having to make changes to the physics
library as it could change with the next version, and extended it with the necessary functionality. A
clone of SoftBody-class is created and included in our framework, the TreeCut-SoftBody. In the
following, the necessary extensions will be presented allowing our TreeCut-SoftBody to simulate a
soft-body using the TreeCut data. This performs a dynamic SLOD, which is controlled by our frame-
work. The transition is made in four steps, which represent the individual stages within the generation
or simulation of a TreeCut-SoftBody:
 Mapping and extension of simulation nodes
 Generation based on an existing TreeCut
 Application of the dynamic methods
 Recalculation of animation features
9.4.1 Adaptation of the Simulation Nodes
The SoftBody-class creates an internal structure for the simulation nodes. This includes, besides
position information, properties like force, velocity, and mass. We want to avoid ﬁlling the graphics160 CHAPTER 9. PERCEPTION-INFLUENCED ANIMATION
card with unnecessary information, so this data remains separated from the rendering. Yet, this results
in the need to identify surfels in the TreeCut not only via a cut-node, but also via a simulation node.
We utilize a hash map to connect a surfel with a node, which enables a lookup of the assigned node
if a TreeCut-operation is triggered. A simulation node stores the index of its assigned surfel to allow
modiﬁcation of the surfel position. When replacing, deleting, or moving a node in memory, this
information must be updated.
During a TreeCut-operation and recalculation of surface properties, local connection information
is helpful to avoid exhaustive searches. We therefore use an incidence list, which stores all links
that are connected to the current node. In the MSS, this is not required because all links need to be
processed sequentially, and an individual lookup is not necessary. For the dynamic LOD, however,
this accelerates recalculation as the local links are directly available.
During a replacement or a simulation step, the position information has to be accessed. We there-
fore map the TreeCut surfel buffer to the nodes, so the simulation directly operates on the surfels. This
way, a copy of the positions for each node is avoided, but then the rendering may not be performed
during a simulation step. Additional physics properties, such as previous position, mass, etc., are still
stored in the internal node structure.
To reconstruct the correct rest length of a link, we store the initial positions of the TreeCut’s
surfels. This increases the memory requirement of the simulation, but the rest lengths are exact,
and this avoids costly calculations. Other methods may overcome this limitation and circumvent the
storage of the initial positions.
Based on this enhanced node structure, the TreeCut-SoftBody is generated, and the dynamic meth-
ods can access the needed data. The dynamic methods are executable with only local information,
e.g. a simulation node. Additionally, the necessary information for the dynamic methods is assigned
to the TreeCut-SoftBody.
9.4.2 Generating a Simulation Using the TreeCut Data Structure
In the Bullet SDK, a soft-body object is generated with the help of an initial patch or object from
which the required information is extracted. This method is adapted to a TreeCut, and the connections
between the simulation and the rendering data are established.
When initializing the TreeCut-SoftBody, the TreeCut is iterated, and for each cut-node, a local
simulation node is created, which is thereafter used by the iterative solver of the TreeCut-SoftBody. If
masses are available, these are stored as the inverse for further calculations in each simulation node.
Otherwise, a ﬁxed, predeﬁned mass is used. As in the SoftBody class, a DBVT is generated and
maintained. When creating the local node, the mapping between surfel index and simulation node
index is stored in the hash map.
For the generation of the incidence list and the global link list in the TreeCut-SoftBody object, a
nearest neighbor search can be performed. This step would be required only during the initialization.
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way, only necessary links are generated. Also, a face deﬁnition can be extracted as well if wanted. To
extract point-sizes of the surfels, one can choose to select the longest incident link or to create a NNG.
The latter method is far from being efﬁcient, and if a mesh or patch is available during the generation
of the soft-body, its edges should be used instead.
After initialization, the simulation of a TreeCut-SoftBody can be performed. The links provide
the necessary surface connections, and collisions are handled correctly due to the DBVT structure.
Additionally, environmental effects, e.g. wind, can be applied, too. However, to simulate volumetric
objects, which are covered by the TreeCut as well, some more details have to be accounted for.
Notes on Volume Preservation
Vi
r
Figure 9.7: Volume preservation for
point-based representations. The vol-
ume is approximated with a cone from
the barycenter of the object to each sur-
fel. The base radius is deﬁned by the
point-size r.
If a volume is given, the link structure does not guarantee
compression effects to be resolved correctly because only
the surface structure is restrained by the links. For exam-
ple, whengravityisapplied, thelinksarenotabletorestrict
the motion of nodes, and the object will start to collapse.
More formal, the volume will be compressed or destroyed,
which may not be the desired behavior.
Basically, two options exist to circumvent this com-
pression of the volume. Both try to preserve the volume
of the provided object and apply the forces accordingly.
These forces arise due to compression or expansion of the
object when performing a simulation step.
The ﬁrst method creates links to retain the inner struc-
ture of a soft-body. These links prohibit a collapse of the
shape, but a large number of links is necessary. The links
need to be generated especially to keep the shape, and thus
more calculations are performed. In case of a convex ob-
ject one may achieve this by inserting a simulation node
in the barycenter of the soft-body creating links from the center to all surfels. With these links, the
volume can be controlled in its behavior, e.g. to create a soft or hard volume preservation. As the
shape is convex, no crossing links are introduced. If a more complex object is used, this method fails.
We therefore propose a different, more universal approach.
The second method is to create a force in direction of the surface normal of each node when a
change to the volume of the object occurs. The greater the compression or expansion of an object,
the greater the displacement force. The change in volume is signed, and thus an expansion leads to a
force that shrinks the volume, vice versa for the compression.
In the Bullet physics library, the volume of a soft-body is approximated by summation of tetrahe-
dra volumes. Each tetrahedron has its base at an distinct origin node in the set of all simulation nodes.162 CHAPTER 9. PERCEPTION-INFLUENCED ANIMATION
Then, with all faces that describe the surface of the soft-body, the tetrahedra are generated, and their
volume is calculated using the formula:
V(x; fv1; fv2; fv3) =
j(fv1  x)((fv2  x)(fv3  x))j
6
(9.3)
where fvi denote the individual vertices of a face extracted from the initial patch or mesh descrip-
tion. x denotes the base vertex.
This is not applicable to the TreeCut-SoftBody data structure as in the TreeCut representation faces
do not have to exist. Instead, another solution is proposed using only properties available from the
surfels.
The volume is approximated by cones instead of tetrahedra because these can be deﬁned using
the available surfels. As in the Bullet SDK, a base surfel is selected, and each node provides the end
position and the radius of the assigned surfel. This is shown in ﬁgure 9.7. The radius is extracted from
the surfel using the parent’s boundaries, i.e. the point-size. The cone volume is calculated using the
surfel’s position ps, its radius rs, and a center point pc as follows:
V(ps;rs;pc) =
1
3
pr2
skps  pck (9.4)
By summing up all cone volumes, the object’s complete volume is approximated, and it can be
compared with the volume calculated in the previous simulation step. If an object is compressed,
i.e. the volume gets smaller, the surfels are extruded along the surface normal. If the volume expands,
the nodes are drawn back into the original volume. Note that only the volume and not the shape is
retained by this method.
The most accurate results regarding the volume calculation are achieved when the barycenter of
the object is used. As only a comparison with the previous volume is performed, a randomly chosen
surfel sufﬁces as tip of the cone, like in the original SoftBody class.
9.4.3 refine- and coarse-Operations
The SoftBody-class allows cutting of nodes within the simulation. This operations removes all in-
cident links from the selected set of nodes. This operation is similar to a coarse-operation, but the
complete removal of the nodes is not desired. Furthermore, this operation iterates all existing links to
ﬁnd incident ones. We enhance this method and also allow insertion of nodes into the simulation data
structure. This way, both refine- and coarse-operations are implemented in the TreeCut-SoftBody
object.
The links must be redistributed to recreate the original structure of the surface. Thus, the incident
links to or, more precisely, the neighbors of a node are stored and reconnected after an operation has
been completed. Otherwise, the topology of the object would be altered, and the simulation would be
different as it would be inﬂuenced by this change.CHAPTER 9. PERCEPTION-INFLUENCED ANIMATION 163
Starting the TreeCut-Operations
In the following, w.l.o.g. a refine-operation is assumed to be performed. As stated in section ’Up-
dating the Simulation Nodes’, the incident links and the node properties are propagated towards the
children. Therefore, the following steps need to be conducted:
1. Store incident links
2. Propagate properties
3. Create incident links
4. Mark for interpolation
When refine-ing a node, the incident links are marked for interpolation, and adjacent nodes are
extracted. These are stored for later use because they are required for reconnection when the children
have been inserted. We store the nodes instead of the links as the new incident links are created using
these nodes, and no further extraction is then required. The nodes are also needed to assign the correct
properties to the newly introduced links.
The physical properties of the parent node are acquired and propagated accordingly. The mass is
divided by the number of children present while the velocity is not scaled. This is the case because
the applied force to a node is evaluated with the formula F = ma. A division of the velocity would
result in a different force as the acceleration is computed using the current velocity. Afterwards the
child nodes are added to the set of simulation nodes, but their bounding volumes are not included until
the parent node has been removed, which will done when the blending is completed.
The position information, i.e. the previous and the current position, of the parent node is handled
in a special way. A displacement of a children node relative to its parent is calculated based on the
initial positions. This displacement is then applied to both positions and is stored in the node. An
approximation is performed due to the ﬁxed positioning, and more elaborated methods might give
more exact results. The presented projection method should increase the quality of the computed
positions. It is also possible to place the child nodes in a way that no forces are applied to the MSS.
After propagation, the adjacent nodes are connected with the new nodes. A local nearest neighbor
search is performed among adjacent nodes, but this time a brute force method is used. As the number
of children is known, we use a ﬁxed distribution to create links between them. The adjacent nodes are
connected in a ﬁrst-come ﬁrst-serve order. The created links are added to the incident link lists of both
nodes and are marked for interpolation. As in the initialization of the simulation, we do not create
crossing links between the individual children. The rest length of the new links is, again, extracted
from the initial positions stored during generation. Note that in our prototype, the maximal number of
children is set to four, and no crossing links are generated between them. However, if a larger number
is given, a more universal approach may be required.164 CHAPTER 9. PERCEPTION-INFLUENCED ANIMATION
Ending the TreeCut-Operation
After completion of the interpolation, the old nodes and links are removed from the TreeCut-SoftBody.
To safely remove the links, their internal order may not be altered. Otherwise, a recalculation will lead
to different positions of the nodes. This is due to the fact that the links are evaluated sequentially and
changing their order affects node positioning. After several iterations, a stable conﬁguration would
be obtained again. However, during this period artifacts will be introduced, and therefore we state the
following steps to end a TreeCut-operation:
1. Finalize physical properties of the new nodes (e.g. insert collision shapes)
2. Delete old links in sequential order
3. Delete old nodes
The physical properties of the newly introduced nodes are updated or ﬁnalized. In our case, the
collision shapes are updated and inserted into the DBVT. This step is done after the old simulations
nodes have been removed from the DBVT. Also, the incident links of the newly introduced nodes are
no longer being interpolated.
Before the old nodes are removed, their incident links are used to extract the affected links that
are to be deleted. As stated before, the order in the set of all links must be retained. Therefore,
a linear traversal is required. This increases the theoretical time complexity of the end algorithms
from O(1) to O(L) where L is the number of links. This has no large impact as it is possible to use
a lazy deletion strategy to reduce this complexity. As the links are processed when calculating the
forces, the links that were marked for deletion can be identiﬁed, removed, and skipped. This does not
introduce additional costs. Finally, the simulation nodes that are no longer required by the simulation
are removed. As the nodes are order independent, a deletion can be executed in O(1).
9.4.4 Extraction of Animation Features
The recalculation of surface properties and the animation features is performed after a simulation step
is completed. In this phase, the nodes are ﬁxed and the complete bounding volume has been updated.
The recalculation is done as described in section ’Updating the Simulation Nodes’. This step can be
accelerated by parallelization because neither the evaluation nor the physics engine require access to
the data.
To recalculate the surface normal, a plane based on the local neighborhood is created. This neigh-
borhood is implicitly given by the list of incident links. Once the neighbors are available, a surface
normal is recalculated by computing the cross product of the vectors between the source node and the
nodes in the neighborhood. The resulting vectors are summed, normalized, and stored.
During the extraction of the surface plane, local information from all nodes is available. This is
used to extract the relative motion of a source node, i.e. its velocity, is extracted. The global motion isCHAPTER 9. PERCEPTION-INFLUENCED ANIMATION 165
derived by summing up all local motions. As stated in section ’Calculating the Saliency Values’, only
absolute and dimensionless values need to be stored.
All recalculated data is stored in the surfels of the TreeCut. This assures that the BSWDF has
access to this information when determining the priority of a cut-node. If no further information for
a BSWDF is required, an in-place computation of the saliency values may accelerate evaluation and
reduce the memory footprint of the surfel buffer.
In the normal case, the visual and animation features are provided to the rendering method. Based
on the available data, the BSWDF is applied, and the priorities of the rendered cut-nodes are extracted.
For this reason, a storage in the surfel attributes is required. Otherwise, no access to the animation
features would be possible. If no animation is applied or no animation-speciﬁc data is available,
the animation features are set to zero. Therefore, the BSWDF evaluation is fully independent of the
Model.
9.5 Performance of the Proposed System
We have implemented a prototype of the proposed TreeCut-SoftBody in C++ and included it in the
existing framework. For adaptation of the representation, the priority-based TreeCut evaluation strat-
egy is utilized. In the following, we will present some performance results that have been achieved
using the proposed animation system. We will focus on the performance of the individual TreeCut-
operations that have been mapped.
A cloth object is generated using a regular grid, and with this the required LOD hierarchy is
generated. The internal nodes, which are extracted from the TreeCut representation, have a mass of
1 in the initial conﬁguration. The corners are ﬁxed in the simulation, i.e. their mass is set to zero,
to create a swinging net. In the presented tests, only a gravitational inﬂuence on a TreeCut-SoftBody
object is simulated. All presented tests were performed on test system 1, its conﬁguration is shown in
appendix ‘System Conﬁgurations’ on page 211.
In the ﬁrst test, we measured the performance of the dynamic SLOD-methods. This test is im-
portant because the time required for simulation step is meant to be reduced in comparison to the
SoftBody object in the Bullet library or the original version, i.e. whose detail has not been altered. In
table 9.2 the manipulation of a single node is presented, and these results are averaged over multiple
applications of the TreeCut-SoftBody-operations.
The results of both TreeCut-operations show that the overall performance of the operations is
high. An interpolation is performed that blends between the affected nodes and requires a cleanup
after ﬁnishing. Therefore, the according end-operations are included, too. Each entry in the table
contains the fraction of the complete processing time along with its measured times. As expected, the
removaloftheincidentlinksafterﬁnishingtheinterpolationisconstant. Thisdependencyisvisualized
in ﬁgure 9.8 with the refine-operation. The same ﬁndings apply in case of a coarse-operation.
In the second test, the simulation time with respect to the number of simulation nodes and links is166 CHAPTER 9. PERCEPTION-INFLUENCED ANIMATION
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Figure 9.8: The measured times of the refine and end-refine-operations applied by the TreeCut-
SoftBody. A linear ﬁt is shown that uses all samples generated by an operation.
Operation N L Node-Ops [ms] Link-Ops [ms] Complete [ms]
refine 4888 10419 0.0164 (91.14%) 0.0016 (8.94%) 0.0180
end-refine 4889 10794 0.0017 (94.39%) 0.0001 (5.53%) 0.0018
coarse 4966 10615 0.0319 (97.61%) 0.0007 (2.39%) 0.0327
end-coarse 4938 10917 0.0025 (99.20%) 0.000 (0.79%) 0.0025
Table 9.2: Different timing results when applying the TreeCut-operations to the TreeCut-SoftBody. N
denotes the average number of nodes present while L is the average number of links. The Node-Ops
are all operations that affect a node of the simulation while Link-Ops modify its links.
evaluated. Therefore, a test set is deﬁned consisting of multiple nets with varying number of nodes,
which ranges from 400 to 10000. In the NoReduction case, the plain simulation is performed without
any interaction of the TreeCut-operations. In the other cases, a reduction is applied with varying
compression factors, i.e. 90%, 75%, 50% and 30%. A simulation is considered completed after a
ﬁxed iteration count – we used 1000 iterations. During each test, no collisions are performed. All
methods are independent of their compression rate and start with the same initial number of nodes.
For all tested objects, the recalculation of the surface normal is excluded from the results.
Table 9.3 shows the averaged timing results over a test set while table 9.4 contains the distribution
of the processing among the individual operations performed. The result indicate that a reduction in
the number of simulation nodes is worth the additional computations. The SLOD-reduction acceler-
ates the simulation. As it was shown in the previous test, the application of the TreeCut-operations
does not have a large performance impact. Thus, the overhead generated due to the evaluation is amor-
tized. During a single simulation step in the Bullet library, a “default single step” (DSS) is called for
all objects. This is followed by the constraint solving (CONST), and a call to feature recalculation and
interpolation (R+I). This interpolation, however, contributes to the overall process only if a refine-
or coarse-operation has been applied.CHAPTER 9. PERCEPTION-INFLUENCED ANIMATION 167
Method Reduction N L I Total [ms]
Bullet SoftBody - 4266 8413 0 11.09
TreeCut-SoftBody NoReduction 4266 8647 0 10.08
90% 3901 8004 22.0 9.62
75% 3324 6931 30.5 8.40
50% 2492 5472 40.6 6.32
30% 1911 4220 25.16 4.80
Table 9.3: Timing results with and without the feedback loop using varying node counts. The Reduc-
tion is the factor how far the simulation is being reduced. N denotes the node count, L the number of
links present and I the number of interpolations. All results are averaged over a complete test set.
Reduction To DSS [ms] CONST [ms] R+I [ms]
NoReduction 4.995 (49.54%) 4.929 (48.89%) 0.156 (1.54%)
90% 4.737 (49.21%) 4.662 (48.43%) 0.225 (2.34%)
75% 4.083 (48.59%) 4.084 (48.60%) 0.235 (2.79%)
50% 2.922 (46.19%) 3.170 (50.10%) 0.233 (3.68%)
30% 2.226 (46.33%) 2.422 (50.39% 0.156 (3.26%)
Table 9.4: The average processing times of the individual steps performed during a simulation step
of the TreeCut-SoftBody. In addition, the fractions of each process is given.
The TreeCut-SoftBody decreases the number of simulation nodes of the object and increases sim-
ulation performance. In the averaged results, which were extracted after completing a test set, a
reduction in processing time to approximately 47.76% is achieved in the best case (reduction to 30%).
In this case, on average 25 additional interpolations are performed each simulation step. The de-
fault SoftBody, however, is not faster. Additionally, it is not possible to alter the detail using the
SoftBody. The only option would be the re-initialization with the new conﬁguration, which would
not be efﬁcient at all.
The impact to the simulation, which includes the feedback and the interpolation, is rather low. In
ﬁgure 9.9, the results with dependency of the node count are visualized. As expected, a linear time
complexity is achieved, and with the reduction in node count, a faster processing is possible.
In ﬁgure 9.10, some visual results achieved with the TreeCut-SoftBody are shown. In this ﬁgure,
a comparison with the Bullet SoftBody is performed, and a ﬁxed time step is used to generate the
results. For reconstruction of the surface, we did not use the TreeCut splatting methods, but an extrac-
tion of faces using the incident links of each node. After several iterations, some artifacts may occur,
which corrupt the boundaries of the cloth (see ﬁgure 9.10h). In each row, the images are taken after
zero, 45, 90, and 180 simulation steps using a default view above the object.
In the shown images, we only used the local motion features for BSWDF evaluation as the global
motion is zero in this scenario – it is a ﬁxed object. We prevent application of a coarse-operation at
the boundary nodes, i.e. those at the edges of the cloth. For this reason, the edges may not be reduced
in size, and artifacts due to wrong reduction are avoided in these regions. The results show that the168 CHAPTER 9. PERCEPTION-INFLUENCED ANIMATION
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Figure 9.9: The performance of the simulation in dependency of the node count used. A comparison
between the SoftBody and the TreeCut-SoftBody is performed. Despite the additional calculations,
the TreeCut-SoftBody is faster. The results are taken from a test set.
reduction preserves the inner detail of the object. The newly introduced links and nodes only generate
small errors. Especially in the fast moving center region, most detail is present because almost no
coarse-operations have been applied there. This fast moving region has been correctly identiﬁed by
the BSWDF. In ﬁgures 9.11a and 9.11b, are more detailed view of the distribution of links can be
seen.
9.6 Conclusion
The presented system extends our proposed Feedback System and simulates a soft-body object. A
SLOD-reduction is applied based on visual salience, and for calculation, speciﬁc features for anima-
tion are also included. With the proposed animation system, the number of simulation nodes can be
reduced online without any deﬁnition of discrete levels in advance.
Unlike full point-based approaches where such a SLOD system has been presented before, the
removal of simulation nodes may not be performed without preconditions. The soft-body simulation,
as deﬁned by the Bullet physics engine, requires to maintain a link structure between the surfels to
evaluate the applied forces. The naïve removal of a link is only one piece of the puzzle to modify the
SLOD of a simulation. We complete this by storing and extracting incident links of each node and
provide these to the TreeCut-operations. The links are then recreated in a local neighborhood. This
enables dynamic adaptation of detail using the TreeCut. As the animation system is part of the Model,
no changes are required to allow our Feedback System to enhance the representation.
We deﬁned a specialized BSWDF, which operates on animation features, such as local motion.
The saliency values can be computed either during rendering or within the simulation. These are then
forwarded to the evaluation. From that point on, the normal processing is continued as presented
before.CHAPTER 9. PERCEPTION-INFLUENCED ANIMATION 169
(a) SoftBody initial conﬁgu-
ration
(b) After 45 steps (c) After 90 steps (d) After 180 steps
(e) TreeCut initial conﬁgura-
tion
(f) After 45 steps (g) After 90 steps (h) After 180 steps
(i) TreeCut links (j) After 45 steps (k) After 90 steps (l) After 180 steps
Figure 9.10: Comparison of results generated by the SoftBody and the TreeCut-SoftBody. A ﬁxed
time step is used to generate the different conﬁgurations. In the last row, the links of the simulation
are visualized. The highlighted links are being replaced by the TreeCut-operations. In the image (h)
the artifacts of the boundaries occur because of a large reduction was performed. Also, illumination
artifacts are generated by the surface normal calculation method.
Currently, only one TreeCut is applied for both rendering and simulation. Other methods, e.g. as
presented by Mueller et al. [Mue+04], are based on two independent representations. This allows
to reduce the number of simulation nodes independently of the surface representation, but a second
data structure is introduced, which seems unnecessary. We plan to apply a second TreeCut instead,
which represents the data for simulation, and thus only one underlying data storage is required. It
is necessary to propagate the results of the simulation, for example, during the ﬁnal update when
animation features are extracted. The surfels used for the rendering by the TreeCut are then updated
accordingly.
When applying a TreeCut-operation, the placement of new nodes is performed using only geo-
metrical measures. This needs to be extended with animation and physical measures as well. This
will increase the stability and feasibility of the simulation. The generation of a smooth surface would
help to reduce artifacts during these operations. A MLS-surface seems suitable for this case, and the
new simulation nodes can be projected onto it.
The proposed method only applies for surface-based simulations, but the TreeCut itself is not170 CHAPTER 9. PERCEPTION-INFLUENCED ANIMATION
(a) Top view of the reduced TreeCut-SoftBody (b) Front view of the reduced TreeCut-SoftBody
Figure 9.11: More detailed view of the link distribution after applying 180 simulations steps. The size
of the net has been reduced to 300 from initially 400 nodes. As local motion is evaluated, nodes near
the center are not reduced.
limited to a speciﬁc representation type. For example, a TreeCut is able to maintain volumetric repre-
sentations, too. The question is what changes to the presented animation features and to the simulation
are necessary when using volumetric approaches, like FEM-based simulations.
A GPU implementation could increase performance because it allows efﬁcient computations. Ad-
ditionally, if the data is directly available on the graphics cards memory, no mapping is required. With
the capabilities of the newest shader model 5, a soft-body can be implemented without any restriction.
It remains to be seen how the proposed animation system needs to be updated and how the TreeCut
can be included in the graphics card.
The complete animation system accounts for animation features, and thus includes perception
during the evaluation of the simulation object. However, user tests have to be performed to validate
the gained impression of presevered detail. Also, it needs to be shown that the simulation remains
plausible even if nodes are coarsened or refined. A maximal compression factor could be derived
to identify when a simulation looses its correctness or plausibility.10. Conclusion
The integration of perceptual information within computer graphics and especially in 3d rendering
provides useful applications. The ability to model the human visual pathway enables us to exploit
limitations of the visual system in rendering scenarios. These can range from simple reductions up
to steering the user to perceive speciﬁc information of a scene by looking at it. However, until now
no method was available that could utilize perceptual information effectively. In this PhD thesis,
we implemented a perception model operating on 3d data, and deﬁned a dynamic data structure to
smoothly apply changes to an 3d object. Unlike previous methods, we operate on the rendering
pipeline and achieve interactive adaptation of an object.
Our approach uses an early vision model, so no external hardware components are required to
evaluate an object. This is similar to existing perception-inspired compression methods. The complete
system acts like a smart rendering system: It adapts dynamically to the hardware platform. Thus, it
can be applied on smart-phones as well as high performance computers. The display is optimized
with respect to the hardware limitations imposed. Perceptual information is extracted with the help of
the early vision model. To achieve this, we introduced new methods and deﬁnitions.
Our dynamic data structure, the TreeCut, enables modiﬁcation of an object using only two core
operations: refine and coarse. The representation can be enhanced without having to determine
distinct Levels Of Detail (LODs) in advance. In combination with two presented evaluation strategies
– a priority-based and a distribution-based selection – multiple scenarios are covered. Both the Tree-
Cut and the evaluation strategies perform well on current systems and have a linear time complexity
with respect to the size of the drawn object.
The early vision model is based on a saliency calculation identifying regions of interest in a 2d
map. The visual salience model is common in computer-based applications. This model does not
account for higher cognitive processes and can be evaluated using only an image of the scene. We
extended existing methods by incorporating 3d data allowing direct computation of saliency using
object- and scene-based information. It is possible to store most of this data to avoid re-computation
during run-time. Our proposed model allows to apply this information in any illumination scenario
resulting in a general region of interest identiﬁcation.
We connected this evaluation of the object-based saliency with the dynamic data structure and
created a Feedback System. With help of modern Central Processing Units (CPUs) and Graphics
Processing Units (GPUs), interactive frame rates are achieved. By utilizing their multi-threading
architecture, stalling of individual processes, e.g. rendering, can be avoided. Because of the universal
design, the Feedback System can be extended for various applications. As an example we present an
adaptation of a physical simulation in form of a soft-body object. Soft-bodies, such as cloth, require
expensive computations, and any reduction in size, e.g. simulation nodes, results in an acceleration.
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In the next sections, we will discuss and evaluate our results. We will review to what extend our
initial theses, stated in chapter ‘Theses’ on page 63, have been conﬁrmed. We also summarize the
capabilities our proposed and implemented methods with respect to the initial requirements. Finally,
some notes regarding future work will be given pointing out directions of research based on our
approaches.
10.1 Requirements and Theses
Previous perception-based evaluation methods in the context of 3d rendering operate mostly on com-
puter models of early Human Visual System (HVS). In this context, the preattentive processing of
perceived objects identiﬁes regions of interest, e.g. those regions where humans are likely to look at.
The visual salience model identiﬁes objects that literally “pop-out”. However, usually 2d process-
ing of this information is performed and applied to the rendering. Only one colleague proposed an
extension for 3d, but did not provide a complete 3d saliency deﬁnition.
In our ﬁrst thesis, we assumed that the model of visual salience can be extended to 3d data with-
out any restrictions and allows an identiﬁcation of regions of interest on a 3d object’s surface. We
proposed an universal function, the Bidirectional Saliency Weight Distribution Function (BSWDF),
to represent the visual salience model in a 3d context [SK11]. A mapping was deﬁned, so that existing
extractors of preattentive features can be adapted to their counterparts in 3d space. The customization
of the function allows further extensions in form of different feature extractors as well as illumination
models. The BSWDF enables to evaluate the object’s saliency using local- and scene-based informa-
tion and results in an identiﬁcation of important areas.
The computation of visual salience information is not expensive, and it has been shown by others
that the calculation can be performed interactively when using modern GPUs [Xu+09]. However,
in real-time applications, precomputations are favored. We stated in our second thesis that object-
speciﬁc features, such as surface colors and curvature, are independent of the illumination applied to
the object. When deriving the deﬁnition of the BSWDF, this has been validated. The object-speciﬁc
features can be stored within a lookup table to avoid costs for computing these during run-time. This
computation is traded with a lookup of the associated data. The saliency is calculated during rendering
by extracting object-speciﬁc features from the lookup table and combining them with an illumination
model. This results in an object-based visual salience information, which can be used for evaluation
and alteration of the 3d object.
Our third thesis stated that saliency information is useful when applying a LOD method to an
object. This means, a reduction in size yields higher quality if a saliency-enhanced method is used.
The TreeCut, as a Dynamic Data Structure, is able to utilize the saliency information, and it modiﬁes
theobjectrepresentationbasedonpredeﬁnedrestrictions, suchassizeorrenderingtime[SK10].Asan
prioritization of areas is available – due to the BSWDF – a perception-based reduction is performed.
In user tests we have shown the validity of our third thesis and achieved higher compression rates forCHAPTER 10. CONCLUSION 173
saliency-enhanced methods in comparison to purely geometric-based reduction methods. Generally
speaking, we are able to compress the representation of an object even further – down to 60% of the
already reduced version – without introducing new distracting errors.
In conclusion, all of our theses have been validated. We created a system that operates on vi-
sual salience values and alters a 3d object representation. Details of an object are preserved during
reductionwithouthavingtopredeﬁneLODs. TheproposedFeedbackSystemallowsinteractive, multi-
threaded evaluation and visualization – resulting in a dynamic, saliency-inﬂuenced rendering system.
10.2 TreeCut
To verify thesis 3, a dynamic adaptation of a 3d object, independent of its primitive type, is required.
We therefore utilized multiple LODs of an object – often referred to as multi-resolution objects –,
which can be generated with either hierarchical or progressive methods. The TreeCut [SK10] op-
erates on these LODs and creates a cut similar to graph-cut methods. The cut is altered by two core
operations: refine and coarse. As the names imply, the refine-operation results in a more detailed
version whereas the coarse-operation reduces the detail at the current selected node1.
As both the refine- and coarse-operation are local operations, we propose global evaluation
strategies to optimize the representation of the entire object. Either primitives are prioritized based
on their importance, i.e. they are refined while the unimportant ones are coarsened, or a general
distribution is imposed and the cut is adapted accordingly. Both strategies can be evaluated in parallel
threads allowing the current representation to be redrawn without stalling the system.
When applying a LOD-reduction because the representation of the object requires to much mem-
ory or the display takes too long, common LOD transition methods require two complete levels to be
drawn simultaneously. This is necessary because the direct exchange of LODs introduces artifacts that
are detected easily by a human spectator. Thus, an interpolation between these two levels is needed
until the substituted version can be omitted safely. However, this imposes restrictions as more primi-
tives need to be rendered until the blending has been completed. It is also required to deﬁne distinct
LODs in advance. With the evaluation strategies and a limitation, e.g. size, an object’s representation
given by a TreeCut is not only reduced to the accurate size, but also the transitions are performed in a
local manner. The overhead is smaller because only local parts need to be interpolated. The TreeCut
deﬁnes a continuous and dynamic LOD. This dynamic LOD will provide more detail as long as the
system’s capabilities are not exceeded while it reduces detail to retain interactivity if resources, such
as battery power, need to be saved.
Also other applications for the TreeCut were presented. For example, a stippling rendering was
achieved using the distribution-based strategy. In this case the different sampling densities in depen-
dency of the tree level’s depth are stored within a multi-resolution object. The evaluation strategy
derives the distribution based on the local cut-node and current illumination scenario. It determines,
1We use the notions of trees or graphs, despite the fact that it can also be applied to progressive representations.174 CHAPTER 10. CONCLUSION
which operation needs to be performed to adapt the cut. As opposed to most existing stippling meth-
ods, ours offers frame coherency inherently. Additionally, several parameters can be changed at run-
time to inﬂuence the ﬁnal appearance.
The TreeCut can be applied for other display methods as well. We presented a highlight-based
approach where the representation of a notiﬁcation icon is adapted by the TreeCut [SSK11]. The
TreeCut is evolved to match an external priority given, for example, by the remaining time until a task
needs to be executed. As a result, the icon is altered to represent the increasing urgency of this task.
We applied this approach to correlate the cognitive load of a user to the visual salience of the icon.
User tests have validated that a more visual salient representation is required when the experimentee
performs a mental or visual demanding task. These results build the scientiﬁc base to design a smart
notiﬁcation system.
10.3 Visual Salience Computation and Feature Lookup Table
To allow efﬁcient and general computation of visual salience information within a 3d rendering frame-
work, an universal representation, the BSWDF, is proposed [SK11]. It models saliency using a spe-
cially designed illumination and surface model. This surface model extracts preattentive features,
i.e. features that are also processed by the HVS. By applying a special illumination model, these ex-
tracted features are combined and related to the current scene. This results in an identiﬁcation of
regions of interest similar to a saliency map.
Our proposed BSWDF represents the distribution of saliency values on the surface of an individual
object. Unlike existing computation models, here 3d data is utilized and processed. This avoids the
need to approximate information that is readily available within the 3d scene. Based on thesis 1, we
convert the existing features to their 3d equivalents to derive a model for calculating areas of interest.
Furthermore, visual salience values can be directly applied within other applications, for example,
in the presented priority strategy of the TreeCut. As it is possible due to the general deﬁnition of
the BSWDF to calculate saliency for 2d images, existing perception-based methods, which apply
raytracing or global illumination algorithms, can use this model, too.
The BSWDF is a bidirectional representation, which provides functional description of a distri-
bution based on different input parameters, similar to illumination models used in computer graphics.
The calculation of the BSWDF operates with surface and scene features, for example, a distance
modelling for the different stages of a center-surround inhibition. The extraction of features combines
rendering and image processing. After processing, these features are weighted by the illumination
model to correctly account for altered colors. Their accumulated weight results in the ﬁnal saliency
values. The possibility to individually weight these features need to be preserved as their weight can
vary with the user situation.
It is notable that the individual surface features are independent of the illumination even when
the emitted color of the surface is altered. In the BSWDF the illumination model accounts for suchCHAPTER 10. CONCLUSION 175
changes. This independence of the light source allows to store object-based features in a lookup table
(refer to thesis 2). These features are preprocessed and provide a fast access during rendering in the
proposed Feedback System. As we wanted to design a real-time application, any online calculation
should be deferred or avoided. With the lookup table, only a few instructions are required to extract
the data and derive a saliency map. We proposed several sampling schemes to allow complete repre-
sentation of the object features with a varying degree of detail. Once the data has been stored, a ﬁxed
space on disk is consumed, and the quality of the features is independent of the object’s primitive
count.
10.4 The Feedback System
The combination of the TreeCut and the BSWDF leads to a highly dynamic system and allows the
creation of a feedback loop. The proposed Feedback System accounts for correct extraction and ap-
plication of visual salience information by the TreeCut’s evaluation strategies. The 3d data given by
the TreeCut representation is sent to the graphics card and a priority for each primitive is calculated
by the BSWDF. The results are transferred to the TreeCut-evaluation, which adapts the current Tree-
Cut representation. Once an iteration of the evaluation is completed, a new TreeCut representation is
available. This results in new visual information, and new priorities will be assigned to each primitive.
This closes the loop and creates a feedback.
We utilized both BSWDF and the lookup of the feature maps to achieve real-time updates of an
object. Based on the current view, the TreeCut nodes are mapped to the feature map, and with the help
of the BSWDF the visual salience data is computed. This mapping is enhanced by applying built-in
interpolation methods of rendering subsystems, and due to the design no adaptation of the calculation
is required when doing so. After this implicit mapping, each primitive contains a priority value. With
the “transfer feedback” capabilities of modern graphics cards, we copy the data from GPU to CPU
memory.
The Feedback System is self-optimizing, and this often requires additional effort to assure both a
stable and optimal conﬁguration. This restriction arises because only local information is inspected.
Thus some type of control needs to be included. In the presented system we use a threshold to assure
a minimal increase in detail during each iteration of the evaluation strategies. When the object has
moved or the scene has been changed, new priority values are present, and the Feedback System
optimizes the display. This preserves TreeCut’s ability to adapt to changes in the scene while the
Feedback System is able to reach a stable conﬁguration in static scenes.
An important aspect is that the evaluation is separated from the rendering process and the previous
LOD-version is shown as long as the evaluation is still updating the representation. This allows to
defer or even omit calculations to save processing time and to exploit multi-threading capabilities of
modern computers. The more objects are present in the complete scene the more is gained from this
parallel processing approach.176 CHAPTER 10. CONCLUSION
We have designed the complete Feedback System in a Model View Controller (MVC)-pattern,
which allows to extend the current system with additional capabilities. The Model includes the raw 3d
data and the assigned representations, such as the TreeCut. The View is an abstract representation for
the rendering subsystem, e.g. DirectXTMor a raytracer. The Controller manages the current state of
the system and issues appropriate commands to the Model to update or alter the visual outcome. We
added a Feedback Stage, which represents the loop introduced by the evaluation strategy and BSWDF
computation. Our MVC-design allows combination of smart, dynamic LOD-enhanced objects along
with static representations, and thus it provides ﬂexible conﬁgurations. For example, dynamic LOD-
methods can be deactivated for a single TreeCut to reduce evaluation costs of the complete scene.
10.5 Perception-inﬂuenced Animation
As an example application for the proposed Feedback System, a soft-body simulation for materials
like cloth is presented [SK12b]. This type usually requires large computational effort for updating the
internal forces. The less simulation nodes are available for an update the greater the increase in per-
formance. The Feedback System dynamically adds or removes simulations nodes. This increases the
performance of the overall system. Similar to the TreeCut, various types of restrictions are possible,
such as size or recalculation times.
We incorporated the TreeCut into the simulation structure provided by a Software Development
Kit (SDK), the Bullet physics engine. This way, we circumvented the need to implement correct
physics calculations and showed the universal applicability of our framework. The refine- and the
coarse-operations are extended to maintain the physical properties of the simulation nodes during
their application. Additionally, we enhanced the existing data structure by storing incident links for
each node. The locality of the refine- and coarse-operations is preserved, and thus the TreeCut-
evaluation is accelerated.
A specialized BSWDF is deﬁned that directly accounts for animation features, such as change of
the position of a node. Animation features here identify regions where more detail in the simulation is
required. These features are extracted after processing of a simulation step and the resulting saliency
values are then forwarded to the TreeCut-evaluation, which changes the 3d representation and the
physical simulation. This connection between visual representation and physical animation allows
the use of a BSWDF that simultaneously accounts for visual and physical important regions.
The Feedback System does not need to be changed by any means as the operations directly modify
both data structures. Due to the potential change in position or other physical properties, concurrent
calculations of the physics engine and the TreeCut-evaluation have to be restricted. The evaluation
may only be performed, when representation remains unchanged, e.g. when the object is drawn.
With the saliency-inﬂuenced animation we are able to change the LOD of a simulation during run-
time. Here, no predeﬁned levels have to be created in advance as before. The detail of the simulation
is adapted by applying the TreeCut-operations while the BSWDF performs the required selectionCHAPTER 10. CONCLUSION 177
of nodes. Our presented approach is applicable to both mesh-based and point-based representations
because the simulation is independent of the surface description.
10.6 Future Work
With our proposed system, we have proven the applicability of saliency within 3d rendering scenarios.
Theframeworkfulﬁllstheimposedrequirements, butitcanbeenhancedevenfurther, andseveralparts
can be reﬁned to increase the understanding, the universality and applicability of perception within
the context of rendering.
The TreeCut allows to efﬁciently manage a representation, but a transfer of the refine- and
coarse-operations onto the graphics card will lead to a more efﬁcient processing. Not only does the
GPU provide a higher computation power, but also the transfer between the CPU and the GPU would
be avoided. The bandwidth saved would then be available for other information, such as occlusion
queries or progressive rendering data. To avoid data transfer between CPU and GPU, a dynamic
tessellationwithhighdatathroughputcouldbeutilized. However, furtherstudiesneedtobeperformed
whether the TreeCut can be combined with the new capabilities offered by the shader model 5.
The application of the refine- and coarse-operation introduces an artifact at the affected node,
which is unwanted. Depending on the size of the node, the saliency calculation will become invalid as
we did not take the generated artifact into account. Therefore, smooth transitions of the discrete LODs
are required to circumvent the introduction of visual artifacts, i.e. new salient features. The TreeCut
needs to be adapted to account for a gradual application of both refine- and coarse-operations.
This, for example, could be achieved by introducing non-discrete states.
By design, the TreeCut is able to operate on both a tree and a progressive representation. However,
the prototype is implemented only for a tree representation, and special adjustments may be needed
for a progressive data structure. Also, a compression of the representation would reduce the memory
footprint, and thus it would increase performance during upload of the rendering data. Others already
proposed such out-of-core upload strategies, and the TreeCut should be easily extended with these
capabilities.
The TreeCut data structure currently is only applicable to point-based representations. These are
well suited for highly tessellated surfaces, but when large and ﬂat regions are present data is wasted.
Like the Progressive Meshes approach, the TreeCut could be extended to mesh-based representations,
too. Thiswouldbroadentherangeofapplications. However, weaimfortheuseofahybridrepresenta-
tion, like the POP system [CN01]. This would allow to combine the advantages of both representation
types. Once the TreeCut-operations have been mapped to the new representation, an implementation
is straightforward.
Much time is spent evaluating the TreeCut. Our proposed parallel implementation avoids stalling
of the rendering, and only the transfer is an issue. Tests showed that a partial sorting increases per-
formance massively, but still is too slow for large objects because sorting needs to be performed each178 CHAPTER 10. CONCLUSION
iteration. Therefore, more efﬁcient approaches are required including the reuse of previously calcu-
lated data. This should be possible as between two consecutive iterations major changes are not to be
expected. Currently, the data throughput of the priority strategy is rather low, and a higher rate would
be appreciated, especially for large objects.
The TreeCut introduces an overhead due to its extended capabilities. In real-time applications,
such as games, any overhead is unwanted. Additionally, the dynamic generation of LODs in ﬁxed
scenarios is usually not necessary. Thus, the question remains whether a full dynamic representation
is advantageous in a real-time application. In any case, the TreeCut is still usable to guide a designer
if creating ﬁxed LODs.
The BSWDF needs be enhanced with multiple illumination models, so it is able to account for
colored light sources. As color information suppresses some of the surface features, a relative metric
would be suitable because only difference values are stored for each feature. We assume that there
exists a mathematical model for a difference illumination. One has to be deﬁned for every illumination
model, but this is expected to be straightforward. Then, the inﬂuence of a light source is reﬂected
correctly within the saliency calculation, and more general scenarios could be covered by the BSWDF.
The lookup table may be enhanced by compression algorithms to reduce memory requirements.
The smaller the data the faster the upload to the graphics card, and more bandwidth is saved for
other operations. Therefore, it needs be evaluated what type of data, such as precision, range, etc., is
required and needs to be stored. Also, the sampling schemes presented are empirical, and the question
arises how dense an object needs to be sampled to allow correct reconstruction of surface features.
Suitable sampling schemes and compression methods could be veriﬁed in user tests.
The most gain of processing speed is achieved if the features are stored directly in the 3d data. We
showed that the surface features are independent of the light source, but instead depend on the current
view. A representation that encodes necessary information directly within the primitives avoids costly
extraction and accelerates computation. For example, we approximated the surface curvature, but this
could be precalculated and stored for each primitive instead. The degree of change regarding the view
is an interesting research ﬁeld. If it would be possible to model this change of the surface features, the
necessary information could be preprocessed and stored as well.
Any recalculation generates overhead, especially for static views of an object. The calculated data
could be stored and re-accessed if evaluating the current representation. If a scene is not changing up
to a certain degree the ﬁnal saliency values should not differ, and a cache strategy could be applied.
This is similar to frame coherency and would increase the performance of the Feedback System as
data transfer and recalculations could be avoided.
The extraction of the features in our prototype require both the CPU and GPU. The normalization
operator in the current version can only be performed on the CPU. But a full GPU implementation
is possible and has been proposed by others [Xu+09]. It allows interactive processing of the current
scene. In combination with the precalculation of data, the accuracy of the results could be increased.
Thus, no interpolation would be necessary, which is currently performed by the lookup table ap-CHAPTER 10. CONCLUSION 179
proach. It needs to be veriﬁed how often recalculations are required to reconstruct the surface features
correctly.
The proposed BSWDF is applied only to single objects. Unlike other methods, the saliency of a
complete scene then needs to be combined for all visible objects. It needs to be investigated, which
typeofevaluation, e.g. object-orscene-bound, isrequiredtoresultinanidealidentiﬁcationofregions
of interest and to derive the highest quality representation. If a scene-bound version is found to be
more ideal, the adaptation of an individual object could then be triggered from one global evaluation
strategy while in an object-bound case each TreeCut would have its own evaluation process assigned.
The Feedback System has the drawback of requiring a threshold to establish a stable conﬁguration.
We intend to publish these results despite the fact that the the threshold approach may stop at an non-
optimal state. Updates to the representation are not performed until an external change is invoked.
To reduce the impact of the threshold either the data structure must be adapted to correctly model the
ideal conﬁguration or some type of memory needs to be included. Repeated changes, e.g. a refine-
operation followed to an coarse-operation of the same node, needs to be avoided.
To adapt the representation with a dynamic and continuous LOD, some kind of restriction has to
be imposed, which allows to optimize an object. In LOD systems, usually the size is chosen, but also
rendering times may serve as a restriction. When aiming at a universal approach to render objects on
various platforms, e.g. smart-phones and high performance clusters, the deﬁnition of the restrictions
need to be reﬁned. A capability representation of the current system could include rendering power,
available memory, but also factors like the screen size. This is important because it limits the maximal
quality a rendering can achieve and inﬂuences the saliency calculation as well. Thus, such a capability
representation would support the decision making performed by the Feedback System.
The evaluation strategies of a TreeCut can optimize the representation and account for external
information, in our case a prioritization of primitives. This converts the TreeCut with the Feedback
System into an agent with a self-optimization property. By further reﬁning the agent deﬁnition, multi-
agent system research results should be included. The self-x properties could be enhanced including
attributes like self-healing, e.g. if the representation has some type of defect. Also a Behavior-Desires-
Intentions approach could be applied: The TreeCut would display itself with certain attributes, such
as minimal quality while being restrained by the complete system. Then, the TreeCut would select the
ideal operation to apply.
The animation presented is an example how to incorporate the TreeCut and the Feedback System
to an external, existing data structure. These results have not yet been published, but have been
acceptedinformofasubmission. Toincreasethequalityoftheresults, somefurtherstepsareplanned.
Currently, only the operations have been validated, but the visual quality needs to be assured, too.
Some user tests will be performed, and the deﬁnition reﬁned accordingly to enable the system to
retain the quality while reducing the detail in unimportant regions of the simulation.
Also, the maintenance of multiple cuts, e.g. one for the simulation and another for the rendering,
could increase the overall quality. However, we state that only one underlying data structure is neces-180 CHAPTER 10. CONCLUSION
sary, which differs from current approaches. If a GPU-based simulation is intended, this avoids space
consumption in the rather small graphics card memory. If two cuts are maintained, an update of the
positions needs to be propagated from the simulation nodes to the drawn surface elements (surfels).
This, of course, needs to be faster than a direct cut simulation to be reasonable. Also, it requires a
mapping of surface features and the resulting saliency values onto the simulation nodes, e.g. we need
to identify if a refine/coarse-operation is required on a simulation node when we calculate the
saliency for the displayed surfels.
The performed user tests for rating of the rendering results only used static images. This rating,
however, is assumed to be same when using animations or the dynamic Feedback System. Yet, this
has not been veriﬁed and thus more user tests are required to evaluate the system in more detail. This,
on the one hand, is only a question of performing the tests and does not affect the proposed system.
On the other hand, the results may inﬂuence the computations performed and force a reﬁnement of
the deﬁnitions, such as the interpolation of nodes.
Bottom Line
We presented a step towards the incorporation of saliency into real-time rendering. Existing ap-
proaches utilized either image-based methods or these only partially included the complete saliency
deﬁnition. We completed and deﬁned a general representation of saliency for 3d objects. In combina-
tion with the TreeCut data structure, we are able to modify the representation of a single object instead
of the complete scene. However, when solving problems by introducing new methods, new ideas and
problems appeared. But the end of this study will be the beginning of future researches on this topic.
So, with enthusiasm and scientiﬁc curiosity, let us restart leaded by the famous words:
To boldly go where no man has gone before. (Star Trek Enterprise)Bibliography
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point-based rendering Direct rendering approach, which does not rely on topological information.
This approach is well suited for inner-object level of detail methods as surfel can be exchanged
directly. See also surfel,level of detail.
primitive A primitive is a form of representation regarding the provided 3d data. These can be
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rendering subsystem With this term we reference an API for rendering. For example, this could be
DirectXTMor openGL..
shader An dynamic allocatable processing unit on the graphics card. It is programmable and directly
executed on the GPU. Often a program written using the GPU instruction set is referred to as a
shader.
shader model Deﬁnes the available instructions and pipeline on a graphics card. Each model intro-
duces either more programmability of the graphics card or provide new stages into the pipeline.
See also shader, GPU.
simulation level of detail The equivalent of a level of detail for simulations. Instead of geometric
detail, simulation detail is changed.
tessellation shader Complete stage within the shader that enables generation of details in the gpu.
No precomputation is required. Consists of the Hull Shader,Tessellator and Domain Shader.
See also shader,GPU.
vertex buffer object A vertex buffer object is a buffer reserved on the graphics card memory. It is
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211212 APPENDIX A. SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONSB. Visual Testing
To validate both the Feedback System and the correct functionality of the evaluation strategies, a visual
test has been designed. The focus of this test is to determine, whether a spectator is able to distinguish
two Level Of Detail (LOD) versions of a shown scene. As visual salience is used in the feedback to
identify primitives for removal, higher cognitive processes are excluded from the test.
In the following sections, we will design the test will and present the necessary parts in section
’Preconditions and Test Design’. A series of user tests were performed, and the details regarding
the test procedure are given in section ’Test’. The results of all performed tests and the deduced
implications for the Feedback System are given afterwards.
B.1 Preconditions and Test Design
Ourtestneedstoaccountforhumanearlyvision. Wefurthermorewanttoexcludeanyhighercognitive
processes. As no task is employed, a comparison test is chosen.
Participants are asked to select the one of the two images presented, which contains more details
or is more visually appealing. The display time of each image pair is equal but varies over all image
pairs presented. To avoid that a candidate is able compare the two images explicitly, only one image
is presented at a time.
The selection of the image to present ﬁrst and the display time are random. This allows to test the
inﬂuence of time in the selection process. No special random number generator has been used neither
for generating the order nor for the display times.
As the exchange of the low- and high-detailed images introduces a ﬂicker, a blank screen is pre-
sented to the user for a ﬁxed time span. The inﬂuence of ﬂicker is reduced while retaining comparison
capabilities. As the ﬂicker effect is avoided, decision making is not manipulated. The display duration
of the blank screen was set to 0.5 seconds throughout all tests.
To rate the images a score table with 5 steps is used in the range of [-2,2]. A candidate can
choose more ﬁne grained and also rate tendencies. For example, a rated image of  2 means that the
ﬁrst image had the highest visual quality, while a score of 0 indicates that no distinction between the
presented images could be made.
B.2 Test
With these preconditions, we have created a test program, which loads a set of pregenerated images.
The display time for each image pair is random within a predeﬁned range. In ﬁgures B.1a and B.1b
screenshots of the generated program can be seen.
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(a) The Tester showing a single comparison image. (b) The score board along with the description of the in-
dividual scores. Also some instructions are presented to
the participant.
Figure B.1: The created test program, which was used in all performed tests.
Within each image set some images were included that either show very bad results or are equal,
i.e. they contain the same content. This allows to extract random picking and non-serious participants.
The results of those are excluded for the statistical evaluation. In ﬁgure B.2 an example image pair is
shown.
In total 30 participants successfully completed the test with various images and display times.
Prior to each test, a questionnaire was held to account for possible visual defects of the participant.
All of the participants had normal or to normal corrected vision. 2 results were excluded because false
ratings were made, which have been detected due to the test images included in each image set.
B.2.1 1st Test
The ﬁrst test included 15 participants. In each test set, 91 image pairs were shown, which are separated
into a normal LOD comparison and reduction technique comparison. The latter image set contained
various combinations of the reduction techniques, namely saliency reduction (SAL), point-size reduc-
tion (PS) and a combined reduction (SALPS). The display time was set to the range [500,1000] ms.
In complete a participant usually required 5 minutes to complete the test.
B.2.2 2nd Test
In the second test, only the LOD comparison is performed to support the ﬁndings of the ﬁrst test. In
this test 15 participants were tested, from which 2 were excluded due to invalid selections. 24 image
pairs were rated and display times were chosen in the range of [1000,3000] ms. The completion of
the test required approximately 2-3 minutes.
Additionally, an image-based compression method was rated against the original version, so that
other types of compression are evaluated, too. In our case, a JPEG compression method with very
high compression rates was used, ranging from 5%, which produces large visual errors, up to 40%APPENDIX B. VISUAL TESTING 215
Figure B.2: Example test image pair that was presented during the user test. By test design, a
participant had only a short time span to select the more visually appealing image.
of the original source size. In the latter case no differences were perceivable in a pre-test, and thus a
rating score of 0 was expected.
B.3 Results
The scores of the test images were removed from the ﬁnal result set to avoid corruption of the results.
As stated before if a participant selected these test images more than twice, the complete ratings of
that user are removed.
B.3.1 1st Test
The display times of the ﬁrst test were evaluated with a linear regression whether a higher score is
achieved when a user has more time for viewing an test image. However, in the ﬁrst test series, the
display time did not signiﬁcantly predict the score (b = 0:0002, t(898) = 1:01, p = 0:309  0:005),
and this prediction is also not very good (adjusted R2 = 3:824e 05, F(1;898) = 1:034, p = 0:309).
This may be due to the wrong time ranges selected for testing.
We also extracted the scores for the comparison of LOD techniques. The combined version
(SALPS) was rated with a signiﬁcantly higher score than the other methods (PS and SAL). Both
saliency-enhanced LOD techniques received a signiﬁcantly higher score than the plain PS reduction
(t(179) =  1:689, p = 0:04648). These results were generated using a one sample t-test. A compar-
ison of the SALPS reduction to both PS and SAL methods show a signiﬁcantly higher rating for the
SALPS method (t(387:418) =  4:7771, p = 1:2e 06). Because multiple tests were made using the
same data set, we applied a Bonferroni correction. The signiﬁcance value for the complete test has216 APPENDIX B. VISUAL TESTING
Test Type Signiﬁcant [Yes/No]
Score inﬂuenced by time linear regression No
(p = 0:309,R2  0)
Saliency(SALPS + SAL) bet-
ter than PS
t-test Yes
(p = 0:04648)
SALPS better than SAL Welch two sample t-test Yes
(p = 1:2e 06)
Table B.1: Results of the ﬁrst visual tests. Type identiﬁes the applied statistical test method. Sig-
niﬁcant indicates whether the results were signiﬁcant and includes the statistical values as well. 15
participants conducted this test series.
been set to 0:05 while the sub-tests were subjected to 0.002 for the prediction of the score, 0.047 in
case of the comparison of SALPS reduction, and 0.001 in the other case.
The results, which are summarized in table B.1, indicate that the saliency-enhanced LOD tech-
niques increase the visual quality of the presented objects. The application of saliency enhancements
results in signiﬁcantly better results in a forced choice selection. Due to the point-based rendering
technique used for generating the test images, any evaluation algorithm using the point-size for de-
riving the reduction, i.e. in the SALPS and the PS reduction methods, avoids introduction of wrong
positioned splats. With other rendering techniques, the plain saliency evaluation is assumed to per-
form better. Furthermore, we only used static images and we cannot simply extend our ﬁndings to
a dynamic scenario. However, as long as the dynamic adaptations are processed fast enough, our
ﬁndings should apply.
B.3.2 2nd Test
In the second test, the highly signiﬁcant higher rating of the saliency evaluation method has been
proven (t(51) = 3:6124, p = 0:0003464  0:016). This conﬁrms the results of the ﬁrst test and
endorses the chosen evaluation method.
Despite the fact that a longer display time was chosen, the duration still did not reliably predict
the score. We assume that very short times (below 500ms) are necessary to affect the rating. So, we
could not prove our assumption that the display time affects the score.
We furthermore evaluated the comparison between the JPEG compressed images and original
images. When the JPEG compression factor is below 10% of the original size, the introduced artifacts
were too obvious. A highly signiﬁcant tendency towards the original image has been detected (t(38)=
5:4371, p = 1:6e 06  0:016). Interestingly, we found a tendency towards a single version – either
the compressed or the original. Each time the images with more detail and less errors were chosen
(t(35) = 0:7766, p = 0:4426). We assume that this is due to the low number of test samples used.
Finally, we evaluated the compression factor that can be achieved with the proposed reduction
methods. In this case, only the SALPS reduction method is compared to the PS reduction. The
compression in the number of surface elements (surfels) has shown a signiﬁcantly higher score forAPPENDIX B. VISUAL TESTING 217
Test Type Signiﬁcant [Yes/No]
SALPS better than PS t-test Yes
(p = 0:0003464)
JPEG compression t-test Yes
(p = 1:6e 06)
SALPS / PS score ratio linear regression Yes
(p = 0:000248,R2 = 0:9448)
Table B.2: Results of the second visual tests. Type identiﬁes the applied statistical test method.
Signiﬁcant indicates whether the results were signiﬁcant and includes the statistical values as well. 13
participants successfully conducted this test series.
the saliency-enhanced reduction method. This holds as long as the compression is above 60% of
the comparison object. There is a linear relation between compression rate and the achieved score
(b = 42:008, t(5) = 9:253, p = 0:000248  0:016). This prediction is also very good as R2 = 0:9448
(F(1;5) = 85:62, p = 0:0002477). This means, when applying the saliency-enhanced reduction
method, the surfel count of an object can be reduced down to 60% without introducing a visible
difference. When reducing the number of surfels even more, the artifacts become visible, and the
rating towards the saliency-enhanced reduction methods is no longer signiﬁcant. However, a trend
towards the saliency-enhanced method can still be detected. The linear correlation is visualized in ﬁg-
ure B.3. All results are summarized in table B.2. In this case, all tests are subjected to a signiﬁcance
of 0.016. This results in an overall signiﬁcance of 0.05 for the whole test.218 APPENDIX B. VISUAL TESTING
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Figure B.3: The linear dependency of the score with respect to the applied compression rate in the
Feedback System. At 60% of the original object’s size, the scores are equal and no distiction could be
made by the participants.C. Results Using the Feedback System
Inthischapter, wewillpresentsomeofthevisualresultsachievedusingthevariousmethodspresented
in this thesis. Below each image, the used number of surfels is given.
C.1 Plain TreeCut Reductions
The shown images are produced using the priority evaluation strategy on an established TreeCut. The
comparison is made with an hierarchy based method. In this case, the TreeCut’s cut-nodes are in the
same level, and the number of surfels is noted below each image.
Original (35286 surfels)
Curvature-based TreeCut priority reduction
704 surfels 2186 surfels 9370 surfels
Level-based reduction
552 surfels 2206 surfels 8822 surfels
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C.2 Stippling Images
The images contain various objects that were rendered with the stippling approach presented in ‘Re-
sults Using Bucket-based Cut Evaluation’ on page 94. Instead of the used surfel count, the individual
parameters are listed below each image.
Stanford bunny Stanford dragon
MinLvl 5, MaxLvl 7, Gamma 4.8 MinLvl 5, MaxLvl 10, Gamma 1.0
Stanford lion
MinLvl 5, MaxLvl 13, Gamma 0.3 MinLvl 8, MaxLvl 13, Gamma 3.1APPENDIX C. RESULTS USING THE FEEDBACK SYSTEM 221
Eochenus tooth generated with the method of Schäfer and Heep [SH10]
Both images have the same settings: MinLvl 5, MaxLvl 12, Gamma 1.3
C.3 Images Used for the Visual Tests
For the rating of the visual quality of our proposed LOD-method, we have generated several test
sets. Here, we show two exemplary image pairs that were displayed and rated. For a comparison, a
difference image is added here, which was, of course, not shown in the test.
Original (1.279.481 surfels)222 APPENDIX C. RESULTS USING THE FEEDBACK SYSTEM
Plain point-size reduction Saliency-enhanced point-size reduction (SALPS)
39999 surfels 39998 surfels
Difference of the images
49999 surfels 19999 surfelsAPPENDIX C. RESULTS USING THE FEEDBACK SYSTEM 223
Difference of the images
C.4 LOD-progression Using the Feedback System
With our Feedback System, continuous LOD adaptations are possible. In the following, we show a
progression of the different LOD-stages that were generated when restricting the size of the TreeCut.
For a comparison, we include absolute difference images to the high quality version. These absolute
difference images mark locations where a change has been applied. These, however, do not reﬂect the
magnitude of this change. It is notable that the silhouette of the lion is preserved, even if the number
of surfel is reduced to less than 10% of the original count.
Original (183.408 surfels)224 APPENDIX C. RESULTS USING THE FEEDBACK SYSTEM
150000 surfels
100000 surfels
80000 surfelsAPPENDIX C. RESULTS USING THE FEEDBACK SYSTEM 225
60000 surfels
30000 surfels
15000 surfels226 APPENDIX C. RESULTS USING THE FEEDBACK SYSTEM
10000 surfels
The used color ramp for differences. Blue means no change while red indicates a maximal
change of 255 grey scale values. The color images were converted with the NTSC gray
scale conversion before the difference has been calculated.
C.5 Perception-inﬂuenced Animation
The Feedback System is not limited to reduction of static objects, but can be applied to simulations as
well. Here, we show some results that we have generated using the Feedback System. A soft-body is
simulated, and a reduction in size is applied in the progression on the right. In the left, the original
soft-body of the Bullet physics library is shown. Both objects use 400 simulation nodes, and only
gravitational inﬂuence is accounted for. A ﬁxed time step is used that is noted below each image pair.
0 stepsAPPENDIX C. RESULTS USING THE FEEDBACK SYSTEM 227
45 steps
90 steps
135 steps
180 steps228 APPENDIX C. RESULTS USING THE FEEDBACK SYSTEM
In the next table, the performance results of the TreeCut-SoftBody are shown. These were gener-
ated using a test set as described in section ‘Performance of the Proposed System’ on page 165.
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